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Abstract 
History and Prophecy in the Qumran Pesharim 
An examination of the key figures and groups in the 
Dead Sea Scrolls by way of their prophetic 
designations. 
Marcus Edward Michael Wood, B.A. (Hons) M.A. Dunelm 
Submitted for the degree of Doctor ofPhilosophy (Ph. D.) to the University of 
Durham, United Kingdom 
September 2001 
The thesis examines the Qumran pesharim and seeks to test the claim that these texts 
are solely 'historically' based. Instead, it fmds that the interpretations are driven by 
prophetic concerns, founded on and guided by the biblical concept of 'pesher' as 
dream-interpretation. 
The study concentrates on the various sobriquets in the pesharim, and is loosely 
divided into two main parts. Part one examines those designations of groups, 
including the Kittim, Ephraim and Manasseh, and the Seekers of Smooth Things. Part 
two, meanwhile, focuses on the interrelationship between the Teacher of 
Righteousness, the Wicked Priest, and the Man of Falsehood. One of the dominating 
themes ofthe thesis is the stress laid on the relationship between the Teacher and the 
Man of Falsehood, while the thesis also proposes that 'Ephraim' and 'Seekers of 
Smooth Things' are an offshoot of the Man of Falsehood's original followers. This 
allows the opposition to this group in 4QpNahum to be properly understood, and 
suggests a link between the Qurnran group and the proto-Pharisaic movement. 
In concluding, the study condemns the suggestion that the 'masking' by sobriquets 
intentionally conceals these subjects' identity. Rather, such masking links the 
intended target with prophetic expectations. In short, the thesis fmds that although the 
two are often distinguished in modern scholarship, the correct interpretation of any 
aspect of the 'historical' pesharim inevitably relies on the understanding of the 
prophetic term 'pesher' - and vice versa. 
The thesis does not tackle the issue of the dating of these texts. Rather, it assumes the 
consensus view that the pesharim were composed during the first century BCE. 
Occasionally, it will be evident that a text requires a composition before or after a 
particular date or event, or even that it must postdate another Qurnran text, but in 
general the question has not been an overriding concern. 
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But God remembered the Covenant with the forefathers, and he raised from 
Aaron men of discernment and from Israel men of wisdom, and He caused 
them to hear. And they dug the Well: the well which the princes dug, which the 
nobles of the people delved with the stave (Num xxi, 18). 
The Well is the Law, and those who dug it were the converts oflsrael who went 
5 out of the land of Judah to sojourn in the land of Damascus. God called them 
all princes because they sought Him. And their renown was disputed by no 
man. The Stave is the Interpreter of the Law of whom Isaiah said, He makes a 
tool for His work (Isa. liv, 16); and the nobles of the people are those who 
come to dig the Well with the staves with which the Stave ordained that they 
10 should walk in all the age of wickedness - and without them they shall fmd 
nothing - until he comes who shall teach righteousness at the end of days. 
(CD VI:2-11; Trans. Vermes) 
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Abbreviations 
Standard abbreviations for Biblical books and other Jewish material is not here 
covered. The citation ofQumran texts follows the standard formula 1Q =Cave 1, 2Q 
= Cave 2 etc. Wherever possible I retain the older form of identification over the 
numerical alternative to speed up identification of the texts in question. Thus I refer to 
the Nahum pesher as 4QpNah rather than 4Q169. In the Introduction the 'pesharim' 
are identified under both systems. Where a text has a title pre-existing even this I 
point this out when first referring to the text and use the standard identification 
thereafter. Thus the Habakkuk pesher was originally entitled DSH (Dead Sea 
Habakkuk) though I use the more normative 1 QpHab when referring to this text. 
References to particular passages are given by text followed by fragment number or 
group (where relevant), followed by the column number (in Roman numerals) and 
fmally by individual line numbers. Thus 4QpNah 3-4 I:2-3 refers to lines 2-3 of 
column one of the fragment group 3-4 ofpesher Nahum. 
In the following list of abbreviations several books are referred to, most notably those 
ofMaurya Horgan and William Brownlee. For the full entry to these works please see 
the fuller Bibliography. 
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Dead Sea Discoveries 
Dead Sea Scrolls 
F. Garcia-Martinez, The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition, 2 vols. 
Ephemerides Theologicae Lovanienses 
Folia Orientalia 
fragment number 
Maurya Horgan, Pesharim 
Harvard Theological Review 
Hebrew Union College Annual 
Israel Exploration Journal 
Journal of the American Oriental Society 
Journal of Biblical Literature 
Journal of Jewish Studies 
JNES 
JQR 
JSJ 
JSOT 
JSOTSup 
JSP 
JSPSup 
JSS 
JTS 
KJV 
1(1). 
LXX 
m. 
MS(S) 
MT 
NC 
NI COT 
NRSV 
NTS 
NT 
NT 
NovTestSup 
OT 
OTS 
PAM 
PEQ 
Pl(s). 
PRE 
RB 
RevQ 
RHR 
RSV 
SBL 
SBFLA 
TDOT 
Vg 
VT 
Wood+p. 
ZAW 
Journal for Near Eastern Studies 
Jewish Quarterly Review 
Journal for the Study of Judaism 
Journal for the Study of the Old Testament 
Journal for the Study of the Old Testament, Supplements 
Journal for the Study of the Pseudepigrapha 
Journal for the Study of the Pseudepigrapha, Supplements 
Journal of Semitic Studies 
Journal ofTheological Studies 
King James Version 
line number( s) 
Septuagint 
Mishnah 
Manuscript( s) 
Masoretic Text 
La Nouvelle Clio 
The New International Commentary on the Old Testament 
New Revised Standard Version 
New Testament Studies 
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New Testament 
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Old Testament 
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viii 
Marcus Wood, "Pesher Habakkuk and the Targum of Jonathan ben 
Uzziel". 
Zeitschrift fiir die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 
Reconstructions, Translations, and Citations of Hebrew Prophecy 
This study requires that Qumran texts are often cited within the course of the chapter 
structure. Generally I have followed standard reconstruction formulae. Thus, square 
bracketing [ ... ] is used to indicate where text has not survived and may have been 
reconstructed. In the accompanying translations, I try as much as possible to keep the 
translations of the Hebrew on the relevant lines (indicated by numbers in subscript 
form). Where this is not possible and the translation strays on to a following line this 
IX 
is indicated by curly brackets { ... }. These same curly brackets are also used at points 
in both Hebrew and English to indicate scribal errors such as the repetition of a word. 
Context should enable distinction of this to be obvious. 
The degree of reconstruction used is, however, impossible to judge merely from a 
printed text. Thus in cases where a word is only partially extant the reader should 
always consult the published photographs of the text in question, preferably in the 
Oxford DJD series, or in the PAM photographs on the newly published CD-ROM At 
one stage in the thesis I reproduce an image of part of one of the scrolls (Figure 3, 
below). This originated from the Oxford CD-ROM but has been 'surgically enhanced' 
in an attempt to make the Hebrew text in question easier to read. 
The structure and style of the pesharim means that it is necessary to view the 
interpretation alongside the Biblical passage on which it is based. Thus I cite first the 
Biblical passage, as it appears in the Qumran text, including any points of divergence 
from the Hebrew Masoretic text. Where textual reconstruction is necessary, however, 
I cite the unpointed MT with any standard Qumran vowel letters inserted. In general, I 
do not indicate minor points of difference between the Qumran text and the MT, 
including the insertion of the vowel letters, since discussion of these minutiae has 
been adequately presented in Maurya's Horgan textual study. Nevertheless, where the 
Qumran text substantially differs from the MT, e.g. where a different word is found, 
or where perhaps one letter's difference results in a change in translation, especially 
where this is picked up in the interpretation, I use red to highlight the change. 
Where I cite from other Bible passages, I give the BHS Masoretic pointed text, and 
accompany it with the NRSV translation. Occasionally, this results in a loose 
translation, but the reader should in these cases always refer back to the original 
Hebrew. 
A fmal note on translation: Generally I commend the reader to use Maurya Horgan's 
translation of the pesharim. Many of the translations I adopt are based on Horgan's 
readings. Nevertheless, where I disagree with a particular reading she espouses, this is 
generally noted in the section corresponding to the passage. 
Other Works 
At various points in the work it is necessary to cite supporting passages from other 
ancient sources, most frequently Josephus. For consistency, I have chosen William 
Whiston's The Works of Josephus: Complete and Unabridged, New Updated Edition 
(Hendrickson: Peabody, MA, 1987). Where it is necessary to cite the Greek the text is 
taken from the Loeb volumes. Again, for convenience, I give both numbering 
systems, though I abbreviate the titles of the relevant works: War, Ant(iquities) etc. 
1 
11.0 lntrodlll.u:~tion 
Among the now vast number oftexts uncovered from the 11 caves situated around the 
Qumran archaeological site, one group of documents stands out and commands 
attention: the Qumran pesharim, or 'commentaries' on biblical books. These texts take 
their name from the Hebrew term itl'J~ 'pesher', plural ld9itl'7~ 'pesharim', which is 
used in these texts to separate the prophecy from its commentary. For now, we may 
translate irD~ and its ancillaries by 'interpretation' though below we will see how 
confused this issue is. In her seminal work on this subject, 1 Maurya Horgan notes how 
eighteen texts have so far been designated 'pesharim', although she herself restricts 
the list to only fifteen that can be identified with certainty as such. These texts come 
from only two of the caves found near the Qumran site. From cave one she identifies 
four: 1QpHab (formerly DSH), 1QpMic (=1Q14), 1QpZeph (=1Q15), and 1QpPs 
(=1Q16). The remainder all come, perhaps unsurprisingly, from cave four: 4Qplsaa-e 
(=4Q161-165), 4QpHosa-b (=4Q166 & 167), 4QpNah (=4Ql69), 4QpZeph (=4Ql70), 
and 4QpPsa-b (=4Ql71 & 173).2 
Nevertheless, as Horgan admits, these texts are not the only ones to use the defining 
term 'pesher' and in fact accord to only one subsection of the genre to which these 
texts have been assigned. The texts above have been commonly termed 'continuous 
pesharim' from the fact that structurally they take one biblical book, Habakkuk, 
Nahum, Psalms etc., and interpret sections of these verse by verse. A second text-
type, the so-called 'thematic pesharim' 3 also exists, which typically brings together 
citations from a wide variety of biblical books, again using ifU!:I to distinguish 
between the biblical quotation and its interpretation. These texts are on Horgan's 
numbering, less common, and only two are specifically identified: 11 QMelch 
(=11Ql3), which as its name implies brings together a number of biblical themes in 
order to expound the central theme of the figure Melchizedek (see Appendix A, 
1 M.P. Horgan, Pesharim: Qumran Interpretations of Biblical Books, CBQMS, 8 (Catholic 
Biblical Association of America: Washington, D.C., 1979). Henceforth 'Horgan'. 
2 Of the remaining three texts, Horgan dismisses two- 3Qplsa (=3Q4) & 4QpMic (=4Q168)-
for having no conclusive indications that they belong to the literary genre, while the third, 
4QpUnid (=4Q172) is too fragmentary to be ofuse. Cf. Horgan, 1. 
2 
below); and 4QFlor(ilegium) (=4Q174), which takes as its theme the restoration of 
Israel.4 Unfortunately, Carmignac's two-fold distinction does not include all instances 
ofthe term ifD~ in the scrolls, an important (though not the only) reason as to why I 
ultimately reject his delineation. Several other texts use 'pesher' to introduce 'one-off' 
interpretations, including the Testimonia (above, n4), 4QCatenaa (=4Q177), 4QAges 
of Creation (=4Q180-81), 4QEnGiantsa-b (=4Q203 & 4Q530), 4QcommGen A 
(=4Q252), the fragmentary 4QExposition on the Patriarchs (=4Q464), and even the 
Damascus Document (=CD) itself Finally in the Commentaries on Biblical Law 
(=4Q159) 'pesher' introduces an interpretation ofLeviticallaw.5 
The oft-cited distinction between the continuous and thematic pesharim receives a 
much more severe critique by Moshe Bernstein. 6 In particular he criticises the 
primacy that has been attributed to 1 QpHab solely because it was uncovered first and 
has perhaps unfairly influenced scholarship as a result. He questions whether the 
dividing line between the continuous and thematic pesharim would have fallen in the 
same place had one of the other texts been uncovered frrst and proposes a more 
nuanced classification that demonstrates that there are further divisions which must be 
acknowledged. 7 Especially, he concentrates on the citation formulas used in both the 
'continuous' and 'thematic' pesharim and concludes that the extant pesharim "occupy 
points along a continuum."8 Thus, the 'thematic' pesharim occupy one end of the 
spectrum employing a wide range of citation formulas. Next come texts like 4Qpisac 
and 4Qpisae which primarily cite texts from Isaiah, but other texts as well. These are 
followed by 4Qpisab which he terms a "non-continuous pesher, although not a 
'thematic' one." lQpHab and 4Qpisaa follow sharing citation formulas for recitation 
of their base texts, while last come the remaining 'continuous' pesharim where the 
3 The distinction between 'continuous' and 'thematic' pesharim was first proposed by Jean 
Carmignac ("Le document de Qumran sur Melkisedeq," RevQ 7 [1969-71], 360-61). 
4 A third text often listed as a 'thematic pesher' is 4QTestimonia (=4Q175). Again, this text 
draws citations from a wide range of material, but interestingly only the final passage, from 
Joshua 6, is accorded its own interpretation, albeit one introduced by 'pesher'. Consequently, 
it is dangerous to include this text in the 'thematic' text-type. See below, pp. 120-125. 
5 In the editio princeps John Allegro suggests Lev. 16:1 as a potential source text. Cf. J.M. 
Allegro, Qumran Cave 4, I (4Q 158- 4Q 186), DJD, 5 (Clarendon Press: Oxford, 1968), 9. 
6 M.J. Bernstein, "Introductory Formulas for Citation and Re-Citation of Biblical Verses in 
the Qurnran Pesharim: Observations on a Pes her Technique," DSD I ( 1994 ), 30-70. 
7 Ibid., 67-70. 
8 Ibid., 69. 
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lemmata are not introduced but merely follow on, and the author's stance IS 
completely within the biblical document being commented upon.9 In short, Bernstein 
argues that "there is either one sort ofpesher or many, but not exactly two."10 
The suggestion that lQpHab has unfairly dominated discussion is perhaps overstated. 
As Lim points out, had 4QFlor and 4QCatenaa been published before lQpHab (as in 
Bemstein's hypothetical reconstruction) the degree of fragmentation of these texts 
would not necessarily have led to their or the thematic variant's primacy over the 
continuous pesher represented by 1 QpHab. 11 Nevertheless, it is possible that some of 
those texts which Horgan assigns to the continuous type, especially lQpZeph where 
only one interpretation survives, might not have been so identified. Meanwhile, 
Bemstein's proposal allows for the proper weighting of the length of the 
interpretation. Thus 4Qpisab and 4Qpisac typically introduce long citations with only 
the briefest of interpretations, while in 4Qpisad conversely the interpretation far 
outweighs the scriptural citation. The loosening of the genre is therefore welcomed 
and my study is not bound by whether a text has been assigned to the 'continuous' or 
'thematic' type. 
11. 11 The f!tJJU11Ctiotril of peslhetr 
Above, I use the terms 'commentary' and 'interpretation' to describe the pesharim, or 
at least our more loosely based understanding of 'pesher'. In fact, the precise 
understanding, or function, of pesher is problematic, and assessing what a pesher 
actually consists of is often difficult. The English term 'commentary' conveys very 
much the wrong sense of what pesher consists of, and yet as a neutral word the term 
accurately defmes the material contained within the texts. 
In his own words, the Habakkuk pesherist reveals how inspiration was given by God 
to interpret the words ofthe prophets: 
... they are the viol[ators of the coven]ant who will not believe 7 when they hear 
all that is c[oming on] the last generation from the mouth of 8 the priest in 
9 Ibid., 69-70. 
10 Ibid., 34. 
11 T.H. Lim, Holy Scripture in the Qumran Commentaries and Pauline Letters (Clarendon 
Press: Oxford, 1997), 129-30. 
[whose heart] God gave [wisd]om to interpret {i11'D~',) all [the] 9 words of his 
servants, the prophets. (lQpHab II:6-9)12 
And later: 
1 Then God told Habakkuk to write down the things to come upon 2 the last 
generation, but the fullness of that time he did not make known to him. 3 
<Blank> And as for what he said, "that he may run while reading it," (Hab. 
2:2c), 4 its interpretation concerns the Teacher of Righteousness to whom God 
has made known 5 all the mysteries of his servants the prophets. (lQpHab VII:l-
5)13 
4 
Although the issue is discussed in more detail below (pp165£), it is here assumed that 
the Teacher and the priest are one and the same. At the very least, it may be suggested 
that the type of revelation is identical. In essence, however, we have the structure of 
the pesharim laid out in a nutshell. They are revelations by God to his representative 
(the Priest, Teacher of Righteousness) explaining the mysteries contained within the 
words of the Hebrew prophets. Further, these revelations are intimately connected 
with 'the last generation', i.e. the material is prophetic. The understanding that the 
prophets did not know the full content oftheir vision is already implicit in Hab. 2:3 
which speaks of a 'vision for the appointed time' in order to allay the prophet's fears 
outlined in chapter 1. In his article on the structure of the pesher-interpretation, 
Herbert Basser links this with Daniel 10:14 (cp. Dan. 8: 16-17) where the archangel 
Michael also speaks of 'a further vision for those days'. This is further compared with 
Dan. 12 where the text is explicit that even to Daniel the entire story was not made 
clear (vv6f£). Nevertheless, the text also contains a promise: ''None of the wicked 
shall understand, but those who are wise will understand" (Dan. 12:10b). 14 Through 
the claim to know the full content of the divine message, the Teacher may then be 
linked with the 'wise men' referred to in Daniel. According to verse 12 the wise will 
not arise until after a period of one thousand three hundred thirty-five days, 15 but 
regardless of the precise length of time the passage is clearly eschatological, much 
like the content of the pesharim. Hence in some of the Isaiah pesharim, one of the 
introductory phrases reads: O"~l:l.,il i1"~im6 i:liil i!l1~ 'the interpretation of the 
12 For text and notes, see below, p147. 
13 For text and notes, see below, p165. 
14 H. W. Basser, "Pesher Hadavar: The Truth of the Matter," RevQ 49-52 (1988), 403. 
15 The precise numbering in Daniel is confused. 12:6 speaks instead of 1,290 days, while 
earlier, Dan. 7:25-28 refers to a period of three and a halfyears (1,150 days). 
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word/passage with regard to the end of days'. 16 Since the community believed 
themselves to be living in the tun-up to these last days, i.e. among the last generation, 
the full meaning of the biblical prophecy must therefore be capable of being explained 
by recourse to events unfolding within their own lifetime and, more often than not, 
within the community's own history. In other words, through analysis of the pesharim 
it is possible for the modem scholar perhaps to uncover the community's own life and 
history _I? 
This attempt IS hamstrung, however, by the fact that the pesherist(s)18 rarely 
divulge(s) specific historical references. Although there are instances within the 
pesharim where historical figures are referred to by name- e.g. the Seleucid rulers 
Antiochus and Demetrius in 4QpNah19 - such instances are few and far between. 
Rather, the author generally refers to characters both inside and without the 
community by means of epithets or 'ciphers', the identification of whom often splits 
scholars by opinion. A good example of the sort of epithet used and of the difficulty 
in identifying the character is the "Teacher of Righteousness," cited in the passage 
16 Cf. 4Qplsab II:1; 4Qplsac 6-7 ll:14; 3 II:10-11; 4Qplsae V:2. Compare 4Qplsa8 2-6 II:26: 
1:1"7Y'i1 n"in~'? Cln!:li1 1117!:1 'the interpretation of the matter with regard to the end of days'. 
Cf. Horgan, 239ff. 
17 It is, however, important to note that this does not mean that the prophecies did not also 
have meaning for those at the time of their composition. They did. However, the fullness of 
the prophetic message was rather for the community's own time, as the pesherist also points 
out. 
18 It is difficult to know how many Qurnran authors were responsible for creating this mini 
sub-section of the Scrolls corpus, or whether indeed one author composed all of the pesharim. 
Nevertheless, the fact that at least some of the texts are not autograph documents (but rather 
contain instances ofscribal mistakes in transmission ofthese texts) it is well-nigh impossible 
to enumerate the precise number of authors. The same problem affects any attempt to date 
these documents, though a conservative estimate would place them somewhere in the mid-
frrst century BC. C£ Horgan, 3. 
19 Discussed below, pp92ff. Compare references to 'Shelamzion' in 4Q322 and 'King 
Jonathan' in 4Q448, presumably referring to Alexandra Salome and Alexander Jannaeus or 
Jonathan Maccabee respectively. 4Q322 also states that 'Hyrcanus rebelled', doubtless 
referring to the High Priest John Hyrcanus 11 and Salome's son, while 4Q324 twice states that 
'Aemilius killed', almost certainly alluding to Aemilius Scaurus, the governor of Syria during 
Pompey's siege of Jerusalem in 63 BC. Finally, references to historical figures from this 
period have been restored in the pseudo-Danielic fragments from cave four (4Q243-245), 
specifically 'Balakros' (=Alexander Balas?) in 4Q243 and 'Honia' (=Onias), 'Simon', and 
'Jonathan' in 4Q245. Cf. J. Collins and P. Flint, "Pseudo-Daniel," in J. VanderKam (ed.), 
Qumran Cave 4 XVII: Parabiblical Texts, Part 3, DJD 22 (Clarendon: Oxford, 1996), 95-164; 
H. Eshel and E. Eshel, "4Q448, Psalm 154 (Syriac), Sirach 48:20, and 4Qplsa8," JBL 119 
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above. Although we shall explore this figure more closely in chapter 4 below, we may 
state now that this figure is considered to represent a leader within the community, 
while his life both within and without the group is a matter ofhistorical conjecture. 
Nevertheless, the perception that these ciphers can be 'decoded' and the community's 
own life and history thereby uncovered lies behind several reconstructions of the 
community's history. Thus, for example, Frank Cross and Joseph Milik have both 
used the material contained within (in particular) lQpHab combined with the 
historical material drawn from CD in their historical reconstructions. 20 Likewise, 
Hartmut Stegemann's important contribution to the discourse -that the Teacher of 
Righteousness was originally a Zadokite priest during the intersacerdotium in 
Jerusalem in c. 159-152 also relies predominantly on the evidence drawn from the 
pesharim. 21 Again, Jerome Murphy-O'Connor, revising Stegemann's thesis, has 
emphasised the place of the pesharim in his identification of the group among the 
return ofBabylonian Jews during the early Maccabeean successes.22 
More recently, however, the use of the pesharim both to identifY and support various 
theses surrounding the origin and history of the 'Essene' movement as based at 
Qumran has itself come under attack. Horgan's work steers rather obviously away 
from the historical question, while she warns that ''the history recounted in the 
pesharirn, like the history recounted in the biblical books, is an interpreted history."23 
Meanwhile, William Brownlee, in his significant commentary on 1 QpHab, has 
(2000), 645-659; and G. Vermes, "Qumran Forum Miscellanea 11: The so-called King 
Jonathan Fragment (4Q448)," JJS 44 (1993), 294-300. 
2
° Cf. F.M. Cross, The Ancient Library of Qumran, third edition (Sheffield Academic Press: 
Sheffield, 1995); J.T. Milik, Ten Years of Discovery in the Wilderness of Judea. Trans. J. 
Strugnell. Studies in Biblical Theology (SCM: London, 1959). 
21 H. Stegemann, Die Entstehung der Qumrangemeinde (Published privately: Boon, 1971). 
Cf. reviews by J. Carmignac (RevQ 8 [1973], 277-81) and H. Bardtke (Theologische Rundau 
41 [ 1976], 100-119). Stegemann repeats his view more briefly in The Library of Qumran: On 
the Essenes, Qumran, John the Baptists, and Jesus (Eerdmans: Grand Rapids, Michigan, 
1998), 147-48. 
22 J. Murphy-O'Connor, "An Essene Missionary Document? CD II,14-VI,1," RB 77 (1970), 
201-29; "A Literary Analysis of Damascus Document VI,2-Vlli,3," RB 78 (1971), 210-32; 
"The Original Text of CD 7:9-8:2 = 19:5-14," HTR 64 (1971), 379-86; "The Translation of 
Damascus Document Vl,11-14," RevQ 7 (1971), 553-556; "The Critique of the Princes of 
Judah (CD VIII,3-19)," RB 79 (1972), 200-16; "A Literary Analysis of Damascus Document 
XIX,33-XX,34," RB 79 (1972), 544-64; "The Essenes and Their History," RB 81 (1974), 215-
44. 
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reserved discussion of historical allusions contained within the texts to an entirely 
separate article. 24 Again, Philip Davies has in particular criticised Cross and Milik for 
lacking a critical methodology in their exegesis of the texts: 
... basically they added archaeology and palaeography to the classical sources, 
then looked for an historical scenario consistent with statements in the pesharim 
and in CD 1 . It was essentially a harmonising and synthesising method; the 
explicit caveats which Cross himself offered about the pesharim he never in fact 
heeded. 25 
Jeremias's attempts to distinguish between the Wicked Priest and the Man of 
Falsehood are similarly discredited, while Stegernann is ''unduly influenced by 
Jeremias and by the prevailing consensus. "26 Davies does praise Stegemann for 
"striking out on his own" noting that where he does as much, in his treatment of CD, 
he has developed a good critical method. His historical conclusions, Davies continues, 
are, however, weakened by his study of the pesharim, causing him to "misconstrue" 
various passages in the Damascus Document. Meanwhile, although overall impressed 
by Murphy-O'Connor, Davies again maintains that too much emphasis has been 
placed on the pesharim's importance. This is not to say that Davies denies these texts' 
historical importance; rather he notes that "the use made of the pesharim for historical 
purposes is nothing less than a shambles." Instead, he suggests that we should start 
looking critically at the pesharim: 
... and until we have reason to believe anything they say we disregard all their 
allusions which are not corroborated elsewhere - and that is very few. 27 
Phillip Callaway, has similarly questioned the pesharim's historical reliability, though 
his approach is rather more pragmatic?8 In his study of the community's history, 
Callaway concentrates on the difficulty of identifying any of the characters referred to 
23 Horgan, 6. 
24 W.H. Brownlee, The Midrash Pesher of Habakkuk, SBL:MS 24 (Scholars Press: Missoula, 
Montana, 1979), esp. 22 (henceforth, 'Brownlee'). Cf. "The Wicked Priest, the Man of Lies, 
and the Righteous Teacher-The Problem ofldentity," JQR 73 (1982), 1-37. 
25 P.R. Davies, Behind the Essenes: History and Ideology in the Dead Sea Scrolls, Brown 
Judaic Studies (Scholars Press: Atlanta, 1987), 26. 
26 Ibid., 26. Cf. G. Jeremias, Der Lehrer der Gerechtigkeit (Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht: 
Gottingen, 1963). 
27 D . . 28 avtes, op. crt., . 
28 P.R. Callaway, The History of the Qumran Community: An Investigation, JSP:SS 3 (JSOT 
Press, Academic Press: Sheffield, 1988), 135-71. 
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within the scrolls, and thus the consequent problem of uncovering the historical 
events in question. His approach, indeed, stands as a sustained critique of 
Stegemann's reconstruction as he deals with the three pesharim to which Stegemann 
restricts his argument: lQpHab, 4QpPs 37 (=4QpPs3 ) and 4QpNah. He fmds, 
however, that with the exception of the identification of 'Demetrius' in 4QpNah and 
the events surrounding him, the sort of information provided by the pesharim is not of 
the kind that historians can use independently: 
Assuming that the pesharim do in fact refer, by means of their cryptic language, 
to specific historical episodes, one would need to know more about the persons 
and events involved from other historical sources. 29 
In other words, aside from telling us about attitudes to these individuals and groups, 
the pesharim are of less help than, e.g. Josephus, since scholars inevitably fill out the 
'historical' accounts in the pesher texts with information already covered by the 
Jewish historian. 
Part of the problem, I suggest, lies with the intention residing behind scholarly 
approaches to the pesharim. If the intention has been to uncover the historical 
information contained therein, then the attempt is doomed to failure from the start. 
The pesharim are not historical documents. It is true that they may contain historical 
material, but this is a secondary concern. Rather, the pesharim are interpretations of 
prophetic texts which are made to speak to the community in its own setting. The use 
of epithets or ciphers is not intended to deceive the reader; and to speak of a 
requirement to "first crack the code in order to grasp what the pesharim are cryptically 
saying about Qumran history"30 has not helped the study of these texts, although it is a 
'crime' of which scholars are equally guilty. In fact, it is a product of modem 
scholarly debate. If it is so 'easy' for us today to 'decipher' the comments within the 
pesharim with only Josephus's works and a few other notable contributions to hand, 
then how much easier must it have been for readers within the lifetime of the events 
recorded or shortly thereafter? Seen in this light, is it proper or indeed helpful to speak 
of the pesharim as 'codes'? Rather, I suggest such talk arises from a misunderstanding 
of the nature of the pesharim and ofthe term 'pesher' itself, and in particular a refusal 
29 Ibid., 169. 
30 Ibid., 135. 
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to recognise these texts' prophetic nature. Not only are they interpretations of 
prophecy themselves, but, as we have seen, references to (e.g.) the 'end times' within 
the body of the interpretation lend an eschatological element to the texts. What is 
needed, then, is a new study of the pesharim that both recognises this prophetic 
element and incorporates it into its method. This will lend understanding to the 
rationale behind many of the designations used by the pesherist(s) and may indeed 
help reflections on their historical integrity. Meanwhile, in response to the valid 
criticisms of Davies and Callaway, such a study must (a) not be restricted only to a 
few of the pesharim, whether that be the artificial distinction between 'continuous' or 
'thematic' pesharim, or only to those pesharim that contain historically valuable 
information (so Stegemann); and (b) have a clear methodological basis, and aim not 
simply to uncover the historical references, which would represent an abuse of these 
texts. Thus my own approach will concentrate on the epithets used in the pesharim, 
Teacher of Righteousness, Man of Falsehood, Wicked Priest, Kittim etc., and will, 
most importantly, research the origin and background of these terms, examine the 
references in relation to the biblical passages on which the interpretation is based, and 
through analysis of the vocabulary used, perhaps help to forge links between these 
individuals and groups which may incidentally aid our understanding of the historical 
reality underpinning the material. 
Before we may continue to this, however, some introductory words on a more 
detailed understanding of the term 'pesher' and its linguistic origins are required. 
These will, indeed, help to broaden our understanding of how the material in the 
interpretation is related to the biblical text on which it is based. 
1.2 The 1pesher' word root in Biblical and Ancient Near Eastern usage 
The Hebrew term i!r.1!:::l, of which 'pesher' is a transliteration, is, as we have suggested, 
used in the Qumran commentaries to distinguish between the scriptural citation and to 
introduce its interpretation. In her word study, which our current discussion addresses, 
Horgan distinguishes four consonant groups on which the word 'pesher' is alleged to 
10 
be based: ptr, psr, ptr, and pf.r, although she dismisses the first group which is well 
attested in both biblical and Mishnaic Hebrew, and in Aramaic. 31 
Horgan derives the psr root from a Semitic root attested in Akkadian, Aramaic, 
Hebrew and Arabic, with a meaning 'loosen', 'dissolve'. In Akk:adian, she continues, 
the verb is used in several conjugations with meanings all derived from the base 
semantic range. Thus it can mean the release of prisoners, the settling of a dispute, the 
loosening of a curse or spell and, significantly, the interpretation of dreams. In this 
latter instance, the pasaru root can refer to: (1) the reporting of a dream by one person 
(the dreamer) to another; (2) the process of interpreting a dream with special recourse 
for future events revealed within the dream; and (3) the process of removing the 
negative consequence of a dream by magic means.32 Within Hebrew, the psr root 
recurs in Ecclesiastes 8:1 ('Who is like the wise man? And who knows the 
interpretation of a thing [i:li i!O!::I]?'), and it is found in the Aramaic portions of 
Daniel to be considered more fully below. Meanwhile, aside from the Qumran texts, 
the root recurs in Mishnaic Hebrew with the original meaning 'loosen', 'dissolve', 
and in later Aramaic again with the meaning 'solve a riddle' 'interpret a dream', 
especially within the Targumic accounts of the interpretative activities of Joseph 
while in prison. 33 
31 Horgan, 230-37. Cf. A.L. Oppenheirn, The Interpretation of Dreams in the Ancient Near 
East: With a Translation of an Assyrian Dream Book, Transactions of the American 
Philosophical Society, 46:3 (American Philosophical Society: Philadelphia, 1956), 179-374. 
32 Horgan, 231; Oppenheirn, op. cit., 219. Oppenheim himself (219 & 301) refers to an 
example from the Assyrian Dream Book (KAR 252 III: 20-38) of the magical removal of a 
dream's negative consequences. Here the individual will 'report' his dream to a lump of clay 
thereby transferring the dream and its effects to that lump. The clay will then be placed in 
water where it will dissolve and disappear, taking the dream's evil effects with it. 
33 In LXX, Eccl. 8:1 is translated by 1ca.t. 'tt<; oioEv A.uow pfy.unoc;, while the phrase 'tt<; iJ 
A.ucnc; 'tou A.Oyou 'tOU'tou for Heb. n',~ n"~in~ no is found in Dan. 12:8, and A.uO'Et<; 
aivtyf.iix'trov 'the solutions of riddles' is used in Wis 8:8. The translation of irD!:! by A.uO't<; 
suggests a possible parallel between the pesharim and the Quaestiones material. The 
questions and answers (~Tt'tflfl<X'ta Kat A.UO'Erov) formula is first evidenced in commentaries 
on Homer in an attempt to respond to questions raised by his critics. Aristotle devotes chapter 
25 of his Poetics to the subject, which is itself entitled IlEpt 1tpo~A.ftfla'trov Kat A.uO'Erov 
'Concerning problems and solutions', while the style recurs in Latin texts, and among the 
Church Fathers to counter the problems raised by the heretics. Jerome's Hebrew Questions on 
Genesis, meanwhile, reads like a commentary on the biblical text. This raises the possibility 
that the pesher technique originates outside Jewish literature. Cf. "AuO'Et<;," PRE, 1 (1927), 
cols. 2511-29; 0. Dreyer, "Luseis," Der Kleine Pauly, 3:16-17 (1968-69), cols. 832-33; G. 
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The earliest attestation of the root ptr 'interpret', Horgan continues, is in the Genesis 
narratives relating to Joseph (Gen. 40-41 ). While in prison, Joseph interprets (Heb. 
ili~) the dreams of both Pharaoh's cupbearer and baker, and later Pharaoh's own 
dreams. Here the root appears both in the verb form and in the cognate noun jili~ 
(40:5,8,12,18; 41:11). It is thus apparent that psr and ptr overlap to an extent in 
meaning. Nevertheless, she continues, ''there is no common proto-Semitic root that 
could at the same time yield Hebrew ptr and Aramaic psr."34 The only root that could 
simultaneously account for both psr and ptr would be ptr (with the dental spirant), but 
this would result in Hebrew psr and Aramaic ptr, and not the other way around. No 
such root is attested in Arabic or Ugaritic, but the wealth of evidence in Akkadian, 
Hebrew, and Aramaic does support the existence of such a proto-Semitic root, she 
suggests. 35 Meanwhile, the opposite usage of Hebrew ptr and Aramaic psr might be 
explained by the magical and occultic nuances of the root in Akkadian, which the 
Genesis author might wish to have avoided. "If Akkadian psr, Hebrew psr, and 
Aramaic ptr point to a proto-Semitic root *ptr, then the use of psr in Aramaic may be 
a direct borrowing from Akkadian in the Babylonian period or from Hebrew at a later 
time."36 
1.2.1 Genesis 40-41 
In Genesis 40-41, narrating Joseph's sojourn in prison, the root ifl~ is found both as a 
verb and in the noun formulation lili:::l. In chapter 40 Joseph accurately interprets the 
troubling dreams of both Pharaoh's chief cupbearer and baker and later, when 
Pharaoh himself is troubled by dreams, is, on the advice of the cupbearer, brought 
before Pharaoh himself, where he interprets (again correctly) Pharaoh's dreams. 
Bardy, "La Litterature Patristique des 'Quaestiones et Responsiones' sur l'Ecriture Sainte," 
RB 41 (1932), 210-36, 341-69, 515-37; RB 42 (1933), 14-30, 211-29, 328-52; A. Kamesar, 
Jerome, Greek Scholarship and the Hebrew Bible: A Study of the Quaestiones Hebraicae in 
Genesim (Oxford, 1993), 82-92; and C.T.R. Hayward, Jerome 's Hebrew Questions on 
Genesis (Oxford, 1995), 2-7. 
34 Horgan, 235. 
35 Ibid., 235. 
36 Ibid., 236. Akkadian pasiiru 'to loosen' 'to solve' and its background for dream 
interpretation is briefly discussed by Stephen A. Kaufman (The Akkadian Influences on 
Aramaic, Assyriological Studies 19 [University of Chicago Press: Chicago, 1974], 81), 
though he concludes that little is certain. 
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The process of dream-interpretation is evidently a common feature of Ancient Near 
Eastern literature and professional dream interpreters abound/7 explaining the baker 
and cupbearer's complaint to Joseph that "we have had dreams, but there is no-one to 
interpret them (1.il~ p~ i.il~1)" ( 40:8). Such dream-interpreters evidently do not 
normally frequent prisons! Similarly, when himself beset by dreams, Pharaoh sends 
for "all the magicians of Egypt and all its wise men" ( 41 :8). Clearly, the interpretation 
of dreams is a function of such court functionaries in the world of the Ancient Near 
East.38 Nevertheless, Joseph implicitly rejects this understanding when in reply he 
queries, ''Do not interpretations (bl"~Ji.il~) belong to God? Please tell [the dreams] to 
me." Later, in front of Pharaoh, Joseph again declaims his own ability to offer the 
interpretation of a dream: "It is not I; God will give Pharaoh a favourable answer" 
{illi'i~ m'?l'l1-nN il:lli'"~ bl"~ii'?K "~il7'?:J; 41: 16). Perhaps a more accurate translation of 
the latter phrase might be: "God will set Pharaoh's mind at peace." The important 
aspect to understand is that Joseph is not a trained dream-interpreter. God can convey 
a particular dream's interpretation through any intermediary, and thus the untrained 
Joseph can reveal what even the trained officials cannot. Another important aspect to 
discern is the fact that IM!:l is here associated with the accurate interpretation of 
dreams. The court officials are unable to offer any explanation, let alone the dream's 
true explanation. Meanwhile, Joseph' s explanation is borne out. The dreams of the 
baker and cupbearer come true in precisely the three days Joseph had predicted, and 
stand as testimony before Pharaoh for the accuracy of the interpretation of his dream 
which spans a longer period of some fourteen years: seven periods of 'fatness' 
followed by seven years of famine. Where a pn~ is offered, it will come true, even if 
the period of time involved is a long one. 
37 Cf. Oppenheim, op. cit., 179-374, who deals with this subject in detail and provides 
numerous examples. A more recent examination has been conducted by Jean-Marie Husser 
(Dreams and Dream Narratives in the Biblical World, The Biblical Seminar, 63, Trans. Jill 
M. Munro [Sheffield Academic Press: Sheffield, 1999]), though this does not deal with the 
psr root itself. 
38 Dream-interpretation is one of the functions of the sa'il(t)u ('[s]he who asks [the gods] 
questions) priest(ess) in Ancient Mesopotamia and the oneiropolos in Homeric epic. Such 
dream-interpretation is not solely restricted to priests, however. Interpretations can also be 
offered by a friend or a relative, such as Enkidu and Gilgamesh's mother in the Sumerian 
Epic of Gilgamesh. Meanwhile, in the dream report of Pharaoh Tanutamon, untrained 
courtiers are able to interpret the transparent symbolism of the dream's content. Cf. 
Oppenheim, op. cif., 217-225. 
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In his discussion of the Genesis 40-41 episode, Rabinowitz devotes much attention to 
the meaning of 40:5 where the dreams of the baker and cupbearer are frrst described. 39 
The Hebrew and RSV translation (which Rabinowitz himself uses) follow: 
iip~~;:J ib~f:I lii~~:p W"~ i':f~ :17;~~ ibi.;Jf:I W"~ fdry"~~ ci"O ~~7D~1 
:;;:~o;:~ n"~~ 1d")1o~ ;W~ fd:':J~~ 1~~~ ;W~ n~~i'J1 
And one night they both dreamed - the butler and the baker of the king of Egypt, 
who were confined in the prison - each his own dream, and each dream with its 
own meaning. 
As Rabinowitz points out, the Hebrew does not say ' ... each dream with its own 
meaning' as the RSV (among others) renders. Rather, the phrase refers not to the 
dream, but to the dreamer: ' ... each man according to the pithron of his dream'; and 
thus the KN ' ... each man according to the interpretation of his dream' is surprisingly 
a more accurate rendition. The pittaron, then, may denote "not merely the dreamed, 
though as yet unfulfilled or unrealized, presage of some event or circumstance, but the 
presage thought of as fulfilled or realized, the reality presaged by the dream. "40 The 
idea that each dream comes with its own interpretation already 'built-in', then, further 
helps divorce the supposed 'interpreter' from the interpretation of the dream, and thus 
strengthens Joseph's plaintive response: 'do not interpretations belong to God?' 
1.2.2 Daniel 
Again in Daniel the psr word-group is associated with the interpretation of dreams, 
and particularly in chapters 2, 4, and 5. Here the nounpeshar is frequently found. 
The setting is broadly similar to that in Genesis 41. Again, the king (here 
Nebuchadnezzar, chs. 2,4; and Belteshazzar, eh. 5) is surrounded by court 'lackeys'-
including magicians, enchanters, sorcerers and 'Chaldeans' - whose function is 
apparently to provide solutions to mystical problems such as dreams. In chapter two, 
like Pharaoh, Nebuchadnezzar has troubling dreams to which his counsellors are 
unable to provide an explanation. Part of the problem, they complain is that 
Nebuchadnezzar refuses to tell them the content of his dream first. Nevertheless, the 
39 I. Rabinowitz, "Pesher/Pittaron: Its Biblical Meaning and its Significance in the Qumran 
Literature," RevQ 8 (1973), 219-32, esp. 220-223. 
40 Ibid., 221. 
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king reasons that a proper interpreter should be able to tell him first the content of his 
dream and then its interpretation. Requesting the dream's content is simply an attempt 
to gain time (2:8), although the Chaldeans claim that: 'There is no one on earth who 
can reveal what the king demands! In fact no king, however great and powerful, has 
ever asked such a thing of any magician or enchanter or Chaldean. The thing that the 
king is asking is too difficult, and no-one can reveal it to the king except the gods, 
whose dwelling is not with mortals' (Dan. 2:10b-ll). Inadvertently, of course, the 
Chaldeans have hit on the right answer, that the interpretation of dreams lies with God 
himself; hence Daniel and his companions pray that God will reveal the mystery 
(2:18), while the pious Nebuchandezzar glorifies God and not Daniel for the dream's 
accurate interpretation (2:47). Nebuchadnezzar's request that the magicians should 
first tell him the content of the dream and only then its interpretation also lends 
support to Rabinowitz's proposal that the psr root encompasses both the dream and its 
interpretation. Both are divine mysteries, and if someone were to claim that he could 
reveal the one, he should also be able to reveal the other. The dream cannot be 
divorced from its interpretation. 
Both of Nebuchadnezzar's dreams (chs. 2,4) relate to historical events which are 
interpreted symbolically. In chapter 2, a statue- made up of a gold head, chest and 
arms of silver, middle and thighs of bronze, legs of iron, and feet partly of iron and 
clay - refers to the four kingdoms of the Babylonians, Medes, Persians and Greeks, 
each metal referring to a particular kingdom.41 The stone 'not of human hands' then 
refers to the coming kingdom of God. In chapter four, meanwhile, Nebuchadnezzar's 
dream of a great tree reaching even to heaven which will be cut down, is referred to 
the king's pride for his empire. As punishment, he will be made to live as an animal 
for seven years 'in order that all who live may know that the Most High is sovereign 
over the kingdom of mortals' (4:17b). As the story continues (vv28-36), this 
prognosis comes true twelve months later when the king boasts about his capital: 'Is 
not this magnificent Babylon, which I have built as a royal capital by my mighty 
power and for my glorious majesty?' Immediately a voice comes from heaven 
41 The mixture of clay with iron to make up the feet represents the break-up of the Greek 
Empire among the Seleucids and Ptolemies. Cf. 2:43. 
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pronouncmg the punishment to be carried out; and straightaway the sentence is 
fulfilled and Nebuchadnezzar is driven from human society. 
The account ofBelshazzar's Feast in chapter five requires closer examination. Unlike 
in the previous instances, psr is not here used in reference to the interpretation of a 
dream. Rather, the term is used in connection with the interpretation of the mysterious 
writing written on the wall during the feast by the fingers of a disembodied hand.42 
Although he could not read this writing, still the words so terrified the king that his 
face went pale and his knees knocked together. Like Nebuchadnezzar, Belshazzar 
calls for his wise men, but they could neither read the writing nor tell him its 
interpretation. Nevertheless, his mother the Queen reminds Belshazzar of Daniel: 
"0 king, live forever! Do not let your thoughts terrifY you or your face grow 
pale. There is a man in your kingdom... Your father, King Nebuchadnezzar, 
made him chief of the magicians, enchanters, Chaldeans, and diviners, because 
an excellent spirit, knowledge, and understanding to interpret dreams, explain 
riddles, and solve problems were found in this Daniel, whom the king named 
Belteshazzar. Now let Daniel be called, and he will give the interpretation." 
(Dan. 5:10b-12) 
In passing we may note that the parallel of 'interpret dreams' (j"n'?n irD~n) with 
'solve problems' CriDp ~irDm) recalls the root meaning of psr, since a more 
accurate translation of the latter expression is 'loosen knots' (compare 5:16a). Daniel 
is thus brought into the king's presence and asked to read the writing and give its 
interpretation. Accordingly, Daniel reminds Belshazzar of the warning given to 
Nebuchadnezzar regarding his pride and arrogance and the degrading he subsequently 
suffered, being made to wander among the animals. He is now guilty of the same 
pride and of not honouring the God "in whose power is your very breath" (5:23). This 
then was why the hand was sent and the writing inscribed: 
~~T? ~~7~-;tp~ iirl =1"~"1~, t,pf;1 ~~7? l't~f? fd"~"1 ,~ ~9~~ jj~·=p 
:i"ti'T.:T t;1D~I;1~01 ~:~!~b~ ii~7"Pf;l t,pf;l :;,~7~;:q 1I;l,d7~ ~iJ7~fii~f? 
:o-,~, "JT?7 n;l"0"1 1I;l,:l7~ n~?!~ O}~ 
42 There is a distinct parallel to this account in Ancient Near Eastern literature. Oppenheim 
refers to an example where a young man in Babylon dreams of an inscription on the pedestal 
of an image of the Moon-god, Sin. This inscription contained a prophecy regarding the 
outcome of the war between Assurbanipal and his brother Samassumukin. The Daniel account 
is not itself a dream but the base elements are the same. Cf. Oppenheim, op. cit., 201f. 
And this is the writing that was inscribed: MENE, MENE, TEKEL, and 
PARSIN. This is the interpretation ofthe matter: MENE, God has numbered the 
days of your kingdom and brought it to an end; TEKEL, you have been weighed 
on the scales and found wanting; PERES, your kingdom is divided and given to 
the Medes and Persians. (Dan. 5:25-28) 
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In form, this passage comes closest to the usage of 'pesher' in the DSS. The 
expression ~n?~ ii'DD il:li 'this is the interpretation of the matter' accurately equates 
to the phrase i:diil ifO!::l found in the scrolls, while, more importantly, the method of 
exegesis is very similar to that in the pesharim. Thus, the Aramaic author chooses 
three 'cryptic' nouns which are picked up in the interpretation as verbs: ~::!~becomes 
m~ '(God) has numbered'; "Pli becomes Flli'?"tpli 'you have been weighed'; while 
roi~ or DiD becomes both liD"~!~ '(your kingdom) is divided' and of course Di!::l 
'Persia'. 43 This is the closest point of contact between the pesher structure found in 
the scrolls and other Jewish literature as a whole, and significantly comes in the 
Hebrew Bible itself, indicative that the pesher structure derives from the OT. 
1.2.3 The Book of Giants 
A discussion of 'pesher' and its meaning in Jewish literature should take into account 
the usage of the root in the Qumran Book of Giants (BG) material. BG's main interest 
seems to have been to 'flesh out' the names of the fallen Watchers and giants and 
crucially to establish Enoch as an interpreter of their dreams.44 Clearly, then, the 
material is at least comparable to the pictures of Joseph and Daniel we have already 
observed. 
The ii'D!:! root occurs in both noun and verb formulations. In 4QEnGiantsa 8 l. 13 we 
fmd the expression ~]m:J~ ifOD 'And the interpretation of [this] matter' 
(Stuckenbruck45), similar to both i:liil irll!:l and ~n"o i!D!:l il:li found elsewhere 
43 See below, chapters two to six, for similar examples of where the pesherist chooses words 
from the particular prophecy to make wordplay and introduce his own dimension of 
interpretation. 
44 Cf. Loren T. Stuckenbruck, The Book of Giants from Qumran: Texts, Translation, and 
Commentary, Texte und Studien zum antiken Judentum, 63 (Mohr Siebeck: Tiibingen, 1997), 
32 (my italics). 
45 Ibid., 88ff. Garcia-Martinez (DSSE:SE 1) prefers N]i1:J~ ifD!:l, which he translates 'And 
tear loose [the] totality [of ... ]'. While we have argued that iiZ7E:l has a root meaning 'loosen', 
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(above). In the passage this phrase is closely associated with the announcement of the 
Noahic deluge which will even destroy those in deserts (11. 12£). The passage also 
introduces Enoch as 'the scribe of interpretation' (KfDi~ i~O; l. 4, cf. 4Q206 2 l. 1 ), 
so-called because he is the one who writes down the announcement of destruction. 
Meanwhile, this title recurs in 4QEnGiantsb where the relation of this phrase to the 
process of interpretation (here of the content of the giants' dreams) is more 
pronounced: 
i~O'? 1[1:JM'? l]n:J l[i NO~n pn'? i19 i1i1 iO~ l"'IN ] 14 
~J'? i1rl:75:l9 1 ~fl.?j!:) 
~o~n 15 
Then Hahyah said to them, "Let us give [th]is[ dream to Eno]ch, the scribe of 
interpretation, so that he may interpret for us 15 the dream. (4QEnGiantsb ll:14-
15; Stuckenbruck, Book of Giants, 116) 
It seems clear that the Qumran author here intentionally plays on the similar iiZ:i!d 
(here in the verb) and IZ:ii~ roots. Nevertheless, the fact that the meaning of ft.'li:J is 
'interpret' (rather than its normal sense of 'separate') is hinted at by the use of irt1!::l 
here specifically in the sense of 'dream interpretation'; thus directly comparable to the 
picture that emerges from discussion of the Hebrew Bible passages. ft.'li~ in the sense 
of 'interpretation' is found famously in Nehemiah 8:8, where the Levites read from 
the Law 'with interpretation' (IZ:ii!:l0),46 though Stuckenbruck is right to exercise a 
note of caution in comparing so closely the qal and pu'al forms. 47 
To sum up, the BG material has close ties with the formulations common to both the 
pesharim and the Hebrew Bible (such as i~i(i1) ift.'l!:l) while more significantly it ties 
the root to the underlying meaning of 'pesher' as 'interpretation of dreams' (and by 
extension also 'visions'). The Qumran authors were clearly very much aware of this 
dimension of the root, and any understanding of the root's usage in the pesharim 
should be aware of this. 
this is generally not transferred into the translation. Meanwhile, this translation ignores the 
similarity to other 'stock phrases'. 
46 Cf. Ezra 4:18 (Aramaic). Here rDi!:IO is used in the sense of 'translation'. 
47 Stuckenbruck, op. cit., 118fn. 125. 
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Conclusions 
From an initial meaning of 'loose' the psr root quickly comes to mean 'interpretation' 
and is especially used of the interpretation of dreams occasionally by magic means. 
This may account for the initial resistance to using psr in the Genesis narrative, and 
the root's replacement with ptr. There is a temptation to suggest that by the time of 
the scrolls the use of 'pesher' in the commentaries is nothing more than as a terminus 
technicus, especially given the similarity of the stock phrase i:liii iflm with 
comparable phrases in both Genesis and Daniel.48 Nevertheless, this ignores the root's 
usage in the BG material which retains the sense of 'pesher' as 'dream interpretation' 
and lQpHab, which suggests that the Teacher of Righteousness has been accorded 
hidden knowledge or insight to interpret the mysteries of the prophetic visions. By 
suggesting that the Teacher has received such knowledge, the Qumran community are 
making a claim that not only does he represent the return of the prophets of old to 
IsraeL but that crucially only the Teacher is able to reveal the full interpretation of that 
prophetic message; a message, moreover, that is certain, since in Hebrew bible usage 
nowhere does a 'pesher' turn out to be false or unfulfilled. By extension, this 
understanding is also used of his intellectual 'success' in the community. A claim to 
offer a 'pesher' is simultaneously a claim to its authenticity. This is the reason why, in 
the Hebrew Bible, other so-called 'interpreters' are unable to offer any explanation, 
let alone the right explanation, or, in the case ofDan. 2 and 5, give the content of the 
mysteries even before their proper interpretation. 
1.3 An appropriate question of genre? 
Bound up with the overall debate surrounding the Qumran pesharim is the question: 
to which genre these texts should be assigned? The material, because it has so recently 
emerged, refuses to fit any of the traditional models, and debate centres on whether 
the texts should be regarded as commentary, midrash, or 'pesher' itself (i.e. as a new 
genre). 
The structural presentation of the pesharim - citation followed by interpretation -
broadly suggests that the material be treated as midrashic, since both treat biblical 
48 So Lim, op. cit., 132. 
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texts atomically. Meanwhile, however complicated it may become, Rabbinic midrash 
like the pesharim, takes the form of a scriptural premise followed by a comment 
and/or additional explanation. The term 'midrash' is derived from the verb rl.?ii 'seek' 
and even in the Hebrew Bible is used with primarily theological connotations with 
God or Torah as the object (Ezra 7:10; Isa. 34:16).49 As the name implies, then, it is to 
do with a searching out or researching of scripture, an exegesis. It is found in 4QSb,d' 
and significantly in 4QFlorilegium where it appears alongside ifO!:l (4QFlor I:14): 
l]dlil lrt:7~ ld"'l7tti'i F1~l7:d 1'?11 ~1? ltti'~ rl:'"'~[U] "'ltti'~~ riJII{;'} 14 
[ld"'l7tti'ii!J l'~,~ "'IO [ilnil 
!4 Midrash of "Blessed is [the] man who does not walk in the counsel of the 
wicked" (Psalm 1:1). The interpretation of the wor[d: They are] the ones who 
turn aside from the path of [the wicked.] 
In this passage, there is apparently no distinction between the two terms; they seem to 
operate conjointly. The drs root is also found in 1 QS proper, where the importance of 
studying the Law is expressed: 
And where the ten are, there never shall lack a man among them who shall study 
(!Vi1i) the Law continually, day and night, concerning the right conduct of a 
man with his companion. And the congregation shall watch in community for a 
third of every night of the year, to read the Book and to study the Law (!V1ii'?1 
tJ!:I!Vr.l), and to bless together. (l QS VI:6-8; Vermes, CDDSE) 
CD also refers to a figure termed the 'Interpreter of the Law' (iii1nil f0i1i; VI:7), 
which seems to be a title held within the community, perhaps emphasising the 
importance of study ofthe law for the group. 
On this very general understanding of 'midrash' as interpretation it is possible to state 
that the pesharim are very similar. Nevertheless, when midrash is more closely 
defmed and in particular models of rabbinic 'midrash' identified, the pesharim are 
more distinct. There are conventionally two types of Rabbinic 'midrash': midrash 
halakhah, which not only supplies details missing from the Bible, but also provides 
instructions for the application of a biblical rule, resolving contradictions, reconciling 
the biblical text with current practice, and finding biblical support for regulations not 
envisioned in scripture; and midrash haggadah, occasionally regarded as a 
49 G. Stemberger, Introduction to the Talmud and Midrash, Second edition. Trans. M. 
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tautological term, which is by contrast freer and more characterised by a 'playful 
element', and yet at the same time strongly bound by tradition and open to 
contemporary influences such as apologetic and polemic needs. 50 In essence, as the 
names imply, halakhic midrashim are legal in orientation, concentrating on Exodus 
through Deuteronomy, while the haggadic midrashim are primarily narrative in 
outlook. 
Nevertheless, in this light, the pesharim neither resemble the legal approaches of 
midrash halakhah nor the freer narrative aspects of midrash haggadah. In recognition 
of this, Brownlee proposes that the pesharim be related to a new, third strain of 
midrash, midrash pesher, similar and yet distinct from both midrash haggadah and 
midrash halakhah: 
Rather than invent an entirely new genus called Peser which relates DSH 
[ = 1 QpHab] to nothing previously known, it seems more logical to the present 
writer to recognize a new species of Midrash, calling DSH (and the fragments of 
other works found in the Scroll Cave of Qumran) an example of Midrash Pes her, 
a classification which is at once related to the midrashim and at the same time 
distinguished from the previously known classes thereof, Midrash Halakah and 
Midrash Haggadah. 51 
Similarly, Stemberger also describes pesher as a sub-genre of midrash, while the title 
has since been adopted by Krister Stendahl to characterise the formula quotations of 
biblical texts in Matthew, and by Earle Ellis to describe Paul's use of the OT.52 In the 
view of this writer it is both misguided and misleading to title a text 'midrash' while 
noting the differences between the two sets of material, midrash and pesher. The 
Bockmuehl (T.&T. Clark: Edinburgh, 1996), 234. 
so Ibid., 238-39. Cf. M. Taradach, Le Midrash: Introduction a la litterature midrashique (Drf 
dans la Bible, les Targumim, les Midrasim), Le Monde de la Bible, 22 (Labor et Fides: 
Geneve, 1991), 29-30. 
si W.H. Brownlee, The Dead Sea Habakkuk Midrash and the Targum of Jonathan, a 
mimeographed paper issued Feb. 2, 1953, 12. 
52 Stemberger, op. cif., 236, The School of Matthew and its Use of the Old Testament (C.W.K. 
Gleerup: Lund, 1954), 182-94, and Paul's Use of the Old Testament (Oiiver & Boyd: London, 
1957), 139-47, respectively. Meanwhile, C.K. Barrett ("The Interpretation of the Old 
Testament in the New," CHB 1 [1970], 392) argues that 'tOU't' £crnv in Rom. 10:6-7 
translates Heb. irDrl, while the pes her hermeneutic (my italics) of Matthew is again discussed 
by Marvin Pate (C.M. Pate, Communities of the Last Days: The Dead Sea Scrolls, the New 
Testament & the Story of Israel [Apollos: Leicester, 2000], 85-106). As we have seen, 
however, irtJ!) is normally translated by J.:6crt~ which does not appear in Paul except with a 
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pesher texts in our possession display such substantive differences from the more 
familiar midrashim as to render suspect any attempt to label the pesharim as 
'midrashim'. Not only do the rabbinic midrashim considerably post-date the 
pesharim, but the full extent of the pesher material is scarcely understood (especially 
given the difficulty in denoting texts 'pesharim'). In short, tiding the genre 'midrash 
pesher' seems not to advance the situation so much as confuse it. Thus Horgan: 
When the pesharim and certain midrashic writings are compared, their respective 
historical contexts are often neglected. Seeking to illuminate the pesharim, all of 
which were written before A.D. 70, by pointing to allegedly similar elements in 
rabbinic midrashic writings dating from the second century A.D. on is taking the 
cart before the horse. This is not to deny that some of the presuppositions and 
techniques that are observed in rabbinic midrashic material may be found in 
works that are much earlier than the rabbinic writings - even in the biblical 
books themselves - but rather to warn that the results of isolated comparisons 
may be anachronistic and misleading. From this perspective, the term "midrash" 
is neither a useful nor an informative term by which to characterize the 
pesharim. 53 
Much the same problems dog Brownlee's attempt to highlight similarities between 
(specifically) lQpHab and the Habakkuk Targum. As he comments, "Targums too 
reveal free interpretations based upon midrashic methods and a concern for fulfilled 
prophecy," while many ofthe same themes are developed in both instances: a concern 
for eschatology, and a belief that psalmody is prophecy. 54 I have dealt with the 
relationship between the pesher and the Targum elsewhere, and, without prejudicing 
my conclusions, would here point out that those instances where the pesher is 
seemingly dependent on the Targum (or vice versa) may be explained by recourse to 
common Jewish interpretation. 55 Meanwhile, attempts to compare the pesharim with 
material in the NT are by varying degrees much less successful, particularly Barbara 
Thiering's disastrous attempt to explain the material in the gospels by recourse to the 
'pesher technique'. 56 
different meaning (I Cor. 7:27). Description of this as 'midrash pesher' is an attempt to jump 
on the scholarly 'bandwagon'. Cf. Lim, op. cit., 125. 
53 Horgan, 252. A.G. Wright ("The Literary Genre Midrash (Part Two)," CBQ 28 [1966], 
422) calls for Brownlee's tripartite division to be abandoned, while Lim (op. cit., 111) 
suggests that 'Midrash pesher' is a vagary best avoided. 
54 Brownlee, 32. 
55 Cf. M. Wood, "Pesher Habakkuk and the Targum of Jonathan ben Uzziel," JSP 19 (1999), 
129-46 (hereafter, 'Wood'). 
56 B. Thiering, Jesus The Man (Corgi: London, 1992), esp. 28-35. 
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In short, one is left wondering about the value of any of the above approaches. As in 
the division ofthe pesharim into 'continuous' and 'thematic' text types, this question 
of genre smacks of contemporary scholarly concerns rather than anything which 
might have bothered the ancient writers. All that one can say is that the pesharim are 
representative of Jewish biblical interpretation more generally, and that by 
comparison with other forms of literature such as midrash and targum we gain some 
idea of what sort of interpretative comments we can expect to uncover in the pesharim 
themselves. Discussion of the pesharim in terms of' genre' is not an end in itself, and 
hence my cautious titling of this subsection. 
1.4 Interpretative style in the Pesharim 
In his 1951 article on this subject, William Brownlee identified thirteen hermeneutical 
(or interpretative) principles used in 1QpHab.57 These were: 
1. Everything the ancient prophet wrote has a veiled, eschatological meaning. 
2. Since the ancient prophet wrote cryptically, his meaning is often to be 
ascertained through a forced, or abnormal construction of the Biblical text. 
3. The prophet's meaning may be detected through the study of the textual or 
orthographic peculiarities in the transmitted text. Thus the interpretation 
frequently turns upon the special reading of the text cited. 
4. A textual variant, i.e. a different reading from the one cited, may also assist 
interpretation. 
5. The application of the features of a verse may be determined by analogous 
circumstance, or by 
6. Allegorical propriety. 
7. For the full meaning of the prophet, more than one meaning may be attached 
to his words. 
8. In some cases the original prophet so completely veiled his meaning that he 
can be understood only by an equation of synonyms, attaching to the original 
word a secondary meaning of one of its synonyms. 
9. Sometimes the prophet veiled his message by writing one word instead of 
another, the interpreter being able to recover the prophet's meaning by a 
rearrangement of the letters in a word, or by 
10. The substitution of similar letters for one or more of the letters in a Biblical 
text. 
11. Sometimes the prophet's meaning is to be derived by the division of a word 
into two or more parts, and by expounding the parts. 
57 
"Biblical Interpretation among the Sectaries of the Dead Sea Scrolls," BA 14 (1951 ), 54-76. 
12. At times the original prophet concealed his message beneath abbreviations, 
so that the cryptic meaning of a word is to be evolved through interpretation 
of words, or parts of words, as abbreviations. 
13. Other passages of scripture may illumine the meaning of the original 
prophet. 58 
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Certainly some of the principles could be disputed, especially no. 6, while Horgan is 
probably right to suggest that nos. 3-13 are merely extensions of no. 2.59 The 
principles uncovered do not, however, support Brownlee's contention that they would 
show how I QpHab was "essentially midrashic in character,'.6° since they are not 
exclusively midrashic. Rather, such principles are to be found in (e.g.) the Targumim, 
Philo, and even parts of Josephus, supporting the 'Jewish' (rather than 'midrashic') 
character of the pesharim as a whole. This explains my decision to divorce discussion 
of the principles from discussion of genre. Brooke reaches a similar conclusion: 
Furthermore, it is also noteworthy that no one technique is the prerogative of any 
particular kind of literature, pesher, targum, sectarian halakah or whatever. Thus 
the use of exegetical techniques is not solely constitutive of the genre, if that it 
be, of pes her; neither for that matter is its eschatological outlook. 61 
The principles are cited here merely to inform the reader the sort of interpretation one 
might expect to encounter in analysis of the individual lemmata. They also support 
my choice within the body of the ensuing chapters to cite the Biblical text alongside 
its interpretation, since so many of these interpretative principles depend upon a 
relationship between the two. 
1.5 The Pesharim as historico~prophetic documents 
This discourse on the nature of pesher, both as a term and as an alleged 'genre' 
perhaps comparable to the midrashic material has certainly been helpful. It has 
58 Ibid., 60-62. His italics. 
59 Horgan, 250, n84. For further criticism see K. Elliger, Studien zum Habakuk-Kommentar 
vom Toten Meer, Beitrage zur Historischen Theologie, 15 (J.C.B. Mohr: Tiibingen, 1953), 
157-64. Henceforth 'Elliger'. Significantly, Elliger (127-49) describes the interpreter's order 
of priority in interpreting the biblical text: (1) where possible to use the text (of Habakkuk) 
word for word or slightly paraphrased; (2) to pick up on particular 'keywords' to convey the 
interpretation; and if all else fails (3) to resort to other interpretative techniques - allegory, 
wordplay, rearrangement etc. Cf. G.J. Brooke, Exegesis at Qumran: 4QFlorilegium in its 
Jewish Context, JSOTSup, 29 (JSOT Press: Sheffield, 1985), 41, 283-88. 
60 Brownlee, op. cit., 76. 
61 Brooke, op. cit., 43. 
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enabled us to develop an understanding of the sorts of interpretation and attitude of 
the group that we might expect to uncover within the boundaries of the pesharirn, 
which while it is not accurate to identify them as a genre are certainly more loosely 
distinct from other Qumran documents. As we have explained the term, use of the 
term 'pesher' within the Qumran 'commentaries' is not simply as a terminus 
technicus but represents a claim on behalf of the community acting in the stead of the 
Teacher of Righteousness to put forth accurate interpretation of Hebrew scripture 
utilising familiar midrashic principles to discern mysteries hitherto covered over. 
From analysis of the use of the psr root within the Hebrew/Aramaic Bible we can see 
that both 11'11~ and ili~ are used of the interpretation of dreams by the divine 
representatives Daniel and Joseph respectively to offer authoritative prognoses of 
events scheduled to come to pass in human history. These may have already partially 
taken place as in the first half ofNebuchadnezzar's dream in Daniel 4, may come to 
pass in the immediate future (Genesis 40-41) or may reflect a more long-term vision 
of history (Daniel 2), and it is in this sense that it is not improper to speak of a 
'historical' dimension to the Qumran pesharim. 
Nevertheless, while it is fme to discuss this in a more theoretical environment these 
suggestions need to undergo rigorous testing. The aim of the present thesis, then, is to 
resolve whether the sectarians were consistent in their applications of certain 
'keywords' in Hebrew prophecy, and crucially whether their identifications of the so-
called 'ciphers' or epithets, in relation to historical personages or groups, remain the 
same throughout the range of the pesher material, or even within the bounds of 
individual documents themselves. To this end, the study will focus on these epithets, 
which are readily identifiable and stand out from the remainder of the interpretation, 
and examine both their biblical usage and (prophetic) background, their usage in 
contemporaneous Jewish material where relevant - the scope of which will help to 
set study of the scrolls within the Judaism of the period as a whole - and to assess 
their usage and application within the scope of the pesher material in general, and not 
simply within individual texts. 
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Phillip Callaway has identified numerous designations within the pesharim, 62 but a 
full in-depth examination of all of these is beyond the scope of this study. Instead, I 
will concentrate on the more well-known designations, especially those which occur 
in more than one text. Throughout the course of the study, however, lesser used 
and/or known epithets will emerge from the interpretations in relation to other figures 
and will be explored in those contexts. Through this it is hoped that the majority of 
the epithets used in the pesharim will receive due examination. To this end the 
ensuing chapters are divided into two parts or sections. The first part will concentrate 
on those designations which are traditionally regarded as referring to groups, 
including the Kittim and Ephraim, Manasseh and the Seekers of Smooth Things (the 
close proximity of usage in the latter three demands that these are taken together), 
while in the second part I concentrate on individuals, most obviously the Teacher of 
Righteousness himself, the Wicked Priest and the Man of the Lie/Man ofFalsehood.63 
62 Callaway, op. cit., 135. 
63 On my use of 'Man of Falsehood' over the normal translation 'Man of the Lie' see below, 
eh. 5. 
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2.0 Kottom 
This first section exammes the Kittim, a people who feature in several of the 
pesharim, although predominantly in 1 QpHab itself. These people have been 
considered by many to be key to understanding the historical dimension of the 
Qumran pesharim, though my research will cast some doubt on that claim. In 
particular, through their identification with the Romans, the Kittim are often used to 
date other episodes in the pesharim, e.g. as a terminus ad quem for the events of 
4QpNah I, and more generally for some of the figures referred to in 1 QpHab. This 
will be discussed below. Again, though, the identification of the Kittim as Romans is 
premature, given, as we shall show, the strong association of the term with other 
Mediterranean regions. 
2. 1 Kittim: Biblical and post-biblical Background 
In its simplest sense, 'Kittim' denotes the residents of Kition in Southern Cyprus 
(modem day Larnaca). More generally, though, the term refers to the wider region of 
Cyprus, and receives its fullest sense in the Hebrew Bible and beyond, where it comes 
to mean 'sea peoples/naval powers' more generally. 
2.1.1 Bible and Versions 
In the Hebrew Bible, 'Kittim' (Heb. ld"'li:'), occasionally C"~"~li~) appears in eight 
instances. 1 Genesis 10:4 (also I Chron. 1 :7) identifies 'Kittim' as one of the sons of 
Yavan (a son of Japheth). In Num. 24:21-24, Balaarn prophesies to Balak of four 
military powers, Amalek, Kain, Asshur and Kittim, who will conquer and yet 
themselves be conquered. This imagery will recur in Daniel 7-8. For now, however, 
we note the linkage maintained between Kittim and Asshur and the fact that "ships 
shall come from Kittim" (24:24), thus implying the Kittim are a naval power. 
Meanwhile, in the prophecies of Isaiah and Ezekiel, (the coasts of) Cyprus/Kittim2 is 
1 A ninth instance, Judges 1:26, while the Greek renders XE't'tttJ!IXE't-ntv, is clearly a mistake 
for Heb. C"~liMil 'Hittites'- see also V g. 'Etthim' and below, Figure 1. 
2 The interpolation ofKittim as Cyprus by the NRSV translator relies on their derivation from 
Kition in Southern Cyprus (above). 
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cited as a source of timber for shipbuilding (lsa. 23:1, 12; Ezek. 27:6), while in 
Jeremiah 2:10 the "coasts of Cyprus/Kittim" are used as a designation for the West, 
and contrasted to Kedar in north Arabia (the East). The eighth and final reference 
(Dan. 11 :30), however, is substantially different since here the Kittim are seemingly 
identified for the first time as Rome. As such, this reference requires examination in 
more detail. 
Daniel 11 is concerned unambiguously with Hellenistic history from Alexander the 
Great ('a warrior king'; 11 :3) to Antiochus ('a contemptible person'; 11 :21-45).3 The 
prophet describes how Antiochus will sweep away armies from before him and 
depose the 'prince ofthe covenant' (Onias Ill, c. 175/174 BC; 11:22). He will stir up 
his power against the 'king of the south' (Ptolemy VI; 11 :25) and capture him. Then 
the two will 'exchange lies' at the table (11 :27; Porphyry describes how Antiochus 
deceived Ptolemy) following which the 'contemptible person' will return to his land 
with great wealth, his heart set against the holy covenant (11 :28; in 169, on his return 
from Egypt, Antiochus plundered the Temple in Jerusalem; cf. I Mace. 1 :20; II Mace. 
5:11-21). In 168 Antiochus returned to Egypt, but as 11:29 points out, on this 
occasion it was not as before: 
For ships of Kittim (bl"F:l~ bl"~~ t shall come against him, and he shall lose heart 
and withdraw. He shall be enraged and take action against the holy covenant. He 
shall turn back and pay heed to those who forsake the holy covenant. (Dan. 
11 :30) 
Several classical sources describe how, while he was besieging Alexandria, Antiochus 
was approached by Popilius Laenas, an envoy from Rome, who summarily demanded 
that he withdraw from Egypt. So Livy: 
When [Antiochus] had crossed the river at Eleusis, a place four miles away from 
Alexandria, the Roman envoys met him. As he approached, he greeted them and 
offered his hand to Popilius; whereat Popilius handed him the tablets containing 
the decree of the senate in writing, and bade him read this ftrst of all. On reading 
the decree, he said that would call in his friends and consider what he should do; 
Popilius, in accordance with the usual harshness of his temper, drew a circle 
3 J.J. Collins, Daniel (Minneapolis: Augsburg Fortress, 1993), 377ff. 
4 Both LXX and Theodotion omit reference to 'ships' here. LXX reads £~rocrovm.v 'issue 
forth' and e EK1topEVOJ.tEVa.t 'go forth' apparently reading bl"~N~., (Collins, op. cit., 367, n. 
1 03). This though overlooks the parallel between the current passage and Nu m. 24:24: t:l"~1 
bJ'If1:l j'll'.). 
around the king with a rod that he carried in his hand, and said, "Before you step 
out of this circle, give me an answer which I may take back to the senate." After 
the king had hesitated a moment, struck dumb by so violent an order, he replied, 
"I shall do what the senate decrees." Only then did Popilius extend his hand to 
the king as to an ally and friend. (Livy, XLV, xii, 3-6; Loeb)5 
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Livy' s account is notable for the fact that Popilius did not here come directly from 
Rome with the senatus-consultum. Rather, his ships came from Delos where they had 
been protecting shipping bound for Macedonia.6 In other words, if we accept Livy's 
evidence at face value the expression 'ships of Kittim' although it would appear to 
refer to Popilius's delegation, need not intend that Kittirn itselfbe identified as Italy. 
Instead, the expression might mean 'ships from Greece' and thus Daniel might retain 
the normal biblical understanding of Kittim. It is not difficult to see how this could 
have been misunderstood! 
In I Maccabees, the Kittirn are referred to twice. In 1: 1, Alexander the Great came 
'from the land ofKittirn', and is described as King of'EA.A.ac;: 
After Alexander son of Philip, the Macedonian, who came from the land 
of Kittirn ( EK yfic; XE't'tttf!), had defeated King Darius of the Persians and 
the Medes, he succeeded him as king. (He had previously become king of 
Greece.) (Kat €~ao-iA£uo-£v av1:' ai>1:ou 1tpO'tEpov €1tt 'tTtV 'EA.A.aoa) 
In this passage, we are interested in the geographical regions Macedonia, Kittirn, and 
'Greece'. 'Kittirn' could be another term for Macedonia, but why differentiate 
between this and MaKeBrov? The solution seems to be to regard Macedonia as part of 
Kittirn, which then designates the entire Greek peninsula. Meanwhile, C.C. Torrey 
concludes that the Greek in the final clause is 'nonsense' and requires revision. 7 The 
difficulty, he suggests, is caused by 'EA.A.ac; and the adverb 1tp6-tepov, arising from a 
mistranslation of the original Hebrew, which read j1" ',17 proNi 1"nnn l"0"1 'he 
reigned in his stead, as the first ruler of the Syrian Empire.' 
As for the Greek rendering, it is not easy to decide whether the translator really 
misunderstood the passage, or only translated timidly. If the latter, we can 
5 Cf. Polybius 29:27; Diodorus Siculus 31:2; Collins, op. cif., 384. 
6 Livy, XLV, X, 2-3. 
7 C.C. Torrey, " "Yawan" and "Hellas" as Designations of the Seleucid Empire," JAOS 25 
(1904), 302-311, esp. 307. 
readily forgive him for refusing to paraphrase F' here; but he certainly should 
have written 1tpo'l-to~ instead of 1tp6'tepov.8 
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In I Mace. 1:1, then, Ma.x:eorov stands for Macedonia, Kittim for the Greek peninsula, 
and 'Greece' or 'Yavan' for the Seleucid Empire, the Greek presence in Asia 
established by Alexander. Meanwhile, in I Mace. 8:5, our second passage, the text 
refers to the defeat of the Macedonian Perseus, the 'king of the Kittim' (Ktnemv 
~a.crtA.ea.) in 168 BC. Clearly 'Kittim' can designate a part as well as the whole of the 
Greek peninsula. 
Both the LXX and Vulgate specifically identify the Kittim as Romans, while other 
passages refer to Italy. So Figure 1 below. 
Ref. MT LXX Vulgate Targum 
Gen. 10:4 C"n:::> K(noL Cetthim Onq: l:l"n:::l 
Num. 24:24 C"n:::> Kvna[wv de Italia Onq: ~7:l,i7:l 10 
Judg. 1:26 C"nni1 Xunw, Etthim .,~nn 
A Xunt~ 
I Chron. 1:7 C"n:::> K[noL Cetthim l,.,t,~~ 
Ezek. 27:6 C"n:::>/C""n:::> XHnLv de insulis Italiae J on: ~.,',,!:)~ 11 
[sa. 23:1 C"n:::> Kvna[wv Cetthim Jon: .,~n":::l 
Isa. 23:12 C"n:::>/C""n:::> KvnE'ic; in Cetthim Jon: l:l"n:::>', 
Jer. 2:10 C"n:::> XEHLL~ Cetthim Jon: i1~n":::> 
Dan. 11:30 C"n:::> 'Pc:..~.u:dot , Romani 
(} K(not 
I Mace. 1:1 XEHLL~ Cetthim 
I Mace. 8:5 KtnEwv Citiorum 
Figure 1: 'Kittim' in the Bible and Aramaic Targumim 
8 Ibid., 309. This meaning of 'Yavan' extends directly from the base meaning designating the 
Ionian Greeks of Asia Minor. A similar sense of Yavan designating the Seleucid Empire can 
be found in Dan. 8:21 ; 1 0:20; 11 :2; Zech. 9:13. In each passage the LXX translates P" by 
'EA.A.11ve~. Cf. BDB, 402. 
9 Neofiti identifies the Kittim with Italy in Gen. 10:4 and Num. 24:24. In the former the four 
sons of Japheth are identified as the provinces Hellas, Tarsis, Italy and Dardania respectively. 
Cf. M. McNamara, Targum and Testament - Aramaic Paraphrases of the Hebrew Bible: A 
Light on the New Testament (Shannon: Irish University Press, 1972), 196, on 'Italy'. 
10 Pseudo-Jonathan: Num. 24:24: "Now expeditions shall be summoned with implements of 
war and shall come out with great numbers from Lombarnia and from the land of Italy and be 
joined by legions who shall come out of Rome and Constantinople." The Aramaic Bible, 4-
Targum Pseudo-Jonathan: Numbers, Translated, with Notes by Ernest G. Clarke (T. & T. 
Clark: Edinburgh, 1995) 
11 Apulia was a province in South East Italy. 
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In the Biblical evidence, then it is certainly the case that the Kittim derive from an 
understanding of the Kitions in southern Cyprus. That region becomes renowned in 
shipbuilding and consequently the Kittim achieve fame as a naval power. The 
identification ofKittim as one ofthe sons ofYavan in Gen. 10 first suggests that the 
term is associated with the peoples of the Eastern Mediterranean more generally, and 
once 119 (LXX 'EA.A.a~) is used to refer to the Seleucid Empire established by 
Alexander, while 'Kittim' is used for the Greek peninsula. This is concordant with the 
loose meaning of Kittim in the Hebrew Bible, especially Num. 24. Nevertheless, 
although there is biblical evidence for the understanding of Kittim as 'Greeks', it is 
not possible to say for certain whether biblical writers also associated the Kittim with 
the Romans. Where this might have been the case (Dan. 11 :30) is, on our reading, 
obscure. Although we agree with Collins that the incident here described refers to the 
prompt arrival and actions ofPopilius Laenas during Antiochus's second campaign in 
Egypt, it is, nevertheless, not possible to identify the reference to Kittim here as 
necessarily referring to the Romans themselves. A careful rereading of Livy reveals 
that the Roman ships came from Delos and only indirectly from Rome hersel£ Thus 
given the biblical usage of Kittim as representing Greece/the Greek islands, this 
interpretation is preferable to that normally held, especially given the Numbers 
reading 'ships from Kittirn' as opposed to the simple genitive construction 'ships of 
Kittirn'. Nevertheless, while Daniel may still have intended the customary meaning of 
Kittirn, it is clear that by the time of the compilation of the versions this is no longer 
the case. Where the translator of these documents makes an interpolation of Kittim in 
a particular context and does not simply transliterate, invariably this interpolation 
points toward Rome and Italy, and may have arisen out of confusion over the correct 
reading of the Kittim in Daniel 11. 
2.1.2 Pseudepigrapha 
Jubilees refers to the Kittim on two occasions. First, as part of Isaac's curse on the 
Philistines (Jub. 24:27-29): 
And Isaac knew on that day that under pressure he swore an oath to them to 
make peace with them. And lsaac cursed the Philistines on that day, and he said, 
'Cursed be the Philistines for the day of wrath and anger from among all the 
nations. May the LORD make them as scorn and a curse and (the object of) wrath 
and anger at the hands of sinners, the nations, and in the hands of the Kittim. 
And whoever escapes from the sword of the enemy and from the Kittim, may the 
righteous people uproot them from beneath the sky with judgment, because they 
will be enemies and foes to my sons in their generations upon the earth. (Jub. 
24:27-29; Trans. O.S. Wintermute in Charlesworth, II, 104) 
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Wintermute points out that the cursing ofthe Philistines here is not part of the biblical 
tradition (where it would follow Gen. 26:33). Instead, both he and Charles agree that 
the account reflects the writer's own attitude towards the contemporary inhabitants of 
'Philistia', while Charles associates the Kittim's vengeance on 'the Philistines' with 
Alexander's capture of Gaza (Ant. XI, viii, 4 §325). 12 An important aspect to be 
inferred from the passage is the Kittim's function here as God's chosen instrument of 
justice. Although this might derive from the depiction of the Kittim in Numbers as the 
fourth nation, this understanding was certainly not as explicit there as here. 
Meanwhile, in Jub. 37:10, the Kittim are mentioned as part ofEsau's sons' army for 
the war against Jacob (also not found in Genesis). Here they feature alongside the 
Ammonites, Moabites, Edomites, Philistines and the Hurrians/Horites, i.e. Israel's 
traditional enemies: 
And they sent to Aram and to Aduram, to their father's friend, and they hired 
from them one thousand fighting men, chosen warriors. And they came to them: 
from Moab and from the Ammonites, those who were hired, one thousand 
chosen men, and from Philistia one thousand chosen fighting men, and from 
Edom and from the Hurrians one thousand chosen fighting men, and from the 
Kittim strong men, warriors. (Jub. 37:9-10)13 
As Yadin states: "This description, as it has reached us in its latest form, is of special 
interest as it describes also the war of the Sons of Jacob (=Light) against Esau 
(=Darkness) and the enemies described in DSW."14 If Yadin is right, then Jubilees 
introduces a new aspect; namely the Kittim as Israel's enemies. This interpretation 
12 Cf. O.S. Wintermute "Jubilees," in Charlesworth, The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha, II 
(Doubleday: London, 1983), 104, f; Charles, Jubilees, 155. 
13 This passage presents problems. The Kittim are missing from the parallel list in 37:6, while, 
the mathematics in 37:14-15 (the 4,000 men) does not add up. Mention of the Kittim in 37:9-
10 may then be a later insertion. Charles notes a further problem: "The [Ethiopic text] might 
also be rendered "Hittites" but the context is against this meaning in xxiv. 28" (Jubilees, 216). 
14 DSW = 1QM. Y. Yadin, The Scroll of the War of the Sons of Light against the Sons of 
Darkness (Oxford: University Press, 1962), 24. Yadin relies on Genesis Rabba 2:3: "And God 
called the light Day- that is Jacob; and the darkness He called Night- that is Esau." C£ lQM 
I:l-2 where a similar list of enemies (omitting only the Hurrians) is found. See further below, 
p33. 
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would fit the general context of Jub. 37-38, which has often been referred to Judas 
Maccabaeus's campaigns against his neighbours in 163 BC. 15 
The Kittim in Jubilees, then, are best identified as Seleucids or their Greek 
mercenaries16 (c£ ll Mace. 13:2), and not the Romans as found in the LXX and 
Vulgate and perhaps Heb. Daniel 11. Where this transformation of the Kittim to 
Israel's enemies originates is, however, unclear. 
Some commentators have found a reference to the Kittim in TestSimeon 6:3: "Then 
shall perish the seed of Canaan, and a remnant shall not be unto Amalek, and all the 
Cappadocians shall perish, and all the Kittim (oi XE't'ta.tot) shall be utterly destroyed" 
(Yadin). 17 This would, given the reference in the passage to 'Amalek', suggest a 
further link with Deut. 24:21-24. Nevertheless, the LXX term used is the normal 
reading for 'Hittite' in the Hebrew Bible ("~nil; C£ Gen. 10:15; 15:20; 23:10 etc.), thus 
there is no reason to translate the term by 'Kittim' here and I follow those translators 
who read 'Hittite' for this passage. 18 
2.1.3 Josephus 
Finally, Josephus refers to the Kittim in his Antiquities: 
Of the three sons of Javan also, the son of Japhet, Elisa gave name to the 
Eliseans ... Tharsus to the Tharsians ... Cethimos possessed the island Cethima 
(X£9tJ.Lo~ OE Xt9tJ.L<X. 'tTtV vflcrov E<JXE ); it is now called Cyprus: and from that it 
is that all islands, and the greatest part of the seacoasts, are named Cethim 
(XE9tJ.L) by the Hebrew; and one city there is in Cyprus that has been able to 
preserve its domination; it is called Citius (K\:ttov) by those who use the 
language of the Greeks, and has not, by the use of that dialect, escaped the name 
ofCethim (X£9\.J.Lou). (Ant. I, vi, 1 §126-128) 
15 See J.C. VanderKam, Textual and Historical Studies in the Book of Jubilees (Missoula, MT: 
Scholars Press, 1977), 236-37; Russell Gmirkin, "Historical Allusions in the War Scroll," 
DSD 5:2 (1998), 172-214, 189f. 
16 Cf. Charles, op. cit., 216. 
17 And more recently Hanan Eshel ("The Kittim in the War Scroll and in the Pesharim," in 
Historical Perspectives: From the Hasmoneans to Bar Kokhba in Light of the Dead Sea 
Scrolls. Proceedings of the Fourth International Symposium of the Orion Center for the Study 
of the Dead Sea Scrolls and Associated Literature, 27-31 January 1999, ed. A. Pinnick D. 
Goodblatt, & D.R. Schwartz [E.J. Brill: Leiden, forthcoming], 29-44). 
18 So Charles, Pseudepigrapha; H.C. Kee, "Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs," in 
Charlesworth, Old Testament Pseudepigrapha, I; A. Hultgard, L 'eschatologie des Testaments 
des Douzes Patriarches, ll: Composition de l 'ouvrage textes et traductions, Acta Universitatis 
Upsalensis, Historia Religionum, 7 (Uppsala, 1982), 242 & 273. 
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Josephus, then, supports the biblical evidence that Kittim is a descendant of Japheth 
and Yavan, and that the name is associated with Kition in Cyprus. More importantly, 
he also emphasises the connection of the Kittim with the coastlines, also inherent in 
the Hebrew Bible, but curiously does not tie down identification of the Kittim to any 
one nation. Clearly Josephus is aware of the understanding of 'Kittim' as representing 
Greeks and the Greek islands, but by not specifying this, he opens up the 
identification of the Kittim to other seafaring nations. Josephus might, then, reflect the 
identity of the Kittim in the LXX etc. and perhaps Daniel, as Romans; alternatively, 
he might be aware of a much wider usage of the term in traditions not passed down to 
us, which identifies the Kittim with a number of other seafaring nations, not just the 
Greeks and Romans. 
2.1.4 The Dead Sea Scrolls 
Aside from the pesharim, the Kittim are referred to in several other texts: 4Q322 
where two fragmentary references relate the '[Kit]tim killed'; 4Q247 which refers to 
the 'kin[g] of the Kittim'; two fragmentary references in 4Q285 frs. 5 & 6+19 ; and the 
War Scroll (1QM).20 Here, the Kittim play a major role in the eschatological war as 
one of the principal enemies of the sect.21 They are referred to on several occasions, 
although the majority of these references fall in cols. I-ll and XVI-XVIII. Most 
interesting of all, however, is the apparent distinction between 'Kittim of Asshur' 
(i,tm~ "~"'!I:>) and 'the Kittim in Egypt' (t:l"~'i~l:l::l El"'"'il:lii) in I:l-2, 4 respectively. 
The first engagement ofthe Sons of Light shall be to attack the lot of the Sons of 
Darkness, the army of Belial, the troop of Edom and Moab, and the sons of 
Ammon and the army [of the dwellers of] Philistia and the troops of the Kittim 
of Asshur, and in league with them the offenders against the covenant. The sons 
of Levi, the sons of Judah, and the sons of Benjamin, the exiles of the 
wilderness, they shall fight against them with [ ... ], yea, against all their troops, 
when the exiles of the Sons of Light return from the Wilderness of the Nations to 
encamp in the Wilderness of J erusalern. After the battle they shall go up thence 
against [all the troops of] the Kittim in Egypt. In His appointed time He shall go 
19 See further below, p71. 
20 The two fragmentary references to the 'heroes of the Kit[t]im' and 'slain of [the Kittim]' in 
4Q492 11:9,12 equate to IQM col. XIX:10,13. 
21 Although some recent scholars hold that the War Scroll is non-Qurnranic (A. Lange, H. 
Lichtenberger, "Qumran," in Theologische Realenzyklopiidie, Band XXVIII [de Gruyter: 
Berlin, 1997], 45-79, esp. 60-62) this has still to be proved. Meanwhile, the inclusion of 
'stock Qurnran phrases' such as 'Sons of Light' 'the congregation' etc. dictate that the 
material be treated as Qumranic. 
forth with great wrath to fight against the kings of the north, and His anger shall 
be such as to destroy utterly and to cut off the horn of [Belial. 
That shall be] a time of deliverance for the People of God, 
an appointed time of dominion for all men of His lot, 
and eternal annihilation for all the lot of Belial. 
There shall be [great] panic [amongst] the sons ofJapheth, 
Asshur shall fall, and none shall help him, 
and the dominion of the Kittim shall depart, 
so that wickedness be subdued without a remnant, 
and none shall escape of [all Sons of] Darkness. 
(IQM 1:1-7; Yadin)22 
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Interpretatively, this passage is of enormous interest. The section bears several 
similarities to both Jub. 37-38 and especially Dan. 11-12. Indeed, Beale notes that in 
1QM "references from Daniel 11-12 compose over fifty percent of the O.T. allusions 
found" and that "[t]his should indicate that the author had in mind the context of 
Daniel 11:30-12:3 and that it is this context which provides the unifying basis for the 
whole ofiQM 1."23 In particular, the passage equates to Dan. 11:40-45 and Jubilees 
37:9-10 (above, p31), with its depiction of Edom, Moab and the Ammonites. 
Meanwhile, the reference to the 'kings of the North' picks up the war between the 
Kings of the South and North, the Ptolemies and the Seleucids, in Daniel 11:5-19, 
while the 'horn of [Belial]' may again allude to the Seleucid rulers.24 In attempting to 
identify the Kittim of 1 QM, then, a Seleucid reference better fits the overall context of 
this section of both this scroll and its supporting texts in Daniel (above) and Jubilees. 
The juxtaposition of 'Kittim of Asshur' and 'Kittim in Egypt' is more complicated. 
Driver's distinction ofthe 'Kittim of Asshur' as the Romans under Vespasian and the 
'Kittim in Egypt' as the forces under Titus should be ruled out for the late dating of 
the scroll required,25 and by extension for the lack of supporting evidence identifying 
22 H.H. Rowley, (The Zadokite Fragments and the Dead Sea Scrolls (Oxford: Basil 
Blackwell, 1952, 66, n. 1) notes a possible parallel between this passage and Psalm 83:6-8 
which has a similar list but includes Assyria (=Kittim of Asshur?). 
23 G .K. Beale, The Use of Daniel in Jewish Apocalyptic Literature and in the Revelation of St. 
John (Lanham, MD: University Press of America, 1984), 60f. 
24 Dan. 8 which again narrates the Hellenistic period beginning with Alexander depicts a great 
horn (Alexander) which, when broken, is broken into 'four prominent horns' (his four 
generals, Ptolemy, Seleucus, Lysimachus and Cassander; 8:8, 21-22). In Dan. 8:9-12, 'another 
horn, a little one' appears, who grew exceedingly great towards the south, will act arrogantly 
against the prince of the host, took the regular burnt offering away from him, and overthrew 
the sanctuary. For obvious reasons this 'horn' is identified with Antiochus Epiphanes. 
25 G.R. Driver, The Judaean Scrolls: The Problem and a Solution (Oxford: Blackwell, 1965), 
203f. 
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the Kittim as Romans. Meanwhile, attempts to identify the two groups with the 
Seleucids and the Ptolemies respectively fail to take seriously the particle :d in the 
expression bl"'i:l:!:TJ:d bl"~"'n:>ii. Should this refer to the Egyptian Ptolemies (as opposed 
to the Seleucid Kittim of Asshur) as Dupont-Sommer proposes,26 we might 
reasonably expect a construct relationship bl"~i~TJ .,.,n:> paralleling i,rD~ .,.,n~. In fact, 
Driver was partly correct. The :J can reasonably imply only one meaning given the 
context: a separate force of Kittim from Asshur/Seleucid Assyria27 in Egypt, perhaps 
on campaign there. 
This understanding receives renewed impetus by the recent publication of two articles 
by Russell Gmirkin, which attempt to date the War Scroll to the second century BC.28 
The picture in lQM, he suggests, "should be understood against the highly charged 
historical background of the Maccabean crisis."29 In particular, he dates the events 
described to the campaigns of Judas Maccabaeus against his neighbours in 163 BC, 
similarly linking the lQM account with Jub. 37. The Kittim are identified as the 
Seleucid forces ofLysias and Antiochus V. Specifically, the Kittim of Asshur are the 
Seleucid garrison in the Acra in Jerusalem, whom Judas Maccabaeus besieged 
following his return from the Transjordan, while 'the Kittim in Egypt' anticipates a 
Seleucid invasion of Egypt - which following the schema of Daniel 11:40-45 would 
be followed by a campaign in Judaea.30 Although such a campaign never took place, 
"in the eschatological battle pictured in Daniel and the War Scroll we are dealing with 
fears rather than historical realities. "31 
26 A. Dupont-Sommer, The Dead Sea Scrolls: A Preliminary Survey, Trans. E. Margaret 
Rowley (Oxford: Blackwell, 1952), 79-80. 
27 Although I take the reference in 1 QM to mean Seleucid Greeks, reference here to Asshur is 
out of place, and thus most scholars simply read 'Syria'. This, though, overlooks the 
deliberate parallel drawn with Num. 24:24 ("ships shall come from Kittim and shall afflict 
Asshur and Eber"). A reference to Kittim of Asshur suggests that the conquest of that area 
described in Numbers 24 has already taken place and that Asshur/Syria has become a base of 
operations. This exactly fits the situation following Alexander's campaigns and the division 
of his empire. 
28 Russell Gmirkin, "The War Scroll and Roman Weaponry Reconsidered," DSD 3 (1996), 
89-129; "Historical Allusions." 
29 Gmirkin, "Historical Allusions," 172. 
30 Ibid., 190£ 
31 Ibid., 198. 
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Of the references to the Kittim in non-pesher literature a dominant feature is the 
application of the term to the Greeks, and by extension also to the Seleucid Greeks. 
This recalls the base meaning ofthe term to a Greek community on Cyprus, which is 
extended to encompass the entire Hellenistic Eastern Mediterranean. Initially, 'Kittim' 
is itself viewed as a geographical location, ie. 'coasts of Kittim', rather than as the 
people themselves, the 'Kitions', but gradually this latter feature becomes more 
organised to the extent that the two are often indistinguishable. Where a reference to a 
historical people is explicit - Jubilees, 1 QM - invariably these references are to the 
(Seleucid) Greeks. As we have seen, in I Maccabees, Kittim is used to distinguish the 
Greek peninsula from Y avan/Hellas, which denotes the Seleucid Empire more 
generally. Nevertheless, this distinction is not always maintained and may be 
accounted for by the connection between Kittim and Asshur prevalent in Numbers 24, 
essential to Daniel, Jubilees, and 1 QM. This study has not uncovered any explicit 
evidence to link the Kittim with the Romans in either the Hebrew Bible, or any 
Hebrew literature more generally. Instead, this understanding is restricted to the LXX, 
Vulgate and the Aramaic Targumim. The association of the Kittim with the Romans 
derives from an assumption made ofthe Hebrew text ofDaniel11:30. The LXX omits 
the entire phrase 'ships of Kittim' and replaces it with 'Romans have issued forth' or 
equivalent, which approaches the more general reference in the Hebrew text, and it is 
from the LXX ofthis passage that the understanding of the Kittim =Romans derives, 
not the Hebrew Bible itself Nevertheless, it is certainly true that the identification of 
the Kittim with the Romans and Italy dominates the LXX and Vulgate versions. Both 
identifications match the picture of the Kittim painted in these references; a naval 
power in their beginning, and later a military force, occasionally empowered to aid 
Judah, and occasionally her enemies. Whether the pesherist continues the heavy 
Greek identity or rather follows the LXX translator will now be our task to uncover. 
2.2 The 'Kittim' in the Qumran Pesharlm 
References to the Kittim are found in the following texts: 1 QpHab, 1 QpPs, 4Qpisaa 
and 4QpNah, though predominantly in the Habakkuk pesher. 
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2.2.]. ].QpHabalkkuk 
In the Habakkuk pesher, the Kittim play a dominant role. They are first mentioned in 
col. 11, through their association with the Chaldeans (Hab. 1 :6a, below), and continue 
in that mould until the end of col. IV. In column V they are referred to again, while 
they reappear in co Is. VI and IX. 
["F]or behold I am raising the Chaldeans, that bit[ter and hast]y nation. (Hab. 
1:6a; 1QpHab 11:10-11) 
b!"'i'l:J:l'l b!"''?p n[r;)n 1ro1~ ld"'~.,n=>n '?17 'lirD!;) 12 
nr,I'Dr.li';):J [ :diFT:J] bl"~[d.]i i::J~" ilF.)M"T.'):J 13 
'l:l"'r.l~"' ~1"1 .il['l:Ji .il'l:lti~ 'l]rDi"' bi"'N"~.il::li1 14 
[ ] . [ ]~[N] "'P'lFT:J 15 
]"17 16 
12 Its interpretation concerns the Kittim w[ho ar]e swift and mighty 13 in war to 
destroy m[an]y32 [by the sword ... ] Under the dominion of 14 the Kittim m[any 
lands] will be disposses[sed] and (men) will not be faithful to 15 the statutes of 
[Go]d [ ... ]. [ ... ] 16 concerning [ ... ] (lQpHab 11:12-16) 
In this first passage the pesherist identifies 'the Kittim' (bl.,~.,n:lir i.e. with an aleph) 
with the Chaldeans/Kasdaim of the original prophecy. At various times, these 
Chaldeans have been identified with Persians, Seleucid Greeks, a mythological 
demonic power sent as punishment by Y ahweh, and as an unidentified conquering 
nation.33 Nevertheless, Fohrer himself is almost certainly right in identifying the 
Chaldeans of Habakkuk with the founders of the Neo-Babylonian Empire (c. 626 
BC).34 This matches the rapid rise of the Babylonians from being scarcely known to 
exist to conquering Assyria (614), Nineveh (612), Harran (610) and the armies of 
Pharaoh Neco in 605.35 The prophet could with some justification suggest that this 
32 This reading is disputed. Brownlee has [bl.,l1:!171] bl.,[:l]i 's[of]t [and dainty]'; Habermann 
[c.,~~m] c.,[l1]i 'e[vi]l [and sinners]'; Elliger [bll1.,J:l'?1 c.,[:lT]i '(to destroy) r[uler]s [and 
subject them]'; my own reading follows Horgan though she adds [:::ll7i:J1] '[and famine]' in 
the light of 4QpPs3 1-10 11:1 ('they will perish by the sword, by famine, and by plague'), since 
l'J'l:Ji best fits the space available. 
33 Cf. G. Fohrer, Introduction to the Old Testament (Slough: SPCK, 1968), 454-455. 
34 Ibid., 454. 
35 Cf. 0. Palmer Robertson, The Books of Nahum, Habakkuk, and Zephaniah (NICOTS: 
Grand Rapids, Michigan: Eerdmans, 1990), 148£ 
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sudden rise to prominence was a part of God's plan to take vengeance on Israel's 
enemies. The Chaldeans/Babylonians form his chosen instrument of judgement. 
This background matches what the pesherist says of the Kittim in this section of the 
interpretation. So they are "swift and mighty in war" (11: 12-13; understanding 
[iiii:!Jil1 i]Oil 9 1:lii36) and in the time of their dominion "many lands will be 
(dis)possessed" (11:13-14) though this restoration is disputed.37 The reference to men 
who ''will not be faithful to the statutes of [Go]d" (?[~] "P1FJ:t 1Y'0~9 ~,~, 11. 14-15) 
seems to refer back to "the trai[tors to] the new [covenant] f{or] they were [no]t 
faithful to the covenant of God" in lines 3-4 (on Hab. 1 :5). These may also be the 
same as the "viol[ators of the coven]ant who will not believe" (1. 6).38 Certainly the 
terminology involved indicates a relationship. According to the logic of the original 
prophecy, then, the Kittim will be brought by God to bring the downfall of these 
people. It may be stretching the extant Hebrew, though, to force a translation similar 
to "men who will not be faithful to the statutes of God [will be dispossessed/cut oft]" 
-i.e. by the Kittim-lines 14-15. 
["who march through the wide places of the land to possess dwellings not their 
own."] (Hab. 1 :6b; 1 QpHab II: 16-17) 
[pl:}l1:1 ilt7~ bJ"l~"!f'l:':)il '?lJ ,ilt7~] 
fi~il "ilJ n~ n:~C,, n1:::>? 1::>?-, iitD.,O:Ji 
,c, ~i? niJ::>tDI'::l ntDi? iO~ ii'D~ N1i1 ~.,::':) 
17 
1 
2 
36 Cf. Lou H. Silberman, "Unriddling the Riddle: A Study in the Structure and Language of 
the Habakkuk Pesher (IQpHab)," RevQ 3 (1961-62), 323-64, 336f. Silberman suggests that 
the commentator has derived il':l not from iil':l 'bitter' but il':l 'lord, master' from l'til':l II 'be 
fat, strong' (Jastrow) hence bl"i1:m in the pesher. Accordingly, he suggests, the commentator 
understood Hab. 1 :6a as: "For behold, I raise up the Chaldeans, the mighty and swift nation." 
37 Brownlee has: ';l[l't] "p1n:J 1:1"7:ll't" K,t,, n["i:Jn .,i:Jil':l 117"]1'0i" bl.,l't.,n::m n?ror.lr.l:J 'Under 
the dominion of the Kittim, men will turn wick[ edly away from the provisions of the 
covenan]t and not be faithful to the ordinances of God.' Meanwhile, Horgan suggests: 'the 
wick[ed ones will betray the covena]nt' (n["i:::l::l ,,l::l" C"~l7]lr1i1), though my own translation 
follows Elliger, which, while perhaps a little short (so Horgan, 61), better fits the context of 
this section of the pesher, given that the Kittim are referred to in the next interpretation. 
38 Though contrast Dupont-Sommer's three types of traitors ("Le 'Commentaire d'Habacuc' 
decouvert pres de la Mer Morte," RHR 137 [1950], 153, §7). Cf. Brownlee, 54; Silberman, 
op. cif., 336. 
[Its interpretation concerns the Kittim who through vale] 1 and through plain will 
march, to smite and to plunder the cities of the land. 2 For that is what he said: 
"to possess dwellings not their own." (1 QpHab II: 17-III:2) 
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Although the first part of the section is entirely reconstructed, this is almost certainly 
largely correct, at least in general terms. The Kittim, here, are themselves 
reconstructed (II: 17), but inasmuch as the interpretation continues the sense of the 
previous section (and that the prophet is himself speaking of the Chaldeans ), it is safe 
to assume that the pesherist is still speaking ofthem. 
The 'wide places of the land' (fi~ "':lF!ir.l'?) in the prophecy are interpreted with 
reference to '[vale]' ([pr.ll?:t]) and 'plain' (i1fD"'r.l:11), while 'the cities of the land' 
(fi~ii "'i:ii') refer to the 'dwellings' (.111:l:dfl70) of Hab. 1 :6b. Brownlee' s 
reconstruction of po:i7:t (11: 17) relies on the parallelism between pol7 and i1fD"'r.l in 
Jer. 21:13; 48:8, but requires a meaning 'plain' for i1W"'r.l rather than 'uprightness' as 
elsewhere (e.g. Ps. 45:7).39 The application of the prophecy to 'vales' and 'plains', 
Brownlee suggests, envisions the march of a large army, for whom easier approaches 
are necessary. If any historical march is here being referred to, though, the generality 
of the interpretation does not allow us to identify it specifically. During this march the 
'cities of the earth' will be smitten and plundered (understanding .llrDi'? of Hab. 
1 :6b ), though again, the interpretation is too imprecise for our purposes. 
"They are more dreadful and fearsome than they. Their judgement and their guile 
will go forth." (Ha b. 1 :7; 1 QpHab III:2-3) 
',,:> '?v 0[f1]7:)[~,] tdifi!l ii'D~ b]"l~"'f1:;)jJ '?v ,,I'D~ 4 
iJ?:)i?:), '?:>:J:J, l1iii" Elf1:JfDfi7:) ',,::> M~li':t, c~tmn 5 
b]"'r.;)l]jj '?1:J bll1 ,:>'?"~ 6 
4 Its interpretation concerns the Kittim who (will be) objects of dread and 
[ter]r[or] for all 5 the nations. And in counsel all their thoughts will be to commit 
evil. And [with dec]eit and treachery 6 they will conduct (themselves) with all the 
peoples. (lQpHab Ill:4-6) 
39 Brownlee, 64. 
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In this next section the dreadful aspect of the Kittim is enlarged upon, bliil~ and 
6J(n]~[~,t0 translating the prophet's m.,~ and ~·=m1 respectively. There is though here 
a matter of translational importance in the original prophecy, which seems to have 
affected the way in which the pesherist understands this verse; namely the meaning of 
1:J7:)7:) in context: 
Dread and fearsome are they; their justice and dignity proceedfrom themselves. 
(Hab. I :7) 
Here, the NRSV translator relates ,:JOT.:! to the second part of the verse 'from 
themselves'. Most translators of the pesher adopt this reading at this point. So, for 
example: 
Brownlee Dreadful and fearsome are they; their judgement and their guile 
will go outfrom them. 
Garcia-Martinez It is dreadful and terrible; his judgement and his exaltation arise 
from himself 
Horgan Fearful and terrible are they. A claim to dignity goes out from 
them. 
As reflecting the pesherist's interpretation, though, this translation seems not to be 
picked up on. We might for instance expect the pesherist, on this understanding, to 
emphasise how the Kittim ultimately govern themselves, for this is surely the 
meaning of 'their justice and dignity proceed from themselves.' However, this 
meaning does not reflect the context of Hab. 1, which depicts the Chaldeans as God's 
instrument of judgement. Far from being self-governing, they have the highest 
authority! Instead, ifwe examine the text in the light of its interpretation, it seems that 
the pesherist has interpreted 1:J7:!7.:! with regard to 'for all the nations' (III:4-4a) thus 
suggesting that he has taken 1:J7:!7.:! with the first part of the verse, i.e. ~,iT ~.,,:J, 1:1,.,~ 
,:Jr.ll:l, then, can be understood in a variety of forms. The ending (on the preposition ~~) 
can either be understood as a 3rct sing. masc. s£ 'from him'; or as a 151 pl. s£ 'from us'. 
It may even be possible to read the form in the pesher as .,:lOT.:! 'from me', i.e. the 151 
4
° Following IV:7 which omits the yod. 
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sing. sf. ending (in Qumran Hebrew 1 and "~ are often indistinguishable). If we refer 
this back to Hab. 1 :7 and link 1::1~~ there with ~1il ~11::11 ld1"~N then 1::10~ here seems to 
be a Min of Comparison; so, 'he is more dreadful and fearsome than he/well' 
respectively. In the latter two, the interpretation seems to indicate that the Kittim are 
chosen as God's instrument precisely because they are more terrible 'than well' 
(presumably the community). If we bring in the reference to 'the nations' (111:4a) a 
meaning 'the Kittim are more dreadful than they/the nations' emerges. While this 
would normally require the 3rd pi. masc. suffix form ElilO, given that the pesherist 
interprets the singular form N1il with reference to the plural EI"~N"~li:Jil it is also 
acceptable to translate the masc. sg. suffiX form 1::1~~ as a plural. This, then, is how we 
have translated the text above. 41 
The second half ofHab. 1:7 is interpreted with reference to the Kittim's cunning and 
treachery in respect of their dealings with the peoples. First, however, the pesherist 
suggests that 'in counsel all their thoughts will be to commit evil' et,,:> il~l7:d, 
l7ii6 Elli:dtmir.>; I. 5), seemingly as interpretation of ,~~roo - since as Brownlee points 
out in 1QS il~li' and ~~!DO are presented as synonyms (VI:22-23),42 though the 
connection between the prophecy and interpretation here is unclear. The statement 
itself appears to derive from Prov. 24:8 where l7iilt, :dtm=IO is found: 
:~N,p~ lii~rrr'7tJ~ i'7 tJ"J~7 ::ltpi}~ 
Whoever plans to do evil will be called a mischief-maker. 
Again, though, it is unclear why an allusion to Proverbs 24 here is required. One 
suggestion may have to do with the reference to 'the Scoffer' (f',) in the verse 
immediately following (24:9): however, there is no indication in any of the other 
pesharim of a link between the Scoffer and the Kittim. 43 
41 Contrast Silberman (op. cit., 337f.) who introduces Tan/:luma Tazria § 10 which refers cn"~N 
~1il N""11:l1 to Adam and ,~~rDI:l 1~r.lr.l to Eve "who proceeded from Adam N:!t" ... 1:lr.lr.l and was 
the instrument of his judgement" (338, his italics), thus clearly splitting up the verse. 
Silberman relates N~" mNro1 ,~~roo 1:lr.lr.l to the nations' attack by the Kittim. Unfortunately, 
this overlooks the reference in the pesher to t::I"~N1li1 ',,:::> ',17 which appears to correspond to 
1Jr.lO, thus placing ,:lOO with the first half of the verse. 
42 Brownlee, 67. 
43 On the 'Scoffer' in the Scrolls, see below, eh. 5. 
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The final part of this passage reads: 'And [with dec ]eit and treachery they will 
conduct (themselves) with all the peoples' and interprets Hab. 1 :7b 'and their guile 
will go forth' (N~., 1Ii~f111). Although the MT is normally translated 'dignity' (from 
~ll'iJ), Brownlee correctly suggests that the pesherist understands ~rD:l 'beguile, 
deceive'.44 Whether this is a valid translation of the MT or whether the pesherist has 
deliberately twisted the sense is unclear, however. ~:d:l is not found elsewhere in the 
scrolls, while iil:lil':) is discussed below in connection with 'those who misdirect 
Ephraim' ( 4QpNah 3-4 II:8; though a link between the two is unlikely). 45 
11'Di~1 11'D~ <vacat> :Jill 9:J~if:) 1iF11 10i0 El9 i7:):37.:) ',ip1 
Ni:J"~ Ol:)F1~ i~id ~id~~ I'Dfi ii'D::Id 1~i:t7"~ pifiir.l irtJi~ 
ld"iP ldil "::!~ nf:ll7:) 
"Their horses are swifter than leopards and keener than wolves in the evening. 
<Blank> 46 Their steeds trample, their horsemen from afar like an eagle fly 
(acting) quickly to devour all of it. For violence do they come. The assembling of 
their faces is to the East." (Ha b. I :8-9b; 1 QpHab III:6-9) 
ii'D~ [d"'~"'.lldil ~lJ i[ii'D]~ 9 
pnir.lr.li cnr,:,n:J:Ji [Eii19JOiO:J fi~il n~ 11'D1i" 1 o 
irtJ::J::> IJ"~7:)l7il ~i:> [n~] ~id~~ ld"'ir ""~t(f:) i~i:J9 11 
X ~l7i1 ~~ lifi[::Ji iir.l]d9 ilr.lfi::Ji irlJ:JI'D p~i 12 
irl1~ ~ill ~[":> O"~f:)lJii] ~id Ell7 ii:Ji"~ Id"~~~ 13 
[ ... EI"~'JP Cif"':J!:! n]Olr;:) ir.l~ 14 
Its in[terpretation] concerns the Kittim who 10 will thresh the land with [their] 
horse[ s] and with their beasts. And from afar 11 will they come, from the shores 
of the sea to devour all the peoples like an eagle. 12 Yet there is no sating. With 
wrath they will s[ubdue them and] (with) bursts of [an]ger and a vexing of 13 
(their) faces shall they speak with all [the peoples fo]r that is what 14 he said, 
"(the) assem[bling of their faces is to the East."] (lQpHab III:9-14) 
The next stage of the prophecy (Hab 1 :8-9) continues the developing picture of the 
Chaldeans and here further emphasises their military might through the reference to 
their cavalry. This recurs in the interpretation. So 'the Kittim will thresh the land with 
their hor[ses] and with their beasts' (11. 9-10). Several scholars have suggested that the 
44 Brownlee, 67. 
45 See below, p 1 OOff. 
46 The space in the pesher (line 7) can almost certainly be explained by 1rl7!:l immediately 
following which the copyist doubtless mistook for irl7!) and the beginning of the 
interpretation. This is one of the stronger pieces of evidence for l QpHab being a copy. 
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reference to 'beasts' here (which appears to interpret both 'leopards' and 'wolves') 
applies to the SeleuCid war-elephants referred to in 1 Maccabees (6:35, 43; 11:56 -
8TJpLa =Hebrew i10il:l?).47 Since the Romans are known not to have used elephants in 
battle, the reference here is therefore applied to the Seleucids who did. Nevertheless, 
Brooke has termed this "a classic case of[the] historian's abuse ofthe text.'.48 Were a 
reference to 'elephants' here suggested the term would be mon:t rather than the 
collective singular, he adds. Moreover, he continues, "when mr.m:t does occur in Hab. 
2:17, it is interpreted in 1QpHab XII:4 as 'the simple of Judah who keep the Law', 
and as far as I know, nobody has tried to suggest that they were elephants!"49 The 
relevance of this final point is unclear, since it is precisely the point that n10ii:J does 
occur in the original prophecy in Hab 2:17 rather than (as here) within the body of the 
interpretation. Nevertheless, it is certainly the case that a reference to 'elephants' in 
the present context is unlikely. Rather, Brownlee is doubtless correct in applying the 
reference to 'beasts ofburden'.50 Ifwe imagine the path of an invading army with all 
its supply carts etc., the land behind would indeed appear 'threshed'! 
More interesting is the reference in the interpretation to 'from afar will they come, 
from the shores of the sea to devour al[l the] peoples like an eagle' which interprets 
Hab. 1 :8b. The 'shores of the sea' is a tacit reminder of the nature of the Kittim as 
'sea-peoples' (2.1, above, and esp. in Josephus, p32), though Brownlee attempts to 
identify more precisely: 
Such "shores" can be either islands or coastlands. The insertion of this phrase by 
way of identifying the conquering Kittim suits the Romans much better than the 
Seleucids - even though it may be argued that the coast of Syria would seem 
remote to ancient Palestinians. 51 
This seems to rather miss the point. If either Romans or Seleucids are intended as the 
Kittim, then either can be said to come 'from the shores ofthe sea' precisely because 
47 So E. Stauffer, "Zur Friihdatierung des Habakkukmidrasch," Theologische Literaturzeitung 
76 (1951), 671. B. Nitzan (Pesher Habakkuk: A Scroll from the Wilderness of Judaea 
(JQpHab), 160) has attempted to refer the text to the Romans. The elephants are not real. 
Rather they reflect what the pesherist thought of the Roman army. 
48 Brooke, "The Kittim in the Qumran Pesharim," Images of Empire (JSOT Press: Sheffield, 
1991)146. 
49 Ibid., 146. 
50 Brownlee, 70. 
51 Ibid., 70. 
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ofthe root meaning of the term as ' sea-peoples '. Meanwhile, the Roman identification 
resurfaces due to the reference to the ' eagle ' (irD:J52) here, given the prominence of the 
eagle in the Roman army. Again, though, this overlooks the fact that ii:D:J also appears 
in the original prophecy and thus its place in the interpretation may be unremarkable. 
Added to this, the commentator at this juncture seems to have been inspired by Deut. 
28:4953 which depicts an eagle from far away, becoming in the pesher ' from the 
shores ofthe sea': 
,!D~ ~;J ,tp~D :-t~i~ ,W~~ rJ~;:t ;,~p~ pin;~ ~;J -;r~¥ ;,~;,; ~tr. 
:iJiD', li~!Dn-~', 
. - .. 
The LORD will bring a nation from far away, from the end of the earth, to swoop 
down on you like an eagle, a nation whose language you do not understand, 
Finally, Brownlee himself notes occasions in both the Hebrew Bible and Second 
Temple literature where the eagle is used to designate nations other than Rome. Thus: 
Ezek. 17 presents both Nebuchadrezzar of Babylon and Pharaoh Psamrnetichus II as 
eagles (verse 3 and 7 respectively) ; in Daniel 7 (the vision ofthe four beasts) the first 
beast has the wings of an eagle (though the body of a lion) and is also identified with 
the Babylonians; while in I Enoch 90 the eagle represents the Macedonians prior to 
the Maccabean revolt.54 However, the reference to an eagle as representing the 
Romans does not have the force that it will require in later periods, as the eagle is only 
adopted by the army during the imperial period. 55 1 QpHab ought probably to be dated 
to the first half of the frrst century BC. 
The fmal aspect of the interpretation is somewhat more problematic, smce the 
meaning ofthe prophecy itse lf is obscure. Hab. 1:9a reads: 
;,~~!i? o;T~-~ n~~T? ~;::~: o~r:t7 ii',;:, 
Translations are made problematic by the enigmatic n~:l7:l . The NRSV translates here 
'pressing ' which seems to be quite a loose translation. BDB offer as a possible 
52 iiVJ can be either ' eagle ' or 'vulture' (specifically ' griffon-vulture' ) depending on context. 
While the eagle is a predator, the vulture feeds on carrion. Thus for a context which depicts 
the Kittim as a conquering nation ' eagle' is a better translation. 
53 We shall see other occasions in the pesher where this chapter is apparently referred to. 
54 Cf. IV Ezra 11 where the multi-headed many-winged eagle is identified as the fourth beast 
in Daniel 's vision (vl2) and is reinterpreted to refer to the Roman Empire. 
55 On the ' eagle' in the Republic period, see below, pp56ff; Hengel, The Zealots, I 03, n. 145. 
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derivation ~~J 'swallow' as in Job 39:24. Otherwise, Palmer-Robertson suggests 
'assembling' or 'collection' probably derived from El~:t 'to become abundant' in a 
construct Piel participle form. 56 The entire phrase is thus translated: 'the assembling 
of their faces is forward'. In the pesher, the problem becomes greater still. So MT 
ii~.,,p becomes El.,,p. Meanwhile, Elii.,J~ because of the space between., and iT, is 
variously read Elii .,J~ (Rabinowitz) or Elii 1J~ (Brownlee57). El.,,p may then mean 
'East wind' as in the Targum (~~,,p F!1i:d) and the Vulgate ('ventum'). This leads 
Brownlee to translate n~:t~ as 'mutterings' from a Rabbinic Aramaic root r:::J~:t. Hence 
his translation: 'the mutterings of their face are the East wind', 58 though it is difficult 
to see how this reflects the separation of Elii 1J~ for which he argues (above) and 
which he reads in his reconstruction. His earlier translation 'as for the mutterings of 
his face they are the East Wind' seems to have been forgotten. 59 Nevertheless, this 
does correspond to understanding of the East wind depicting angry speech (Job 8:2; 
15:2), and neatly corresponds with the interpretation: 'bursts of [an]ger and a vexing 
of(their) faces' (III:12-1360). Meanwhile, in the Hebrew Bible, the 'East wind' (c.,,p) 
is itself associated with God's avenging power (lsa. 27:8; Jer. 18:17; Hos. 13:15), and 
is used in Ezek 19:12; 27:26 as figuratively of Nebuchadnezzar, a Chaldean. Thus 
while the prophet, through his mention of the East wind here, seems to reinforce the 
imagery of the Chaldeans, the pesherist adapts the force of the prophecy in 
accordance with other images of angry speech. The reason for this change is unclear, 
but may be indicated by the final part of the interpretation: 'will they speak with [all 
the peoples]'. 
The imagery of the Kittim speaking to the peoples with 'bursts of [an]ger and a 
vexing of (their) faces' conjures up a picture of an invading people shouting at the 
inhabitants in a foreign language which they do not understand. The interpretation 
seems, then, to reinforce the 'othemess' of the Kittim. They will come from another 
land, from far away, and will speak in another, different, tongue. 
56 Robertson, op. cit., 153-54. LXX av9EO't11KO'ta<;; 'resisting' is scarcely any clearer. 
57 In the repetition in line 14, Brownlee instead reconstructs blil 1"~J!:l, but offers no explanation 
for so doing. 
58 Brownlee, 68ff. 
59 Brownlee, "Biblical Interpretation," 63. 
60 Note the repetition of !:1/, here. 
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["And they will gather] captives like s[and." (Hab. l:9c; lQpHab ill:14) 
[ 
[ 
[ 
ii'D~ bl"~".li:>il ~~] 1ii'D~ 15 
] 16 
] 17 
15 Its interpretation [concerns the Kittim who ... ] 16 [ ••• ] 17 [ ••• ] (ill:lS-17) 
This section of the pesher is almost entirely lost, though we can guess as to the broad 
content of the interpretation. The prophet is still speaking of the Chaldeans and it is 
reasonable to see the Kittim here as well. It is also likely that the subject matter of the 
prophecy is carried directly into the interpretation, namely, the taking of captives in 
large numbers. Beyond this, however, speculation is futile, since the taking of 
captives is so common in warmongering. 
["And they at kings] scoff, and rulers are to them a laughing stock." (Ha b. 1:1 Oa; 
lQpHab 111:17-IV:l) 
il'l7~ iil'l7~ 1 
b!":>~O:l bl"i:l:>:J ~~ iT:li bl"~:di ~~ i:l"li~" 2 
:di bl~:d iO~pi i~.li~.li9 bl9 ifl1i 3 
Its interpretation is that 2 they will mock the great and have contempt for those 
revered. At kings 3 and princes will they cast derision and they will scoff at a 
large army. (lQpHab IV:l-3) 
This section is interesting stylistically for the fact that the text appears to be 
interpreted twice. So 'kings' (c.,:;,',o) are understood both as 'the great' (El":li) and 
'kings' (Id'~:;)'?~), while 'rulers' (!d'~JTi) is interpreted 'those revered' (!d'~i:l::;)::J) and 
'princes' (O'~ito). Meanwhile, the fmal aspect of the interpretation ('they will scoff at 
large armies') seems not to be derived from the prophecy at all except in the general 
terms of vocabulary. Much of the commentary here relies on synonym in fact. So 
'scoff' (or,p., for MT o'?pir') is understood by both 'mock' (1l"l7'?'~) and 'cast 
derision' (1umm'~), while 'laughing stock' (pnrl:7o) is taken as 'contempt' (1i:J1) and 
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' scoff' (1o'?p1). Brooke points to a parallel between the vocabulary used here and II 
Chron. 36:1661: 
But they kept mocking the messengers of God, despising hjs words, and scoffing 
at ills prophets 
As Brooke points out, :::n,;r'? is a virtual synonym for the pesherist's Jl7'?; hence in this 
short section we have three of the four verbs found in I QpHab (::Jl7'?/Jl7'?, i1T::J and 
l7l7n).62 This is especially striking given that two of these terms are rare in Biblical 
Hebrew; ::Jl7'? occurs only in II Chron. 36:16, while l7l7n is only otherwise found in 
Gen. 27: 12. As Brooke further points out, the context of the passage is itself relevant. 
The extract comes at the end of the description ofthe depredations under Zedekiah (II 
Chron. 36:11-14) described as "evil in the sight of the LORD his God" (36:12). As 
punishment, the Chronicler notes, God brought up against them the King of the 
Chaldeans who killed young and old, male and female, and took away the treasures of 
both the temple and the king and his officials (1.,ilt71 1'?~i1 ; 36: 18). In other words, 
within both the pesher and II Chronicles, the Kittim/Chaldeans form God's chosen 
instrument of justice, except that in this instance the vocabulary used of Zedekiah's 
people is here reapplied to the Kittim themselves. 
The similarities with Chronicles seem to account for the reference to 'kings and 
princes ' (IV:2-3) in the prophecy, but the rationale for the other terms is less clear. 
Horgan63 points out that O.,::Jii1 ('the Many') is used frequently in the Scrolls to 
designate a particular group within the sect (so 1 QS VI: 1, 7, 8, 9 etc.), but our passage 
does not appear to refer to the sect. Meanwhile, Brooke notes how O.,::Ji is found 
earlier in 1QpHab II:l3: "Its interpretation concerns the Kittim w[ho are) swift and 
mighty in war to destroy m[an]y [by the sword ... ]" (( ... ::Jin::J) o.,(::J)i i::J~'?). 
Nevertheless, as we have seen the reading there is disputed (above, n32). 
61 Brooke, "Kittim," 147£ 
62 Only o?p is absent, but this word derives from Habakkuk itself in any case. 
63 Horgan, 30. 
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As regards l'd'~i::J:'d:l 'those revered', this title occurs in several other scrolls, including 
4QpNah 3-4 II:9 discussed in the following chapter (below, plOOf). Here, the 
t:l"'i:l[:l]J are part of the list to be led astray by the Seekers of Smooth Things. 
Elsewhere C"i:l:>J is also found in 4Q400 and 4Q40 1 where the term is referred to an 
elite group of angels (m'?ro7.:)r.l '~rD~'i 'chiefs of realms'; 4Q401 14 I:6), and in 
particular reverence of them by human councils. 64 In 1 QM, however, l'di1'~i:J:>J'?1 is 
applied to members ofthe empire ofBelial (IQM XIV:11), strangely in a context that 
also uses the iTT:l root.65 The fact remains, however, that in the pesher the term is 
likely a more general reference to the Kittim's targets. 
More interesting is the reference to :l'i l:ll7 which we have translated 'large armies' 
(i.e. a collective singular). Brooke suggests that :Ji here forms an indusia with t:l":::l., 
and that the expression :l'i Cl7 suggests a parallel with 11 QT L VIII:6-7 in the 'Law of 
the King' which, he suggests, may have influenced other parts of the pesher.66 
Nevertheless, the context of these accounts is entirely different. In 11 QT :li Cl7 
describes an invading nation. The pesher, by contrast, applies the term to those who 
defy the Kittim. llQT does clarify, though, that Cl7 should be translated 'army' rather 
than 'people' as with most commentators (Carmignac, Elliger, Horgan etc.). In this 
respect, I concur with Brownlee. 67 The identity of these armies is unfortunately 
unclear. Compare also the description ofthe army ofthe Kittim as :::li t:ll7 in the next 
lemma. 
"And they will laugh at each fortress, and they will heap up dust, and take it." 
(Hab. l:lOb; lQpHab IV:3-4) 
',v 1T:J" irDN C"N"n:>n ""fD17.:) ',v 1ifD!:) s 
cn"',l7 1p1nro., :tl1',:1, !:l"n:vn "i:lt:Jn 6 
64 Ct: Loren T. Stuckenbruck, Angel Veneration and Christology: A Study in Early Judaism 
and in the Christology of the Apocalypse of John, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum 
Neuen Testament, 2 (Mohr-Siebeck: Tiibingen, 1995), l57f. 
65 Brooke, "Kittim," 148. 
66 Ibid., 148. Cf. G.J. Brooke, "History and Hermeneutics at Qumran," Bulletin of the Institute 
for Antiquity and Christianity, 16:3 (1989), 9-1 I. 
67 Brownlee, 75. 
ifl~'l if;;)~:J'l bii'D'l!':l.Fl~ bl'l~"'P"' :Ji CV:J'l 
bl"'.di'D'l"~il r"'V.d C'lOiii'l Ci"'.d 'l:JM:J9 
ldii:l 
5 Its interpretation concerns the rulers of the Kittim who will hold in contempt 6 
the fortresses of the peoples, and with mocking will they laugh at them. 7 And 
with a great army will they surround them to capture them. And with terror and 
dread 8 will they be given into their hands. And they will tear them down in 
ruins68 (along with) those dwelling 9 in them. (lQpHab IV:S-9) 
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7 
8 
9 
The next section of the prophecy continues this military aspect of the Chaldeans, who 
are again identified as the Kittim. 
The interpretation neatly continues the sense of the prevtous interpretation. The 
biblical pnrt7"' 'laugh' (the same root as pnroo in l:lOa) is again interpreted by m:~ 
'contempt', but also by :~vt;:> 'mock', used to interpret ot;:>p in the previous section. 
Note also how the commentator reads 1p1Mfl1"' in the interpretation itself. The 
pesherist, indeed, sticks surprisingly close to the original prophecy. So 1~:10 
'fortress' also appears in both the prophecy and its interpretation. Although the 
subject of the prophecy is again singular (~1iT), in the interpretation this is referred to 
the n.,~.,rniT .,'?ro10 (IV :5). Although this phrase technically means 'rulers of the 
Kittim' several commentators have read the military context into their translations: 
hence Brownlee 'generals'; van der Ploeg 'les commandants'. Dupont-Sommer 
comments: 
This expression ... designates the Roman chiefs, the pro-magistrates cum imperio 
whom Rome sent into the provinces and who commanded the armies. 69 
Note the implication that these 'rulers' will be in charge at the same time, hence 
allowing the interpretation 'military rulers' to be brought into play. As with previous 
sections, though, there is no necessity to view a particular historical instance. Rather, 
the pesherist implies that this is a general trait of the Kittim, and is characterised by 
68 For line 8 I read r.,11:1 'in ruins' following Brownlee ("The Jerusalem Habakkuk Scroll," 
BASOR 112 [1948], pp 11,17), Elliger and van der Ploeg among others. Brownlee has since 
read p,11:1 'because of the guilt' following Dupont-Sommer (Brownlee, 79). Horgan notes 
that the former is impossible in terms of context and syntax, but, while it is certainly the lectio 
difficilior, this reading better fits the context of the interpretation at this stage, particularly in 
the light ofld10iil1 'they will tear them down'. 
69 A. Dupont-Sommer, The Essene Writings from Qumran (Basil Blackwell: Oxford, 1961), 
260 n. 2. 
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whichever person is in charge at that time. Nowhere in the Hebrew Bible is ld"'?tv7d 
used of anyone other than the ruler himself. Allowing an understanding 'generals' 
here quite unnecessarily reflects the (modem) commentator's prejudices. 'Rulers' (i.e. 
'kings') makes perfect sense when a more general reference is read. 
There is no requirement in the pesher to go beyond the text of Habakkuk to explain 
the next phrase ('with a great army will they surround them [i.e. the fortresses] to 
capture them'; l. 7), since this adequately understands 'and they will heap up dust and 
take it' (Hab. 1:10bf3). bl1!:l"P" (v''lp~) translated 'surround' might mean 'strike' (so 
Delcor), but the former is more appropriate to a context indicating siege practices. 
Finally, 'terror and dread' (in!:l, i'T~~:n; IV:7) recalls 'dread and terror' (l:lin!:l 
on~~,) in III:4 above, p39£ There the Kittim were described as 'objects of dread and 
terror'. Here, that impact is felt by their enemies, and seems to derive from Exod. 
15: 16 which describes the effect of the Israelites' passing for their enemies (Philistia, 
Edom, Moab and Canaan): 
n~n~ 1rp~ ,~~~-i~ 1?~~ ,~·T 1~iit ','1~:1 iD~~ :~~??~~ l:lry"~~ ',sn 
:~"Ji? ,i-l:l~ ,:J~~-i~ 
Terror and dread fell upon them; by the might of your arm, they became still as 
a stone until your people, 0 LORD, passed by, until the people whom you 
acquired passed by. 
If we apply this same understanding to the Kittim in 1 QpHab, then the divine nature 
of their calling is more apparent. Hence, like the Israelites, they might also be 
described as 'acquired' (mp) by God. Brooke also links our passage with Ezek. 38:4 
through its reference to 'horses and horsemen' (l:l"rt7i!:l, l:l"O,O) similar to 1 QpHab 
III:6-10.70 There, though, the reference to 'horses' (l:li'T"O,O; III:10) derives from the 
prophecy (,o,o, ,tvi!:l; Hab. 1 :8b) and is not reliant on any biblical parallel. Brooke's 
parallel with the Ezekiel passage would appear, then, to be forced. 
70 Brooke, "Kittim," 145 n. 2, 149. 
"Then they sweep by like the wind and pass over. They place11 their strength for 
their god." (Hab. l:lla; lQpHab IV:9-10) 
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El"'N"'!I:Jii "''?ft717:l '?[3.7] 1itD!J 1 0 
X tD*'~N Ti1:117"' [1:1!1]7:ltDN !1"':1 !l:!tl.7:l ii'DN 11 
1N1:t"' nr inN n[r bli'f]"''?to1n 1if":sJi "~!:l'?n 12 
1n1'?N'? ,n,:l nr [Cit7"', fi]Nn nN n*'~nrD'? 13 
X b1"~7:ll7ii '?[N ii'DN] ,ii'D~ 14 
'?[ ]'? 15 
[ ] 16 
Its interpretati[ on cone ]erns the rulers of the Kittim 11 who, through the counsel 
of the House of [their] Guilt will pass by, each one 12 from before his neighbour. 
[Their] rulers will come [on]e after another 13 to lay waste the l[and. "And] the[y 
place] their strength for their god." 14 Its interpretation [is that ... the go]d of the 
peoples 15 /[ ••• ]1 16 [ ••• ] (1QpHab IV:l0-16) 
This passage finishes off the initial section concerning the Kittim in 1 QpHab. Again, 
reference is made to the 'rulers of the Kittim', though here the reference is linked to 
the 'House of[their] Guilt' (IV:ll). Several scholars have suggested that this refers to 
the Roman Senate, and more specifically to the appointment of short-term provincial 
governors and consuls. 72 Nevertheless, this does not explain why the Senate is 
referred to specifically as a 'guilty house'. In fact, as Brownlee has shown, [cn]ortJ~ 
seems to derive from t:lftJ"', in the prophecy (1. 9). As he points out, this verb appears to 
have three different renderings, all of which recur in the interpretation.73 First, the 
Qumran form differs from that of the MT CrtJ~, (..Jc~~ 'to be guilty'). This may 
suggest an elided aleph for the imperfect form C~~~1 found in Hos. 13:1. Hence 'the 
guilty house'. Second, Gaster suggests that the verb be derived from eo~ (as a Hiphil 
form) 'to devastate', hence 'to lay waste the land' (IV: 13).74 Otherwise, in the body 
of the interpretation the verb is apparently taken with the latter half of the verse: 
,m"~" ,m:;, ii[T CrtJ.,,]; IV: 13. If correct, this suggests that CrtJ.,, is derived from C"~fO 
'put, place'. A literal translation would then read ' [and he will place, this] one, his 
71 This is a clear change from MT CtoN1 'and become guilty', though the pesherist was aware 
of this reading; hence r:morotot n"~:J (IV: 11 ). This is a clear example of the pesherist altering the 
biblical text for his own purposes. See further immediately below. 
72 Cf. K.M.T. Atkinson, "The Historical Setting of the Habakkuk Commentary," JSS 4 
(1959), 240-44; Brownlee, 8lf.; T.H. Gaster, The Scriptures of the Dead Sea Sect in English 
Translation (London: Seeker & Warburg, 1957), 250 n. 12. Contrast Driver, op. cif., 200-202. 
73 Brownlee, 81. 
74 Gaster, op. cit., 236 & 250 n. 11. 
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strength for his god'. The extent to which the commentator has combined these three 
different understandings is particularly noteworthy. Indeed to bring out the full range 
of meanings, Brownlee has to translate the verb three times: 
Then, in accordance with the will, they transgressed, 
and passed on and were guilty, 
and each one laid waste 
And this one appointed his strength I to be their god. 
(lQpHab 1V:9-10; Midrash Pesher, 80) 
When this is properly understood, the meaning and/or application of 'the house of 
their guilt' is less important. It may refer to the Senate, but equally may refer to any 
political institution. 75 
Other aspects of the prophecy are similarly carried through into the interpretation. So 
both ~?n 'exchange, change' and 1:1~ 'pass on, pass by/over' reappear in the 
interpretation as: 'pass by (11,:1~'~), each one from before his neighbour' (IV:ll-12); 
and '[their] rulers will come (,~,:1.,) [on]e after another to lay waste the l[and]' 
(IV:12-13). Again, these interpretations might imply a rapid succession of governors 
(Atkinson), but the fact that they derive from the prophecy itself would suggest that if 
so, this is not the most important aspect of the interpretation. 
Finally, the second part of Hab 1:11 is repeated in line 13, but unfortunately the 
interpretation itself has not survived. Brownlee reconstructs: ,o.,ro~., irD~] ,,11:1~ 
[ ... ,t;, rmnntoi1?, ,,:;:mJ]'? bl'~O~il ?[~'? ... ] 'Its prophetic meaning [is that they will 
appoint ... to be the go ]d of the peoples I to [worship it and to prostrate themselves to 
it'] i.e. attempting to combine this third meaning of birD.,, 'put, place' with the 
prophet's reference to 'god' ('?~). "[I]t is impossible to know what object the Kittim 
appointed as their God," Brownlee declares. He himself suggests ld:>?o ('their king'), 
i.e. implying an element of 'emperor worship', or ldO,i ('their haughtiness'), a 
sarcastic reference to Rome, and specifically Roma (the city's patron goddess).76 The 
latter understanding, however, relies on the link between the Kittim and Rome, which 
has yet to be shown. A better way to understand the interpretation here might be to 
refer the interpretation to the next passage to mention the Kittim, which depicts their 
75 So Horgan, 31. 
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'weapons of war ' as ' objects of veneration' (below, VI:4-5). In other words, the 
Kittim are ultimately a secular people, for whom war has practically become a 
religious duty. 
n'?l7., iT:J[iT::J iT]'?J:J J::J '?rol':)'? fOi':)i:J c.,n .,:\i:J Cli~ rvl7nJ 
1:J '?l7 Ji':)in'? iT [::Jn., 1:J '?l7 Jni7:)]:J7:)::J JiTtlO.,, Ji':)in::J JiTi:\.,, 
J'?:J~i':)J] 1p'?n 17:)ta [CiiT::J ~.,:J Jnii':):Ji':)'? iDp.,J] '?[.,J.,J] nl':)rv., 
[.,i:::l 
Thou hast made man as fish of the sea as gliding things, to rule over them. 77 
They will bring [them] all up [with a hoo ]k and drag out (fish) in their net and 
catch them up in their s[nare. Thus they will sacrifi]ce to their net.78 Thus they 
will rejoice [and exult and offer incense to their snare, for by them] their portion 
will be [rob ]ust [and their food in abundance." (Hab. I: 14-16; 1 QpHab V:12-l6) 
[ Jitatl] 16 
[ 17 
c'?'?ro '?J:J Cll7 CJ:JJiT n~ Jtl.,OJ"J c.,~.,n:Jn 1 
JOin'? n:JT., 1:J '?l7 i7:l~ ita~J c.,n nJi:J 2 
iT7:liT ita~ Jitvtl JniO:J7:l? iDp.,J 3 
x iT7:liT cnJ7:liT'?7:l .,'?:JJ cnJnJ~'? c.,n::J T 4 
.,i:J J?:JK7:lJ 1p?n 10ta CliT:::l K.,:J Cl~iJi':) 5 
n~J c'?Jl7 n~ c.,p'?n7:l iT7:liT ita~ JifOtl 6 
iT:Jta::J iT:Jta c.,7:ll7iT '?J:J '?l7 c'?:J~7:l co7:l 7 
nJ::Ji nJ~i~ ::J.,in'? 8 
[Its interpretation ... ] 17 [ ... ] 1 the Kittim (who) will gather their wealth (with) 
all their plunder 2 like (the) fish of the sea. And as for what he says, "for this 
reason they will sacrifice to their net 3 and offer incense to their snare," its 
interpretation is that they 4 sacrifice to their standards and {worship} their 
weapons of war. 5 "For by them his portion will be robust and his food in 
abundance." 6 Its interpretation is that they will distribute their yoke and their tax 
7 burdens, their food, upon all the peoples, year by year, 8 in order to lay waste 
many lands. (lQpHab V:l6-VI:8) 
Due to the importance of this lemma, it is necessary to divide the extract into three 
units. First, dealing with the gathering of wealth and plunder, second the sacrifice to 
the standards, and third, the distribution of the yoke and tax-burdens. 
76 Brown lee, 83 . 
77 To bring out his meaning in the interpretation, the pesherist here adapts the Masoretic 
reading 1:J Sror.nt'? ' like crawling things that have no ruler'. The change is paralleled in the 
interpretation, where the author refers to the lordship of the Kittim. 
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(a) The Kittim's/Chaldeans' exploitation of men is a direct consequence oftheir being 
raised by God to bring vengeance on the nations (Hab. I :6), though the place in the 
interpretation where this might have been expressed has not survived. Instead, the 
interpretation picks up the reference to 'fish ofthe sea' -here understood to refer to 
the amount of wealth and spoil plundered by the Kittim during their period of lordship 
(VI:l-2). The terminology used here is 11ii ('wealth') and ""I'D ('plunder'), the same 
terms as used in IX:6 below: 'But in the last days, their wealth (CJ1i1) along with all 
their spoil/plunder (c""I'D) will be given into the army of the Kittim' (IX:6-7). 
Elsewhere in the pesher j1i1 is identified with the wealth amassed by the Wicked 
Priest (VIII:3, 11; XII:l079). Otherwise, both 11il and ""I'D appear in CD VI:15-17: 
... to abstain from wicked wealth (lm) which defiles, either by promise or by 
vow, and from the wealth (pn) of the temple and from stealing from the poor of 
the people, making widows their spoils (',',ro) and murdering orphans ... (Garcia-
Martinez) 
Clearly, then, both these terms are viewed negatively. Brooke also notes how 'wealth' 
(pii) is the second of three nets of Belial in CD IV: 17. Clearly this could be of great 
interest in the current context, since 'net' (oin) occurs within the text of Habakkuk 
1:16. Nevertheless, in CD the term used is m,1~1:) ('h"~ 'hunt' thus 'hunting net'), 
while in 1 QpHab Elin receives its own interpretation, to which we should now turn. 
(b) The interpretation of the 'net' and 'snare' in the pesher is one of the most cited 
quotes from the text, and typifies the debate regarding the identity of the Kittim. The 
debate basically centers around the alleged existence of a 'cult of standards/signa' in 
either Seleucid or Roman practice which may explain the pesherist's ''they sacrifice to 
their standards and worship their weapons ofwar". 
78 Here the order of the MT appears changed, though this may be explained by the repetition 
of p ',: The correct order is found within the body of the interpretation, lines 2-3, and the 
curious order can be dismissed as an error in the process of transmission. 
79 See below, pp. 223ff, 232ff. 
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Excursus: The Sacrifice to Standards 
Dupont-Sommer (195ff0) 
Dupont-Somrner builds on the picture of the Kittim in the scrolls as a whole, 
expressly identifying this group as Romans (based on [a flawed interpretation of] 
Daniel 11 ). ForD-S, there are three principle reasons for this: first, because the Kittim 
will come from 'the isles of the sea'; second, they have 'rulers' (El"'?f01:)) rather than 
'kings'; and third, because they sacrifice to their standards, which he relates to the 
cult of signa in the Roman legions. 81 For the date of this account, D-S allows a 
terminus a quo of 63 BC (based on the dating of Pompey' s capture of Jerusalem 
which he believes is implied by the reference to the Day of Atonement later in the 
scroll), and a terminus ad quem of 29 BC, the nomination of Octavian as imperator 
(based on the succession of 'rulers of the Kittim' in 1QpHab IV:10-16 which D-S 
refers to the second triumvirate).82 More specifically, D-S suggests a possible dating 
for the scroll in 41 BC "a little before the Peace of Brundisium, when the political 
situation kept the whole world in anxiety as the Parthian threat increased in the 
East."83 This places the Kittim (as Romans) squarely within the later Republic, and 
thus also the cult of signa. 
De/cor (195184) 
Delcor principally reacts against D-S 's insistence that the Kittim were the Romans 
simply because ofDaniel 11. Instead, he points to Maccabees and Jubilees where the 
Kittim are clearly Greeks (above, 2.1). He also claims that a cult of ensigns (signa) 
was 'monnaie courante' among Egyptians, Assyrians and Persians (and thus of little 
practical use), 85 though he does accept that the best attested evidence of such a cult 
(War etc.), is found among Romans and not Greeks. Nevertheless, he argues that the 
issue of 'actual' sacrifice to standards is irrelevant. The more important aspect is what 
80 A. Dupont-Sommer, "Le «Commentaire d'Habacuc» decouvert pres de la Mer Morte," 
RHR 137 (1950), 129-76; The Dead Sea Scrolls (1952). 
81 The Dead Sea Scrolls, 31. 
82 Both of these views are now discredited. 
83 The Dead Sea Scrolls, 31. 
84 M. Del cor, Essai sur le Midrash d 'Habacuc (Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1951 ); "Le Midrash 
d'Habacuc," RB 58, (1951) 521-48. 
85 
"Le Midrash," 527. Unfortunately he does not provide any specific examples ofthis. 
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the Jews/the author of the pesher thought to be the case. In support, Delcor points to 
coins minted under Antiochus I and Seleucus I which might have given this 
. . 1mpress1on. 
Goossens supports the Roman identity of the Kittim, criticising in passing those 
scholars, among them Delcor and V ermes87, who have cast doubt on the prevalence of 
a cult of signa. In particular, he attacks Delcor's suggestion that 'sacrifice to 
standards' "n'est pas mieux atteste" among the Romans as among the Greeks. "How," 
he queries, "can one write that a cult is 'not as well attested' among the Romans as it 
is among Greeks, when it is not attested at all (his italics) among the latter?"88 
Goossens points to several instances which may witness to such a practice, among 
them Tactitus that the eagles and standards had the value of 'sanctuary' (Annals I, 
xxxix); Dio Cassius who, referring to events in 53 BC, describes the eagle of the 
legion carried around by the army in its own shrine (Roman History XL, xviii, 1 ); 
Josephus that the standards, the eagle included, were 'sacred objects' {'ta iepa; War 
Ill, vi, 2, §123-4); in Suetonius, how, during the reign ofCaligula, the King ofParthia 
was made to 'render homage to the standards of the legion' (Vitellius, 11); and 
Tertullian that 'the religion of the Roman camp consists of venerating the ensigns, 
swearing by the ensigns, and of setting the ensigns before all the gods' (Apologia, 
XVI, viii). Above alL however, Goossens points to the War where the Romans, 
following the taking of Jerusalem, brought their standards into the Temple and 
sacrificed to them (VI, vi, 1 §316). "It must be added that only with difficulty could 
one imagine a more striking parallel," he comments. "The perfect coincidence 
between these two notes, both of Jewish origin, joined to the total absence of any 
information of such a cult outside of the Roman army, finally allows us to consider 
the question closed. The Kittim are indeed the Romans."89 
86 R. Goossens, "Les Kittim du commentaire d'Habacuc," NC 4 (1952), 137-170. 
87 Cf. G. Vermes, "La communaute de la Nouvelle Alliance d'apres ses ecrits recemment," 
ETL (1951), 79. 
88 Goossens, op. cif., 148-149 (Translated). 
89 Ibid., 150. His italics. (Translated). 
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Goossens does not attempt to identify this account with that described in the pesher. 
Josephus refers to a particular instance, while the pesherist refers to a more general 
practice. Nevertheless, he suggests that such a rite may accompany an event of 
military significance. Thus the account in War may refer to the Temple's capture in 
63 BC. Goossens accepts that the evidence cited postdates this period, but he quotes 
passages by Cicero and Sallust, which refer to the conspiracy inaugurated by Catiline, 
and which depict him paying homage to a silver eagle. 90 This eagle is alleged to have 
been that of Marius's army in the Cimbrian campaign, suggesting that some 
importance is attributed to it. He links this to Josephus' s claim that the standards were 
'sacred objects' and concludes: "This cult existed in the time of Cicero, with all the 
characteristics that it would have under the Empire, and nothing allows me to say that 
it had been, at the time of In Catilinam, a recent innovation."91 
Goossens thus pushes the evidence for a cult of signa into the republican period, and 
argues that 1 QpHab alludes to this Roman cult of signa. 
Rowley (1952, 195ft2) 
Put simply, Rowley presents the Kittim as the Seleucids under Antiochus. He rejects 
early interpretations of the Kittim as Romans, instead arguing that signa worship is 
not appropriate before the imperial period. Similarly, he rejects Goossens's claims to 
retroject this cult into the Republican period. Catiline's eagle, he argues, is evidence 
rather of a private cult than of actual worship of a standard by armies and thus is not 
relevant to the discussion. His attempts to distinguish between the different types of 
standard (signa, vexilla and aquila), however, are less convincing, given that we are 
ultimately dealing with these terms through a different language. 
Instead, Rowley points to a parallel with Psalm 74:4 where n1~, 'sign, standard' the 
term found in the pesher, is also evidenced. 93 
90 Cf. Cicero, In Catilinam II, 6, 13; Sallust, Bellum Catilinae 59, 3. 
91 Op. cit., 154. (Translated) 
92 H.H. Rowley, The Zadokite Fragments and the Dead Sea Scrolls (Macmillan: New York, 
1952); "The Kittim in the Dead Sea Scrolls," PEQ 88 (1956), 92-109; Cf. The Dead Sea 
Scrolls from Qumran ( 1958). 
93 
"Kittim," 98. Cf. Zadoldte Fragments, 73f. 
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:nin~ c~iii~ 1~tp 1)P,i~ :J}P.~ 1"}!~ 1:1~~ 
Your foes have roared within your holy place94; they set up their emblems there. 
This Psalm, he suggests, has long been thought to derive from the Maccabaean 
period.95 The verse may then allude to the placing of standards in the temple, thereby 
associating them with worship. Rowley links this with Antiochus Epiphanes' purge of 
Judaism. Elsewhere in Psalm 74, Rowley continues, there are references not merely to 
the desecration of the sanctuary, but to the burning of 'all the meeting places of God 
in the land' (74:8b), and the cry in verse 9 that 'there is no longer any prophet'. Aside 
from this fmal reference, the Psalm could refer to the Babylonian conquest in 587 BC, 
but prophetic activity during this period was high. Contrast this, however, with similar 
references in Maccabees to the lack of a prophet (cf I Mace. 4:46; 9:27; 14:41), 
suggesting that the passage was, at the very least, redacted during that period. He 
concludes from this, then, ''we are not therefore bound to come down to the Roman 
period or see the Roman cult of signa in [the pesher] passage."96 
Rowley defends Delcor against D-S's assertion that evidence of signa worship among 
Egyptians etc. is irrelevant. Such worship prevailed in the east before Roman times, 
and he points to Dura-Europos where archaeological evidence suggests that standards 
were placed in temples. Rowley recognises that datewise Dura-Europos is of little 
help in itself, but compares this with, e.g., Persian coins of the second-century BC 
which depict a standard to the right of the sanctuary. 97 He comments: "The divine 
standards associated with the cult of the gods in the religions of the East are an 
institution of very great antiquity."98 Thus he argues that this evidence is stronger than 
anything produced from pre-imperial Rome, and that it is "less justified to antedate by 
more than a century the sacrifice to standards by Roman soldiers, which is only 
attested by Josephus, and only for A.D. 70, than to accept the probability that an 
94 NRSV 'holy place' for Heb. il.71r.l is quite a loose translation. il.71r.l literally means 
'appointed place/time/meeting' and refers to the temple via the intermediary 'tent of meeting' 
(Exod. 33:7). The term may have been suggested because of its use as 'appointed signal' 
(Judg. 20:38), thus as a potential parallel to mK. 
95 Though Rowley himself believes the Psalm to be considerably older. 
96 Zadokite Fragments, 74-5. 
97 
"Kittim," 103. 
98 Ibid., 104. 
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ancient oriental practice has been carried on in the East. "99 He fmds, then, that (a) the 
evidence of standard worship by armies in Republican times is 'at best doubtful', 
while (b) worship of standards in Syria prior to the coming of the Romans is 'rather 
stronger'. 
Atkinson's contribution derives from her analysis of the numismatic evidence. She 
details several coins from the late third-century BC to the time of Cicero which depict 
oath-taking scenes for Roman soldiers. Several of these depict a young man holding a 
pig, accompanied by a group of soldiers, standing before the standard; a 
representation of the oath and sacrifice of a new recruit. She refers to one particular 
coin which appears to depict a more senior figure, perhaps a general, offering prayers 
(and perhaps also a sacrifice) to an eagle on what is seemingly the legion's 
standard. 101 This material, she asserts, stands alongside Josephus's description of 
Titus's entry into the Jerusalem Temple in AD 70, and supports the belief that this 
practice may be well established even within the Republic. At the very least, the coins 
suggest that non-Romans may have mistakenly believed that Romans "sacrificed to 
their standards and worshipped their weapons of war." 
By contrast, Atkinson fmds no evidence for similar practices among the Seleucids. In 
particular, she points out that no distinction between sacrifice to military rather than 
religious standards is maintained; while it is only relevant among those powers that 
came in direct contact with Judaism during this period. 102 This refutes Delcor's 
suggestion that the practice was common currency among the Egyptians and 
Assyrians, while she fmds no evidence of a similar practice among the Persians. All 
scholars have found, she argues, is evidence for religious standards and banners as the 
subject of Syrian cults, very different from the attestation of a cult of military 
standards. 103 
99 Ibid., 105. 
100 Atkinson, op. cit., 238-63, esp. 246-55. 
101 Ibid., 25lf. and PI. I Coin 4. 
102 Ibid., 257f. 
103 Ibid.,26lf. 
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Atkinson, then, supports Goossens's proposal for a Republican date of the scroll, 
around the time of Pompey' s conquest of Judaea, and thus also for the 'worship of 
standards' by the Kittim. This is attested by the numismatic evidence from this period, 
while there is no evidence for a 'worship of standards' in Seleucid times. 
Driver (1953, 1965104) 
Driver moves the debate into the Imperial period, dismissing the Seleucid theory 
arguing that the customs cited under these heads are not strictly parallel, variously 
interpreted and thus equivocal, or even misinterpreted. 105 His inquiry, then, is 
restricted to Roman practice. Within the Republican period, he fmds no 'explicit' 
mention of sacrifice to standards. Rather, he notes a general understanding of the 
standards as 'sacred objects' -stemming from the Secessions ofthe Plebs in the fifth 
century. He supplements this with the numismatic evidence, and concludes: "That the 
actions described in the passages here cited from Greek and Latin literary sources 
were accompanied by sacrifice would seem then to be beyond doubt. " 106 
Driver assumes that the pesher should be related to a particular (as opposed to a 
general) event. If, he queries, the Jews had known of a custom of offering sacrifice to 
standards, why should they have totally disregarded it before AD 70? They must only, 
he suggests, have thought of it when it was brought "forcibly and flagrantly to their 
notice." 107 Thus he notes how Pilate almost incited a riot when, in AD 26, he sent 
ensigns into Jerusalem (War II, ix, 2-3 §169-74; Ant. XVIll, iii, 1 §55-9); but, in 
particular refers to the description of Roman soldiers offering sacrifice to their 
standards at the fall ofthe Temple in 70. "There is no other event in recorded history 
to which the Commentator is likely to be or can be alluding," he comments. 108 
104 G.R. Driver, "Once again the Dead Sea Scrolls," JQR:NS 44 (1953), 1-20; The Judaean 
Scrolls (1965). 
105 The Judaean Scrolls, 211. 
106 Ibid., 213. 
107 Ibid., 213. 
108 Ibid., 214. 
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Conclusions 
There are, then, three basic approaches. First, that the pesher refers to Josephus' s 
description of legionaries sacrificing to their standards in AD 70. However, this 
approach requires a late date for the pesher, which no longer seems applicable109; 
meanwhile, we might expect the pesherist to allude to the Temple incident itself while 
the pesher seemingly refers to a more general practice (hence a cult of standards) 
rather than a specific event. I thus reject Driver's suggestion that the Jews "only took 
notice when [the custom] was brought forcibly and flagrantly to their attention." 
There is nothing in the pesher that suggests either approval or disapproval of such a 
custom. Rather, it is another 'marker' by which the Kittirn may be identified. The 
second approach also envisions the Kittirn as the Romans, but projects this cult back 
into the republican period, to a period more consistent with the dating ofthe pesher. 
But, this approach too suffers its drawbacks. There is no evidence from this period, 
which may decisively prove whether Republican Romans ever had such a cult of 
signa worship. As we have seen, the literary evidence is highly suspect and, while the 
numismatic evidence is certainly suggestive of a reverent approach towards standards 
by the military, the evidence is hardly conclusive. The fmal approach argues for the 
Seleucid identity of the Kittirn who sacrifice to their standards. Again, though, the 
evidence is scarcely overwhelming and the theory is hindered by the lack of direct 
evidence. Rowley's parallel in Psalm 74 may be helpful, but again refers (if at all) to a 
109 The same criticism applies to Robert Eisenmann's (more recent, 1983 onwards) thesis that 
references to the Kittim in the scrolls may be applied to the Romans of the late first century 
CE, and consequently that leading figures in the pesharim may be identified with figures from 
Early Christianity (Cf. Robert Eisenmann [ed.], The Dead Sea Scrolls and the First 
Christians: Essays and Translations [Element, 1996]). In dealing with the sacrifice to 
standards motif in the pes her, Eisenmann does not demand that the incident be referred to that 
described in War VI (though he suggests that it is possible). Rather, he also feels that the 
reference is generic, perhaps to other such incidents which "no doubt occurred after each 
successful siege as the Romans made their bloody way down from Galilee" (Eisenmann, 
"Maccabees, Zadokites, Christians and Qumran: A New Hypothesis of Qumran Origins," in 
op. cit., 83 n. 152). Nevertheless, this view (like Driver's) is at odds with the majority of the 
palaeographic and archaeological evidence which place these documents within the first 
century BCE. It is not the case, contra Eisenmann, that "the Community as a whole had 
nothing new to say or no new reactions while 150 years of the most vital and controversial 
history in Palestine passed before its eyes" (p 85). Without prejudicing my overall 
conclusions here, suffice it to say that the reason no new pesher-type texts were composed 
during the frrst century CE is as a direct result of some of their predictions from other texts 
failing to be borne out in reality. 
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specific event, namely, to the purge under Antiochus, rather than to a more general 
cultic practice. The approach is thus subject to the same criticisms applied to Driver's 
hypothesis (above). 
In short, the passage, long held to be the coup-de-grace for the identity of the Kittim 
in lQpHab and the DSS as a whole, is of little practical benefit. The Kittim may still 
be the Romans, or the Seleucid Greeks, or any other ANE group displaying a reverent 
attitude to signa. 
A more productive approach might be to consider the way in which the pesherist has 
moved from sacrifice/offerings to 'his net' (1r.rin?) and 'his seine' (1rlir.:l:dO?) in Hab. 
1:16 to 'their standards' (blmmltt?) and 'their weapons of war' (blmon?o .,?:d1) in 
1 QpHab. My own article 110 has dealt in some detail with the alleged parallel between 
the pesher and the targum (which seems to reverse the equation) and, while ultimately 
querying some of the conclusions drawn from the similarity, it has argued for a way 
by which the pesherist may have derived his interpretation from the Habakkuk 
passage itself It is worth, then, reiterating some ofthose points here. 
My approach essentially argued that the Qumran commentator has seen in the term 
blifl 'net' the religious concept of }Jerem familiar from Deut. 7. This notion combines 
both a military and a religious dimension. Hence, the term is used of the destruction 
of Jericho in Josh. 6:21 (note how the NRSV brings out both nuances): 
,;~ iPl 1P.ri~l iP~~ rn@~-i~1 ID~~~ ,~~? iW~r'?~-n~ ,n~"')0~1 
::din-.,Elt, iinm iltv, 
'."T •: -:- '."T 
Then they devoted to destruction by the edge of the sword all in the city, both 
men and women, young and old, oxen, sheep, and donkeys. 
We should also note that the 'net' in Habakkuk has been identified with the weapon of 
the god Marduk with which he overcomes his enemies, perhaps implying that this 
110 Wood, 130-40. Cf N. Wieder, "The Habakkuk Scroll and the Targum," JJS 4 (1953), 14-
18; W.H. Brownlee, "The Habakkuk Midrash and the Targum of Jonathan," JJS 7 (1956), 
169-86; RP. Gordon, Studies in the Targum to the Twelve Prophets: From Nahum to Malachi 
(VTSup, 51; E.J. Brill: Leiden, 1994), 83-95. 
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dual dimension is already implicit in the original prophecy. 111 By translating bliil as 
bl.i11.i11l\t, then, the pesherist may be attempting to retain this dual element in the 
interpretation - since standards have religious significance, as we have seen, and are 
primarily used as a rallying point in military conflicts. As evidence for this, we can 
see how the LXX of Micah 7:2b understands bliil 'net' in its second sense - 'they 
grieviously afflict ( £Jd)A.iJ3oucrt v EK9A.tJ3il} everyone his neighbour.' 112 It is difficult to 
see how the Septuagint could have arrived at this translation unless they had assumed 
the Deuteronomistic sense of Eliil to strengthen the impact of 111~"~. The fact that at 
least one source has apparently transposed the meaning ofthe MT, whether or not this 
occurred accidentally, may have afforded a similar possibility for the pesherist 
himself, especially if he wished to retain the double meaning already implicit in He b. 
bliil. 
Nevertheless, this does not explain the transference in the pesher from i1il:l:JO to 
i10i1?7:) .,?:J. In my article I suggested that this term has been mistranslated, either 
through the alleged parallel with the targum, or due to fixations with Josephus's 
account. Although the phrase may be translated 'weapons', this seems to be suggested 
by the targum (il.,J.,T?). Instead, and as Atkinson points out, the phrase is ambiguous: 
The translation of "?:::l as 'weapons' goes beyond its essentially vague 
connotation, and although the word obviously can have the meaning 'weapons' 
(cf. Judges xviii. 11 where the same phrase F!On';l~ .,?:;:, occurs), I have preferred 
the non-committal translation • gear of battle' here. The possibility obviously 
arises that Roman vexilla (that is, flagged standards) and signa are respectively 
referred to, but on the whole a more general meaning (flags or standards) for the 
first term and 'trophies' for the second seems more likely. 113 
Within the pesher, then, it is entirely possible that the equations 'net= standards' and 
'seine = gear of battle' (Atkinson) have no bearing on the signa worship debate. 
Certainly, the fact that we can arrive at this equation independently ofthe sacrifice to 
signa debate may suggest that this passage is undeserving of the attention it has 
111 Cf. Atkinson, op. cit., 238-9, n. 2. 
112 The Septuagint Version of the Old Testament (London: Bagster). The Targum to Mic. 7:2 
also has this reading: 'All of them lie in wait to shed innocent blood, they deliver one another 
to destruction (Ni.,o:b)' (R.P. Gordon, The Targum to the Minor Prophets, The Aramaic 
Bible, 14; Edinburgh: T.&T. Clark, 1989, 126). 
113 Atkinson, op. cit., 238, n. 2. 
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received. Of course, this is not to say that the fact that the Kittim may have not 
incidentally also sacrificed to standards, but, as with previous occasions, the reference 
arises predominantly out of the biblical text itself. In short, sacrifice to standards may 
be a common practice among the Kittim or it may not. To attempt to identify 
specifically the Kittim as either Romans or Greeks on this basis is ultimately futile. 
There is no reason, moreover, not to suggest that the author of the pesher is aware of 
some practice among the Greeks or Romans and that he alludes to this independently 
of any suggestion that these people are the Kittim. Indeed, increasingly one has to say 
that the Kittim seem to be a mixup of different cultures and/or ideas from this period. 
(c) The fmal aspect of the interpretation refers to the distribution of 'their yoke' 
(c',,l7) and 'their tax burdens' (con) understanding ,p'?n 'his portion' and ,c,:>~n, 'his 
food' in Hab. 1:16d respectively. c'?,l7 read as •o[iim could be translated 'world', but 
the reading ·ulliim is dictated by the second term en 'forced labour, tribute'. The 
normal parallel for '?,17 in the Hebrew Bible is '?:10 (lsa. 9:4 (Heb. 9:3); 10:27; 14:25). 
The second of these passages, Isa. 10:27, Brooke notes, 114 may provide the rationale 
for part ofthe pesher, through the presence in either instance ofjntl7: 
',3.7 S;1J::t1 1)~~~ S~~ ;',~1 1~=?~ S~~ i"~t?. ,~o: ~1it;:l Ci11:l n~;:tl 
=1T.?~-,~-~~ 
In that day he will take away his burden from upon your shoulders, and his yoke 
from upon your neck. The yoke will be broken from fat. (Trans. Oswalt, The 
Book of Isaiah: Chapters 1-39) 
The doublet in the interpretation between 'yoke' and 'forced labour', Brooke explains 
by way of Sirach 40:1, which contains both~ uyoc; and acrxoA.ia.: 
Hard work (O.axoA.l.a.) was created for everyone, and a heavy yoke (~uyoc;) is laid 
on the children of Adam, from the day they come forth from their mother's 
womb until the day they return to the mother of all the living. 
The precise force which may be attached to this is unclear. The Hebrew of Sirach 40 
has not survived and acrxoAia. only otherwise occurs in Ill Maccabees 5:34. The term 
otherwise used tor oo (in the sense of 'tribute') in the LXX is cp6poc; (cf. I Ki. 5:27; 
114 Brooke, "Kittim," 152. 
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Judg. 1 :28; 11 Sam. 20:24 etc. 115), suggesting that a parallel to the doublet in the 
pesher ought instead to use ~uyoc; and <p6poc;. Unfortunately, no parallel to these terms 
could be found in the LXX. Meanwhile, the commentator continues, the Kittiln, 
because ofthe distribution oftheir yoke will 'lay waste many lands' (li1~i~ :::l"'ili';:l 
f'n:Ji; VI:8). Brooke suggests that the verb :Jin here "may be an attempt to explain 
'fatness' ("'i:J) of Hab. 1.16 through a play on words". Nevertheless, his second 
suggestion that this phrase anticipates the 'sword' (:tin) in the section immediately 
following is far better. 116 While this may be useful, the overall implication of the 
passage is that the taxes or 'tributes' levied by the Kittim on the Jews would 
ultimately ruin the country's economy. 117 
Atkinson deals with this question of tribute in some detail. 118 The interesting aspect of 
the interpretation, she argues, concerns the levying of the tribute in the form of corn 
(translating El';:ldtotl'::)) rather than money. Atkirison discusses the models of taxation 
under the Seleucids and Ptolemies, as well as under the Roman administration and 
concludes that a reference to a taxation in the form of corn fits the time of the Roman 
conquest of Syria and Judaea by Pompey, since, as Josephus points out (Ant. XIV, v, 
1 §80-81), Pompey's legate Aemilius Scaurus was furnished by Antipater with corn 
out of Judaea prior to his campaign. Unfortunately, Atkirison does not take into 
account the fact that the operative term ';:l:>M7.:l derives from the original prophecy and 
the term we should instead concentrate on is 07:), which can mean any kind of tribute. 
To this we may add Brownlee's suggestion that the equation between 'food' and 'tax' 
may also be made midrashically, since in both Rabbinic Hebrew and Aramaic en'? 
'bread, food' has a second meaning 'tribute, tax, a salary'. 119 
When the background is properly understood, then, the issue of the tribute is also 
uncommunicative of the identity of the Kittiln, since 'tax' and/or 'tribute' (in 
whatever form) may apply to almost any conquering power of the Near East. 
115 In Isa. 10:27 ',:m is translated by q>OI3oc;, but should probably now be emended to <popoc; 
instead. 
116 Brooke, "Kittim," 153. 
117 This was apparently quite a common complaint. Cf. Brownlee, 103. 
118 Atkinson, op. cit., 244-46. 
119 Brownlee, 102. 
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Attempts to identify specifically the nature of the tribute also fail, since the wording 
in the interpretation ultimately derives from the biblical passage itself. In addition, 
there is no reason to hold that ',::::>~~ should necessarily refer to ' corn' as Atkinson 
assumes. 
"For this reason he will draw his sword120 continually to slay nations, but not 
show mercy." (Ha b. I : 17; 1 QpHab VI :8-9) 
:J in:J Cl":J-, ,,:J~" -,ro~ Cl"~"n::liT '?:sJ ,..,ra::::l 1 o 
~ '?:v, ~~, Cl"rl7.:1 Cl".:!pn Cl"fl7"rl7~ Cl"i:sJJ 11 
,l:lni" ~,', 1~:J 12 
10 Its interpretation concerns the Kittim who will destroy many by the sword: 11 
youths, mature men, and old men, women and children; for upon "the fruit of 12 
the womb they will have no compassion." (Isa. 13:18) (lQpHab VI:I0-12) 
Much of the interpretation ofHab. 1:17 directly derives from scripture. As we can see, 
the latter part of the interpretation is a direct quote from I sa. 13: 18 (albeit with the 
1 Qisaa reading 121 ), while the reference to the killing of men, women and children 
appears to be inspired by II Chron. 36:17 (n.b. the Chaldeans here): 
n"~~ J}l); ory"~1n; J·,;:J~1 [0"'1~~1 (o"~'1~~) l7~rn~ ory"~P, ',p~1 
:ii~~ 1D~ ',j;:t tzN~:, lP! :-t?,n~, ,,n:r'?~ '?~\! ~"1 o~:tP~ 
Therefore he brought up against them the king of the Chaldeans, who killed their 
youths with the sword in the house of their sanctuary, and had no compassion on 
young man or young woman, the aged or the feeble; he gave them all into his 
hand. 
This may indeed explain why the pesherist has changed the Masoretic reading from 
t:lin 'net' to :lin 'sword'. Additionally, Isa. 13:18 envisages 'youths' (t:l,il7J) being 
mangled by weapons, here 'bows'. 122 Brownlee also draws a parallel with Deut. 28:50 
(the context of which refers to a nation from afar who will swoop down on Israel 'like 
an eagle' -see above): 'a grim-faced nation showing no respect to the old qpr) or to 
120 
over MT 11:lin 'his net'. See further below. 
121 Cf. Brownlee, I 05 . 
122 Tills passage should not then be used to back up the arguments of those who propose a 
Targumic parallel with the pesher both here and in the previous lemma. Although the Targum 
translates 11:lin'? 'to his net' by iPJ.,r'? 'to their weapons', when the reliance of the pesher on 
both II Chronicles and Isaiah 13 is properly understood, we can see why the passage should 
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the young (IX7::J)' .123 This passage, Brooke adds, may be responsible for the change in 
the interpretation from the 'drawing' (p"i") of the sword in Hab. 1:17 to the 
'destruction' (11:'1~") by the sword in the interpretation, since in Deut. 28:51, that 
nation will cause Israel to perish (Y''f"':'l~il). 124 However, it is unnecessary to cite any 
particular passage in support of the change, since in Biblical Hebrew the 'drawing of a 
sword' is itself already associated with the destruction of a country. So, in Lev. 26:33 
the LORD will 'unsheathe ("Flp"iil1) the sword against you; your land shall be a 
desolation, and your cities a waste'. The idiom is especially associated with Ezekiel 
(5:2,12; 12:14; 28:7; 30:11). 
This section of the pesher, then, does not require any historical circumstance to 
explain it. The entire interpretation is either directly drawn from, or inspired by 
scripture, much of it already associated with the Chaldeans. Again, though, this is not 
to say the Kittirn are not a historical group. 
Because you have plundered many nations so will all the remainder of the 
peoples plunder you. (Hab. 2:8a; lQpHab Vlll:15) 
~~~ 2 
'?1:> n:>i"rD"'i bl"~:ti bl"~il nni'?lt7 nnN "~::> i7.:lN 3 
c',roii" "':Jni::> '?11 iilt7!:l C"~l:lY in"' 4 
l:l"~l:)li'n '?'?rol:) l7~:n pn i:l.ti:Jp., ii'D~ I:I"~Jiin~n 5 
'i"~::l ct,'?ro nli' CJin 1n:1., l:l"~l:l"~il n"~in~'?i 6 
t:J"~7'.)li'i1 in., nnn ~"'=> c.,~.,n:>n r,.,n 7 
And as for what 3 he said "Because you have plundered many nations, so will all 
4 the remainder of the peoples {plunder you}." (Hab. 2:8a) Its interpretation 
concerns the {last} priests of Jerusalem 5 who will gather wealth and profit 
not be used to support the proposal of a link between the pesher and the targum. See further, 
my article. 
123 This passage (Deut. 28:47ff.) bears many similarities with the picture of the Kittim built up 
in the pesher. Not only will they come 'from far away, from the end of the earth, to swoop 
down on you like an eagle' (28:49, cp. III: 10-11 ); but 'He will put an iron yoke C"t.!:;! C,:u) on 
your neck until he has destroyed you' (28:48) paralleling the 'yoke' in VI:6; and 'they shall 
consume the fruit of your livestock and the fruit of your ground until you are destroyed, 
leaving you neither grain, wine, and oil, nor the increase of your cattle and the issue of your 
flock, until it has made you perish' (28:51) perhaps explaining 'to lay waste many lands' in 
the pes her (cp. VI :8). 
124 Brooke, "Kittim," 154. 
gained by violence through plundering the peoples. 6 But in the last days, their 
wealth along with all their spoiVplunder will be given into the hands of 7 the 
army of the Kittim. <Blank> For they are "the remainder of the peoples." 
(1 QpHab IX:2-7) 
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The final reference to the Kittim in 1 QpHab is more concerned with the 'last priests of 
Jerusalem' (11. 4-5). The army of the Kittim is here identified with 'the remainder of 
the peoples' who will bring justice on these 'priests'. This, though, directly 
contradicts the sense of Habakk:uk, where it is the Chaldeans themselves who will be 
despoiled by 'the remainder of the peoples.' 125 The 'remnant' {ili") in the Hebrew 
Bible is normally used ofthose exiled to Babylon {EI:t7il 'ili" cf. II Kings 25:11; Jer. 
39:9; 52: 15), so it is strange to find a similar phrase used of the Kittim themselves. 
Brownlee connects this with Daniel's vision of the four successive kingdoms (Dan. 
7), where the Kittim should be identified with the final world power, 'for they are the 
ones remaining to come.' 126 This may be reading too much into what is itself a part of 
the original prophecy, however. Brooke queries those scholars who have suggested 
that the Kittim are viewed in a positive light, as the ones through whom God punishes 
his people, and then compare this picture with the Kittim of the War Scroll. This 
process, he suggests, ''tends to minimize or omit reference to the role ofthe Kittim in 
devastating the land as described earlier in 1 QpHab in the interpretations of the 
dialogue sections of Habakk:uk."127 This overlooks, however, the very fact that the 
Kittim are clearly authorised by God in the pesher (cf. II:10ff., above, p37f.). It also 
assumes that the Kittim of the pesher and those of lQM are the same. 
Conclusions 
In 1 QpHab, then, the Kittim will come for war, in a mission invoked by God himself. 
The language reflects the imagery of the Chaldeans in the Hebrew Bible and models 
itself around their role. For many scholars, however, the significant aspect has been 
the Kittim's historical relevance. My research, however, has attempted to show that 
this is a secondary concern. The Kittim in this text are fuljilments of a prophetic 
125 The Targum more specifically refers the 'remnant of the people' to the 'tribes' of Israel. 
Cf. The Targum ofthe Minor Prophets, The Aramaic Bible, 14, 151 and n. 28. 
126 Brownlee, 152. His italics. In Daniel, the fourth kingdom should as in similar passages be 
identified with the Seleucids and esp. Antiochus IV, 'the little horn'. So Dan 7:8; 8:9. See also 
above, n24. 
127 Brooke, "Kittim," 155. 
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model first, a historical people second. The Kittim may be the Romans. Equally, 
however, they may be Seleucids, or even an amalgam of these peoples. Passages 
considered key to identifying the Kittim have been shown to fit the prophetic model. 
Thus, the 'sacrifice to standards', long held to be the key to identifying the Kittim as 
Romans, does not require this interpretation. Instead, my research has highlighted 
problems with the suggestion that the Romans had such a practice, and has instead 
concentrated on the way in which this message has been derived from the original 
prophecy and from the OT as a whole. Other 'keys' to identifying the Kittim are also. 
questionable. The Kittim may be Romans (which, datewise, is preferable to a Seleucid 
identification), but ultimately, this issue is of secondary importance to their prophetic 
role. 
2.2.2 1 QpPsalms 
Fragment 9 
].)';) '?1:::;, '?t7 1ii'D~ "I'D bl[":lt,7d 1'?":11" 1', EP'?rD1i" '?11 l'?:l"ii)';)] 1 
11""11] 11il7l b!"'?lt71i":l 1":1~'? [ ] 2 
[i!:lp 
ii:l]p 11""11 1if0!:) ~O:l ["~i:l 0:::>1111':) b1"7dl7 "'?:t:sJ:l bl"i"::JK rt117] 3 
[~"il 
[ ] .. " bl"~"~li[:;)ii ] 4 
[ ]li'? .. il.[ ] 5 
[ ]:1 bl. [ ] 6 
[ ]'?[ ] 7 
1 ["From your temple at Jerusalem, king]s [bring] gifts [to you." (Heb. Ps. 
68:30)] Its interpretation concerns all the m.[ ] 2 [ ••• ] before him in Jerusalem. 
"You rebuked [the beast of the reedbed,] 3 [the herd of bulls along with the 
calves of the peoples, who trample (?) bars of] silver." (Heb. Ps. 68:31) Its 
interpretation: "the beast of the [reedbed" is] 4 [ •.. the K]ittim / .. [ ] 5 [ •.• ].h .. it 
[ ]6[ ... ].mb[ ]7[ ... ]/[ ](1QpPs9I:l-7) 
This small fragment refers to the Kittim in respect of the interpretation ofPs. 68 (I. 4). 
Horgan reconstructs "the ru[lers of the Kittim, who ... ]" ([irll~ El"~"ii:lil "'?]roo) in ll. 
1-2, presumably on the reference to "kings" (61["::>",7.:)]) inPs. 68:30 (1:1), though this is 
far from clear. As in other texts (notably 1 QpHab and 4QpNah), the Kittim here seem 
to be associated with Jerusalem. This is especially true if Horgan's reconstruction is 
correct. It is, though, unclear how the Kittim in the interpretation relate to the actual 
text of Ps. 68:31. The gap between [~:ot"ii m]p ii""M 1it!J!:l (I. 3) and ld"~"ii~[ii] (I. 4) 
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does not allow for a direct relationship between the text and the interpretation. 
However, ifwe compare the picture here with other pesharirn, it is possible to add to 
our understanding of this passage. 
In 1 QpHab, the Kittirn in the end times will plunder the wealth of the last priests of 
Jerusalem (IX 2-7). Here, the reference to "[bars of] silver" (l. 3) in the text of Ps. 
68:31 surely invites comparison, though the meaning of 68:31 b is scarcely 
straightforward. Again, the same verse refers to those ''who trample" (O~if17:l). In 
4QpNah (below, p78) O~if1 directly follows a reference to the Kittirn (3-4 1:3), while 
the reference there as here to 'Jerusalem' might also indicate a relationship between 
the two texts. The passage is also comparable to the picture of the Kittirn in 1 QpHab 
Ill 6-14, where Hab. 1:8b has the Chaldeans's steeds ''trample and scatter" (1rD~ 
1117itn; III:7). 
1 QpPs, on this reading then, may allude to the sack of Jerusalem by the Kittirn. The 
text's fragmented state, however, does not allow us to state whether the pesherist is 
referring to an actual event, or a future eschatology. The latter is more likely, 
however, from the picture we read of the Kittirn in other passages. 
2.2.3 4Qplsaiaha 
Fragments 8-10 
no1pn "ni1 n~ili'1:.1:J ni~t> '1li'07:) n1~:1':lt i11il"' 11i~n ir:Jn] 
p:1:1~1 ~Ti::J:J ili'"~if "~:';j:J1o 1:::>p:r11 1~!:1rz:7" CJ"~i1:J:liT1 l:l"~li'1i:l 
[~1~., j'lj~:J 
["Behold! The Lord GOD of Hosts will lop the boughs with terrifying power, the 
tallest trunks will be hewn down, the mightiest will fall. The thickets of the forest 
will be cut down with an axe, and Lebanon by a mighty one will fall.] (Isa. 
10:33-34; 4Qplsa3 8-10 111:1-3) 
i"i~:l PJ:l~1 ~Ii:l:J [ill"i1] "~:2:11[0 1!:lp:!"1 ] 6 
"~1:.1171 '?~irD"~ i"~:l [1'?]~., [i]rt7~ c.,~.,n:>[n '?t~ 1irt7!J '?1~.,1 7 
[1:1:1]'? oo:J1 1nn., bl"~i1:l:l1 C"~~1ln ~1:> [n~ 1 8 
[ld"~"']n:> "i1:ll n7dn t::l',l71il m:npn ["~1:.1i1 il':)~ ita~1l 9 
[iTI':)]ii '?ri:l:l il7"'[i1] "~:J:l1C jt~pJ.,, i[ ifD~] 1 o 
[i.,.,]K:t p:r:1'?1 ld.,~.,n:> n7:)n~7:)'? Id . [ ] 11 
[ ] 1~1il i"~:l [1:J]n:~., itoN ld"~"n:';j[if iT7dil ~1t~"~] 12 
[ ]7:)[ ]. ~~i[to"' "~:J]!J~l':) 1ni:J:l t:J"~[ 1 13 
[ ] <vacat> [ ] 
["The th]ickets of [the forest will be cut down] with an axe, and Lebanon by a 
mighty one 7 [will fall." (lsa. 10:33-34) Its interpretation concerns the] Kittim 
wh[o will fall] by the hand of Israel. And the poor ones of 8 [ ••• ] 128 all [the] 
nations. And the warriors will be terrified, and [their] he[ art] will weaken 9 [And 
as for what it says: "the tallest] trunks will be hewn down." They are the warriors 
of the Kitt[im] 10 [who ... ]d. "And the thickets of [the] forest will be cut down 
with an axe." They [are] 11 [ ... ].m for the war of the Kittim. <Blank> "And 
Lebanon by a mi[ghty one] 12 [will fall." They are the] Kittim who will be 
plac[ ed] in the hand of his great ones [ ... ] 13 [ ... }ym in his fleeing from befl ore 
Is]rael. .[ ]m[ ] 14 [ ••• ]<Blank> [ ... ] (4Qplsa8 8-10 III:6-14) 
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This passage bears close resemblance with 4Q285, the so-called 'Pierced Messiah' 
fragment (fr. 5),129 a text which has been linked to the War Scroll due to its 
eschatological references. 130 That text contains exegesis oflsa. 10:34-11:1, and refers 
to 'the Branch of David' (i"1i no~), 'the Prince of the Congregation' (iii:Vii ~"t11.:1) 
and '[the High] Priest' ([t11N1'iii] 7ii1:l). There may also be a reference to '[the s]lai[n 
of the] Kitti[m]' ([bl]""il:l ["]""[FI]) in line 6, though here the text is largely 
reconstructed. Within 4Q285 it is unclear who will die, whether (as Eisenmann 
claimed) the Branch of David will die, or (most likely) that the Branch of David will 
kill some other individual. If the latter interpretation is correct, the reference to the 
'[s]lain [of the] Kitt[im]' in line 6 suggests that this character to die, most likely the 
King ofthe Kittim from IQM XV: 
'?,::l i:t:l1 ld"~"n:>n 1'?7;) i:t:l 1:1n1 1:>'?., n1':)n'?~n ["i1n]t7 '?1:>1 
vacat '?~ :Jifi:J [ldp]:! ld1'~'? 11:)lJ ld"il71:1n '?t7'~'?:J '?.,n 
All those who are r[eady for] the war shall go and camp opposite the king of the 
Kittim and opposite all the army of Belial, assembled with him for the day of 
ven[geance] by God's sword. <Blank> (IQM XV:2-3; Garcia-Martinez) 
128 Horgan restores [ n~ 1~!:lfl7., ni1n.,] ' {And the poor ones of} [J udah will judge the]' 
following Carrnignac, but admits the restoration of 'judge' here is tentative. Cf. Horgan, 84. 
129 Cf. G. Vermes, "The Oxford Forum for Qumran Research: Seminar on the Rule of War 
from Cave 4 (4Q285)," JJS 43 (1992), 85-90; "The 'Pierced Messiah' Text - An 
Interpretation Evaporates," BAR 18:4 (1992?), 80-82; James Tabor, "A Pierced or Piercing 
Messiah?- The Verdict is Still Out," BAR 18:6 (1992?), 58-59; M. Abegg, "Messianic Hope 
and 4Q285: A Reassessment," JBL 113:1 (1994). The fragment aroused massive worldwide 
interest when Robert Eisenmann (incorrectly) disclosed that the text contained references to a 
slain Messiah. 
13
° Cf. Milik, "Milki-!}edeq et Milki-resa' dans les anciens ecrits juifs et chretiens," JJS 23 
(1972), 143: "Les fragments conserves de ce rouleau appartenaient a la partie finale du 
Manuel, entierement perdue dans le lQM." So also Vermes, "Oxford Forum." 
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Our own text makes no mention of the King of the Kittim. Indeed the specific passage 
'Lebanon by a mighty one will fall' (",~" i"i~:J 11:l:J"m; Isa. 10:34b), although 
fragmentary, seems to be interpreted more generally of the Kittim (III:12-13). 
Nevertheless, it is clear that 4Ql61 retains the same eschatological framework as both 
4Q285 and 1 QM through its references to 'warriors' (ld"i,:Jl1; lli:8), 'warriors of the 
Kittim' ([ld9~"].il:> 9 i1:Jl; III:9) and most obviously 'war of the Kittim' (rlon"r.h 
c.,~.,nd; Ill: I I). 4Q161, then, seems to stand in the tradition ofthese two texts. 
What, then, can be said of any historical dimension to the text? George Brooke, in 
commenting upon this passage, says that ''there is virtually nothing in these very brief 
interpretations which does not come directly from the text of Isaiah 10 itself We 
cannot reconstruct historical events, only observe the use of scripture."131 This may 
not be entirely true, however, and, when the pesher's wider context is explored, we 
fmd a reference to the 'plain of Akko' in col. Il, immediately prior (interpreting Isa. 
10:28-32; Senaccherib's march on Jerusalem in 701-700 BC): 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
] . ~,d~ ld97:)"1fl Fl"'lfi~~ ld:tFl~[fl ifl7~] 26 
lifO]~~d ldfi~~ ,:>17 F117p:dr.l lf1,~l7:d iii[ ] 27 
1 .n .,.,:s] ~,dd, rr,r.ld r~, ill[ 1 2s 
] tl9'?fl7,j"' ~,:dl 'j:s], 29 
26 [The interpretation of the] word concerns the last days, about the coming of . [ 
••• ] 27 [ ]rh in his climb from the plain of Akko to wage war against Phil[istia 
••• ] 28 [ ]dh and there is none like her, and among all the cities of the . [ . .. ] 29 
and up to the boundary ofJerusalem. [ ... ] (4Qplsa8 2-6 11:26-29) 
Initially, Allegro suggested that this section deals with the appearance of the Messiah 
in Akko and his 'triumphal march' to Jerusalem. 132 Nevertheless, this view has come 
under heavy criticism from a number of scholars, including Burrows, van der Woude, 
Yadin and Dupont-Sommer. 133 Burrows's argument is especially telling: 
131 Brooke, "Kittim," 140. 
132 J .M. Allegro, "Further Messianic References in Qumran Literature," JBL 75 (1956), 177. 
In The Dead Sea Scrolls (Pelican, 1956) 152-153, Allegro connects this passage with the 
apocalyptic war of 'the king of the whole world' which will take place at Armageddon (Heb. 
pi:u:>-iil, 'hill country of Megiddo') because of the route from Akko to Megiddo and the 
P:lains of Jezreel to the South East. 
33 Millar Burrows, "The Ascent from Acco in 4Q p Isa8," VT 7 (1957), 104-5; A. van der 
Woude, Die messianischen Vorstellungen der Gemeinde von Qumriin (Ass en, 1957), 180-81; 
It might have struck many readers that Isaiah x 28-32, on which the pesher here 
is based, refers to a hostile advance against Jerusalem. It seems most natural, 
therefore, to suppose that the march from the Plain of Acco to the border of 
Jerusalem (line 11) is that of the eschatological foe or "Antichrist", Gog or 
Magog (cf. Fragment D, line 4), not the Messiah. 134 
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Although Burrows does not connect the 'Plain of Akko' reference to mention of the 
Kittim in col. m immediately following, this may already be implicit in his reference 
to the 'eschatological foe'. In any case, this link had been made by van der Woude, 
who identified the subject as 'the King ofthe Kittim' from lQM XV (above, p71). 135 
The logical interpretation seems, then, to be that 4Qplsa3 describes the advance of the 
Kittim from Akko on Jerusalem, where they will fall 'by the hand of Israel' (III:7). 
The historical nature of the account seems suggested from the fact that Akko nowhere 
appears in the original Isaiah passage. 
All commentators accept that Akko, here, refers to the port-town Ptolemais, which has 
an interesting history in this period, 136 particularly through its association with 
Alexander Jannaeus and Ptolemy Lathyrus, the disgraced son of Cleopatra Ill, in exile 
in Cyprus (Ant. XIII, xii, 2-xii~ 2 §324-355). Josephus describes how Jannaeus, eager 
to expand his power to include the coastal towns, laid siege to Ptolemais. The citizens 
of that town sent to Ptolemy for assistance and he came to their aid with a sizeable 
army. Following an attempted double-cross and an appeal to Cleopatra for assistance, 
Jannaeus's forces were defeated at Asophon near the Jordan, and it was only through 
Cleopatra's intervention that the country itself was saved. 
Joseph Amusin suggests, then, that it is this conflict between Jannaeus and Ptolemy 
over Ptolemais that is echoed in the pesher. So Amusin: 
From all the known events connected with Acco-Ptolemais that were important 
for Judaea's fate only the march ofPtolemy from Acco to Judea, so dangerous at 
the beginning but which ended so auspiciously, could be considered by the 
Y. Yadin, Recent Developments in Dead Sea Scrolls Research (1957), 52 (Heb.); A. Dupont-
Sommer, Les ecrits esseniens (Paris, 1964), 286 n. 3. 
134 Burrows, "The Ascent," 104-5. Cf. John Allegro, "Addendum to Professor Millar 
Burrow's (sic.) Note on the Ascent from Accho in 4Qpisa3," VT 7 (1957), 183, though 
Allegro's counter-arguments are ultimately unconvincing. 
135 Van der Woude, Messianische Vortellungen, 179-81. 
136 In the Hebrew Bible, 'Akko' is only found in Judges 1:31, where it is among the territory 
assigned to Asher. 
Qumran Commentator as the "coded" message in the narrative of Isaiah about 
the miraculously happy ending of the march of Sennacherib. 137 
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In Amusin's interpretation, then, the Kittim should be identified with the forces of 
Ptolemy Lathyrus. This understanding has many advantages, not least of which are 
the origins of the Kittim in Southern Cyprus, the very area to where Ptolemy was 
exiled. Moreover, the 'war against Phil[istia]' (II:27) fits Ptolemy's campaign against 
Zoilus, the tyrant ofStrato's Tower and Dora (Ant. XIII, xii, 4 §335). 138 However, this 
scenario does not fit all the known facts. In no way, for instance, can the 
Kittirn!Ptolemy's forces be said to have fallen 'by the hand oflsrael' as the pesherist 
claims, and as any interpretation demands. Indeed, the opposite is true. According to 
Josephus, it was Jannaeus's forces who were defeated and put to flight by Ptolemy, 
and Cleopatra's forces who ultimately brought him to heel. Again, the passage seems 
to speak of the Kittim's approach to Jerusalem, but Josephus does not speak of any 
approach by Ptolemy to Jerusalem, and indeed, as we can see above, Amusin, no 
doubt aware of this, has subtly transposed 'Judaea' for 'Jerusalem.' 139 
Other attempts to identify the Kittim here must also be ruled out when the historical 
dimension is properly considered. So Driver, keen to identify the Kittim with the 
Romans, links the reference here with Titus's reinforcement of Vespasian at 
Ptolemais, and the latter's advance on Jerusalem in AD 67-68. 140 Hengel also points 
out that Ptolemais was on several other occasions used as a staging point for a 
137 J.D. Amusin, "The Reflection of Historical Events of the First Century B. C. in Qumran 
Commentaries (4Q I61; 4Q I69; 4Q I66)," HUCA 48 (I977), 132. Amusin's thesis has 
received more recent support from H. and E. Eshel ("4Q448, Psalm 154 [Syriac], Sirach 
48:20, and 4Qplsa8 ," JBL I I 9 [2000], 645-659). These argue that 4Q448, which they posit 
refers to Alexander Jannaeus ('King Jonathan') in cols. B and C, in col. A relates a 
pseudepigraphic prayer attributed to Hezekiah during Senaccherib's siege of Jerusalem. The 
addition of this section to the second and third columns is then intended as a 'pesher-style' 
exegesis explicating Senaccherib's campaign with reference to Ptolemy's invasion in I03-102 
BC. 
138 Compare Jub. 24:27-29 (above, p30t) where the Kittim will make war against Philistia, a 
reference perhaps to Alexander's capture of Gaza. 
139 Amusin's thesis has received more recent support from H. and E. Eshel ("4Q448, Psalm 
154 [Syriac], Sirach 48:20, and 4Qplsa3," JBL 119 [2000], 645-659). These argue that 4Q448, 
which they posit refers to Alexander Jannaeus ('King Jonathan') in cols. B and C, in col. A 
relates a pseud epigraphic prayer attributed to Hezekiah during Senaccherib' s siege of 
Jerusalem. The addition of this section to the second and third columns is then intended as a 
'pesher-style' exegesis explicating Senaccherib's campaign with reference to Ptolemy's 
invasion in I 03- I 02 BC. 
140 Driver, op. cit., 204. Cf. War Ill, vi, 2 §I 15. 
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campaign against Judaea. 141 However, the dates ofthe scrolls notwithstanding, neither 
approach accounts for the Pesherist's prediction of a victory for Israel over the 
invaders. While it is not possible to identify any historical campaign launched from 
the city, it is possible that the pesherist, speaking of events yet to take place, is 
emphasising the place of Akko in any future campaign, perhaps looking back on its 
importance in previous campaigns. History confirms the importance of 
Akko/Ptolemais for a drawn out land campaign. Not only do both Lathyrus and the 
Romans recognize Ptolemais's strategic value, especially for an assault on 
Judaea/Jerusalem but in the Middle Ages the Crusaders were also based at 
Akko/ Acre. Clearly, the fact that the city is on the Mediterranean coast also helps 
emphasise the Kittim's naval strength. 
Given this, the identity of the Kittim themselves is also difficult, particularly since, 
although referenced three times in the pesher, these references are all fragmentary. 
Nevertheless, the application of 'Lebanon' to the Kittim in the fragment is significant. 
Both within the scrolls and other ancient Jewish literature, 'Lebanon' has its own 
involved history of interpretation, being especially true of the Targumim. Here, 
'Lebanon' is applied exegetically to 'the king', 'the Temple', 'Jerusalem', 'the rich', 
and 'the nations', 142 while the Scrolls themselves display the same range of exegetical 
interpretation. 143 By applying 'Lebanon' to the Kittim, then, the pesherist appears to 
adopt the tradition of' Lebanon = the nations', and parallels the Targumist who relates 
the Isaiah prophecy to Gog and Magog. Driver's attempt to link this passage with 
Yohanan's prophecy of Vespasian's rise to power on the basis that "Lebanon by a 
majestic one will fall" fails, since 'Lebanon' in that instance refers to the Temple 
rather than the Romans. 144 The identity of the Kittim who will fall by the hand of 
141 Hengel, The Zealots, 276f and n. 50. C( War II, v, 1 §67 (Varus); x, 1 §187 (Petronius); 
and xviii, 9 §501 (Cestius Gallus) 
142 Cf. G. Vermes, "Lebanon: The Historical Development of an Exegetical Tradition." 
Scripture and Tradition in Judaism, 2nd edition (Leiden: Brill, 1973), 26-39; "The Symbolical 
Interpretation of Lebanon in the Targums," JTS:NS, 9 (1958), 1-12. Compare H.F. Sparks, 
"The Symbolic Interpretation of Lebanon in the Fathers," JTS:NS, 10 (1959), 264-279. 
143 See my MA Dissertation: "The Symbolic Interpretation of Lebanon in the Dead Sea 
Scrolls: An Exegetical Tradition" (Durham: June, 1996); "Pesher Habakkuk," 140-145 and n. 
41. 
144 Lam. R. 1:5, §31. Driver, op. cif., 215-216. Cf. Vermes, Scripture, 35. 
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Israel in 4Qplsa8 remains unclear, beyond a vague understanding that they will be a 
foreign power, itself already implicit in the use ofthe term 'Kittim'. 
2.2.4 4QpNahum 
Fragments 1-2 
il7:l"~ itv~ El""~n]:Jn ~:J en t:l"~ii 'lilt?[~ 'liii'D"]:l'l"'l EJ"l:J [i]lJ'l:l 
[Cii:l ~~ 
3 
[t:J"l"ln:>n en n'liFtm 'lii'D~ ] 4a 
rninJrt '?:n fi~iil ":l!:l '?ul';) cn'l'?:>'?'l t)~tvr.:~ cn:t [M'l]tvl7'? 4 
[:l"~inn 
r ] on'?ron~ cnn ift7M cn.,'?ro['l7.) '?:l] 011 sa 
'?r;)i:J'l lrl7:l 'litv]!d '?'?!';)M p:1'? fii~'l '?f.)i:J'l (11%7::1 '?'?r.lM] 5 
[ on 
[ ]:li1 ":l ii:UIVi bl'li bl"~:li 'l:l["]ifi[ii'l] 6 
[ ] M"ii p.:J[:l]'? fii!:l'l p.:J:t'? 'l"'?rD'l7dt,'l t,~[i:::>] 7 
[ '?M "]i"'fi:l [Mil7] ":J!:lt,~ 'li:JM'l OM[:ltt' "~fOJN'l] 8 
r.,:J.n "':JfO'l"' ',['l:>'l] 9 
3 "He re[bukes] the sea and dri[es it up." (Nah. 1:4aa)] Its [in]terpretation: "the 
sea" is all the Ki[ttim, whom God will rebuke] 4 to carr[y out] judgement against 
them and to eliminate them from the face of [the land. "And dries up all the 
rivers." (Nah. 1 :4al3) 4a Its interpretation: "the rivers" are the Kittim] 5a with [all] 
their [ru]lers, whose rule will end. [ ... ] 5 ["Bashan] and Carmel [wither] and the 
bloom of Lebanon is withered." (Nah. 1 :4b) [Its] in[terpretation: "Bashan and 
Carmel" are ... ] 6 many [will per]ish because of it at the height of wickedness. 
For hb[ ... ] 145 7 ["Car]mel" and for its rulers: "Lebanon". And "the bloom of 
Lebanon" is [ ... ] 8 [and the men of] their [counsel.] And they will perish from 
before [the congregation of] the chosen ones [of God ... ] 9 [and al]l the 
inhabitants ofthe world. (4QpNah 1-2 II:3-9) 
The Kittim are almost certainly referred to in the first column of 4QpNah, although as 
the above translation shows, they have to be reconstructed in either instance (11. 3, 
4a146). Certainly the reference to cn.,',l'l7[10] in line 5a parallels C"~"~n:)i1 .,'?ro1o in 3-4 
II:3 supporting the reconstruction of 'Kittim' here. Note, however, that ''the rivers" 
(m'iii:lii), here interpreted with reference to the Kittim (1. 4a), are elsewhere in the 
145 Horgan suggests restoring [mp'?nn ~.,,., nil7] 'the congregation of the Seekers-After-
Smooth-Things ]' at the end of line 7, though there is no evidence for this group to be 
reconstructed here. The 'Seekers' will receive detailed examination in the chapter following. 
146 Horgan reconstructs an additional line between lines 3 and 4 (termed 4a) which continues 
in line Sa (between lines 4 and 5). As a result, the first part ofthis interpretation is somewhat 
displaced. 
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pesher interpreted with regard to ''the great ones ofManasseh" (3-4 111:9) though there 
the Hebrew term is bl"~'i~.,ill 
The Kittim, then, are associated with ''the sea" of Nah. 1 :4aa, which will be rebuked 
and dried up. In the interpretation, the pesherist refers this to the elimination of the 
Kittim from the face ofthe earth (11. 3-4). Similarly, Nah. 1:4af), here speaking ofthe 
drying up of 'the rivers', is again interpreted with reference to the demise of the 
Kittim- ''whose rule/dominion (cn'?~TJr.;,o) will end" (1. 5a). n'?ITJOO here recalls the 
application ofthe same term to the Kittim in lQpHab above (11:13), while the term 
will also be used of the Seekers of Smooth Things (n1p';ln "toi1,) later on in the 
scroll (4QpNah 3-4 11:4; below, pp99f.). The future aspect of this rule/dominion being 
ended suggests that the writer is living within the rule of the Kittim, which must now 
follow the dominion of the Seekers of Smooth Things (which we will trace to the 
Pharisees' power and influence during the reign of Salome). If this is correct, the 
Kittim here, if such are to be reconstructed, must be identified as Romans, the only 
outside nation to hold power within Palestine in this period (from the time of Salome). 
The pesherist, then, looks for a time when the Kittirn!Romans will face the avenging 
wrath of God. 
Note, though, the close connection of the Kittim here with Lebanon (11:5,7; Nah. 
1 :4b ). Compare the interpretation of the fall of Lebanon (lsa. 1 0:34) with regard to the 
Kittim in 4Qplsaa 8-10 111:1-10 (above). If, as I suspect, and as most scholars agree, 
the Kittim in 4QpNah are the Romans from the time ofPompey (see further below, 
Frags. 3-4), then it is possible that the Isaiah pesherist also has in mind the Romans 
when he refers to the Kittim. However, if this is true, then we have to say that the 
texts derive from different periods. In 4Qplsaa, Lebanon/Kittim will fall by the hand 
of Israel, continuing the train of thought in lQM and 4Q285. Here, by contrast, 
Lebanon/Kittim is withered, implying a lingering demise in power. 4Qplsaa, I 
suppose, is written before the Romans have taken control, or before control has been 
properly established, when the group anticipated an uprising similar to that of the 
second-century BC, while 4QpN ah by contrast, reflects a more settled occasion when 
the Romans are in complete control. Use of the different prophecies to Lebanon can 
accentuate this contrast, I suggest. 
Fragments 3-4 
Where the lion went to enter, the lion['s] cub and no-one to disturb (Nab. 
2:llb[Heb. 2:12b]; 4QpNah 3-4 1:1-2) 
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bl"''?l'l!ii9 ~i:J'? fliP:J il'l!~ li"' 1"~ Oii~[9~i "~ iito~ 2 
nip~nrr 91'l7ii=r n~~:J 
ii1:)l7 =rl7 Oi:>9nJ~rJ p., 9:>~~ 1 9 :1 [bl9~rDii9 n~ ~~ 1nJ ~i~i] 3 
o~1n iFT~i E!.,.,n:> .,~l'l!i~ 
[ ] 4 
Its interpretation concerns Deme]trius147, King of Yavan, who sought to enter 
Jerusalem on the counsel of the Seekers of Smooth Things, 3 [but God did not 
give Jerusalem 148] into the hands of the Kings of Yavan from Antiochus until the 
rise of the rulers of the Kittim. But later {[it]} will be trampled 4 [ ••• ] 149 
(4QpNah 3-4 1:2-4) 
This passage will be dealt with in greater detail in our next chapter, which will deal 
with texts relating to the identity of Ephraim, Manasseh, and (in connection with the 
current passage) the 'Seekers of Smooth Things' (mp1::1F'Iii 9 rDi,i; 1:2). Here we may 
point out that 'kings of Yavan from Antiochus until the rise of the rulers of the 
Kittim' (1:3) is intended as an historical inclusio in order to set in context Demetrius's 
unsuccessful entry into Jerusalem (1:2). As we have seen (above, n8), 'Yavan' refers 
in Biblical Hebrew to the Hellenistic world, and thus its application to Alexander the 
Great (Dan. 8:21). It is almost certain, then, that Demetrius and Antiochus are 
Seleucid rulers of this period, especially given the relative frequency of these names 
among Seleucid 'king-lists'. 'Antiochus', then, is most likely Antiochus IV 
Epiphanes, responsible for the purge on Judaism, and as we shall further express 
below, 'Demetrius' best identifies Demetrius m Eukerus (below, p92). 
It is, nonetheless, unclear whether this should have any bearing on the meaning and 
application of'Kittim' here. As we have seen (above, 2.1), 'Kittim' may be applied to 
147 
"Demetrius" is partly reconstructed from the context. Only the letters O,i~ survive, but all 
scholars agree that "[Deme]trius" should be here understood, though the spellings differ: 
Allegro and Horgan read O,i~["l:)i]; Yadin has O"i~[l:)i]; while Dupont-Sommer has 
(j'lj~(.,l':)i]. 
148 Restored with Horgan. Garcia-Martinez adds N,:J N,',,: "[but he did not enter, for God had 
not given Jerusalem] ... " The overall sense is clear in either instance. 
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the Seleucid Greeks, perhaps even in the DSS themselves. Nevertheless, the reference 
here, to the 'rise (=nr.m) of the rulers of the Kittim' suggests a change from Yavan 
(Seleucid Syria) to Kittim, which contextually must mean something else. It is, then, 
not unreasonable to conclude that the pesherist is here alluding to the capture of 
Jerusalem (and the Temple itself) by the Roman forces ofPompey (Ant. XIV, iv, 1-4 
§54-76) in 63 BC. 150 The two captures of Jerusalem, by Antiochus in 1681167 and 
later by Pompey, thus form the historical framework. 
Horgan fmds this reference problematic insofar as: 
... the commentary refers in some way to the independence of Judea and seems to 
be saying that Jerusalem (or Judea) as independent from the time of Antiochus 
until the coming of the Kittim (i.e., the Romans). It is unclear which Antiochus is 
meant, since it was not from Antiochus that Judea gained political independence. 
It was from Demetrius II that Simon, the son of Mattathias, was able to negotiate 
independence in 142 B.C. From that time until the Roman conquest (63 B.C.) 
Judea enjoyed relative freedom. The Qumran commentator could be referring to 
religious liberty, which was denied by Antiochus IV Epiphanes but was regained 
after his death. It is likely, therefore, that Antiochus IV Epiphanes is meant. 151 
Nevertheless, Horgan makes a conclusion unsupported by the pesher, namely that the 
pesher refers to Judea's political independence. The text says no such thing. Rather, it 
is the case that two climactic events in Judaea's history are used as 'chronological 
markers', nothing more. 
One aspect of the passage that merits more detailed consideration is the expression 
COin inN, (1:3) which we have translated 'but later it will be trampled'. As we have 
suggested (above, p70f), the language here invokes similarities with both 1QpPs 9 1:3 
and IQpHab ill:?. Although the Hebrew terminology is different in each instance, all 
three phrases are found in close proximity to the Kittim, and, whereas in I QpHab and 
1 QpPs the 'trample' references occur in quotations from the Hebrew Bible, in the 
current passage 'trample' enters the body of the interpretation itsel£ The biblical 
background of the 07YI root is significant. It is used in an agricultural or industrial 
149 Horgan adds [c.,.,n:m .,'?ro,T.l i.,:J mm1 .,.,lm] '[the city] {will be trampled} [and will be 
given into the hand of the rulers of the Kittim.]' 
150 Although others, including Ptolemy Lathyrus (above) attacked Judaea in this intervening 
period, Jerusalem herself did not fall, and thus these events cannot have been referred to by 
the pesherist here. 
151 Horgan, 173-174. 
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setting, for a wine-press (Isa. 63:3) or the treading of mortar (Nah. 3:14) respectively, 
but is most frequently encountered in a military context. In Isa. 28 (a passage that we 
shall have recourse to in our next chapter), the 'proud garland of the drunkards of 
Ephraim' will be trampled underfoot (28:3), relating to the fall of the Northern 
Kingdom. Meanwhile, in Ezek. 26:11, in connection with the siege of Tyre by the 
Babylonian Nebuchadrezzar, ''with the hoofs of his horses he shall trample {Or.li"~) all 
your streets. He shall put your people to the sword, and your strong pillars shall fall to 
the ground." In Isa. 41:25, the industrial imagery is used metaphorically for war, here 
in connection with the victories of Cyrus: 
I stirred up one from the North, and he has come, and from the rising of the sun 
he was summoned by name. He shall trample (~:::1'11) on rulers as on mortar, as 
the potter treads (Or.li.,) clay. 
Most significant of all, however, the terminology twice recurs in Daniel's stylised 
depiction of Alexander the Great's victory over the Persians (Dan. 8:7,10): 
I saw it approaching the ram. It was enraged against it and struck the ram, 
breaking its two horns. The ram did not have the power to withstand it; it threw 
the ram down to the ground and trampled (,i!Or.li.,,) upon it, and there was no 
one who could rescue the ram from its power. (Dan. 8:7) 
It grew as high as the host of heaven. It threw down to earth some ofthe host and 
some of the stars, and trampled (COr.li,) on them. (Dan. 8: I 0) 
Within the Hebrew Bible, then, the Dr.li root is especially associated with an invading 
army. One of its acts will be to 'trample' those living there. In the pesher, although 
neither the subject or object of COin has survived, the overwhelming biblical 
evidence certainly depicts Jerusalem as the object and the Kittim as the aggressors. 
The picture, then, especially given our comments above, is undoubtedly of the capture 
of Jerusalem by the Kittim, perhaps the forces of Pompey. What is clear from the 
biblical evidence however, is that contrary to Brooke's proposal that Or.lin is not 
chosen here "possibly because of its proximity to the sound of the name Rome 
itself' 152, the term rather fits into the imagery surrounding the invading army and is 
paralleled by other terms in similar instances. 
152 So Brooke, "Kittim," 138. 
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That said, however, it is clear that the Kittim in 4QpNah are the Romans, the only 
instance in the pesharim where this is demonstrably the case. 
2.3 Conclusions 
There is a broad consensus among scholars that the Kittim be identified with the 
Romans of the later Republic; and this is especially clear when one examines studies 
devoted to 1 QpHab. Although there was early debate as to whether the Kittim be 
identified with the Romans or Seleucid Greeks, scholarly consensus now almost 
exclusively identifies the Kittim of 1 QpHab as Romans. Nevertheless, my research 
has shown that this argument rests on the flimsiest of bases. Those alleged 'telling' 
arguments have been rejected, leaving one with just the impression created, scarcely 
conclusive. Meanwhile, my study has also demonstrated that the blanket identification 
of 'Kittim' in the scrolls with any one people should also be resisted. 1QM, for 
instance, where it differentiates between the Kittim of Asshur and the Kittim in Egypt, 
is understood to refer to to the Seleucid Greek forces of Lysias and Antiochus V. 
Within the pesharim themselves, it was argued that 4Qplsaa stood in the tradition of 
1 QM (and 4Q285) and, while it was not possible to support the identification of 
'Kittim' here with the Greek forces of Ptolemy Lathyrus, a reference to the Greeks 
more generally is certainly warranted. By contrast, however, it is similarly clear that 
mention of the Kittim in 4QpNah specifically referred to the Roman forces of 
Pompey. A blanket identification of 'Kittim' in the pesharim, whether to Greeks or 
Romans, is thus impossible. 
Instead, my research has demonstrated that, with the possible exception of 4QpNah, 
the primary focus of the Kittim in the DSS and the pesharim in particular is not 
historical, but prophetic, or eschatologica/. We have seen how the term 'Kittim' has a 
wide biblical and post-biblical reference and, in analysis of the relevant pericopae, we 
have frequently uncovered biblical sources for many ofthe words and phrases used of 
this group by the pesher author(s). Furthermore, in 1QpHab we have observed how 
the Kittim are identified as the Chaldeans of the base text while, through discussion of 
the various lemmata, we have demonstrated the way in which biblical passages 
originally referred to the Chaldeans are redirected to the Kittim. The reason for this 
change from 'Chaldeans' to 'Kittim' in 1QpHab at the same time reflects (1) the 
move in no longer understanding 'Chaldeans' as a warrior nation but as 'court 
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magicians' in later biblical texts like Daniel (cf Dan. 2:2); and (2) the emergence of 
the Kittim as an enemy oflsrael in other early Jewish literature. 
Certainly each pesherist had in mind a particular historical group when speaking of 
the Kittim (though not all may have been thinking ofthe same group). When properly 
understood, however, the historical identity of the Kittim is not itself the matter of 
concern. This is considered less important than the recognition that in prophecy the 
Kittim function as a signpost of the proximity of the eschaton. It is thus in this light, 
and in the hopes of the world to come, that the Qumran authors offer up their 
'commentaries' on the prophecies oflsaiah, Habakkuk and others. 
In our next chapter we will examine another well-established thesis within the 
pesharim, the meaning and application of the expression 'Seekers of Smooth Things' 
and the related terms 'Ephraim' and 'Manasseh'. As with the understanding of the 
'Kittim' it may be that these applications are also premature. 
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The designations 'Ephraim', 'Manasseh' and the 'Seekers of Smooth Things' 
(mp',nii .,!1711i) are found in several of the pesharim, including 4Qpisac, 4QpHosb, 
4QpNah, 4QpPs8 , 4QTest and 4QCat8 • Although 'Manasseh' is not found outside of 
the pesharim1, both 'Ephraim' and the 'Seekers ofSmooth Things' are found in CD,2 
and 'Ephraim' in 4Q379, the 'Psalms of Joshua' text, 22 11:13, which parallels the 
Testimonia account. The 'Seekers ofSmooth Things' are also found in lQH X:15, 32. 
I take these designations together precisely because the pesherist himself relates them 
together, perhaps suggesting that the groups to whom the designations refer derive 
from a common point in history. For instance, 'Manasseh' only appears in texts that 
also refer to 'Ephraim' (especially the Nahum pesher), while (also in 4QpNah) 
'Ephraim' is connected with the 'Seekers of Smooth Things' (3-4 11:2). As we shall 
show, these groups are of obvious importance to the history of the sect, and yet 
relatively few studies have dealt with these references at all, and none have been 
directly concerned with the designations themselves. Rather, these references have 
been used to support a prevalent understanding within the pesharim, an understanding 
that has yet to be rigorously tested. 
3.1 The mp',nn .,IV'i1i: Towards a preliminary identification 
The designation rnp'?n(n) "~I'Di,i appears in several of the scrolls, and is not exclusive 
to the pesharim themselves, but can be found in lQH and (albeit in a different 
construction) CD. There are three factors in understanding this phrase: first is to 
understand its constituent parts; second, to explore the accepted pun on n1p',n with 
m:>'?ii; and third, to note the parallel of this structure to the title ili1nii I'Di,i ('the 
expounder/seeker of the Law') also found in the scrolls. 
(1) mp',n is found three times in the Hebrew Bible, at Isa. 30:10 and in Ps. 12:3, 
4. In Psalm 12 the term is translated by 'flattery' and in Isaiah by 'smooth things'. 
1 11 QT LIV: 12 is purely tribal in significance. 
2 CD VII:12,13; XIV:l. Cf. 1:18. 
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Neither context views the term in a positive light. In the Psalm it is associated with 
lies, two-facedness and boasting. In the Isaiah passage, the same element of lies 
comes forth: 
:iiiii~ iiiif1 l1i~lli 1:dW~~ ld~Jd ld~wn:;, ld,Jd ~1ii ~i~ ldl1 ~:;, 
,j~-,,~<cj 'n;n~J ~J~-~mn T~~ bl~rM~, ,~,n .. ~~ · ~~~,~ ,.:,~~ 1wK 
,TJ~~~~- ,n~d~~ n~~-~·~~ ,~~ ,~,-:_~~.~ ,1,e :ni"?~~~ 1rd ~;p~o 
e ="~'~ !liiip-n~ 
For they are a rebellious people, faithless children, children who will not hear the 
instruction of the LORD; who say to the seers, "Do not see"; and to the prophets, 
"Do not prophesy to us what is right; speak to us smooth things, prophesy 
illusions, leave the way, turn aside from the path, let us hear no more about the 
Holy One oflsrael." (I sa. 30:9-11) 
From this passage we can see how mp'?n 'smooth things' is paralleled by m?i1iil':) 
'illusions' (30:10c), afactorthat is picked up in CD. 
These are the ones who stray path from the path. This is the time about which it 
was written: "Like a stray heifer so has Israel strayed" (Hos. 4: 16), when 'the 
Scoffer' arose, who poured out over Israel waters of lies and made them stray 
into a wilderness without path ... so that the curses of his covenant would not 
adhere to them, to deliver them up to the sword carrying out the vengeance of the 
covenant. For they sought easy interpretations (mp'?n:J 1rDii),3 chose illusions 
(m'?nn~:J), scrutinised loopholes, chose the handsome neck, acquitted the guilty 
and sentenced the just, violated the covenant, broke the precept, banded together 
against the life of the just man, their soul abominated all those who walked in 
perfection, they hunted them down with the sword and provoked the dispute of 
the people. And kindled was the wrath of God against their congregation, laying 
waste all its great number, for their deeds were unclean in front of him. (CD 
I: 13-21 [ =4Q266 2 I: 16-II:2]; Garcia-Martinez) 
IQH makes much the same point: 
I give you thanks, LORD, for your eye keeps [firm] over me. You have freed me 
from the zeal of the mediators of deceit, from the congregation of the seekers of 
flattering things (mp'?n .,rDi1i nil7~1). (I QH II :32; Garcia-Martinez) 
Clearly in both the Hebrew Bible, particularly Isa. 30:10, and the scrolls, 1 QH and 
especially CD, /:lalaqot are associated with lies, false prophecy and (following Garcia-
Martinez) incorrect interpretation of the divine message. 
3 The translation 'interpretations' here reflects the legal emphasis of CD; precepts, loopholes 
etc. It also assumes the reading in 1QS V1:6 cited below. 
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By the Second Temple period, fOil has taken on an interpretative sense, particularly 
in the scrolls themselves. Werline, in a recent work, suggests that this derives from 
the sect's understanding of Deut. 4:29-304: "From there you will seek (,JfO'iin) the 
LORD your God, and you will fmd him if you search after him with all your heart and 
soul. In your distress, when all these things have happened to you in time to come, 
you will return to the LORD your God and heed him." The group appears to have 
taken this command to search to refer to searching in the Law, i.e. interpreting it. 
Hence lQS VI:6f: 
And in the place in which the Ten assemble there should not be missing a man to 
interpret the law (i1i1n:J 1!:1111) day and night, always one relieving another. 
(Garcia-Martinez) 
Again, as we have already suggested, there apparently existed within the sect a 
i1i1ni1 toi1i, but although this role probably reflects this aspect, the context of these 
references unfortunately does not further defme the interpreter's role. 
In later Rabbinic texts the noun toiiO refers to a form of scholarly interpretation of 
scripture. This form is evidenced within the scrolls themselves (above, p19), though it 
is unclear from the context whether the term has the range of meaning it will acquire 
later. In its more simple sense, then, 'seeking' refers to the scholarly practice of 
interpreting scripture, though whether this is viewed positively or negatively is 
dependent on context. It is clear, for instance, that such study of Torah is viewed as 
being of importance to the sect. The fact that this group is described as 'seekers of 
}Jalaqot', however, suggests that the practice be understood negatively when the OT 
context is properly understood. 
(2) Given that both np',n and toil suggest similarities with later Rabbinic 
terminology, it is quite proper to see in the phrase mp',n .,fD"11i an allusion to the 
Pharisees, their indirect 'ancestors', who, from the evidence in Josephus, were clearly 
active in the early-mid first century BC. Josephus fust mentions the Pharisees as a 
political party in the time of Alexandra Salome. During this period they became "the 
4 R.A. Werline, Penitential Prayer in Second Temple Judaism - The Development of a 
Religious Institution, SBL Early Judaism and its Literature, 13 (Scholars Press: Atlanta, 
1998), 11 Off. 
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real administrators of public affairs" (War I, v, 2 §111). More importantly, Josephus 
notes that the Pharisees "appear more religious than others, and seem to interpret the 
laws more accurately." Meanwhile, in War 11, the Pharisees are the most accurate 
interpreters of the Law (War 11, viii, 14 §162). In the Antiquities, Josephus describes 
the Pharisees' fall from grace during the reign of John Hyrcanus I, principally through 
the machinations of one Jonathan, a friend of Hyrcanus, and a member of the 
Sadducees. This Jonathan so influenced Hyrcanus that he grew 'irritated' with the 
Pharisees and abolished "the decrees (v61J.q.ux 'little laws) they had imposed on the 
people" (Ant. XIII, x, 6 §296). These regulations, notes Josephus, had been handed 
down by former generations, and were not included in the Law of Moses, hence their 
rejection by the Sadducees, their opponents. The conclusion seems inescapable that 
these regulations (whether written or oral) are similar, if not identical, with the 
halakhoth recorded by the Rabbis, and that, in this period, the Pharisees were actively 
interpreting the law (as against e.g. Neusner\ If the Pharisees, then, were in this 
period already interpreting scripture and had their own m:;,'?i1/v61J.t1J.a., the phrase 
mp"n .,I'Di1i might be understood to refer to their group, particularly if, as seems 
likely, there is a perceived pun on mp"n with m:;,"il. 
This is to an extent supported by the Greek name of the group, cpa.ptaa.tot. A 
loanword in Greek, the name no doubt derives from the Aramaic form ~.,tl'l.,i~, Heb. 
61"fl71i!J. Semitic lt'i!::) means (in both Heb. and Aram.) 'to separate'. The Pharisees 
could, then, be called 'the separated ones' 6. The similarity between this and a second 
meaning of p?n 'divide' should not be overlooked. n1p',n "fl.'i1, could then be 
translated 'seekers of divisions' (so Amoussine - 'Chercheurs des Disssensions'\ It 
is, though, interesting to note that Heb. bl"fl71i!:l may suggest a further parallel. Pointed 
paroshim, a second meaning 'interpreters' is possible. Indeed, as we have already 
seen, this understanding of the fl.'i!::) root is found in the Book of Giants material - so 
Enoch is described as a 'scribe of interpretation' (~tDi~ i~O) who will 'interpret' 
5 J. Neusner, From Politics to Piety: The Emergence of Pharisaic Judaism (New York: Ktav, 
1979). A weakness of Neusner's work as a whole is that he does not consider the Qumran 
evidence at all, perhaps the only evidence for the Pharisees at this early stage. 
6 Schiirer, 2:396. 
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(1!11t>) dreams.8 The very title 'Pharisee' may then reinforce Josephus's evidence that 
the group were interpreters of the law. 9 To sum up: mp~nii "~fl1i1'i may mask a 
double or even triple pun- on m:>~il 'rulings'; mp~n 'divisions', and on the name 
'Pharisee' itself, either as 'the separated' or as 'the interpreters'. 
(3) The structure of mp~m=r "~flli1'i is itself reminiscent of the title iii1f1ii flli1'i 
'expounder ofthe Torah' also found in the scrolls (CD VI:7; VII:18; 4QFlor. 1:11), 
though it is as yet unclear how this figure relates to the 1 QS reference noted above. In 
both contexts one person is responsible for interpreting passages of scripture, and it 
can presumably be inferred that this individual will be a senior member of the sect. 
This contrasts with the plural form of mp~nii "I'Oi1i, which could be understood to 
imply that any member is entitled to give an authoritative interpretation of scripture, 
perhaps paralleling the form of legal argument presented in the Mishnah. For the 
Qumran author, this would breach the understanding of iF!"~ 'unity', instead resulting 
in division (or np~n). The very existence of a group like the mp~m=r "~to'i1i, then, 
abrogates the Qumran principle, and threatens the sect itself. Although the designation 
most likely applies to the Pharisees as we have shown (and as analysis of the 
individual pericopae will further demonstrate), the terminology can be applied on a 
much broader level to all those who practice this sort of interpretative technique. 
Conclusions 
The phrase mp~nii "~1'011, is a matter of interest in its own right. In this brief study, 
we have demonstrated that the meaning of the clause is bound up with false 
interpretation(s) of scripture, whether accidental or deliberate. Inherent in the phrase 
is the perceived pun of mp~n on m:>~il, a mode of scholarly interpretation 
particularly associated with the Rabbis and their intellectual predecessors the 
Pharisees. The very name of this group, as we have understood it, may cover a further 
dimension in the Heb. between (2) p~n 'divide' and toit> 'separate', 'interpret'. 
7 J.D. Amoussine, "Ephrai"m et Manasse dans le Pesher de Nahum (4 Q p Nahum)," RevQ 4 
(1963-64), 389-96. 
8 Above, p 16f. 
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Meanwhile, when explored on a more general level the phrase constrasts 
etymologically and symbolically with another figure, the iii,llii fl7i,i. 
3.2 'Ephraim' and 'Manasseh' in Biblical and postcbiblical Ttradition 
The most obvious starting-point concerns the preferment of Ephraim over Manasseh, 
the sons of Joseph, by Jacob in Genesis 48. The account describes how, although 
Joseph places his father's right hand (for the firstbom) on Manasseh, and his left on 
Ephraim, Jacob crosses his hands so putting Ephraim ahead of his brother. In the 
biblical account Jacob explains how his act recognises the greater part the tribe of 
Ephraim will have to play, and their tribal superiority over Manasseh. The patriarchal 
trend of blessing the younger son over the frrstborn is thus continued - compare Cain 
and Abel (Gen. 4), and Jacob himself over his bother Esau (Gen. 27). The story 
appears to have reflected historical reality, where Ephraim, during the period of the 
Judges and the early monarchy gained pre-eminence over the 'frrstborn' tribe. 10 
3.2.1 Ephraim 
In the OT, Ephraim is otherwise associated with the Northern Kingdom (Israel), in 
much the same way that 'Judah' refers to the Southern Kingdom. This is largely 
because the tribal portion allotted to the half-tribe of Ephraim (Manasseh is usually 
forgotten) broadly coincides with the geographical region of the Northern Kingdom. 
Ephraim, then, is an epithet for the North, and in the Hebrew Bible is associated with 
wickedness and idolatry, particularly in the prophecies ofHosea, arising out of the fall 
of the Northern Kingdom in 722 BC. Whereas in the fall of Judah in the sixth century 
a large percentage of the population was carried off into exile to Babylon, in the North 
the land was settled by the invaders alongside the land's original inhabitants. The 
bloodline was, then, sullied and contaminated, and the hatred this engendered by the 
South for their Northern cousins largely, though not exclusively, accounts for the 
contempt held for the Samaritan group in later history. 
9 It is, though, unclear whether 'Pharisee' was a self-designation of the group. Although both 
Paul (Phil. 3:5) and Josephus himself (Life, 2) call themselves <paptcrawt, this may simply be 
seeking a common frame of reference. The I'Di!:>/p'-,n link should not, then be overworked. 
10 So E.C. Kingsbury, "He set Ephraim before Manasseh," HUCA 38 (1967), 129-136. 
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In later Rabbinic tradition, a more positive view of Ephraim emerges - through the 
introduction of the Messiah of Ephraim, a warrior who will precede the Messiah of 
David. Two forms of this tradition exist: one, where this Messiah will be a victorious 
hero; the other where he will be slain in battle. Also incorporated is the Dry Bones 
vision of Ezekiel 37 which identifies these bones with the tradition of a premature 
exodus from Egypt by the tribe ofEphraim and their subsequent defeat at the hands of 
the Philistines. The tradition is also heavily associated with the revolt in the mid-
second century AD, and Bar Kokhba himself is often identified as the Messiah of 
Ephraim. 11 
In the scrolls themselves, aside from the pesharim, 'Ephraim' does appear in an 
important passage in CD, which forms a 'pesheresque' interpretation oflsa. 7:1712 : 
But (for) all those who despise: when God visits the earth in order to empty over 
them the punishment of the wicked, 10 when there comes the word which is 
written in the words of Isaiah, son of Amoz, the prophet, 11 who said: "There 
shall come upon you, upon your people, and upon your father's house, days such 
as 12 have <not> come since the day Ephraim departed from Judah" (Isa. 7:17). 
When the two houses of Israel separated, 13 Ephraim detached itself from Judah, 
and all the renegades were delivered up to the sword; but those who remained 
steadfast 14 escaped to the land of the north. (CD VII:9-14; Garcia-Martinez) 
The background of the Isaiah passage recalls the split ofDavid's kingdom towards the 
end of the reign of Solomon (c. f. I Kings 11 ). Since Jeroboam, the ruler of the 
northern kingdom, was an Ephraimite (I Ki. 11:26), while Solomon was ofthe tribe of 
Judah, the division is viewed in terms of Ephraim and Judah. The author of CD both 
acknowledges this division while also, it seems paralleling a contemporary situation 
in the life of the community. Within the passage we may identify the 'renegades' of 
line 13 with 'Ephraim' since the northern kingdom was effectively destroyed a mere 
twelve to thirteen years after Isaiah's pronouncement, but the identity of the 
'steadfast' who escaped to the north is more difficult since although Judah was taken 
off into captivity in Babylon this can by no means be classed 'escape'. Instead, this 
may better reflect a more current situation. In the course of our discussions it is our 
11 So B. W .R. Pearson, "Dry Bones in the Judaean Desert: The Messiah of Ephraim, Ezekiel 
37, and the Post-Revolutionary Followers of Bar Kokhba," JSJ 29 (1998), 192-201, esp. 193 
and (for the sources) notes 7-8. Cf. J. Heinemann, "The Messiah of Ephraim and the 
Premature Exodus of the Tribe ofEphraim," HTR 68 (1975), 1-15. 
12 This verse also appears in MS A XIII:23-XIV:1 [=4Q267 9 V:2-4]. 
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intention to identify a split in the community, referred to in both CD and the 
pesharim, and this appears to be reflected here. Once again 'Israel' (or 'the 
community') is divided into two groups, 'Ephraim' and 'Judah', and where Ephraim 
will suffer the same fate as that of the northern kingdom, the faithful Judah will 
escape to the north. This 'escape' seems to be clarified in the passage immediately 
following, which citing Amos 5:26-27, refers to a removal to Damascus- elsewhere 
in CD the site for the new covenant (VI:19). For CD, then, the historical division of 
Israel is reflected within the community's own split, one group of which is clearly 
identified by the epithet 'Ephraim'. 
3.2.2 Manasseh 
Fewer traditions surround Manasseh, the elder son in the Hebrew Bible, though there 
is one tradition concerning a 'Manasseh' that bears mention. 
Manasseh was a King of Judah (697-642 BC), who, though son of the righteous 
Hezekiah, was accounted the wickedest King of either Judah or Israel. 11 Kings 21 
relates how he undid the good deeds of his father, rebuilding the high places, erecting 
altars to Baal, making Asheroth, even engaging in child sacrifice. Indeed, for the 
Deuteronomist, Manasseh's reign was considered the worst period of apostasy in 
Judah, and he is ultimately blamed for Jerusalem's fall in 587 BC (11 Kings 21:1 0-15). 
A more positive image is related in the parallel account in 11 Chronicles 33. Although 
the same elements as the 11 Kings passage are also found here (the altars to Baal etc.), 
in this account Manasseh apparently repents during a period of imprisonment in 
Babylon - an interlude not found in 11 Kings. This is normally put down to the length 
ofManasseh's reign over Judah (fifty-five years- by far the longest reign of any other 
King of Judah or Israel). Such a length of reign would have been inconsistent with the 
Chronicler's understanding of punishment for one's crimes. The Chronicler, then, 
rewrites the 11 Kings account incorporating this story of the king's captivity in 
Babylon, subsequent conversion and eventual restoration. The fmal years of his reign 
are then spent putting right his former faults. 
The post-Biblical evidence is similarly ambiguous. These writers are obviously aware 
of the 11 Chronicles account. Indeed the Prayer of Manasseh supposedly locates the 
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King's prayer in Babylon. II Baruch, moreover, IS clearly aware of Manasseh's 
entreaty, though here (IT Bar. 64) it has no effect: 
Therefore Manasseh was called the impious one in that time, and finally his 
habitation was in the fire. For although the Most High had heard his prayer, in 
the end when he fell into the brazen horse and the brazen horse was melted, it 
became to him a sign regarding the hour (which was to come). For he had not 
lived perfectly since he was not worthy, but (the sign was given to him) that he 
might know henceforth by whom he should be punished at the end. For he who is 
able to benefit is also able to punish. (II Bar. 64:7-10; Trans. A.F.J. Klijn in 
Charlesworth, I, 643) 
The post-Biblical literature incorporates new features into the 'Manasseh tradition'. 
So Manasseh is blamed for the death of Isaiah whom he sawed in half (Ascension of 
Isaiah 5:1 13). Parts ofthis document have been dated to the persecution instigated by 
Antiochus IV Epiphanes, and there have, moreover, been attempts to read this 
document as a Qurnran text with its thinly veiled references to the Hellenistic crisis, 
though the identification of Manasseh as the Wicked Priest and the Teacher of 
Righteousness as Isaiah surely goes too far. 14 
Conclusions 
In sum, both Ephraim and Manasseh have a wide Biblical and post-Biblical reference, 
and both have damning and redeeming features. Overall, however, both are associated 
primarily with wickedness, Ephraim through her association with the Northern 
Kingdom, and Manasseh through the reign of the Biblical King. 
3.3 Ephraim, IV/anasseh and the mp?rrn "'lr7i,i in the Pesharim 
3.3.14QpNahum 
4QpNah is by far the most influential of the pesharim as far as preserved historical 
data is concerned. Not only does the pesher contain the most substantial information 
13 Also The Lives of the Prophets I: I, and the Talmud, b. Yebamoth, 49b. C£ Klijn in 
Charlesworth, Old Testament Pseudepigrapha, II, 151. 
14 See Flusser, IEJ 3 (1953), 34-47; H. Burgmann, "Gerichtsherr und Generalanklager: 
Jonathan und Simon," RB 9 (1977), 28-33, 70-72; J. van der Ploeg, "Les Manuscrits du Desert 
de Juda: Etudes et decouvertes recentes," BO 11 (1954), 154f.; Philonenko, Pseudepigraphes, 
I, 1-IO (n. 41). Cf. R. Meyer, "Himmelfahrt und Martyrium des Jesaja," RGG3, 3, col. 336; L. 
Rost, Judaism Outside the Hebrew Canon: An Introduction to the Documents, Trans. D.E. 
Green(Nashville, 1976), 151. 
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about the groups termed 'Ephraim', 'Manasseh', and the 'Seekers of Smooth Things', 
but, as we have seen, the pesherist refers to two named individuals "[Deme ]trius, 
King ofYavan" (3-4 1:2) and "Antiochus" (3-4 1:3) allowing us to accurately date the 
events recorded within the body ofthe interpretation. This, combined with the well-
preserved nature of the text, has enabled scholars to correlate these accounts to events 
recorded in other ancient authorities (principally Josephus and the Books of the 
Maccabees) with a greater degree of accuracy than is normally possible with the 
pesharim. Nevertheless, despite the number of studies devoted to uncovering the 
historical realities recorded (and in many instances precisely because of the emphasis 
on the 'historical' references) other information on the groups is often neglected. 
l"ifl~ r~1 iipi~ i1l 6UD ~1:l" "i~ 1~11 il'i1~ 
Nab. 2:llb[Heb. 2:12b]; 4QpNah 3-41:1-2 
!d9 "rl11i" ~1:J~ rop:J ;ro~ p 9 1"~ D1it>["~' ~v 1irD~ 2 
n1p~nn "rDi11 n~!7:J 
i1~v IV D1:>"nJ~7J 11" "=>~rJ i":J [!d"~fli1i" n~ ~~ j11J ~1~1 3 
o~in 1n~1 o.,.,n:> .,t;,ro17.:l 
[ ] 4 
4QpNah 3-4 1:2-3. For translation and textual notes see above, pp78f. 
The section of the pesher with which we are interested (3-4 I-IV) begins by citing 
Nah. 2:11b, the lion's den metaphor which the pesherist interprets as the coming of 
Demetrius, King of Yavan, to Jerusalem, on the advice of the Seekers of Smooth 
Things. The 'lion', then, is Demetrius, and the 'lion's cub' the Seekers themselves 
with whom Demetrius is apparently in collusion. The interpretation seems to derive 
from K1:J? in the original prophecy, since Demetrius is said to have "sought to enter 
(N1:d'?) Jerusalem" (1. 2). "Demetrius, King of Yavan" is undoubtedly one of the 
Seleucid Kings Demetrius and is almost unanimously thought to refer to Demetrius Ill 
Eukerus (95-87 BC). This event is set within a broader historical perspective (1. 3): 
"[but God did not give Jerusalem] into the hands of the Kings of Yavan from 
Antiochus until the rise of the rulers of the Kittirn," almost certainly a reference to the 
separate invasions of Judaea/Jerusalem by the Seleucid King Antiochus IV Epiphanes 
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in 169 BC15 and by the Roman General Pompey the Great just over a century later (63 
BC). 16 During this period three kings called Demetrius ruled Seleucid Syria: 
Demetrius I Soter (162-150 BC - broadly concurrent with the alleged 
intersacerdotium in Jerusalem); Demetrius 11 (145-138 BC (parallel to Jonathan 
Maccabee in Jerusalem) and 128-125 BC (John Hyrcanus); and Demetrius Ill Eukerus 
(Alexander Jannaeus). The latter is the most likely candidate, since Josephus records a 
failed attempt by him to gain entry to Jerusalem (Ant. XIII, xiv, 1 §377-378).17 lfthis 
is correct, the 11ifiil i"'~:J 'Lion of Wrath' 18 in the following passage is almost 
certainly Alexander Jannaeus. 
~itJ ~~7:)~1] ~itJ 1~111~:1~~ p:HI7:)1 1~i1l ~i:J ~i1tJ ~~~ 
[il~it:l 1n:n11r.n ili1r=r 
The lion tears sufficient for his cubs, and strangles prey for his lionesses. [And 
he fills his cave with prey and his den with torn flesh.] (Nah. 2:12[Heb. 2:13]; 
4QpNah 3-4 I:4-5) 19 
pir=ril ~~~d ~17 [i:liil ifO~] 
111~11 ~ro::~~1 ,~~1il:J if:>~ 1ro~ 
il~it:l 111::1117~1 ili1il [sqit:l ~~7:)~1 j7:)~ ifl7~1 ] 
pir=ril i~~:d ~17 1irD~ vacat 
] 
ld~9r=r ld9fl7J~ il~n~ 1ro~ 
~d E!9J!:)~7:) ~~itli~d [ f17il ~17] 
[il:>p~~ "'::l::lil ~ip[9J f11il ~17 ~r=r 91~n~ 
5 
6 
7 
8 
15 According to I Mace. l :20-24, Antiochus came up against Israel and Jerusalem with his 
army and entered the temple, carrying off all its treasures to Syria as plunder (Also II Mace. 
5). Later in I Mace. the author describes the purge on Jerusalem (1:41-64) apparently 
instigated by Antiochus, and it is possible that the Qumran author also has this in mind. 
16 On the identity of the Kittim see above, p77. For Pompey's entry into the temple see Ant. 
XIV, iv, 4 §72. 
17 Cf. War I, iv, 4 §92. 
18 For the translation 'Lion of Wrath' I follow the majority. Garcia-Martinez has 'Angry Lion' 
and Vermes 'furious young lion'. The expression may derive from the lament in Ezek. 19:1-
14, which speaks of a young lion who will devour humans (vv 3, 6). The verse originally 
referred to two kings of Judah, Jehoahaz and Zedekiah, thus extending the metaphor to 
include another ruler of Judah is entirely possible. Had the pesherist wished to comment on 
this passage, he might also have identified the lioness who raised up one of her cubs to be a 
'young lion' as Alexandra Salome who appointed Jannaeus king. 
19 Horgan transcribes only 2: 13a and restores '?:11 [non'?o ilto:!J ilt'M 01i~"T.:li ',:11 1ii'D!l:l] 
pinil i"D:l '[The interpretation of it concerns Demetrius, who made war] against the Lion of 
Wrath' at the beginning of 1. 5. My own transcription better follows the understanding of the 
'Lion of Wrath' as the lion ofNah 2:13a, also the subject ofthe verse in line 6. 
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n,~:J~ ii,ii"' tJ]~J 9 
[The interpretation of the matter] concerns the Lion of Wrath who smote with his 
great ones and the men of his counsel 6 [ ••• and as for what He said, "And he 
fills] his cave [with prey] and his den with torn flesh" (Nab. 2:12b) <Blank> Its 
interpretation concerns the Lion of Wrath 7 [ ••• carrying out re]venge20 against 
the Seekers of Smooth Things, who hanged men alive 8 [on the tree ... ] in Israel, 
from ancient times. For regarding one hanged alive on the tree [it] reads21 , 
"Behold I am against [you] 9 declar[es the LORD of Hosts." (Nah. 2:13a) 
(4QpNah 3-4 I:5-9) 
For the majority of scholars this passage remains the key to understanding the pesher 
as a whole. The reference to men "hanged alive on a tree" is taken to refer to the 
Roman practice of crucifixion, and the overall passage to the account in Josephus 
immediately following Demetrius' failed attempt to secure Jerusalem, where 800 
Pharisees are crucified by Jannaeus during a feast for his wives. 
Now as Alexander fled to the mountains, six thousand of the Jews hereupon 
came together [from Demetrius] to him out of pity at the change of his fortune; 
upon which Demetrius was afraid, and retired out of the country; after which the 
Jews fought against Alexander, and being beaten, were slain in great numbers in 
the several battles which they had; and when he had shut up the most powerful of 
them in the city Bethome he besieged them therein; and when he had taken the 
city, and gotten the men into his power, he brought them to Jerusalem, and did 
one of the most barbarous actions in the world to them; for as he was feasting 
with his concubines, in the sight of all the city, he ordered about eight hundred of 
them to be crucified; and while they were living (£n ~rov'trov), he ordered the 
throats of their children and wives to be cut before their eyes. This was indeed by 
way of revenge for the injuries they had done him . . . However this barbarity 
seems to have been without any necessity, on which account he bore the name of 
a Thracian22 among the Jews; whereupon the soldiers that had fought against 
20 Reading fW:l~~J mroN?] with Dupont-Sommer, Vermes. A similar phrase t::pJ mpoJ is 
found in CD I:17 (above, 84). In the editio princeps Allegro read n1o 'death' (with a question 
mark). Yadin reads mo[ ~!:lfDr.l] 'sentence of death'. Horgan does not restore. 
21 Nip["~] fl1il '?11 .,n .,,?n? "~::::> is difficult. Allegro's suggestion that the phrase alludes to Dt. 
21 :23 - understanding n'?'?p 'cursed' which has been omitted for pietist reasons - is difficult 
to accept given the plethora of other 'curse' material from Qumran. More succesful are the 
attempts to read the phrase as explanatory to ,,'?n'? - thus Dupont-Sommer "since the hanged 
one is called alive on the tree" or Yadin "since the hanged one is called [hanged] on the tree". 
Like Horgan, however, I follow Bardtke in seeing Nip, as introductory to the next citation 
(Nah. 2:14), even though this violates the normal pesher (so Dupont-Sommer). 
22 Grk. 9pax:ioav, i.e. barbarity like that of a Thracian. Allegro suggests that this term may lie 
behind the pesherist's pinii i"~tl:;:) 'lion of wrath' as a word play. He derives 9parioav from 
Greek 9ilp ( 'trov) ax:iorov 'lion of (the) barbs (thorns)' (Heb. C"~nn(n) i'~!:>::::l). He also suggests 
a further wordplay on lb/iiff? often used to refer to the lair of a lion (so Jer. 25:38; Ps. 10:9) 
with the phonetically similar ii1~ 'barb, spear', though this is less likely (Allegro, 
"Thrakidan, The 'Lion of Wrath' and Alexander Jannaeus," PEQ 91 (1959), 47-51, esp. 47-
48). 
him, being about eight thousand in number, ran away by night, and continued 
fugitives all the time that Alexander lived; who being now freed from any further 
disturbance from them, reigned the rest of his time in the utmost tranquillity. 
(Ant. XIII, xiv, 2 §379-383)23 
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Although Josephus is not specific, the identity of those crucified here is most likely 
the Pharisees, since, later in the Antiquities, these are said to have desired to persuade 
Alexandra Salome to "kill those that had persuaded Alexander to kill the eight 
hundred men" (XIII, xvi, 2 §41 0; below, p99). If these 800 men were not themselves 
Pharisees, the passage certainly suggests a closeness between the two groups. They 
are 'on the same wavelength'. In other words, this reference, it is alleged, may 
correlate to the episode described by Josephus, and the Seekers of Smooth Things 
themselves to the Pharisees. 24 
It is not clear, however, that the phrase "hanged alive on a tree" (Heb. C,li' .,,C,nC, 
fli'iT) necessarily refers to crucifixion. The phrase itself derives from Deut. 21 :22-23: 
1"~~-K£:, :ysr~~ ifl~ ~~~~1 M7?i;"l1 M17?-~~t9~ Ktpri lli~N=? ii~;;T~-~~l 
~,',t;l o~::;',~ n~~p-~:;, Ni;"liJ oi~;l iJJ~pn ii:li?-"~ fl.'iT'?~ in7~J 
o :i17J:H 17 10J ~rv"~ iiJii~ ,w~ '9t;'l7?ltn'~ N~~I;l N": 
When someone is convicted of a crime punishable by death and is executed, and 
you hang him on a tree, his corpse must not remain all night upon the tree; you 
shall bury him that same day, for anyone hung on a tree is under God's curse. 
You must not defile the land that the LORD your God is giving you for 
possession. (Deut. 21 :22-23) 
This passage is not concerned with the method of execution itself. Rather, it suggests 
the death penalty is carried out in some other (unspecified) manner, following which 
23 War I, iv, 6 §97 has a shorter account of the crucifixion of the 800. 
24 Lester Grabbe has also called for stock to be taken before identifying the Seekers of 
Smooth Things as Pharisees because of the current passage ("The Current State of the Dead 
Sea Scrolls: Are there more answers than questions?" in Stanley E. Porter & Craig A. Evans 
(eds.), The Scrolls and the Scriptures: Qumran Fifty Years After, JSPSup 26 (Sheffield 
Academic Press: Sheffield, 1997), 54-67). He also points out that Josephus does not even 
mention the Pharisees in connection with the crucifixions of the 800. Rather, he argues, that 
while Pharisees may have featured among Jannaeus's opponents, the context suggests that 
this opposition was far wider than any one group. From this, Grabbe argues that 'Seekers-
after-Smooth-Things' did not have a consistent usage but was a useful epithet for any of the 
sect's Jewish enemies (p60). Grabbe is on our reading correct to exercise a note of caution, 
which by his own admission is his main aim, but the fact remains that other passages in the 
Antiquities plausibly suggest that the Pharisees were Jannaeus's chief opponents, and if the 
pesher refers to this event may have been reflected in the pesher's description of Jannaeus's 
opponents in terms of mpt,ni'T .,!Oi1i. 
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the body of the dead man is hung on a tree as an example. This interpretation is 
apparently ruled out by the pesherist through the insertion of "il/ld"'lfi. For him. the 
guilty men are hanged on the tree prior to death and allowed to die, an understanding 
which is paralleled in the following Temple Scroll passage: 
... If a man has informed against his people and has delivered his people up to a 
foreign nation and has done evil to his people, you shall hang him on the tree 
(f17i! ',17 1m~ i!l:ln"',m) and he shall die. On the evidence of two witnesses and 
on the evidence of three witnesses he shall be put to death, and they shall hang 
him on the tree (fl7i! 1m~ ,t,n., ill:lil1). If a man has committed a crime 
punishable by death and has run away to the midst of the Gentiles and has cursed 
his people and the children of Israel, you shall hang him also on the tree 
(f17il ',17 1m~ Cl ill:ln"':m,) and he shall die; and you shall not leave their bodies 
upon the tree in the night but you shall bury them the same day, for the hanged 
up on the tree (f17i! ',17 .,,',n) are cursed by God and men; and you shall not 
defile the land which I give you as an inheritance ... (llQT LXIV:6-13; Yadin) 
Nevertheless, while it is clear from this that being 'hanged alive' on a tree ts a 
euphemism for the death penalty, the nature of the penalty itself is unclear. While the 
reference could refer to crucifixion, it could equally well refer to hanging itself. 
Indeed, as Baumgarten points out, strangulation is one the four forms of capital 
punishment imposed by Rabbinic courts, who list hanging as a form of }Jeneq 
'strangulation'. 25 Moreover, Targum Onqelos, in rendering Deut. 21 :22, actually reads 
iT:l"'?~ ?v iT"n" :!"'?:!:m "and you shall hang him on a gibbet." It seems unclear, then, 
why 'being hanged alive on a tree' in the pesher refers to crucifixion, where the 
evidence from Jewish literature (which must also include 11 QT) suggests that a 
meaning 'hanging' is more appropriate.26 Were it not, indeed, Josephus's evidence, 
25 J.M. Baumgarten, "Does TLH in the Temple Scroll refer to CrucifiXion?" JBL 91 (1972), 
472-81, esp. 473f. See also: Y. Yadin, "Pesher Nahum (4Q pNahum) Reconsidered," lE! 21 
(1971) 1-12; L. Diez Merino, "La cruciftxi6n en la antigua literatura judia (Periodo 
intertestamental)," Estudios Eclesiasticos 51 (1976) 5-27; "El suplicio de la Cruz en la 
literaturajudia intertestamental," SBFLA 26 (1976) 31-120; M. Wilcox," 'Upon the Tree'-
Deut 21:22-23 in the New Testament," JBL 96 (1977), 85-99; M. Hengel, Crucifzxion 
(Philadelphia: Fortress, 1977); J.A. Fitzmeyer, "CrucifiXion in Ancient Palestine, Qumran 
Literature, and the New Testament," CBQ 40 (1978), 493-513; and most recently 0. Betz, 
"Jesus and the Temple Scroll," in James H. Charlesworth (ed.), Jesus and the Dead Sea 
Scrolls, ABRL (Doubleday: New York, 1995), 75-103; J. Zias and J.H. Charlesworth, 
"CRUCIFIXION: Archaeology, Jesus and the Dead Sea Scrolls," in Charlesworth, ibid., 273-
289. 
26 The relation of the 11 QT passage to Deut. 21 :22-23 has in particular been discussed by Otto 
Betz. He points out that the punishment prescribed in Deuteronomy is reserved for crimes of 
high treason. Moreover, in connection with the passage in 4QpNah, Betz suggests that the 
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most scholars would avoid mentioning crucifixion in connection with this passage. It 
is then a circular argument, using Josephus to see in 4QpNah a reference to 
crucifixion, which would then point back to the passage in Josephus regarding the 
crucifixion of the Pharisees! 
The Antiquities passage is certainly helpful. Josephus suggests that Jannaeus' action 
was "one ofthe most barbarous actions in the world." In other words he suggests that 
the action was effectively unprecedented. In this instance then, in referring to a 
practice otherwise unknown in Palestine, the Qumran author may have used a phrase 
already known to his readers. On this reading, it does not matter whether the actual 
phrase refers to crucifixion or hanging; indeed the latter is more likely. However, the 
circumstantial nature of the reference does not allow us to identify concretely the 
reference to the 'hanging alive' ofthe Seekers of Smooth Things to the crucifixion of 
the Pharisees and/or their supporters by Alexander Jannaeus, though this remains the 
most likely probability. 
9 II]i:dfl1 :liFT '?:>r:otn fl:d919~:d1 fl(:d:l11 11'0!1:!. 9 IIil7:lfl1 
n:>":>~"~ '?1p 11!1 v~rDr ~", n~i[t:> r~~~ 
I shall burn up] your [throng in smoke] and a sword shall devour your lions and 
[I] shall cut off its [p]rey [from the earth] and [the voice of your messengers] will 
no [longer be heard.] (Nah. 2:13b [Heb. 2:14b]; 4QpNah 3-4 1:9-10) 
,',.,n "111:.1 cn n::>:J1i ,.,(rD!d 1 o 
cn ,..,i!l::n C("'?rD,i":l ii'D]~ 
itvN pnn N,iT 1~it:>1 [:Jin:l 11:1N itv~ ,II~lJ 9fD:J~1] ,..,',,,::~ 11 
irDM b19 '?rD,i9 "~:l[i11::> ,:S:]::lp 
l:l"~i!:I[M ]17 ,i11:JII("~] 12 
[ 1 '?~ifD., 1n:1.., 
bl9 1:t::J 1117 0'?1p l101t7"' ~" ifOM 1i9~ t:li1 1"~;:}N'?rJ1 1 
Its [interp ]retation: "your throng" are the divisions of his army w[ho are in 
Jerusale]m. And "his lions" are 11 his great ones [and the men of his counsel who 
died by the sword.] And "his prey" is the wealth which [the pries]ts in Jerusalem 
gath[ered] which 12 they [will] give '[. .. E]phraim. Israel will be given [ ... ] 1 and 
"his messengers" are his envoys whose voice will no longer be heard among the 
nations. (4QpNah 3-4 I:10-II:l) 
Qumran author justifies Jannaeus's actions through reference to the Deuteronomic account. In 
other words, Jannaeus had correctly punished the crime of high treason by crucifixion ("Jesus 
and the Temple Scroll," 84-85). Nevertheless, again this presupposes a link between the 
Deuteronomic law and crucifixion, which on our reading is not straightforwardly apparent. 
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In this passage the military theme of the previous two passages is continued. 'His 
army' seems contextually to refer to Jannaeus the 'lion of wrath', while 'his 
lions/great ones' seems to refer to Jannaeus's counsellers, military or otherwise. The 
pesherist seems to imply that the Nahum prophecy stands witness that, though 
initially victorious, Jannaeus's celebrations will be short-lived because his throng will 
be burned in smoke and his soldiers die by the sword. Jannaeus is apparently 
considered as guilty as the priests in Jerusalem, since the pesherist explicitly links the 
wealth gathered by the latter with 'his (i.e. Jannaeus's) prey'. This will be a recurrent 
accusation against the wicked priest (below, eh. 6). Nevertheless, because of the poor 
state of the text at this stage, it is impossible to assess how Ephraim fit into this 
context. The length of the lacuna in 1. 12 does not allow for them to be the subject of 
,m:m["']. Finally, the text refers to 'his envoys', though this amounts to little more 
than a restatement ofNah. 2: 14b. 
Woe to the city of blood, utterly [treacherous, of plund]er, full. (Nah. 3:la; 
4QpNah 3-4 11:1) 
itvN l:l.,7Y'i1 rr'iMN'? n1pC,ni1 .,ft7i1i l:l.,i!:lN i.,:sJ N.,iT 1irz:7!:l 2 
,,:JC,i1n[., l:l.,Jiptv1 rvn:J:l 
Its interpretation: It is the city Ephraim, the Seekers of Smooth Things, in the end 
times, who [will] walk in treachery and [li]es. ( 4QpNah 3-4 II:2) 
Further evidence to link the Seekers of Smooth Things with the Pharisees emerges in 
the second column ofthe pesher. Here we fmd our first proper reference to 'Ephraim' 
(here identified with Nineveh) who are apparently linked with the Seekers of Smooth 
Things (1. 2). Several scholars have directly associated these two groups, but this 
seems to overplay the evidence available. The most that can be drawn from the 
reference here is that some connection is posited between the two groups. Again, it 
may be reading too much into the passage to see an implicit link between i1:>',i1 and 
i1p'?n (see above, 3.1) here through use of the verb 1'?ii 'walk'. 
The majority of col. 11 is taken up with a description of the "dominion of the Seekers 
of Smooth Things" (1. 4), which the pesherist portrays in terms ofviolence: 
i1::1::Ji01 ii1i 0101 l!:l1N rDVi C,1p1 ~1tv C,1p1 "'11~ tv17Y' N';l 
i::t!:l 11:::1:>1 C,C,n :J1i1 n.,:ln p1::11 :::11nC, i1C,l77:) rDi!:l i1ipi7:l 
Spoil will not be lacking, nor the noise of the whip, nor the noise of the rattling 
of wheels. Horses at the gallop and chariots bounding! Horsemen charging, 
<swords> aflame and spears alight - a multitude of slain and a weight of corpses. 
There is no end to the mass of bodies. They stumble over their carcasses! (Nab. 
3:1b-3; 4QpNah 3-4 II:3-4) 
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rnp~nii 9 11:7111 n~11:1r.m ~~ 111'!1~ 4 
blril:l9 :1 11FIIFI1 i:l1 9 :111:7 bl 91l :liFI blrii~ :11p7.:) 1'!117.:)9 ~~ 11'!1~ 5 
:1111 :1"~1~ =rn~~ n1~:11 
119 1l:l ~~1 b1ii9~~n ~~:::>~ fp r~1 b1ii"~~9:l 1~1~"~ ii~l'l1~ 9 il© 6 
cn7:lrD~ n~l7.:J 1~11'0:>9 ClifD:l 
Its interpretation concerns the dominion of the Seekers of Smooth Things s -
how the sword of the nations will not depart from the midst of their counsel. 
Captivity, robbery and heated strife are among them, and exile for fear of the 
enemy. And a multitude of 6 guilty corpses will fall in their days, and there will 
be no end to all of their slaughter. And, moreover, over their decaying flesh they 
will stumble on account of their guilty counsel. (3-4 II:3-6) 
Conventionally this passage further associates the Seekers of Smooth Things with the 
Pharisees as described in Josephus, since the references to bloodshed and slaughter in 
the interpretation closely resemble the reign of the Pharisees during the time of 
Alexandra Salome: 
. . . and [Salome] permitted the Pharisees to do everything; to whom she also 
ordered the multitude to be obedient. She also restored those practices which the 
Pharisees had introduced, according to the traditions of their forefathers, and 
which her father-in-law, Hyrcanus, had abrogated. So she had indeed the name of 
Regent; but the Pharisees had the authority (-eo J..lEV ouv oVOJ..l<X -cfjc; ~amA.El.ac; 
EiXEV <XU'tTJ, -ci]v oE ouvaJ..ltV oi ct>aptaa\ot); for it was they who restored such 
as had been banished, and set such as were prisoner at liberty, and to say all at 
once, they differed in nothing from lords . . . and the country was entirely at 
peace, excepting the Pharisees; for they disturbed the queen, and desired that she 
would kill those that persuaded Alexander to slay the eight hundred men; after 
which they cut the throat of one of them, Diogenes: and after him they did the 
same to several, one after another. (Ant. XIII, xvi, 2 §408-41 0) 
Several elements appear similar: (1) the reference to the 'dominion' (n'?rooo) of the 
Seekers of Smooth Things matches the depiction of Pharisaic rule in Josephus, who, 
although Salome had the name, had the authority; (2) the 'multitude of guilty corpses' 
fits the slaughter of Diogenes and his associates, especially given how Diogenes was 
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himself guilty of the crucifixion of the 80027; and (3) the gathering of the mercenary 
soldiers may be paralleled by the use ofi:t 'resident alien' in 1. 9 of the pesher. 
Schiffman rejects this reading and refers the events in col. II to the historical events 
immediately following the war with Demetrius.28 He plays down the meaning of 
rbrol:lr.l (which we have translated 'dominion'), arguing that in Qumran usage the term 
can have the sense of 'domain', similar in scope to ?11:1 'lot'. Under this reading, it is 
the Pharisees themselves who were pursued by destruction and forced to flee as a 
result of their collusion with Demetrius. It is far from clear, however, that n',rDoo 
should be understood as 'domain'. In 1 QS, for instance, the term is used in contexts 
governing time where 'rule' is the most obvious translation (c£ 1QS 11:19; X:1). 
Meanwhile, in 1 QM the author refers to the 'dominion' of the Kittim. The reference 
to n?rol:lo in the pesher, then, very likely refers to a time when the Seekers of Smooth 
Things held positions of authority which must, if the Seekers of Smooth Things are 
synonymous with the Pharisees, be during Salome's reign. 
In the latter stages of col. II (ll. 7-10) the focus shifts somewhat: 
iT.iii.:li:d ld"'i:t liidl:)l:lif ld"'!dfl'Jd .ii'?l7:d 111 li:Jit:J iT.:lii "l,jj,ji :Jjjl:) 
ii"'!:l[fO:>]:l liili~f07:.)j 
On account of the multitude of debaucheries of the prostitute, gracefully alluring, 
the mistress of sorcery, the enslaver of peoples through her debauchery and 
families through her [sorc]ery. (Nah. 3:4; 4QpNah 3-4 II:7) 
Cif9:JT:J pv'?i Cipto iii:)'?Fl:d itl.7~ bl"~i:::>~ "'l1Fll':) '?[l1 i]ii'D!d 8 
b.l"':li il1M"' nnin .ntltoi 
liili!:lrDr;)i O"'i:sJ ili",:J il Cli' Cli'i C"~:JMi::> l:l"'ifD [C]if"':J'?r.l 9 
[C"''?]toi7:li O"~i:t[::l]:J cn~v:t ii:Ji., 
CJito? l:ll1[T7.:)] i'?itl"' 10 
8 [Its] interpretation [con]cerns those who misdirect Ephraim, who, through their 
false teaching, their lying tongue and deceitful lip, lead many astray 9 - king[s], 
princes, priests and people, joined with the stranger. Cities and families will 
perish through their counsel. N[o]bles and rule[rs] 10 will fall [through the 
fero]city of their tongues ... (4QpNah 3-4 II:8-10) 
27 Cf. War I, v, 3 §113. 
28 L.H. Schiffman, "Pharisees and Sadducees in Pesher Nahum," Minhah le-Nahum: Biblical 
and Other Studies Presented to Nahum M Sarna in Honour of his 7dh Birthday, Marc 
Brettler and Michael Fishbane, eds. (JSOTSS: 154: Sheffield, 1993), 272-90, esp. 28lff. 
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Here, the focus is more upon the relationship between the Seekers of Smooth Things 
and Ephraim, rather than upon any identifiable historical event. Hence many 
commentators have ignored these lines. 29 Although the pesherist does not identify the 
group that 'misdirects Ephrairn' as the Seekers of Smooth Things, contextually this 
identification offers the best explanation of the passage. The references to 'false 
teaching' (t:lipi'D 11r.hn:::1), 'lying tongue' (t:lii.,:li::l prD',), and 'deceitful lip' (n~I'D 
i17:li7:l) in 1. 8 all support this identification, since n~I'D and prD', appear in Ps. 12:2-3 
alongside n1p',n. In the same passage, moreover, np',n is associated with 11(11'0 'lies' 
which may tie in with ' lying tongue' in the pesher (though the terminology is 
admittedly different): 
:,,:1.,~ ~~! ~~~ nip7o n~~ ,;-urTn~ tli~K ,,~J~ K1~ 
:ni','1~ MJ?JT? p~? n1p7o ~o~~-',~ ii~ii~ n,;:,~ 
They utter lies to each other; with flattering lips and a double heart they speak. 
May the LORD cut off all flattering lips, the tongue that makes great boasts. (Ps. 
12:2-3 (Heb. 3-4)) 
Finally, in lQH, 'leading astray' is directly related to the p',n root: 
]!Y.!!! they have smoothed them, and mediators of deceit [le]ad them astray, so 
that they will perish without understanding. (1 QHa XII :7; my translation) 
This appears to be paralleled in another passage from the Hodayot: 
'?1ili':J CJ1.,.,7:l.,, CJ.,J.,:J7:l t,,:::lt, m11 i1p7:l nm:::lt, 1:1~t,:J nn~ft' 
ClM:lfO~~ D::lt,nt, mJ.,:J Kt, Cll7t, MinK p!0'?1 il:::lfO 
You placed in his heart to open the fountain of knowledge for all those who 
understand, but they altered it with an uncircumcised lip and a foreign tongue, 30 
29 So Amusin does not deal with these lines in any detail in either of his studies. The only 
commentator to deal with these lines in any depth at all is Schiffman ("Pharisees and 
Sadducees," 282-83). 
30 
'Foreign tongue' (nin~ pro'?) here may suggest a possible link with Isaiah 28, the only OT 
passage where this phrase is found (nin~ pro'?:n - 28:11 ). Isa. 28 is concerned with the 
alliance of Jerusalem's leadership ('the scoffers' p~'? .,roJ~ - itself a Qurnran phrase; see 
4Qplsab II:6-7, 10) with Egypt and compares their actions with the actions of Ephraim (Israel) 
prior to her fall in 722. Here, a 'foreign tongue' is associated with the inability of Jerusalem's 
leadership to perceive the word of the LORD (28: 10, 13) which either comes across as 
drunken babbling or as a foreign language- most likely the language of the Assyrian invaders 
-in a dramatic enacting ofthe word ofthe LORD. Cf G.R. Driver, '"Another Little Drink'-
Isaiah 28:1-22". Words and Meanings. FS D.W. Thomas (University Press: Cambridge, 
so that a people without understanding will stumble in their error. (lQHa X:18-
19) 
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The subject of this passage also appears to be the Seekers of Smooth Things, since 
these are directly referred to earlier in X:15.31 lQH, then, almost certainly parallels 
4QpNah col. 11, since the Seekers of Smooth Things are the subject of both texts 
while Ephraim are paralleled by 'a people with no understanding' who, in lQH XII:7 
(above) are led astray.32 The lQH passage, indeed, derives from Hos. 4:14: 
I will not punish your daughters when they play the whore, 
nor your daughters-in-law when they commit adultery; 
for the men themselves go aside with whores, 
and sacrifice with temple prostitutes; 
thus a people without understanding comes to ruin (~:::~'?~ r:~.,-N'? t::lln). 
Although the terminology is again different, the pesherist's addition of nn:l!DO:d 'in 
their error' to this phrase may echo a similar passage in Hos. 5:5 which directly 
identifies Ephraim: 
Israel's pride testifies against him; 
(Israel and) Ephraim stumbles in his (lit. 'their') guilt (t:ml1:J ,t,rz;o::;,~ IJ''i~N,) 
Within this section of 4QpNah, then, the Seekers of Smooth Things are depicted 
leading Ephraim astray. The relationship between the two groups, then, is not as 
simple as an incautious reading ofll:2 (n1p',nn '~I'Di1i t:l'~i!JN i'~l7 N'~il 1itt1!:l) might 
suggest. The Seekers of Smooth Things, as those who lead Ephraim astray, would 
seem, rather, to represent the group's leadership, while the term 'Ephraim' itself is 
reserved for the group in its entirety, for whom the pesherist betrays a certain 
sympathy. 
1968), 47-67, esp. 62; A van Selms, "Isaiah 28:9-13: An Attempt to give a New 
Interpretation," ZAW 85 (1973), 323-39. For an overview of the arguments see Stuart Weeks, 
Ancient Israelite Wisdom (University Press: Oxford, 1994), 132-35. 
The Qumran author seems to imply something different. Here, the change in the meaning of 
"the fountain of knowledge" is deliberate ("they altered it"). The reference to the Isa. passage, 
though, may be an attempt to draw a further parallel with Ephraim (28:1-4) and perhaps with 
the p:!t', '~fD:IN in Jerusalem (28:14). 
31 
"I have turned into an ardent spirit against all the seekers of flat[tering things] ('~I'Oi,i 
[mp]'?FI)." (lQH X:15; Garcia-Martinez) 
32 It may then be possible to reconstruct tJ~i[!:>N] at the beginning of the line. 
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In 4QpNah Ill, the focus fs again on the relationship between Ephraim and the 
Seekers of Smooth Things. Here, the pesherist seemingly anticipates a time when the 
wicked deeds of the Seekers will fmd them out: 
t,,d ii9iii iiii~:d 1".flr.Jtlii 1".fl"::J[:li] ld9~iplt'l 1""l7 ".fl:dt,l'liiii 
11:)?:) jjjj9 1"~ii 
I will throw filth at you [and tre]at you with contempt and make you 
repulsive(?). And so it shall be that all who see you will shrink from you. (Nah. 
3:6-7a; 4QpNah 3-4 III:l-2) 
ldii9 rDl7rJ i'?:t" rpn .fl"in~::J itli~ nip'?nn "fOiii t,11 iirDD 3 
"~ii'D., t,,dt, ld9l7iii 
ni'?[:t]ii::Ji ldnrJI'D~ liii '?17 ldiit'tt:>i l:li~:llt1i I:IJiiV::J iJ"'::J" b!":Jii 4 
iiiiii9 ii:l:d 
t,p ,,t,Ji ldii"l7.f17:) n~ i::Jil7i ct,np 1i.flrJ ld"i~~ "~Iitl ,.,,.,., s 
"~I I'D[" ] . 
3 Its interpretation concerns the Seekers of Smooth Things, whose wicked deeds 
will be revealed to all Israel in the end time. 4 And many will discern their sin, 
and they will hate them and will consider them repulsive for the arrogance of 
their guilt. But when the glory of Judah is re[v]ealed 5 the Simple of Ephraim 
will flee from the midst of their congregation. They will forsake those who led 
them astray and join [Is]rael. (4QpNah 3-4 III:3-5) 
As in II:2, these events are placed in the 'end times', though here the events follow 
the dominion of the Seekers (II:4), already doubtless anticipated in II:6 (above, p99). 
The sense of the passage is clear. A time is coming when the true nature of the 
Seekers of Smooth Things will be made known to all Israel. At this time - linked to 
the revelation of Judah's glory (Judah here being a reference to the community 
herselr'3)- the Simple ofEphraim (no doubt the same as those led astray in II:8) will 
recognise that they have been led astray by the Seekers of Smooth Things and will 
join with Israel (Israel again a reference to the community). Amusin, here, relates the 
Simple/common people of Ephraim with the note in Josephus of how, where the 
Sadducees were supported by the wealthy, the Pharisees enjoyed the support of the 
masses: 
33 So lQpHab VIII:l-3: "Its interpretation concerns the Doers of the Law in the House of 
Judah, whom God will save from the House of Judgement on account of their sufferings, and 
because of their faith in the Teacher of Righteousness." 
The hope of the destruction of the Pharisees' communities and for the joining of 
the Qumran community by the common people who earlier "supported" those 
communities can be seen as an acceptance of the fact of broad support for the 
Pharisees and of their popularity among the masses. This fact is in full 
accordance with the vivid description of the alignment of forces of the Pharisees 
and the Sadducees which Josephus has given: "Only wealthy people were on the 
Sadducean side, but they could not attract the masses while the people were the 
allies of the Pharisees." [Ant. XIII, x, 6]34 
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Returning to the pesher (ll. 6-8), the interpreter also envisages the final destruction of 
the Seekers of Smooth Things (interpretation on Nah. 3:7): 
And they will say, 'Nineveh is devastated. Who will mourn for her? Whence 
shall! seek comforters for you?' (Nab. 3:7b; 4QpNah 3-4lll:5-6) 
"'fDiii (~17] iifli~ 6 
iil7 i~"'Ci"' ~~, ldntJ:ld iiii~Ji ldfl~l7 i:nn irD~ n1p~nn 7 
[ld"'~]n~, ~np[n n~] n111n~ 
ldfl~l7 n~ iitt 1prn., ~~ 8 
Its interpretation [concerns] the Seekers of 7 Smooth Things whose council35 will 
perish and whose assembly will be divided. Never again will they lead astray 
[the] congregation. And the Simp[le ... ] 8 will no longer support their counsel. 
(4QpNah 3-4 III:6-8) 
Finally in col. Ill, the pesherist refers for the first time to Manasseh (here understood 
as Amon to Ephraim's Nineveh): 
ld"'IN"'[:d ii:dl'Di"'LT pJldM "'Jrd "':d"'t1"'.11i1 
i"'l7]i1 "'i:l:>J iHDJld "''?[i]i:l ldii El"'l~"'iTi itl'DJ~ l:liT 1ir..lN iifD!:I 
[itl'DJ]ld n~ bl"'[prnldn 
ii"'niz:nn ld"~Oi c., n'?"'n :JI'lZK nt, :J ":tO c.,n 
iT7d~il7 l'Di:> v nnnn'?[f.:) "]ii:J::t n~"'[fl] "fDJK en iii'D[!:)] 
[fp T'Ki t:l"~i~r..li] 
"lil'D~] 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
34 Amusin, op. cit., 145. Cf. Ant. XVIII, i, 4 § 17 where the Sadducees are depicted as 
'magistrates'. 
35 blil~l7 can be translated either as 'their council' or 'their counsel' depending on the context. 
Here, the former is preferred due to the parallel in c:mo~:) 'their assembly' which 
unambiguously refers to the group. In line 8, however, the context suggests the latter 
meaning. Horgan reflects this ('council' and 'policy'), though Garcfa-Martinez and Vermes 
read 'council' in either instance. Allegro, however, is surely wrong in reading 'counsel' in 
both cases. Cf. John Worrell, "'sh: 'Counsel' or 'Council' at Qumran," VT 20 (1970), 65-74. 
"Are you better than No-Am[on36 seated by] the streams of the Nile?" (Nah. 
3:8a) <Blank> 9 Its interpretation: Amon is Manasseh and the streams are the 
gr[e]at ones of Manasseh, the honourable of the [people who surr]ound 
Ma[nasseh].37 10 "Water surrounds her whose rampart was the sea, and the water 
her walls." (Nah. 3:8b) <Blank> II Its [in]terpretation: they are her men [at 
a]rrns, her [m]ighty warrior[s].38 "Ethiopia was her strength 12 [and Egypt, no 
limit."] (Nah. 3:9a) [Its interpretation: ... ] (4QpNah 3-4 III:S-12) 
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In the original prophecy, Amon's fate was used as a proof for the ultimate destruction 
ofNineveh. The two cities, representing Egypt and Assyria respectively, were deadly 
enemies, yet Assyria had ultimately prevailed against Egypt. Here, the same thing is 
apparently recurring. If Ephraim represent the Pharisees, then it is highly likely that 
Manasseh, here, are the Sadducees, since, from the evidence of Josephus, these two 
groups are often opposed in their beliefs. 39 This is supported by the pesher' s own 
evidence which refers to "the gr[ e ]at ones of Manasseh, the honourable of the [people 
who surr ]ound Ma[ nasseh ]", doubtless an indication of the sort of support enjoyed by 
the Sadducees in Josephus, and noted by Amusin above, n. 3240• If this understanding 
is correct (Manasseh = Sadducees) then the pesherist seems to be arguing (on the 
basis of the original prophecy) that the Pharisees' (Ephraim's) fate will be the same as 
that of the Sadducees whose order, from the evidence in Josephus, they had destroyed 
and/or driven into exile, and which we have seen echoed above in col. 11 (i.e. the anti-
Sadduceean policy pursued during the reign of Salome, including the murder of 
Diogenes and his associates41 ). This understanding will be supported by the events of 
column IV. 
Column IV, then, opens with a reference to a new group, the House of Peleg (carrying 
on the interpretation ofNah. 3:9b from the previous column): 
36 pott 1J7:1 with Dupont-Sommer, Lohse, Weiss as an orthographic variant on MT pott tt:ll'.) 
(preposition min with place-name No-Amon, i.e. Thebes). Others read pott .,J7:1 where .,JI'.) is a 
poetic form of the preposition (Horgan, Garcia-Martinez, Schiffman). Others still read .,JI'.) as a 
variant of the place-name, i.e. Ni-Amon (Carmignac) 
37 Restored with Garcia-Martinez as against Horgan, Schiffman: ntt o.,[ptn7:!i1 i.,li]i1 .,i:J:::::lJ 
[iii'DJ ]!'.) 'the honoured ones of the [city who suppo ]rt M a[ nasseh].' 
38 The interpretation is followed by an ayin in the manuscript. The significance of this is 
unclear, but may be a scriptural annotation of some sort. 
39 C£ Ant. XIII, x, 6 §293. 
40 Garcia-Martinez's iii'DJ7:1 .,t,,,~ 'nobles ofManasseh' presumably has this in mind. 
41 See Am us in, op. cit., 144. 
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Put and [Libya were her help.] (Nah. 3:9b; 4QpNah 3-4 III:12) 
ni'li:m ~l7 bl"'i~:lil :b~ n"':J il['iiii"' 9JX7i'l11 blil iii'O~ 1 
Its interpretation is that it is the wicked ones [of Juda]h, the House ofPeleg, who 
have joined with Manasseh. ( 4QpNah 3-4 IV: 1) 
The first thing that should be noted is that the text is corrupted precisely where the 
House ofPeleg are identified. Here, I have reconstructed i1[i1i1'~] 'Judah' with Garcfa-
Martinez and Murphy O'Connor42 (following Stegemann). Schiffman, meanwhile, 
follows Horgan in reconstructing i1[11:7:l0] here, though he does allow the alternate 
reconstruction. Horgan, however, suggests the lacuna is too long to reconstruct i1i1iT"~ 
here, supporting her reading with the parallel 'wicked ones of E[phrairn]' in IV:5 
(below). Nevertheless, Horgan's translation - ''the wicked one[s of Manasse]h, the 
House ofPeleg, who are joined to Manasseh"- makes no sense contextually. 
The only other place where the phrase :b~ .tl'~:d 'House of Peleg!Division' emerges is 
in Damascus Document XX:22 (CD-B): 
from the House of Peleg who left the holy city (Jerusalem) and were dependent 
on God, during the period of the transgression of Israel when they defiled the 
Temple; but they (i.e. the House ofPeleg) returned to God. 43 
Here, the House of Peleg would seem to refer to the community itself, since, as 
Schiffinan points out, these "are the ones who, when transgression set in, when the 
Temple was taken over by the Hasmoneans, left and formed a sect dedicated to 
returning to God. ,,..4 On this understanding the reconstruction 'wicked ones [of 
Juda]h' in the pesher is to be preferred, thereby referring to evil members of the 
community who left to join the group termed Manasseh in the scrolls (since 'Judah' in 
the scrolls refers to the community).45 Amusin suggests instead, that the House of 
Peleg in 4QpNah refers to Aristobulus 11 who, Josephus states, was allied with the 
Sadducees, and interceded on their behalf to his mother Salome in order to bring to an 
end the purge instigated by the Pharisees on their opponents (Ant. XIII, xvi, 2; cited 
42 J. Murphy O'Connor, "The Essenes and their History," RB 81 (1974), 215-44, esp. 239-44. 
Cf. J. Licht, "mm irt?!:l', t:J"~!:lt:m bl'~l':)i," Molad 19 (1961), 455. 
43 Schiffman, "Pharisees and Sadducees," 286. 
44 Ibid., 286. 
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above, p99).46 It is difficult, however, to reconcile this with CD, which seems to 
derive from an earlier period of history. 
'?:> rDNi::l irt7~ii., n.,',,t,.,v [C:l ":JIV:J ;r::,t,]n n',i:l:J N"~n C:l 
O"~PT:J [ipnii i1"~]'?[iiJ:l t,,:>, '?ii::t iii"~ i1"~i::l:J.:J '?l7i ni~in 
She too is in exile, go[ne into captivity, Even] her children are dashed to pieces 
at the head of every way. For her honoured ones they have cast lots, and all her 
g[rea]t [ones were bound] in chains. (Nah. 3:10; 4QpNah 3-4IV:l-2) 
irli:J'?7.:) '?!:Iron irt7N pinNn fp', nro:Jo "1.7 iirt7::.> 3 
[ '?Ni]rt'"~:J 
ii:Ji"~] :Jin:J ,.,,:J~:J, i"~ii:Jl "~:Jro:J ,~t,., i!:lr,i ,.,t,,t,.,l7 ,.,ro:J 4 
Its interpretation concerns Manasseh in the end time whose reign in ls[rael] will 
weaken [ ... ] 4 His wives, his children and his infants will go into captivity; his 
warriors and his glorious ones [will perish] by the sword. (4QpNah 3-4 IV:3-4) 
In the light of the earlier references to the historical events surrounding Salome's 
reign, this section almost certainly relates to the same general time frame; here, 
referring to the purge on the Sadducees previously referred to. 'End time' (fp'? 
pinKiT) here is doubtless a synonym for the more normative bl.,r.l.,i1 n.,ii1K" in the 
scrolls (see II:2). Note particularly the reference to Manasseh as a 'ruling' party (1. 3). 
[You also will be drunk] and you will go into hiding. (Nah. 3:lla; 4QpNah IV:4-
5) 
[ CJ"~i!:l]N "~l7rt7i t,17 iifO!:) 
[ ]t,[ ] i1rt7:JO inN I:IOi~ Nl:Jn ifON 
Its interpretation concerns the wicked ones of E[phraim47 ••• ] 6 whose cup will 
come after Manasseh [ ... ]![ ... ] (4QpNah 3-4 IV:5-6) 
5 
6 
The fragmented state of this section of col. IV does not allow as full an understanding 
of these lines as we would prefer. The 'wicked ones of Ephraim' in line 5 (if the 
45 See R.I. White, "The House of Peleg in the Dead Sea Scrolls," A Tribute to Geza Vermes 
(Academic Press: Sheffield, 1990), 67-98. 
46 Amoussine, "Ephrarm et Manasse," 395. 
47 
'E[phraim]' is restored at the end ofline 5 mainly on contextual grounds, since Manasseh is 
read in line 6. There is space for two to three more words after C"iE:l]lt, but, while it is 
tempting to insert mp':mn "rDi1, here (thus identifying more closely the two groups) and 
contextually offers the best suggestion, there is no external evidence for this. 
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reconstruction is correct) almost certainly refers to the Seekers of Smooth Things, 
since as we have seen, the pesherist's attitude to the general membership of this 
group, Ephraim, is rather one of sympathy, than of hatred. It is Ephraim' s leadership, 
whom we have understood to be synonymous with the Seekers of Smooth Things, for 
whom the pesherist reserves particular vitriol. Nevertheless, this passage is important 
in that it confirms the relationship between the two groups Ephraim and Manasseh in 
the pesher (that we have largely assumed), by directly relating the two groups 
together. Moreover, when the pesherist says ''their (i.e. Ephraim's) cup will come 
after Manasseh" this seems to reflect the transfer of power from the Sadducees to the 
Pharisees during the reign of Hyrcanus intimated throughout the pesher, itself based 
on the story in Genesis 48 ofthe preferment ofEphraim over Manasseh (above, p88). 
This, then, provides our final piece of evidence. The Pharisees are termed Ephraim 
not because of any pun between bJ'lfD1i~ and b)'li!Jl't48 (though this may certainly have 
been a contributing factor) but because of the transferment feature of the Genesis 
story that the pesherist observes taking place during his own lifetime. 
Unfortunately, however, just as the pesherist appears to be reaching the crux of his 
argument, having identified all the contenders, the commentary becomes corrupt and 
only a few words may be read. The legible aspects of the interpretation refer to ''their 
enemies in the city" (i.,l7:11di1'l:J.,,~ IV:8 on Nah. 3:11b) and "[al]l the boundary of 
Israe[l]" (["]~irD., ":ll "[1:>] 4QpNah. 5 1:2), but without a context it does not seem 
sensible to attempt to offer any interpretation here. 
Conclusions 
Within 4QpNah, 'Ephraim' and the 'Seekers of Smooth Things' are consistently 
referred to the Pharisees found in Josephus, though the precise nature of the 
relationship between both the Pharisees and Ephraim, and Ephraim and the Seekers is 
not always clear. Here, we have generally referred the Seekers of Smooth Things to 
the Pharisaic leadership and Ephraim to the general membership of the group. 
Whether this distinction may always be maintained, though, is a matter of debate. It is 
clear, for instance, that Ephraim may occasionally refer to those beyond the strict 
48 As Schiffman, "Pharisees and Sadducees," 279. 
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bounds of the group itself, to the general populace who, from the evidence supplied 
by Josephus were the traditional supporters ofthe group. 
It is, of course, dangerous to place too much weight on Josephus's evidence as we 
have seen through the references to 'hanging alive on a tree' in col. I. While it is 
probable that this refers to the crucifixion of the Pharisees and their supporters by 
Jannaeus immediately following the invasion by Demetrius Ill, and fits the evidence 
of the scroll itself, there is a sense that interpretations have occasionally been 'pushed' 
in order to bring forth this application. Instead, I have shown that, through evaluation 
ofthe terminology used by the pesherist, certain OT passages can be seen to come to 
the fore which may back up the various accounts described in Josephus. These are 
especially apparent in cols. I and II where the preservation of the document is almost 
complete. 
In the later stages of the pesher, where the text deteriorates, the evidence provided in 
the first two columns enables us to identify those events described in the latter 
instances. These latter columns introduce us to Manasseh (cols. III-IV) whom we 
have identified with the Sadducees of Josephus. It is certainly true that this relies to an 
extent on the identification of Ephraim as depicting the Pharisees in some sense, 
nevertheless, the evidence supplied by the latter stages of column Ill certainly support 
what we know of the Sadducees from Josephus, that is as representing the Jerusalem 
establishment. 
In general, then, 4QpNah reflects the early-first century BC events described in 
Josephus; in particular the transposition of power and influence from the Sadducees 
under Alexander Jannaeus to the Pharisees in the time of Salome. This in itself 
reflects the prophecies ofNahum of the transfer of power from No-Amon (Thebes) to 
Nineveh, Egypt to Assyria. Nevertheless, in both instances, the real power lies with a 
third party, the LORD, who in the pesherist's time is manifested in the community 
itself (Judah). Meanwhile it is tempting to (as Amusin) see this threefold division 
(Ephraim, Manasseh and Judah) reflected in Josephus's three 'sects', Pharisees, 
Sadducees and Essenes, though this requires a greater weight of evidence than is 
currently available. 
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3.3.2 4l<QpKsaialh.c 
In 4Qplsac, 'Ephraim' and 'Seekers of Smooth Things' are found in one passage each. 
Manasseh is reconstructed in the citation oflsa. 9:20. 
Fragments 4, 5, 6+ 
fj"l~fi1 '?::J~[1fi fi 9 rl:/1 i 9 1;;)rli ll:rlrlii l'l7~d lli:rl:d ~"l::J ] 
ld:rl[fi:l] fi1~:d~ [111119 fii:llJ:d 11'Dl7 fi1~J 1::J:d~f1"'1 il79 11 "'::J:lC:d] 
~1['? 1]9FI~ '?~ rl:/ 9~ [rli~ n'?1::J~r;)::J ldl711 91191 fiN ] 
11::1[ ] .. ~1'?1 '?1~7.)fl1 ['?:r7 '?::J~,.,, :t:r7i1 po"' '?:v i1U"'1 1'?1nu"'l 
fiN [ld]"'i~K1 ld9i~~ fi[~ llrl:/:11:) 1'?::::>~19 1l71iT irli:l rtl9 N ] 
[ ]1!:l~ :Jrli [~1'? n~1r '?1::J:t lli1i1"' '?:v rro11] ,.,.,r=r., ll[toJ&l 1 
["For wickedne]ss [bums like a frre, con]suming briars [and thorns.] It kindled 
[the thickets of the forest, and they billowed upward in a col]umn of smoke. 
[Through the wrath of the LORD of H]osts [the land] is [black ]ened (?) [and the 
people are like food for the fire. N]o man [spared] his brother. [They gorged on 
the right and were hungry. They ate on] the left but are not [.]bh49 [The flesh of 
their neighbours they ate. Manasseh to] Ephraim, and Ephraim [Manass]eh. 
Together [they are against Judah. For all this] his anger [is not] turned away." 
(Isa. 9:17-20; 4Qplsac 4, 5, 6+ 1:16-21) 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
This section is the only passage in Isaiah where Ephraim and Manasseh are viewed 
together. The passage comes as the summation of the larger context of Isaiah 8-9, 
which depicts the Syro-Ephraimite alliance ranged against Judah (eighth century BC). 
As it stands, no trace of a pesher survives on this passage (largely a result of the text 
being written on papyrus rather than, as with other pesharim, on skin - only the 
leftmost portion of the text survives). The question then becomes whether there was 
ever any pesher on this section? Fr. 7, which appears to mark the beginning of col. 11 
preserves text of Isa. 10:12-13, thus the entire section 9:20b-1 0:11 is missing. In the 
editio princeps, Allegro placed fr. 7 directly above frg. 6 (which begins text of Isa. 
10: 19). On this reconstruction, however, the text of Isa. 10: 13c-19a is also omitted. 
Strugnell moved fr. 7 to allow these verses to be inserted, but, if the entire biblical 
text is to be restored, a column length of at least forty-three lines is required, which, as 
49 The pesher appears to end n:J-. This does not fit either 1 Qlsa8 1l1:Jitl lot,t,, or MT 131:Jf!i lot',, 
'and they are not satisfied' (lsa. 9: 19b ). In the editio princeps, Allegro suggests that the final 
letter has been amended (possibly from a form close to the MT) with a heavily written taw 
over the last two letters, and thus restores n:tl'!i" 'will cease'. Strugnell reads l7]::lltl" instead, 
though the latter seems unlikely on a closer reading of the evidence. I follow Horgan and 
avoid restoration. 
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Horgan points out, would be too long. Horgan's solution is to omit the text of Isa. 
10:1-11 which forms its own distinct unit, and to end col. I with Isa. 9:20 (the end of 
the chapter) perhaps followed by commentary, thereby reducing the length of the 
columns to "an acceptable thirty lines."50 This seems to me right, given the 
importance ofthe terms 'Ephraim', 'Manasseh' and 'Judah' in the scrolls. It would be 
almost inconceivable for the one text in Isaiah which brings these names together (in a 
pesher) not to be commented upon. 
It then falls to us to attempt to reconstruct what the pesherist might have said! If we 
follow the interpretation pursued in 4QpNah where Ephraim represents the Pharisees, 
Manasseh the Sadducees and Judah the community, the following situation would 
seem to emerge: These first two groups, the Pharisees and the Sadducees, fight 
amongst themselves, but are allied against the community. It is interesting to see from 
this how both Ephraim and Manasseh are enemies of the community, which, while 
implied, was never straightforwardly apparent in our study of pesher Nahum. From 
the brevity ofthe passage, though, and without any interpretative aspect whatsoever, it 
is difficult to assess whether this infighting is the same as that envisaged in 4QpNah, 
i.e. referring to the troubled political situation under Alexander Jannaeus and later 
Salome. In any case, this relies on the assumption that Ephraim = the Pharisees etc. as 
in 4QpNah, while one of the purposes of the study is to see precisely how far the 
interpretations of one pesher are valid elsewhere. It is senseless, then, to push this 
assumption beyond a conservative reading of the evidence available. 
Fragment 23 
[p:t717:7,n] n[n].:'l, n:n1t1:1 ~Nito., ro,,p n,n., i~~ i1[,1=> ~[.,=>] 3 
[1ir.)N,]n, ifr.)M"~:JN N,c,, i17.:)::>ni,:l:\ i1"~i1n Mt:>:J, ~pto[i1:1] 4 
1=> '?v :r:r1:1 '?p '?17, pc,Jn 1=> '?:s;r o,):J c,o '?11 ~.,~ N,r, s 
r1il7l "~J!:lr.:l iilN rlili':l "~JE:ll:) iMN 'l'?N ill':):J"~!:li,i ,r,p., 6 
1n 17:7N1i '?11 11n:> n7.:)nin,J ON il1 po,:~n nronn 7 bl,,., 1=>'?1 M7.:)[:>Jpn'? .,J,iN n:>n"' 1:>'? nv:ll '?v o:~:>, 8 
,r, "~:>1n '?1:> "~"'itO~ n,n., t:J~tor,) .,n,'?N N.,=> nr.l:>nni'? 9 
[For] t[hus says the [LO]RD, the Holy One of [I]srael: 'With return and r]est you 
will be saved; in quiet]ness and in trust shall be your strength.' But you would 
not have this and s[aid:] 'No! For we will flee upon horses.' For this reason you 
50 Horgan, 110. 
will flee! And 'On swift horses we will ride.' For this reason your pursuers will 
be swift. One thousand [from be]fore the threat of one. From before the threat of 
five you will flee, until you are like a flagstaff on the top of a mountain and like 
a standard on a hill. Therefore the LORD waits to be gracio[ us to y ]ou; therefore 
he rises up to be merciful to you. For the LORD is a God of justice. Blessed are 
all those who wait for him. (Isa. 30:15-18; 4Qplsac 23 11:3-9) 
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nip?nrr ["lttJii]i n111 '?11 C"~l:)"'il n.,inK? i:tin ii'D!:l 1 o 
[ ].il . . . CJ"'?I'Dii":J lfz:7~ 11 
[ ] .. [ ]i1"' Ni?i iliif1:J 12 
[ ].I'Dii? N.,:;:) :J? 13 
[f1Ni 
[ 
O"'Ji1i:> i:Jn c.,]iiil ro.,K n::>n.,:> 
] iONrJ i1iini1 
10 The interpretation of the passage about the end of days concerns the 
congregation of the S[eekers of] Smooth Things 11 who are in Jerusalem ... h ... 
[ ••• ] 12 in the Law, but not yh[ ] .. [ ... ] 13 heart, for to trample .[ ... ] 14 "As 
robb[ers] lie in wait for someone, [so a band of priests" (Hosea 6:9) ... ] l4a they 
have rejected {[the]} Law. (4Qplsac 23 11:10-14a) 
14 
14a 
The second passage from 4Qplsac is much better preserved than its counterpart above. 
Here, the first lines are almost complete, though in the fmal lines, where the majority 
of the interpretation is to be found, only the right hand portion of the scroll is extant. 
Although the text is principally a commentary on Isaiah, in line 14 there appears a 
quotation from Hosea 6:9. What is interesting about the passage is that it falls into the 
wider section Isa. 30:8-18, which as we have seen is one of the background passages 
for the title mpL;,n "'fOj,, itself: 
For they are a rebellious people, faithless children, 
children who will not hear the instruction of the LORD; 
who say to the seers, "Do not see"; 
and to the prophets, "Do not prophesy to us what is right; 
speak to us smooth things, prophesy illusions ... " m?nn~:~ 1Tn mp':m 1:J?-1i:Ji 
(Isa. 30:9-10) 
It is perhaps not surprising, then, to fmd the Seekers of Smooth Things referred to in 
the pesher to this part oflsa. 30. 
Given that Isa. 30:10 is a source-text for the title mp?nn "'f0i1i, and that this group 
reappear in the interpretation as a 'congregation', it seems likely that the Seekers of 
Smooth Things are the subject of this section of the pesher as a whole. Again, an 
eschatological reference is made, so 'the end of days' in line 10. This may hark back 
to Isa. 30:8 where the related l,imt bl,.,t, is found. Through the pesherist's continued 
use of this phrase, it may be that he is relating his present situation to that about which 
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Isaiah warned. In a sense, then, the Qumran community are living in Isaiah's last 
days. Here, the Seekers of Smooth Things are depicted in Jerusalem, line 11, which 
may refer back to Isa. 28:14 and the p~~ "~1'!:7:1~ 'the men of the Scoffer' and may 
suggest a link between these two groups. Li. 12 is too fragmentary to be of any real 
use, but line 14a, if it forms part of this section and refers to the Seekers of Smooth 
Things, has this group rejecting the Law. This would seem then to agree with 
Josephus's description of the Pharisees' legal interests, and further implies that the 
Seekers of Smooth Things may be so identified. 
It is interesting to note that the Seekers of Smooth Things are referred to as a 
'congregation' (ilit'), since this term is also used of the Seekers in 4QCat3 (below), 
and ofthe Scoffers in 4Qplsab 11:10, where, as in the present text, this congregation is 
also 'in Jerusalem' (below, p195f). The identical structure ofthe two phrases (.nit' 
b!"~~l'!:71i"~:d 11'!:7~ mp'?nil ["~ft?i1]i and bl"~'?!D1i"~:l ifll~ p~'?il "~!12:1~ .liil7) again 
suggests that these two groups are linked, if not identical. ili:t', however, is not 
uniquely used of the sect's enemies. Indeed, in many instances, including the 
pesharirn themselves, the term is used of the community itself (so 4QpPs3 , 4Qplsab, 
lQH and llQT). 
3.3.3 4QpHoseab 
In Hosea, special contempt is reserved for Ephraim, here a reference to the Northern 
Kingdom (following their fall to the Assyrians in 722). It is not surprising, then, to 
fmd several references to Ephrairn in a Hosea pesher. 
Fragment 2 
[ irt7]© i1i0 bi[:>O iiul"~ ~1'?1 
El("~i]©[~'? '?]nro:J "~:>i,j~ "~:> jiinn i"~©:> . [ 
] 
] 
[i"~©:J:di] 
1 
2 
ni:>n'? i=r., n'?ro., 1ro~ p1n~n jiii:> '?[l7 iifO© lfiilf., n"~:t'?] 3 
bl"~i©~:d 
ii[ 
"':l© irop:ti inro~["J 1ro~ i[l7 "~l:l1pn] '?[~ lf:tiro~ 1'='~ 
] 
] 
[ fJi[~iT j]r.) i"~:J!j .ii~ ',~ i["~.iiC" 
[ ]ilJF.)tQ ~i'?i iiT[ 
i~d 
iirt7© "'jjiLri'O" b!ii'?] 
] 
4 
5 
6 
7 
["Nor can he heal you]r wound." (Hos. 5:13c) [Interpreted ... ] 2 [ ... ]. the Lion 
of Wrath. "For I will be like a lio[n to E]ph[rai]m and like a young lion 3 [to the 
House of Judah." (Hos. 5:14a) Its interpretation conc]erns the last priest who will 
stretch out his hand to smite Ephraim 4 [ ••• ]dw <Blank> s [ ... "I will go, I will 
return t]o [my place unt]il they [ac]knowledge their guilt and seek my face. In 
[their] trouble 6 [they will look in earnest for me." (Hos. 5:15) Its interpretation: 
... ] God [will hid]e his face fr[om the land] 7 [ ... ]hw but they did not listen 
[ ... ] (4QpHosb 2 I:l-7) 
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This passage has much in common with 4QpNah col. I (above), not least of which is 
the reference to the Lion of Wrath (piliii i"~~:d; 1. 2). Almost certainly, then, this 
fragment relates to the same historical context as there. A new character is referred to 
here, 'the last priest' (j1ilitotil 1i11:l, l. 3), and, for the first time, 'Ephraim' appears in 
both the lemma and its interpretation. 
In 4QpNah, the Lion of Wrath was referred to Alexander Jannaeus due to the 
references to 'hanging alive on a tree', which we took to refer to Jannaeus's 
crucifixion of the 800 Pharisees following the unsuccessful invasion by Demetrius Ill. 
Here, almost certainly the reference is to the same individual, i.e. Jannaeus. Although 
the fragment does not preserve the whole ofHos. 5:13, but only the last stanza, if we 
can read back into the text the whole of 5:13 the context may become somewhat 
clearer: 
n~~~1 ,,w~-',~ c~J~~ '17~.1 ;,rrrn~ ;-r:t,;-r~! ;~7r:-n~ c~J~~ Kl~1 
:iitr? C?~ ;-rm.,-N"1 C?7 K·~'")~ ',~,~ t-6 N1:11 :d.J: l7rr',~ 
When Ephraim saw his sickness, and Judah his wound, then Ephraim went to 
Assyria, and sent to the great51 king. But he is not able to cure you or heal your 
wound. (Hos. 5: 13) 
If this entire passage refers to the same event, then Ephraim sending to Assyria may 
parallel the Pharisees sending to Demetrius for support, and the inability ''to cure you 
or heal your wound" may have been taken to emphasise Demetrius' s defeat by 
Jannaeus. In other words, the Pharisees' attempt to seek outside aid ended in failure. 
51 NRSV suggests emendation to ::11 'great'. It has been suggested that :Ji"' is a proper name, 
Jareb, perhaps underscored by its meaning 'contender' and used as an epithet of the King of 
Assyria (Cf. Jg 6:32). Meanwhile, LXX has npoc; ~am.A.ea IaptJl, and V g. et misit ad regem 
ultorem. Unfortunately, no fragments of this section ofHosea survive among the DSS, thus it 
is difficult to suggest the possible implications for the pesher. 
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Horgan suggests that ' the last priest' is on the side of the community, because 
elsewhere Ephraim is an enemy of the sect, and here the priest is an enemy of 
Ephraim. 52 The enemy of my enemy is therefore my friend. This does not necessarily 
follow when the prophetic context is read. In Hosea, the lion is an enemy to both the 
houses of Ephraim and Judah. If Judah refers to the community, as seems to be the 
case elsewhere, then the last priest is also opposed to the community itself. Horgan 
also apparently overlooks that the lion of the Hosea passage is itself related to this 
' last priest' . It is more likely that this refers to the Lion of Wrath himself: i.e. that the 
last priest and the Lion of Wrath are one and the same, Alexander Jannaeus. There is, 
though, a problem in relating the epithet ' the last priest' to Jannaeus, since he was not 
the last High Priest. He was, however, the last High Priest to be the head of state. 
After his death, the rulership of Judaea passed to Salome his wife who, being a 
woman, was excluded from being High Priest, which title passed to John Hyrcanus 11 
her son. 
Horgan does, however, relate the 'last priest' here to 'the priest' referred to in 4QpPsa 
1-10 ll: 18. Here, the wicked of Ephraim and Manasseh "will seek to lay their hands 
on the priest and on the men of his council in the time of trial that is coming upon 
them." Although we shall discuss this passage more fully in its own right below, at 
this stage there is no need to assume that the two figures are the same, as the passages 
are essentially contradictory. 
Fragments 5-6 
["What] shall [I] do with you [0 Ephraim?] What [shall I do with you 0 
Judah?"] (Hos. 6:4; 4QpHosb 5-6 1:3) 
The second passage is too fragmentary to be of any real use and as we can see, 
'Ephraim' itself has to be restored. What little that can be reconstructed of the passage 
is actual citation from Hosea itself, though it should be noted that thjs fragment 
preserves a reference to 'their teacher' (l:li1"i,7.:l, 1. 2), presumably as part of a pesher on 
the previous verse, Hos. 6:3. Whether any link was maintained between these two 
references cannot be confirmed, however. 
52 Horgan, 154. 
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Fragments 10, 26 
ld~"l©~~ niJi ldfli u~:ti:tllltZ ~n~~:t ~~:tfli~ n~:1:1 jfli:Q] ur;)i :tfli~i 1 
[~ 
i:t]ro~ ~~:~ro~ 2 
ldp~i:lil ~~l'li[:t] 3 
].:dr;) ~id 4 
]~[ ] 5 
1 and that ["they commit] a monstrosity. [In the House of Israel I have seen a 
horrible thing. Ephraim's harlotry is there.] 2 Israel {[is defiled."]} (Hos. 6:9b-
1 0) [Its] interpreta[ tion ... ] 3 the [ w] icked of the nation[ s ... ] 4 all mk. [ ... ] 5 [ ]/[ 
... ] ( 4QpHosb 10, 26 I: 1-5) 
The final reference to 'Ephraim' in 4QpHosb again rests on reconstruction of the 
biblical text (here ofHos. 6:9b-10). The degree offragmentation, moreover, precludes 
a detailed analysis of the content of the interpretation, of which only a few words can 
be read. The identity of 'the wicked of the nations' in line 3 is unclear. Normally, in 
both the DSS and the Hebrew Bible, !d"N,:l refers to 'Gentiles'. The 'wicked of the 
nations' here, then, should probably be distinguished from the 'wicked ofEphraim' in 
4QpNah. lfEphraim, here, are the same as 4QpNah, then 'the wicked ofthe nations' 
may refer to the Seleucid forces ofDemetrius Ill. Nevertheless, the available evidence 
should not allow us to push for such an identification. 
3.3.41 4QpPsalms8 
Here, 'Ephraim' is found on three occasions (once reconstructed). In two of these, 
Ephraim appears alongside Manasseh, again suggesting that a link is maintained 
between the two groups. 
Fragments 1-1 0 
:ti~d ~~~iili ill'lil7~ ~iili] i[~~:v fit:J:li ii:d:d:ti iliil~ t,l7 ~i:l 
ld~:tii[~d il:dt:J~flir;)i ii:dpi~ 
["Commit your way to the LORD and trust in] him [and He will act. He will 
make your vindication shine like the light and your justice like the no]onday." 
(Ps. 37:5-6; 4QpPs3 1-10 1:19-20) 
p~:t li[~ nil'l117~ ii~n:J ni~ ~:v 1:tro~ 
i:tFI:J b:l~t,t,,n n[ 
ld~~f'lr;)i lli~ "'~:lili[~ 
b:l[~:t]~~ i~:J nllro:t [ 
] 21 
t,~ 22 
] 23 
] 24 
21 [ <Blank> Its interpretation concerns the congregation of his chosen ones who 
carry out ... th]e bidding of 22 [God53 ••• ]t foolish ones chose 21 [ ••. ] those who 
[l]ove laxity and those who led astray 24 [ • • • ] wickedness by the hand of 
Eph[rai]m. <Blank> (4QpPs8 l-10 1:21-24) 
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This passage is interesting for the fact that it seems to contrast between the 
'congregation', i.e. the community reconstructed in line 21, and the 'foolish ones' in 
the following line. If this is correct, then we can probably reconstruct something like 
l7i::l .,:Jin[N p~i ntot n,l%717~] ,in:J c.,"',,n 'foolish ones chose [to do the bidding of] 
those who [l]ove looseness ... ' for lines 22-23 (though again in its present form the 
reconstruction is too short). 
The real question, though, concerns the relationship between 'those who love laxity 
and led astray' and 'Ephraim' in line 24. l7i!:l 'let go' 'let alone' (BDB, 828a) may be 
a euphemism for n,p"n 'smooth things'. In the OT passages we examined (above; 
3.1), mp',n was associated with lies and with a refusal to accept prophecy (see esp. 
Isa. 30:1 0). Meanwhile, l7i!:l is associated with ignoring counsel and instruction ( esp. 
Prov. 1:25; 8:33; 13:18; and 15:32) and behaving without restraint (so King Ahaz in 11 
Chron. 28:19). Although the two terms are never used in direct parallel, both l7iEl and 
mp':m do appear in Prov. 29, an important passage for our purposes inasmuch as, in 
addition to n,p"n (29:5), this passage also refers to the men of the Scoffer (.,I'OJN 
p~~; 29:8), whom we referred to in respect of Isa. 28. Proverbs 29 has as its core 
theme the righteous and the wicked and is thus especially suited to Qumran exegesis. 
'Leading astray' (-../nl7n) has already been used in conjunction with the Seekers of 
Smooth Things in 4QpNah (so 3-4 11:8; 111:7; also lQH XII:7) and thus provides 
concrete evidence for a link between the Seekers of Smooth Things and the group 
referred to here. Unfortunately, the first part of line 24 is missing, so only a partial 
understanding emerges with reference to Ephraim herself. As we have seen, the 
53 Restored in the light ofll:5 1J1~i .,10111 ,.,.,n:l nil' non 'They are the congregation of his 
chosen ones, the doers of his bidding'. The reconstruction in its present form is probably too 
short, but it is preferable to either Horgan (n[N mro11'? 11n:1 irDN bl.,J,.,:JN nil1 '?11 1irDEl] 
'[Its interpretation concerns the congregation of the poor who chose to do God]'s bidding') or 
Garcia-Martinez (n[N mro11'? C":JiJnr.m C.,J,.,:JNi1 nil' '?11 1irDEl] '[Its interpretation 
concerns the congregation of the poor who are ready to do] the ... ') since there is no evidence 
for a reference to 'the congregation of the poor' at this stage in the pesher. 
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Nahum pesherist displays a certain sympathy for Ephraim, as contrasted to the leaders 
of this group, the Seekers of Smooth Things, whom he treats with contempt. Here, 
however, 'wickedness' (m.7lf1i) is said to be 'by the hand ofEphraim' suggesting that 
Ephraim herself is now responsible. Either, then, Ephraim is here used to refer to the 
Seekers of Smooth Things on a more generic level, or, as seems more likely, Ephraim 
herself is now directly criticised and held responsible. If the latter, there seems a 
change in emphasis from earlier references which may suggest a later period in the 
community's history when attitudes had become more rigid. 
n1:1~',, p.,.:1N1 .,Jl7 '?.,!:lt, cnrap 1::>1i.,.,, c.,trroi 1nn!:l :Jin 
n:Ji::JrDn 1::1n.,n1nrop1 c::J'?:l N1:lrl t:l:lin lii "'irD., 
The wicked ones unsheathe the sword and bend their bows to bring down the 
poor and needy, and to slaughter those who walk uprightly; their sword shall 
enter their own heart, and their bows shall be broken. (Ps. 37:14-15; 4QpPsa 1-10 
11:16-17) 
.,., n1'?ra" 1rap:1., irDN nro::~r.n l:l.,iDN .,l7rDi '?11 1irD::l 18 
Cit)., '?N1 l:li1"'"l7 nN:Jn ~~~on nl7:1 1n~l7 .,rD:JN:l1 1i11:::l:J 19 
D::lrDO'? t:I.,N1:l .,~.,il' i.,:J 1Jn:J., l::l iMN1 t:Ji.,O 20 
<vacat> 21 
18 Its interpretation concerns the wicked ones of Ephraim and Manasseh who will 
seek to lay hands 19 on the priest and on the men of his council in the time of trial 
that is coming upon them. But God will deliver them 20 from their hands, and 
after, they will be given over to the hands of the ruthless ones of the nations for 
judgement. 21 <Blank> ( 4QpPsa 1-10 II: 18-21) 
We have already alluded to this pesher in connection with 4QpHosb (above, p115). As 
the Psalm is related to its interpretation, 'the wicked ones' are interpreted to refer to 
the wicked of Ephraim and Manasseh, and 'the poor and needy' and 'those who walk 
uprightly' correlate to 'the priest and the men of his council.' The pesherist is thus 
referring to the community and its enemies. 'The poor' is frequently used of the 
community, while 'uprightness' (ii'D.,) - like righteousness (pi~) - is a natural 
epithet. 
The pesherist is again apparently referring to a future event (the force of the imperfect 
11Z1p::l" in 1. 18). The wicked ofEphraim and Manasseh have not yet laid hands on the 
priest/men of his council. When this has happened, in a different period of history, the 
wicked of Ephraim and Manasseh will be delivered over to the nations, i.e. a gentile 
force. In 1 QpHab this is left in the hands of the Kittim, God's chosen instrument of 
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justice. This episode, then, differs from earlier pictures of Ephraim in 4QpNah where 
it was the Lion of Wrath (Alexander Jannaeus, a Jew) who carried out vengeance 
against the Seekers of Smooth Things (part of Ephraim). No trace remains of the 
antipathy that exists elsewhere between Ephraim and Manasseh (most notably in the 
Isaiah pesher, but also in 4QpNah), but, since in 4Qpisac 4, 5, 6+ I:21 (citing Isa. 
9:20, above) Ephraim and Manasseh are both against each other and against Judah, it 
need not necessarily follow that the two groups are not also opposed here. 
'The priest' almost certainly refers to a member of the community itself, and he is 
presumably a figure of some authority (hence 'the men of his council'). Since the 
reference here is to the future it may be that 'the priest' is a title of some kind held by 
members of the community. Other references to 'the priest' occur in CD XIII:5, 
lQpHab 11:8, lQM VII:12, lQSa 11:19 etc., and are discussed below (4.3.5; below). 
Fragment 13 
ni[:>o pr;:):Vi c:>ro np"n~ nTi":v~ irDiip:JJ i:Ji ld"~ii[i"MJ 
["~rDMii ii:Vr;:) b!"~it)Mi ilrt7J7:) "~"i ilJ":l] .," iiiir.l~ 
[G]od has promised [in his sanctuary: 'I shall exult as I divide up Shechem and] 
apportion out [the Vale ofSucc]oth. [Gilead] is mine [and Manasseh is mine and 
Ephraim is my helmet.' (Ps. 60:8-9 = 108:7-8; 4QpPs8 13 I:3-4) 
[ nnn i11t7J7:)] o:l.fo .,~ni i[l7~:t iifO::>] 5 
r 1 ,~:JPJi r 1 6 
5 [Its interpretation: Gilea ]d and the half-tribe of [Manasseh are ... ] 6 [ • • . ] and 
they gathered[ ... ] (13 I:5-6) 
Ephraim is again reconstructed here and forms only a part of the biblical text itself 
(Ps. 60:9). Meanwhile, Manasseh is reconstructed in both the lemma and the 
interpretation (since in the Hebrew Bible t>:lfo .,~n 'half-tribe' is consistently used of 
Manasseh, never ofEphraim; Num. 32:33; 34:13ff.; Dt. 3:13 etc.). Ifthe interpretation 
here follows those of 4QpNah, then Ephraim will here refer to the Pharisees and 
Manasseh to the Sadducees, though this is by no means certain. Since the next part of 
the Psalms passage (which does not survive here) refers to Judah - "Judah is my 
sceptre" - it is possible that the pesherist retains the tripartite division observed 
elsewhere between Ephrairn, Manasseh and Judah to refer to the Pharisees, Sadducees 
and the community respectively. Nevertheless, the Psalms passage also introduces a 
new group, Gilead, who reappear in the interpretation alongside Manasseh. Is it 
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possible that Gilead will here also refer to a Judaean sect? If so, then there are two 
possibilities, the Hasidim or the Zealots whom Josephus calls a fourth philosophy 
(Ant. XVIII, i, 6 §23), though the reference here is probably too early for this group 
and caution should be exercised in applying this term. The Hasidim are referred to by 
name only in I and 11 Maccabees during the war against Antiochus. 54 Even so, several 
scholars have pushed for the common origins of both the Pharisees and the 
community within this group, so a reference to the Hasidim here might be relevant. 55 
Due to the paucity of the evidence, though, any conclusions are futile. 
3.3.5 4QTestimonia 
"'iii.ili~nn:t niiint,, ~~n~ l7ilt7"' n'?:;, itD~ nl7:t 21 
iiJ:>:J:J nJTu "1.,llii .ilK iiJ.:l"' irl2K fD"'ii 'i1iK 17:)~.,, 22 
~lY"'~:J inN iii~ ro.,N nJ~i u"'rb., :J"'~"' i:=J"l1;;:Ji LJjiOJ"' 23 
i7.:)l71 i"J:>ro ~1:::>~ nnnf:)i i1:)l7'? roJp["' n]!l .ili"'i1~ i7:)il7 24 
.ilN iJ.:li i:JtQi 07:)M "'~:> iTOii"':ltD l1i"'[M~ ].0.( ] 25 
l7fl7i TilJ~ l1ifl7l7~ bl"'~ilOi iiOiii iT~ i:J.,[~"'i .iliTil i"'l7ii] 26 
iliiil.,:Ji o.,iD~:J iT"'iiil.7rDi ~~'irD"'.:l [nt;,iil ill1ii fi~:J] 27 
9 J:l:J n'?i"1:l ii:!!::Ji fi~:t n!:>iJn JrD[l1i 1 28 
p1n:11 11"'~ 11:1 ~n ~l1 bl.,o:;, bl(i J:>!dfl7i :np!7"'] 29 
c'?rt7i"(:J] 30 
21 <Blank> When Joshua finished praising and giving thanks 22 he said: "Cursed 
be the man who rebuilds this city. Upon his firstborn 23 will he found it, and upon 
his youngest son will he set its gates." (Josh. 6:26) And now, an accursed /man/ 
ofBelial 24 will arise to be a [fo]wler's sn[are] for his people, and ruin for all of 
his neighbours. And it will arise 25 [ ••• ].m.[ ... to b]e two instruments of 
violence. And they will rebuild 26 [this city and will er]ect for it a rampart and 
towers to make it a stronghold of wickedness 27 [in the land and a great evil] in 
Israel and a horrible thing in Ephraim and Judah 28 [ ••• and they will com]mit a 
godless act in the land and a great blasphemy among the sons of 29 [Jacob. And 
they will spill bl]ood like water upon the rampart of the daughter of Zion and in 
the precinct 30 <Blank> in Jerusalem. (4QTest 1:21-30) 
54 See I Mace. 2:42; 7:13; ll Mace. 14:6. Although Josephus does not refer to the group by 
name, he does refer to the incident described in I Mace. 7:13 (the betrayal of the group by 
Alcimus and Bacchides) in Ant. XII, x, 2 §396). 
55 Cf. M. Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism: Studies in their Encounter in Palestine during the 
Early Hellenistic Period, Trans. John Bowden (SCM Press: London, 1974), 175-180; E. 
Lohse, The New Testament Environment (London: 1976), 77f.; Schiirer, 2, 400; Contrast P.R. 
Davies, "Hasidim in the Maccabaean Period," JJS 28 (1977), 127-40. 
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The main theme of this text has to do with 'the accursed man ofBelial' and the 'two 
instruments of violence' (11. 23, 25).56 These will rebuild 'the city', which scholars 
generally agree refers to either Jerusalem or Jericho, and make it a stronghold of 
wickedness. The majority of commentators agree that the interpreter is here referring 
to three persons, the accursed man and his two sons 'the instruments of violence', 
since the Joshua citation itself refers to three characters in the curse. Vermes, 
however, disagrees: 
Most experts hold that the commentator, bearing in mind the biblical passage, is 
alluding to three characters: a father ('an accursed man') and his two sons. 
However, the verb 'arose' in the second sentence is in the singular, and it would 
seem correct to interpret this text as referring to two brothers only. 57 
He restores then, "And [his brother] arose [and ruled in li]es, both being instruments 
of violence" for line 25. Other scholars get around the singular verb i7.:ll71 (1. 24): 
Milik offers "And he stood forth and [made his sons] rulers (1"~J:l ',,room), and both 
ofthem became vessels ofviolence."58 Finally, Cross suggests, "and he rose to power, 
and his sons rose to power with him (1017 1'~J:l bl"~i7.)1l71) becoming instruments of 
violence," i.e. repeating the root at the beginning of line 25.59 Whichever 
reconstruction one opts for, it is clear that Vermes' concerns need not apply. 
Reference to three figures here better fits the Joshua context. 
The identity of these figures, though, is hotly debated, and several suggestions should 
be outlined: (1) Cross applies the passage to Simon the Maccabee ('the accursed 
56 Interpretations have been offered by: Allegro, "Further Messianic References," 182-87; 
Qumran Cave 4: I. (4Q158-4Q186), DJD, 5 (Oxford, 1968); Milik, Ten Years, 61-64; P.W. 
Skehan, "Two Books on Qumran Studies," CBQ 21 (1959), 74-75; 0. Betz, "Donnersohne, 
Menschenfischer und der Davidische Messias," RevQ 3 (1961), 42, n. 4; Brownlee, The 
Meaning ofthe Qumran Scrolls for the Bible (New York: Oxford, 1964), 101-104; Dupont-
Sommer, Essene Writings, 355-56; Cross, Ancient Library, 114-115, esp. n. 84; C. Newsom, 
"The 'Psalms of Joshua' from Qumran Cave 4," JJS 39 (1988), 56-73; and more recently by 
H. Eshel, "The Historical Background of the Pesher Interpreting Joshua's Curse on the 
Rebuilder of Jericho," RevQ 15 (1992), 409-20; "A Note on a Recently Published Text: The 
'Joshua Apocryphon' ," The Centrality of Jerusalem: Historical Perspectives, M. Poorthuis 
and Ch. Safrai, eds. (Kampen: Kok Pharos, 1996), 89-93; L.H. Schiffman, "Jerusalem in the 
Dead Sea Scrolls," ibid., 73-88. See also J.J. Collins, The Sceptre and the Star: The Messiahs 
ofthe Dead Sea Scrolls and Other Ancient Literature (London: Doubleday, 1995), 94f.; L.H. 
Schiffinan, Reclaiming the Dead Sea Scrolls: Their True Meaning for Judaism and 
Christianity (New York: Doubleday, 1995), 235-36. 
57 Vermes, CDSSE, 495f. 
58 Milik, Ten Years, 61-62 and n. 1. 
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man') and his older and younger sons Judas and Mattathias ('the two instruments'), 
all of whom died in the Dok fortress at Jericho (135/34 BC)- during the attempted 
coup by Ptolemy son of Abubus (I Mace. 16: 11-17). The reference to bloodshed 
which follows, he takes to refer to the attack by Antiochus VII Sidetes following 
Simon's death at Jericho; (2) Milik refers the episode to Jonathan and Simon 
Maccabaeus and their fortification of Jerusalem before Trypho's invasion in 146 BC). 
On this understanding, the 'accursed man' refers to Mattathias Maccabaeus; (3) Betz 
and Brownlee have both identified 'the accursed man' as John Hyrcanus I and 'the 
two instruments of violence' as his sons Aristobulus I and Alexander Jannaeus; (4) 
Allegro and Dupont-Sommer identify Alexander Jannaeus as 'the accursed man' and 
his sons John Hyrcanus II and Aristobulus II as the 'two instruments of violence', 
whose feuding resulted in Judaea being appropriated by Pompey the Great. 60 
The 1987-88 excavations at Jericho by E. Netzer have shown that the man who rebuilt 
that city was John Hyrcanus himself,61 and leads Hanan Eshel to identifY 'the 
accursed man' with Hyrcanus, and the 'weapons of violence' (his translation) with his 
sons Aristobulus I and Antigonus.62 Hyrcanus may have been 'accursed' because, 
while rebuilding Jericho, Antigonus murdered his brother Aristobulus I, then died 
shortly afterward (103 BC). Joshua's curse is normally understood to have been 
fulfilled by Hiel of Bethel when he rebuilt Jericho (I Kings 16:34). The Qumran 
interpreter, though, may have seen the curse as fulfilled in his own time through these 
events surrounding Hyrcanus. Hyrcanus or his son Alexander Jannaeus are the most 
likely to have been called 'ruin for all of his neighbours' (l. 24), since within this 
period of history it was these two who pursued the most aggressive foreign policies, 
almost succeeding in expanding Judaea to Davidic proportions. Both, moreover, had 
internal problems. We have already seen how Jannaeus faced rebellion by the 
Pharisees. Hyrcanus himself faced similar problems at the beginning of his reign. He 
was the only one of Simon's sons to escape the massacre at Jericho, while, following 
59 Cross, Ancient Library, 114, n. 7. 
60 Milik has rejected this argument on palaeographic evidence ( op. cit., 62, n. I). For 
references to individual scholars see above, n. 56. 
61 E. Netzer, "The Hasmonean Building Project," in A. Kasher, G. Fuks and U. Rappaport 
(eds.), Greece and Rome in Eretz-Israel (Jerusalem, 1989), 229. (Hebrew) 
62 Eshel, "The Historical Background," 415ff. 
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his escape to Jerusalem and his confirmation in the priesthood, he had to put down 
Ptolemy' s rebellion. 
Eshel notes further evidence that John Hyrcanus is here being referred to. In the 
interpretation, the phrase ro1p., n!:l 'fowler's snare' is applied to the 'accursed man'. 
This phrase derives from Hos. 9:8: 
n":l~ nrt~~ ,.,~,'l-S=t~P ~;p; n;i) ~":;l~ "::t"~rc~ c:':lf?~ ii~~ 
!1"i'i~~ 
T ".": 
The prophet is a sentinel for my God over Ephraim, yet a fowler's snare is on all 
his ways, and hostility in the house of his God. 
In both the Antiquities and the War, Josephus notes that Hyrcanus was accredited with 
the gift of prophecy. 63 It seems, then, that the Qurnran commentator is here linking 
Hyrcanus with the prophet in Hosea and the reference here to 'a sentinel for my God 
over Ephraim' almost certainly refers to Hyrcanus's attack on Sarnaria and his 
destruction of the temple on Gerizim (Ant. XIII, ix, 1 §256). It is unclear, though, 
whether the allusion here is necessarily negative to the claims ofHyrcanus's prophecy 
as Eshel supposes, 64 since Ho sea apparently views the prophet positively. Eshel is 
almost certainly right, though, in seeing the 'hostility in the house of his God' as 
referring to the death ofHyrcanus's sons following the rebuilding of Jericho. 
The description of the two sons as 'instruments/weapons of violence' (con .,'-,":l) 
deserves examination. This phrase derives from the identical description of Simeon 
and Levi, the sons ofJacob, in Gen. 49:5: 
:c t.J"I}"1~t? 07?Q "~~ C"~~ "')~1 1il1t?~ 
Simeon and Levi are brothers; weapons of violence are their swords. 
The context of this description refers to the attack led by these two on Hamor and his 
son Shechem for the latter's treatment of their sister Dinah (Gen. 34). Eshel sees in 
this reference a parallel to the conquest of Samaria by Aristobulus and Antigonus 
(based on the geographical location) and the capture and subsequent destruction of 
63 Ant. XIII, x, 7 §299-300; War I, iii, 8 §68-69. 
64 Eshel, "The Historical Background," 419. 
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Samaria itself (the city).65 In both cases, "two brothers co-operated on the capture of a 
city, while their father and other brothers were not involved."66 
How does Ephraim fit into the account? Eshel notes how in the pesharim and CD 
'Ephraim' is used as a designation of the Pharisees, and 'Judah' for members of the 
sect (as we have seen). Line 27, then, "And they will do great damage in Israel and a 
horror in Ephraim and Judah" (his translation), he supposes: 
... refers to a great injury inflicted on the Pharisees (Ephraim), and on the 
members of the sect (Judah) an injury described as great bloodshed in 
Jerusalem. 67 
This he derives from Hos. 6: 10-11 a: 
In the house oflsrael I have seen a horrible thing; Ephraim's whoredom is there, 
Israel is defiled. For you also, 0 Judah, a harvest is appointed. 
Eshel relates this to Hyrcanus's renunciation of the Pharisees, his turn to the 
Sadducees, and the ensuing sedition this caused. (Ant. XIII, x, 6 §293-298) 
Unfortunately, this assumption is a clear example of the careless intertextual 
interpretation I am trying to avoid. There is nothing in any of the rest of the 
interpretation which warrants the inclusion of the Pharisees here. Rather, reference 
here to the Pharisees serves only to confuse. Ephraim' s inclusion here is in fact 
relatively straightforward and, indeed, supports Eshel's earlier proposal. We have 
already seen how the description of 'two instruments of violence' in line 25 relates to 
the account in Gen. 49. Moreover, we have ourselves seen (above, p88) how, 
frequently in the Hebrew Bible 'Ephraim' is used euphemistically to refer to the 
Northern Kingdom, the geographical region of Samaria and Shechem, while 'Judah' 
is used in the same way to refer to the South. That 'Ephraim' and 'Judah' here are 
used in precisely the same way is indicated by line 28 when the two lines are viewed 
in parallel: so 'a great evil in Israel' is paralleled by 'a godless act in the land' and 'a 
horrible things in Ephraim and in Judah' by 'a great blasphemy among the sons of 
Jacob'. There may even be an internal chiasm in line 27 which makes the same point: 
65 Ibid., 415-16. 
66 Ibid., 416. 
67 Ibid., 416. 
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[in the land and a great evil] in Israel and a horrible thing in Ephraim and in Judah 
Judah is thus related to 'the land' and Ephraim to 'Israel'. 
I follow Eshel et al., then, in referring the incidents described here to events 
surrounding John Hyrcanus and his sons: in particular to the attack on Samaria in c. 
128 BC by Aristobulus I and his brother Antigonus. On this understanding, the 
reference to the shedding ofblood in the precinct in Jerusalem in lines 29-30 (deriving 
from Ps. 79:2-3) may refer to the murder of Antigonus by Aristobulus's soldiers at 
Strato's Tower (Ant. Xlli, xi, 2 §309). However, I fmd no evidence for the 
understanding 'Ephraim =the Pharisees'. Rather, 'Ephraim' is used euphemistically 
here to refer to Samaria and to the Hasmonean attacks against the area in the late-
second century BC. 
3.3.6 4QCatenaa 
These fragments of the Catena are in poor condition. Of this column of the text 
(which Steudel labels column 968), no complete lines survive and the width of the 
lines has to be estimated. 
:t"~iN inK., 1~ in[N irDNi 11 
irDN i[ ].7~il nip[',n]ii "~rD'Jii nil7 nnn [ vacat in',:>"~] 12 
',:tn', irop:J., 
:tin:> i[lt'K~ ]ro~ '?[ nnn]n~ron:n nnnN::~p:J[ in"~n "~to::JN] 13 
[N"~:J.]::JiT '?NpTn"' iElC:l 
[n"'inKt, i::liiT ilt'!:l] C[.,JOl70 '?1:::>:::> o,10"'1 ['?Nifl2"' n"~:J] 14 
[C]O"~t,l7 1~::1p., ifOK c.,n.,n 
I:I"'I'D::JKii "'J[ "']n:di '?"'iN l7tliii p.,i~ t:ll7i [ J 15 
'?N 1i:ll7 ii'D~ 
'?[i:>i] .. [ pin]KiT iii::l t:lifO[:l :l]" n1'?il1 ii"'[OiT ifON] 16 
[Ni]'?i Nl':lt) ifr.!iT'? ifON 
[ ... and as for what He sa]id, "Lest an enemy say 12 ['I have prevailed'." (Ps. 
13:4) <Blank>] They are the congregation ofthe Seekers of[Smooth] Things, [ 
68 Annette Steudel, Der Midrasch zur Eschatologie aus der Qumrangemeinde 
(4QMidrEschata'}: Materielle Rekonstruktion, Textbestand, Gattung und 
traditionsgeschichtliche Einordnung des durch 4Ql74 (,Florilegium") und 4Q177 (,Catena 
A") repriisentierten Werkes aus den Qumranfunden (E.J. Brill: Leiden, 1994). 
. . . ]d who seek to destroy 13 [the men of the community ... ] in their vigour and 
enmit[y ... ]l ps[... and as for wh]at is written in the Book of Ezekiel the 
pr[ophet:] 14 ["The House oflsrael] and Judah is like all the peo[p]les.'.69 (Ezek. 
25:8) [The interpretation of the matter about the last] days is that against [them] 
will rally 15 [ ... ] a just people, but the wicked, the fool and the simp[le ... ].ny 
the men who served God 16 [who have circum]cised the foreskin of the hea[rt of] 
their flesh in the la[st] generation[ ... ] .. [and al]l which belongs to them, unclean 
and n[o]. (4QCat3 7+ 11:11-16) 
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Our fmal passage refers (like 4Qplsac, above) to the 'Congregation of the Seekers of 
Smooth Things'. This follows the citation of Ps. 13:4, and appears to relate the 
congregation of the seekers to 'my enemy'. These 'seek to destroy' (1. 12), though the 
object of '?:mt, has to be restored. 'in"FI "fl1J~ is the most likely suggestion based on 
what we have seen of the Seekers elsewhere. Line 14 appears to cite part of Ezekiel 
25:8, relating this to the community (the most likely understanding of a 'just people' 
P",:ll: Cl1) in the end times who will 'rally against them'. The identity of 'the wicked, 
the fool and the simple' in line 15 is complicated by the fragmentary nature of the 
text. Nevertheless, both :mol 'wicked' and "~1i!:l 'simple' are epithets applied to 
Ephraim (see 4QpNah. 3-4 III:5; IV:5) suggesting, given the earlier reference to the 
Seekers of Smooth Things, that this group is being referred to. Whether or not ',.,,~ 
'the fool' refers to this same group, though, is unclear. 
'The men who served God who have circumcised the foreskin of their heart' derives 
from the Deuteronomic command: "Circumcise, then, the foreskin of your heart, and 
do not be stubborn any longer" (Deut. I 0: 16). Although on the face of it the reference 
in the Catena seems to point straightforwardly to members of the community, a closer 
examination of the Deuteronomic background of the phrase suggests that these are 
converts to the community who are no longer stubborn. If so, the pesherist may be 
reflecting the belief held elsewhere that Ephraim would return to the community when 
the glory of God was revealed- so 4QpNah 3-4 ill:4-5 (above, pl03). 
3.4 Conclusions 
In certain of the pesharim, then, as we have seen, 'Ephraim' refers to the Pharisees 
and their supporters, 'Seekers of Smooth Things' to the leadership of that group, and 
69 Ezek. 25:8 has t:l"m1 rather than t:l"I:):Vil. 
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'Manasseh' to the Sadducees. This is true of both 4QpNah and 4QHosb since both 
refer to the 'Lion of Wrath' or Alexander Jannaeus, the crucifixion of whose 
opponents, the Pharisees, is related in the frrst part of 4QpNah. 
Other of the pesharim rely on this identification to various degrees. So, 4Qpisac, if an 
interpretation of Isa. 9:17-20 can be reconstructed, echoes the infighting between the 
Pharisees (Ephraim) and the Sadducees (Manasseh) implied in 4QpNah. Again, in 
4QpPs3 , the enmity between Ephraim and Manasseh on the one hand and Judah on the 
other would appear to reflect a possible interpretation of Isa. 9:20 (and thus back to 
4QpNah). This admittedly slender evidence for a consistency in the terms' meaning is 
held together by the third term 'Seekers of Smooth Things'. In 4QpNah, this 
designation was strongly linked with the group 'Ephraim' (though in the exegesis of 
the passage the precise nature ofthe relationship was unclear). This understanding is, 
it seems, reflected in other texts. 'Ephraim', 'Manasseh' and the 'Seekers of Smooth 
Things' all appear in 4Qpisac, though again this relies on reconstruction of 
interpretation of Isa. 9:20. Outside of the pesharim, 'Ephraim' appears in CD, which 
also includes the expression mp~FI:l 11'1711, which we have earlier related to the title 
Seekers of Smooth Things (mp~nil "~fDI11). Ultimately, however, our reasoning 
relies on the uniqueness of the expression mp~nil "'1'17111 itself As we have shown 
(3.1, above), this term in itself points to the Pharisees as depicted in Josephus, through 
the interpretative aspects inherent in the expression (I'DII, ID~il, iip~n). It is unlikely 
that an expression with such a plethora of nuances would apply to more than one 
group. 
The same cannot be said of 'Ephraim', however. In 4QTestimonia 'Ephraim' seems 
not to refer to the Pharisees, or indeed any group at all. Rather, the reference is to the 
geographical region of Samaria and relates to the military conquests of that area by 
Hyrcanus and his sons. This understanding, we have proposed, is entirely consistent 
with OT usage, which frequently refers to the region of the Northern Kingdom in 
terms of 'Ephraim'. It is possible, then, that this understanding pervades other 
pesharim, not merely the Testimonia, particularly those, such as 4QpHosb and 
4QpPs3 , since neither text refers to the 'Seekers of Smooth Things'. This possibility is 
generally ruled out, however, not least because of my comments on (particularly) 
4QpHosb above, but also because the contexts in which 'Ephraim' is here referred to, 
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do not suggest a geographical dimension to the interpretation. Nevertheless, it is not 
possible to entirely rule out the possibility of a multiplicity of meanings for 'Ephraim' 
in the pesharim given that at least two meanings are presented in the extant portions. 
The rationale for the application for these particular epithets seems to refer back to the 
Hebrew Bible. There is no reason to repeat the arguments for the (leadership of the) 
Pharisees as the 'Seekers of Smooth Things,' as this has been adequately covered in 
3.1 above. The reasoning for the main body of the Pharisaic group as 'Ephraim' and 
the Sadducees as 'Manasseh' seems, though, to rely on the story of the two brothers in 
Genesis 48 (above, p88), which the pesherist appears to have related to his own 
timeframe. The Genesis story relates how Ephraim received Jacob's blessing over 
against Manasseh, his elder brother. Within the story this is explained as being 
because "[Ephraim] shall be greater than [Manasseh], and his offspring shall become 
a multitude of nations", an explanation which reflects the tribal prominence of 
Ephraim over Manasseh. For the pesherist this mirrors the situation whereby the 
Pharisees overtook the Sadducees in the people's support, perhaps aided through the 
similar sounding Cl"i~l't and bl"tl:ni!:l. Moreover, as we have shown, even within the 
OT there is a trend for Ephraim not always to refer to the tribal group. As such, it 
joins other such terms as Lebanon and Kittim. Manasseh, although not interpreted in 
the Hebrew Bible, enters this tradition through the proximity with 'Ephraim'. 
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4.0 lhe leacher of Righteousness 
The Teacher ofRighteousness (Heb. pi:lt(il) ili1r.l) in the scrolls is a key figure in the 
history of the community, thought to be responsible for the initial establishment of the 
community, and the events in whose life are thought to be represented in many ofthe 
texts - not simply the pesharim or CD, the only Qumran texts where the phrase 
pi~(il) ili1n is explicitly located. Perhaps somewhat surprisingly this figure is also 
known outside of the community, though this, as we shall see, may fall under the 
influence of CD, known to have a history outside of Qumran. At various times in the 
period since the discovery of the scrolls the Teacher of Righteousness (or more 
simply the Teacher) has been alleged to be responsible for authoring 1QS, lQM, 
llQT and 1QH (or portions thereof, that is to say, the key documents in any 
discussion of the sect's history. As such, the Teacher is of vital importance to a 
discussion of this nature. 
4. 1 Meaning and Translation of the Title Moreh $edeq 
The precise meaning of the phrase pi:Si1 ili,O (or pi~ ili,n in its shorter form) is a 
matter of debate, inviting several variations, including: 'Right Teacher', 'Legitimate 
Teacher', 'Teacher of Justice', 'Master of Justice', 'Righteous Teacher', and of course 
'Teacher ofRighteousness'. Nevertheless, few scholars have attempted to explore the 
meaning ofthe phrase pi~(il) ili,O itself. 
In his 1961 article, 1 Jacob Weingreen analysed the precise rendering of the Hebrew 
phrase and rejected all the above possibilities, suggesting instead that the phrase 
should simply be transliterated (i.e. as Moreh Sedeq). In particular, however, he 
rejects the implications ofthe translation 'Teacher ofRighteousness': 
I wonder, however, whether the faulty translation "Teacher of Righteousness" or 
"Righteous Teacher" has not encouraged the general practice of ascribing to him 
extraordinary, if not unique, qualities. These English words, written in capital 
1 J. Weingreen, "TheTitleMoreh Sedek," JSS6 (1961), 162-74. 
letters, have ... a conditioning effect which makes the reader prone to see in him 
messianic qualities. 2 
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iii,~, the frrst part of the Hebrew phrase, is derived from the verb i1i'\ literally 
'shoot' especially of arrows (cf. I Sam 20:36). Nevertheless, in a more developed 
sense the root comes to mean 'rain' in the sense ofrairifall: thus Ps. 84:6 (Heb. 84:7). 
,;"!,n~w~ 1~~~ ~9~0 p~l'=? ~}~i7 
:;"!iiO ;"!~l1~ ni;:,iYt:lJ 
·: •.• : - T : -
As they go through the valley of Baca they make it a place of springs; I the early 
rain also covers it with pools. 
The pre-eminent meaning for our purposes is the teaching dimension, however, 
ultimately leading of course to the noun iii,n itself. This first emerges in Exodus 4: 15 
where the Lord is instructing Moses what he should say to Aaron: 
1;"!~~-cl11 1~~-cs; ;"!~~~ ~;:,J~1 ,~~=? c~~~lrt-n~ ~7? ~1 ,~7~ ~~;li1 
:p~~l} if#~ l"l~ t:l~l"l~ ~~~};;"!, 
You shall speak to him and put the words in his mouth; and I will be with your 
mouth and with his mouth, and will teach you what you shall do 
The same sense is also found in Lev. 10: 11, where Aaron is instructed "to teach 
(ni,ii~,) the people of Israel all the statutes that the LORD has spoken to them 
through Moses." From these passages it appears as though the Moreh teaches what he 
himself has been instructed, in the sense that he passes this information on, and is 
supported by our understanding of pesher above. The Moreh is not the source of this 
knowledge, which ultimately derives from God himself. This is confrrmed in II 
Chron. 15:3: 
:;"!;in K',',, ;"!ii~ V::t:, K',',, l"l7?~ ~~6~ K','7 ',~;~~'? c~:;l'J c~~~1 
For a long time Israel was without the true God, and without a teaching priest, 
and without law. 
In this passage 'God', 'the teaching priest' and 'the law' (also -.Jiii.,) are intrinsically 
linked. It is ultimately the teacher who ensures the presence of law for Israel. I am 
also emboldened to suggest that the Law (i1i,n) be so named because it presents 
God's laws as passed down from him to his people. 
2 /bid., 174. 
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pi~, the second part of the title, has a number of translations, among them 
'righteousness', 'uprightness' etc., but there is a sense that the Greek term 
OtK:a.tocri>VT), with its Pauline connotations, has overshadowed the Hebrew term. 3 
Manifestly, the term can exhibit a number of shades of meaning, as demonstrated by 
the numerous parallelisms to pi~ in the MT, which can be divided into two basic 
groups: those with a limited ' non-moral' sense of ' right ' (as opposed to 'wrong'), and 
those with a more developed sense of'order', whether ofthe individual in terms ofhis 
right conduct, or of the universe itself 
In its most basic sense pi~ differentiates between 'right' and 'wrong' (in a 'non-
moral' sense). Thus the term is found opposite :sJI'Di in Deut. 25 :1 to indicate a legal 
decision: 
,P"'1~i11 o,~~~, ~~~rprt-'?~ ,~~~1 t:l"~~~ l":l ::1"! n~~:-"~ 
:.uw,;:r-n~ ,.u"~"'101 P"'1~m-n~ 
Suppose two persons have a dispute and enter into litigation, and the judges 
decide between them, declaring one to be in the right and the other to be in the 
wrong. 
Similarly, pi~ is several times found alongside t!::li'DO indicating the correctness (or 
not) of a legal ruling. Thus Deut. 16: 18: pi~-t!::li'DO tmi1-n~ 1t!::li'D1, which the RSV 
translates "and they shall judge the people with righteous judgement," is better 
translated "and they shall render correct (or 'true') judgement to the people." This is 
especially clear when Zech. 7:9 (1t!::li'D no~ t!::li'DO) is taken into consideration.4 
Weingreen associates this with pi~ "n:n in Ps. 4:6 (cf Deut. 33:19) which has been 
translated 'sacrifices of righteousness' but where the translation 'true/proper 
sacrifices' is clearly more appropriate, thus removing the moral dimension ofpi~.5 In 
this sense of'true' it is also appropriate at this point to note the application ofthe term 
to indicate the accuracy of weights and measures in Lev. 19:36. This sense of pi~ is 
3 Cf. J.J. Scullion, "Righteousness (OT)," ABD, 724: "The words and phrases, 
"righteousness," "justification," "he ... whose sin is covered ... to whom the Lord imputes no 
iniquity" ... evoke theological associations which must be laid aside when dealing with the 
Heb terrns sedeq-sedaqa." 
4 So Weingreen, op. cit. , 167-68. 
5 Ibid., 168-69. 
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also found in Deut. 25:15 and Ezek. 45:10 and is picked up in Job 31:6 ("let me be 
weighed in a just balance [pi~-":JT~O:J]"). 
Nevertheless, pi:ll: is also subject to a more developed sense of order. Thus, in the 
Psalms, to act in accordance with pi~ is to act in accordance with God's law. Hence, 
the priests should clothe themselves in righteousness (Ps. 132:9), and "comport 
themselves according to proper liturgical and moral order.'.6 In the same way, the 
Psalmist begs for Y ahweh to empower the King with His justice and righteousness, in 
order that [the king] may enact this order through his judgements on earth (Ps. 72:1-
2). But this concept of righteousness is also clearly two-sided. The LORD himself 
must also act in compliance with this sense of order. Thus he must uphold a sense of 
justice and make his judgements in accordance with this sense of righteousness. 
When we bring the two constituent terms together, then, we can see how the title 
pi~il ili10 can have a broad range of meanings. On the face of it, it seems 
unproblematic to read ili,O as teacher since this is consistent with the depiction of 
ill,~ in the OT. We are, though, no closer to defming pi:ll:. In form, the title may be 
either a subjective or an objective genitive, and whichever option one chooses will 
have an effect on which translation one adopts. A subjective genitive, for instance, 
might be translated 'right/righteous teacher', i.e. defming the teacher, while an 
objective genitive might be translated 'teacher of righteousness/what is right', i.e. 
defining what is taught. The latter is consistent with a normal Hebrew construct state, 
while we might expect 'the righteous teacher' to be written p"~i~il ili,~il, a form that 
is nowhere found in any of the biblical, intertestamental or rabbinic literature ( 4.2, 
below). Nevertheless, if grammatically translating 'teacher of righteousness' is better, 
clearly this does not encompass the phrase's range of meanings. Thus, there is no 
legal dimension to the phrase, even though Weingreen argued this to be the pre-
eminent meaning of the phrase. 7 Nor is there a sense of order brought about by the 
Teacher- in the sense that he 'teaches' proper conduct for people on earth, and the 
proper order by which the universe itself is governed. Nevertheless Weingreen's 
suggestion to transliterate Moreh Sedeq ultimately avoids the issue. Instead, I follow 
6 Scullion, op. cit., 729. 
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the trend and translate the phrase throughout as 'Teacher of Righteousness'. 
Nevertheless, since this offers only one dimension of the phrase, the range of 
meanings discussed should certainly be borne in mind when considering the various 
passages. Pardee sums it up best of all: 
For our part, we would like to stress the richness of the expression: the very fact 
that scholars have debated its precise meaning in the Dead Sea Scrolls for a score 
of years without coming to a concensus would seem to indicate that perhaps the 
Qurnran authors did not have precisely one of its meanings in mind when using 
it. 8 
4.2 The Moreh $edeq outside of the Pesharim 
4.2.1 Biblical Material 
As several scholars have pointed out, the precise phrase pi~ii iii1~ derives from two 
passages in the Hebrew Bible: Hosea 10:12 and Joel2:23.9 
(a) Hosea 10:12 
;,~;=t~-n~ lbiii'? n~1 i~J t:j:h ,,~J i~rr~~'? ii~p :ii?:r~~ Cl;?~ 1!7li 
:o;,~ P"':r~ ;"1}91 ~i:l~-,~ 
Sow for yourselves righteousness; reap steadfast love; break up your fallow 
ground; for it is time to seek the LORD, that he may come and rain 
righteousness upon you. 
This passage, states Flusser, is "apparently the origin of the appellation pi~ i1i1~." 10 
Here iT.,.,, 'that he may rain' derives from i1i., and thus by extension the noun 
ili1.,/i1i1~ 'early rain'. However, given the verb's more developed sense 'direct' 
'teach' 'instruct' (hence 'teacher'), the passage could be translated 'until he come and 
teach righteousness to you', as indeed in Vg and LXX: £roe; 1:ou £/dkiv yEvilJ-L<X.'ta 
8tKatOO"tNtlc; UJ.ltV. Roth even suggests a variant reading pi:l i1i17:l from which the 
7 Weingreen, op. cif. 
8 D. Pardee, "A Restudy of the Commentary on Psalm 37 from Qurnran Cave 4 (Discoveries 
in the Judaean Desert of Jordan, vol. V n° 171," RevQ 8 (1973), 163-194, esp. 186. 
9 O.R. Sellers, "A Possible Old Testament Reference to the Teacher of Righteousness," IEJ 5 
(1955), 93-95; Cecil Roth, "The Teacher of Righteousness and the Prophecy of Joel," VT 13 
(1963), 91-95. Cf. J. Weingreen, "Moreh Sedek," 162-74. 
10 Note by D. Flusser in Sellers, op. cif., 95 n. 6 
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Qumran sectarians derived 'Teacher of Righteousness ' 11 but this overlooks the 
parallel in CD VI: 10-11 : 'until there arises one who teaches righteousness (i1i1"~ 
pi~i1) at the end of days ' .12 
(b) Joel2:23 
:-Ti2"J~~ :-T)io;:y·ntt c?-7 1or~:l c?-~71'?~ :-TJ:-T~~ 1nT?iL1l ,'?~J 1;~~ ~~~, 
:1itDN,~ tliip7~1 :-T)i~ Ctp~. 0~7 iJi~1 
0 children of Zion, be glad and rejoice in the LORD your God; for he has given 
the early rain for your vindication, 13 he has poured down for you abundant rain, 
the early and the later rain, as before. 
The second passage preserves the phrase i1pi~', i111~i1-nN again from i1i.,. Although 
it bears many similarities to the title pi~i1 i111~, however, actual translation of the 
passage should not reflect this. i1i1~ appears later in the verse alongside l:lrO:l ' rain ' 
'shower' and 1znp',~ ' latter-rain' indicating that this is its primary meaning. i111~ also 
appears in this sense in Ps. 84:6 (Heb. 84:7) alongside rt~ ' spring ' . Sellers calls for 
i1pi~', to be regarded as a gloss inserted by a scribe from the same circle as those 
who produced CD (or at least familiar with their teachings).14 It is certainly true that, 
while i111~i1 may be understood in terms of its meaning ' early-rain' , i1pi~', has 
presented problems for the translators. Nevertheless, there is no text-critical evidence 
to support treating the term is a gloss, especially by one close to the Qumran 
community. Meanwhile, his argument ignores the presence of equivalent terms in 
both LXX and V g (ei~ OtKawcruv11v and iustitiae respectively). If i1pi~', were a 
gloss, it would be more likely under the influence of the Hosea passage than by 
members ofthe community. 
Conclusions 
Ultimately the context of each biblical passage indicates that a translation 'Teacher of 
Righteousness ' (or equivalent) is unwarranted. Nevertheless, it is clear that one of the 
11 Roth, op. cit., 93. 
12 Note that the corresponding passage in 4Q266 3 II (ll. 14-16) has not survived. 
13 LXX reads EOOOKEv Uf.HV 'ta ~PWf..l.O.'ta. Ei.c; OtKa.to<:nJv11v which may indicate a variant 
reading i1"'i::J(?) ' food' (so II Sam 13 :5,7,10) for MT i1i1~i1-mot. Where i1i1~ is repeated later 
in the verse, however, LXX has the parallel UE'tov np6tf..l.OV. 
14 Sellers, op. cit., 93-95. 
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passages could be translated 'Teacher ofRighteousness' while the other bears strong 
resemblance to a passage from CD. It seems likely then that the title pi:ll:ii iii1r.l is in 
some way derived from either of these passages, but whether this figure is already 
termed iii1r.l and equivalent OT passages found to support this, or whether the title is 
entirely derived from these passages, is in the end unclear. 
Excursus: The 'Teacher ofFalsehood' (ipto iii1r.l) oflsa. 9:15 and Hab. 2:18 
It has been suggested that the title pi~ii iii,r.l is inspired by the similar construction 
ipto ili1r.:l which appears in Isa. 9:15 (Heb 9:14) and Hab. 2:18. 15 Given that the term 
is occasionally contrasted with pi~ (so Psalm 52:3 [Heb. 52:5] and Prov. 12: 17), this, 
and the similarity in construction, demands that we consider this phrase as well. 
i. Isaiah 9:1516 
::;,.~·trt ~,jj 'P.W~;=r}ild ~,:1~1 w~·,ry ~,jj EJ,j~-~,ili~, 1P! 
Elders and dignitaries are the head, and prophets who teach lies are the tail 
The passage occurs in the wider context ofthe rationale behind Isaiah's condemnation 
of the Northern Kingdom, 'Ephraim'. Here the blame is placed squarely on the 
leadership, both secular ('elders and dignitaries') and religious ('prophets who teach 
lies'). One important aspect here is the link maintained between ~"':l:l 'prophet' and 
iptzn11,7:l 'teacher of lies/falsehood', since the Teacher of Righteousness himself is 
similarly imbued with prophetic capability. Nevertheless, here these are false 
prophets, since they have failed to perceive the danger surrounding Ephraim. As such, 
they are the targets oflsaiah's scorn. 
An examination of the wider Isaianic passage also reveals several matters of interest, 
since in the following verse the prophet states: 
15 Cf. H. Ringgren, The Faith of Qumran: Theology of the Dead Sea Scrolls, Expanded 
Edition (New York: Crossroad, 1995), 31-32. 
16 This passage also appears in 4Qpisac 4-7 1:8-9, but the precise expression ip!V i1i,7:l has to 
be restored, while the text where it does provide commentary on Isa. 9:11,13-16 (1:14-15) is 
almost entirely missing. Given the brevity of the commentary, however, it is unlikely (as also 
in 1 QpHab, below) that the pesherist picked up on this expression in particular in the 
accompanying lemma. 
For those who led this people led them astray, and those who were led by them 
were left in confusion. (Isa. 9: 16) 
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This is reminiscent of the terminology used of Ephraim and the Seekers of Smooth 
Things in 4QpNah above: t:r'iD~ .,:17n7:l 'rnisdirectors ofEphraim' II:8; c:npfO .,,7:l~n:J 
'through their false teaching' II:8; C.,::li ,:11n., 'lead many astray' II:8; Ci1.,:17n7:l n~ 
'those who lead them astray' III:5; and ~np[n n~ ]n,:17n~ 'lead astray the 
congregation' III:7). Moreover, as we observed there, that terminology recurs in 1 QH 
XII:7-11 17 : 
i1:J.,:J ~?:::1 ,o:J?.,, !::mJn[i1] n.,~-, .,~.,:,~, ,~:, ,p.,?nn t:l.,i ... [ ... ]... 7 
[,tot'] ~.,:J 
.,:J i1:Ji.,:JJi1:J .,:J,:Jron., ~:,, ,~:, .,(n)o~~:J .,:J t:li1.,to!7~ ??,n:J 8 
.,~-,~~ .,:~n.,.,., ~t.,:J 
1:::1,~ .,?:J? .,:l,:Jton.,, .,:~~~ ,ni:l .,!7.,,~, .,!7-, :,,:J, n:~p~ -,,::l~:J 9 
.,~.,?~ i1~i1, 
1rv~ n:Jn-,,n ,.,~n? ?!.7.,?:::1 {.,:J} .,?!7 ,~~i n.,~-, .,T,n, :Ji:J 1 o 
Vermes translates this as: 
n,p?n:J .,:J:J ?:::1 nn:~:~to 
i1:J~!7? 11 
Teachers of lies [have smoothed] Thy people [with words], 
and [false prophets] have led them astray; 
they perish without understanding 
for their works are in folly. 
For I am despised by them 
and they have no esteem for me 
that thou mayest manifest Thy might through me. 
They have banished me from my land like a bird from its nest; 
all my friends and brethren are driven far from me 
and hold me for a broken vessel. 
And they, teachers of lies and seers of falsehood, 
have schemed against me a devilish scheme, 
to exchange the Law engraved on my heart by Thee 
for the smooth things (which they speak) to Thy people. 18 
Note how the translation 'teachers of lies' for i1.,7:li .,~.,~7:l I :JT::l .,~.,~7:l (11. 7, 9-10) 
reflects the translations of ipro i1i,7:l as 'teacher of lies' in the biblical passages. 
Though Vermes does not admit it, I suspect his translation is motivated by a link 
17 Text: DSS:SE I, 166, 168. 
18 CDSSE, 263. 
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between the Hymns and the Isaiah passage, while taking into account the 4QpNah 
passages. The implications of this we shall explore below in the context of the 
pesharim themselves. 
ii. Habakkuk 2:18 
ii~~ i~~ iitp~ ~~ 1p~ :i}im i1~9~ ;,~~ i'?9~ ~:;, l.;t?~ ~.;~liiiriT~ 
o :El"~"N El~'?.,SN nitmJ'? 1"'?li 
• ' '.'! -: - T T 
What use is an idol once its maker has shaped it- a cast image, a teacher of lies? 
For its maker trusts in what has been made, though the product is only an idol 
that cannot speak! 
In the original prophecy, the reference applies to those who have placed their hopes in 
idols (of Baal etc.) rather than the LORD. As Habakkuk points out, however, the 
origin of these is ultimately secular- a workman makes them- so to put one's faith in 
them is ridiculous. The idol is here described as a 'teacher of lies' alongside i1::l07:l 
'molten image'. So Robertson: 
[a]lthough the image could not speak, it communicated a falsehood by giving the 
appearance that it had the power of a supernatural being. It thereby encouraged 
its viewers to put some trust in its striking form, to plead to this image for help in 
time of need, or to attribute unexpected prosperity to special intervention by this 
man-made shape. 19 
This passage should lead us directly to the 1 QpHab itself, since the passage is taken 
from Habakkuk itself. In the pesher, however, the reading is clearly ipro "'ir.:l which 
Brownlee translates 'fatling of falsehood' ?0 The reading could, he continues, be 
explained as an orthographic variation of the MT, though this leads him to question 
why, in the pesher immediately following, no allusion is made to this figure. 21 Rather, 
as my translation demonstrates, the pesherist has taken the MT at face value! 
~,:> ~:V i:J ii1 ilt':::l 12 
n,nnrv~, t:Ji:t ,:v~ c,i~., irv~ c.,,::li1 .,~o::~ 13 
19 Robertson, op. cit., 208. 
20 Brownlee, 209. Cf. lQpHab XII:ll. 
21 Ibid., 210. fn favour of the orthographic variant it is worth noting that i1i,~ ~1i1 'can it 
teach' is also found in Hab. 2:19, though 1 QpHab XII: 16, where the biblical text should be 
found, has to be reconstructed. C.f Horgan, 54, who is also confused as to why no mention is 
made of the so-called 'teacher of falsehood' in the commentary. Ultimately she follows Rabin 
and Carmignac, reading mar 'eh, 'appearance of falsehood'. 
The interpretation of the passage concerns all 13 the idols of the nations, which 
they have made, to serve them, and to worship 14 to them. But they will not save 
them on the Day ofJudgement. (lQpHab XII:l2-14) 
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Regardless of the pronunciation of "10, whether it favours an orthographic variant on 
the MT or whether some other, similar-sounding term is to be preferred, I fmd it 
unlikely that the same author as the one who composed the remainder of the pesher 
would have overlooked such an obvious allusion to the ip!!7 iii10, which, if we are 
correct elsewhere, has influenced the title p=r~ii iii1~. So, although the conclusion 
sits uneasy, I regard this section of the pesher (beginning at XII:10 and continuing 
through to the end ofthe text at Xlll:4) as the product of another author, one perhaps 
not as familiar with the Hebrew Bible as our 'original' pesherist. There is no obvious 
change in scribal hand at this point, so I am also required to read the entire pesher as a 
later copy. Although this is a major conclusion to reach, I believe the fmal section of 
the pesher is so radically different from the remainder of the work that I ultimately 
have no choice but to consider it a secondary addition. 
4.2.2 Qumran Material 
Outside of the pesharim, 'Teacher of Righteousness' is found in CD, and perhaps also 
in the fragmentary 4QUnid (4Q172). 
(a) Damascus Document 
Much is made ofthe appearance of the Teacher in CD, even though, as Davies points 
out, he also constitutes "something of a problem."22 The Teacher first appears in col. I 
('and [God] raised up for them a Teacher of Righteousness [pi~ iii10], in order to 
direct them in the way of his heart'; I: 11 [ =4Q266 2 I: 14 ]), where he comes as the 
culmination of the passage concerning the 390 years between Nebuchadnezzar and the 
'period of wrath', and in particular the twenty years of 'groping' immediately prior, 
and his arrival forms a turning point in the group's prospects. Many scholars have 
22 P.R. Davies, The Damascus Covenant: An Interpretation of the Damascus Document, 
JSOTSup 25 (JSOT Press: Sheffield, 1982), 17. 
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taken the chronology portrayed at face value and have crudely adopted the timeframe 
to suit the archaeological data from Qumran of the site's occupation.23 The Teacher 
has, then, almost from the outset, been associated with the community's beginnings. 
Nevertheless, this view is difficult to accommodate with the apparently future 
reference to 'the one who teaches righteousness in the end of days' (pi~il ili19 
bl9~9il f19iil~:l) in CD VI:ll, the conclusion of the 'Well Midrash' passage (see 
Frontispiece), and is further complicated by mention in the same passage of the 
'Interpreter of the Law' (ili1i1i1 !1:7i1i; VI:7[=4Q267 2 I:15]), identified as the 'staff' 
of Num. 21:18.24 There are, then, two clear questions: is (a) the Teacher of 
Righteousness the same figure as the Interpreter of the Law in the Well Midrash? And 
(b) how is the relationship (if any) between the Teacher ofRighteousness and 'the one 
who teaches righteousness in the end of days' to be understood? 
Most scholars conclude that the chronological discrepancy between the Teacher of 
Righteousness, a figure of the past, and the future 'one who teaches righteousness' 
cannot be overcome, and that either two separate individuals are described, or that the 
community believed in the Teacher's return (like Elijah) in the eschaton. This, then, 
allows the titles 'Teacher ofRighteousness' and 'Interpreter of the Law' as references 
to the same individual. Unfortunately, however, this view immediately runs into 
problems, through the lack of parallel passages supporting it. Thus, Davies rightly 
considers the suggestion 'unsatisfactory'.25 
23 Thus 390 years from 587/6 (Nebuchadnezzar's capture of Jerusalem) +20 years of 
'groping' establishes the Teacher's arrival c. 187/6 BCE. So L. Ginzberg, An Unknown 
Jewish Sect (New York: 1970); I. Rabinowitz, "A reconsideration of 'Damascus' and '390 
Years' in the 'Damascus' ('Zadokite') Fragments," JBL 73 (1954), 11-35; H.H. Rowley, "The 
390 Years of the Zadokite Work," in Melanges Bibliques rediges en l'honneur de Andre 
Robert (Paris: 1957), 341-47; 0. Schwartz, Der este Teil der Damaskusschrifte und das AT 
(Diest: 1965), 83ff.; and E. Wiesenberg, "Chronological Data in the Zadokite Fragments," VT 
5 (1955), 284-308. However, the 390 years is probably better understood as deriving from 
Ezek. 4:5, which relates the number of days the prophet lay on his side to the number of years 
oflsrael's punishment. Thus the passage is without any chronological value. C.fH. Ringgren, 
op. cit., 36-7; Davies, The Damascus Covenant, 63, 67 
24 This figure also appears in VII: 18-20 as the 'star' of Num. 24:17 who will come to 
Damascus, and in 4QFior 1 1:11 as 'the 'Branch of David' (i.,,i Fll:l~) who will arise with the 
Interpreter of the Law.' 
25 P.R. Davies, "The Teacher ofRighteousness and the 'End of Days'," RevQ 13 (1988), 313. 
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Instead, Davies proposes that the Teacher and the Interpreter are not the same 
individua~ but that the Teacher of Righteousness of the past is, paradoxically, the 
same individual referred to in the eschatological reference 'the one who teaches 
righteousness in the end of days'. The 'Well Midrash' passage, he argues, "is not 
comparing or contrasting two Teachers but assigning to a future figure the actual title 
[Teacher ofRighteousness], while denying it to the historical figure [Interpreter ofthe 
Law]."26 By dealing with the text source-critically, Davies is enabled to deal with 
these two passages (cols. I and VI) independently. The 'one who teaches 
righteousness' in col. VI is, he argues, the same individual as the Teacher of 
Righteousness everywhere else referred to in the past. In other words, 'the one who 
teaches righteousness' is a messianic title adopted by the Teacher of Righteousness, 
whose arrival inaugurates the 'end of days'. 27 Source-critically, then, col. VI should 
be dated prior to col. I, by which time this messianic title has been adopted. 
Chronologically, Davies places the Interpreter of the Law at the beginning of the 
community's foundation (described in CD VI), and the Teacher as one who arrives 
later. This, now, better fits col. I where the Teacher comes across a pre-existing 
community, those who are 'groping' in the wilderness. 
In MS B the Teacher is referred to on a further three occasions- though none of these 
passages are preserved in the 4Q fragments. The first (a) CD XIX:35-XX:l, refers to 
the 'Unique Teacher' (i"M"i1 i1i1r.:l) and seems to depict a time-frame of events 'from 
the day of the in-gathering ('l0~i1) of the Unique Teacher until there arises the 
Messiah of Aaron and from Israel.' The term reappears in the second passage (b) 
XX:l3-15: 'And from the day of the in-gathering ('l0~i1) of the Unique Teacher 
(here i"M"i1 i1i1"), until the end of all the men of war who turned back with the Man 
ofLies (::lT:>i! 10"~), there shall be about forty years.' 28 Provided we can identify the 
pi:!!:i1 i1i1r.:l with the i"n"il il'i1"/r.:l here (which is by no means certain), the key issue 
concerns the precise meaning of 'l0~il. The majority of scholars, Davies included, 
26 Ibid., 314. 
27 Ibid., 315. 
28 Continuing with the chronology derived from Ezek. 4 (the 390 years above, n23, & col. 1), 
the forty years probably refers to the number of years punishment on the house of Judah 
(Ezek. 4:6). The Man of Falsehood, here, seems to be a leading member of the community, an 
aspect that will be picked up below. 
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suppose that some reference is here made to the Teacher's death. By contrast, 
Wacholder has argued that the biblical and Qumranic evidence argues against such a 
translation of "')0~. Instead, he suggests that the reference is to the institution of the 
community by the Teacher.29 Both these readings can without difficulty be made to fit 
the Teacher's role, earlier observed, of inaugurating the eschaton. Finally (c) the 
Teacher is referred to again in the latter lines of col. XX, at both 11. 28 and 32, as n=w~ 
and pi~ii iii11:) respectively; where, in both instances, the 'men of the community 
(i"'n"ii "lt'JN; l. 32) are enjoined to heed the Teacher's voice. Both Stegemann and 
Murphy-O'Connor read the reference to ili17.:) in the first instance as referring to God 
himself Nevertheless, as Davies has pointed out, the reference to pi~i1 11110 in l. 32 
makes this suggestion improbable.30 Moreover, we might add, none of the background 
evidence ever directly relates iii17.:) to God himself 
The Teacher of Righteousness in CD, then, is either (a) a figure of the past who is 
scheduled to reappear in the future, or (b) a figure previously anticipated, but now 
recognised as referring to the current leader of the community. In either instance, 
however, this figure will (depending on the meaning of "')O~ii) inaugurate a new 
period ofhistory, perhaps even the eschaton itself. 
(b) 4QpUnid (4Q172) 
A very fragmentary reference to the [pi~]il iii17:l 'Teacher of [Righteousness'] may 
be preserved in 4QpUnid Fr. 7 I:1 (although the text could also read i"n"i1 ili17:l; cf 
CD XX:l,14). As we have seen (above, p1), Horgan numbers this text among the 
pesharim. However, since there is no evidence beyond a general similarity between 
the two fragments, this fragment is excluded from discussion of references to the 
Teacher of Righteousness in the pesharim proper. In any case, the passage is too 
fragmentary to be of any real value. 
29 Ben Zion Wacholder, "Does Qumran record the death of the Moreh? The meaning of 
he'aseph in Damascus Covenant XIX, 35, XX, 14," RevQ 13 (1988), 323-330. Although I 
share the majority view that ~r]OKi1 refers to the Teacher's death I translate the term with 
Wacho1der as 'in-gathering' (over e.g. Davies's et a/ 'gathering in') since this better preserves 
this ambiguity. 
30 Davies, The Damascus Covenant, 195. 
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Excursus: The Moreh in 1 QH? 
Although the precise title pi~il ill17:) is not found in 1 QH, the semi-autobiographical 
nature ofthe text -through the volume ofreferences to 'I'- has led many scholars to 
seek allusions to the Teacher therein. 3 1 One of the most compelling references comes 
in col. XVI[VIII] :4-end which Jeremias believes to have been composed by the 
Teacher himself, 32 and which depicts the author as a life-giving source of water in the 
desert, a green oasis. Water forms an important pmi ofthe imagery in ll. 4-15, but the 
parallel with the root meaning of ill" as 'pour out [rain]' (above, 4.1) is made explicit 
in ll. 16-17, which are worth quoting in full : 
CJ""n CJ"r.> :sJI::Jr.>l [ ... ] '?1~'? cro:l iTil"~ "::l::J iTrl7::)rl7 ""~ iTrl~l 16 
n1n::J'? :::1 i~" ~'?1 
r~'? Cl"r.>"'?i Cl"i':> [ ... '?]l7 ~Dirll '?n:J'? l"iT"I lfD"i':>" ~', CJ"7::)fDiT 17 
[ip]n 
16 But you my God, you have placed in my mouth as it were an early rain for all 
[ ... ] spring of living water; 17 the skies wi ll not fai l to open, they will not stop, 
but wi ll become a torrent overflowing in[ to .. . ] of water and into the seas, 
without e[nd.] (1QH3 XV1: 16- l7; Garcia-Martinez) 
As the highlighting shows the key root ill" is here found in a context where the 
meaning unquestionably refers to water, but, if this section of the Hodayot is 
autobiographical of the Teacher as Jeremias claimed, then the link between ill" as 
' pour out' and the title pi~il ill17:) pursued above is hard to avoid. Meanwhile, the 
overall imagery of a life-giving source of water in the desert exactly befits the 
Teacher 's role in the wilderness community at Qurnran. 
31 See most recently Michael C. Douglas, "The Teacher Hy mn hypothesis rev isited: New data 
for an old crux," DSD 6 ( 1999), 239-66. For a list of those scholars who have associated 1 QH 
with the Teacher see Douglas, 240, n. 5. 
32 Jeremias, Der Lehrer, 171 f. 
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4.2.3 Rabbinic Material 
The Moreh Sedeq is not confined to the DSS and Hebrew Bible, however. Instead, as 
several scholars have pointed out, 'Teacher of Righteousness (pi:s ili10) and 'one 
who teaches righteousness' {pi~ ii'i1"'1) are found in several medieval texts,33 while 
even today the phrase can designate a practising Rabbi. 34 
Chief among the medieval references is the Midrash on Psalms 102:17 which refers to 
the lack of a 'priestly teacher of righteousness': 
"Another interpretation of He will turn to the prayer of the destitute (Ps. 102:17) 
[is this]: Rabbi Isaac said, 'With reference to the generations, they said that they 
had no prophet, no priestly teacher of righteousness (p,~ ili,l:l lil~ K'?,), and 
no temple which would atone for them. Only one prayer was left for them which 
they pray on New Year's Day and on the Day of Atonement. "35 
Evidently this picks up on 11 Chron. 15:13 ("Many days for Israel there will be no true 
God, no priestly teacher [ili10 'fiT~ Kt,1], and no Torah") but crucially maintains a 
link with 4QpPsa Ill: 15 (below) where the phrase 'the priest, the teacher of 
[righteousness]' ([pi:S]il il'i10 1in:lii) is found. Buchanan comments that the 
rabbinic passage "suggest[ s] that the priestly teacher of righteousness was the 
approved high priest who could obtain atonement if the temple were standing and he 
were free to officiate. "36 While this is possible, closer inspection shows that it is the 
Temple that atones, rather than the 'priestly teacher of righteousness', thus 
Buchanan's larger conclusion that 'Teacher of Righteousness' was a title applied to a 
succession of priests is unsupported. 
Rather, other medieval passages suggest precisely that the Teacher of Righteousness 
was a specific individual awaited; he is an eschatological figure, though apparently 
33 C.f G.W. Buchanan, "The Priestly Teacher of Righteousness," RevQ 6 (1969), 553-558; 
"The Office of Teacher ofRighteousness," RevQ 9 (1978), 241-43; J.P. Siegel, "Two further 
Medieval References to the Teacher of Righteousness," RevQ 9 (1977), 437-40; Marc 
Bregman, "Another Reference to 'a Teacher of Righteousness' in Midrashic Literature," 
RevQ 10 (1979), 97-100. Others have proposed references to the Teacher in other texts, but 
without success. Cf. Chaim Rabin, "The 'Teacher of Righteousness in the 'Testaments of the 
Twelve Patriarchs'," JJS 13 (1952), 127-28; Ceslaus Spicq, "Une allusion au docteur de 
justice dans Matthieu 23:10?" RB 66 (1959), 387-96. 
34 Weingreen, op. cit., 166. 
35 Text: Buchanan, "Priestly Teacher." 
36 Buchanan, "Priestly Teacher," 554. 
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distinguished from (and greater than) the Messiah himself. Thus in the account of the 
Messiah at Isfahan referred to in a twelfth century letter, the 'Messiah' refuses to 
answer three of the fifteen questions asked (so as to establish his identity) because the 
answers were not told to him: 
... and I cannot interpret them, until he comes and teaches righteousness. 37 
This suggestion of the revelation of things hitherto unknown occurs in other texts, 
though in at least one text, the Midrash on the Torah, he is assigned the task of 
executing "justice and truth in the building up of Jerusalem."38 
Conclusions 
The value ofthese Rabbinic accounts is unclear. In particular, the degree of influence 
of CD, known outside of Qumran, is impossible to calculate, and leaves open the 
possibility that the title derives merely from the Qumran sources rather than 
independent usage. Certainly a conclusion as important as that of Buchanan (that the 
title applies to the High Priest in Jerusalem) has to be questioned. If the texts do have 
an independent existence we can perhaps suggest that the title 'Teacher of 
Righteousness' is a Messianic epithet, since this reflects the medieval usage. Even this 
conclusion cannot be substantiated, however. The most we can say with any degree of 
certainty is that the title is evidenced in medieval Rabbinic literature, apparently in a 
Messianic light. 
4.3 The Moreh $edeq in the Pesharim 
Within the pesharim, the title pi~i! i!i17.:1 appears in six texts, again predominantly in 
lQpHab, but also in lQpMic (once), 4Qplsac (once), 4QpPsa (three times), and 
4QpPsb (twice). The title is also commonly reconstructed in 4Qplsae. 
37 Cf. Buchanan, "Office," 242. 
38 Cf. Bregman, op. cit., 97-100. Bregman attempts (unconvincingly) to argue that the absence 
of the definite article ~n the title 'Teacher of Righteousness' here implies that the phrase is "a 
more general messianic epithet derived from WYWRH SDQ (Hos. 10:12)" (p. 100), but this 
does not concur with the picture painted by the Isfahan account which depicts a specific 
individual. 
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4.3.11QpHabakkuk 
Just under half of the references to the Teacher of Righteousness in the pesharim may 
be found in 1 QpHab, which thus becomes - rightly or wrongly - one of our most 
important documents for researching this figure. These references can be broadly 
broken down into three groups: (a) those where the Teacher appears alongside the 
Man of Lies (the same figure as in CD); (b) those where he is connected with the 
Wicked Priest (l7f0iil 1i11:J); and (c) those where the Teacher appears on his own. 
(a) The Teacher of Righteousness and the Man ofFalsehood (:lr::Jil tO"~) 
These references probably constitute the first three references in 1QpHab: 1:13, II:2 
and V:10. I say "probably" because there is a recent debate as to whether to 
reconstruct ::lT:m rl.'"~ or :t'fOiil ji11:l 'Wicked Priest' in col. I. We shall return to this 
below. Meanwhile, in cols. I-II, the reference is clear (interpreting Hab. 1 :5): 
o::>.,~.,::1 ',171::l '-,17~ ~.,:::J 1i1r.m 1i17:lni11 1tl"~:Jil1 !d9 1:A1:d ,~...,] 
-,~,0., [~.,:J 1:J"~?:l~n ~,'-, 
[Look, 0 traitors,39 and see! Be astonished! Be astounded! For a work is being 
done in your days that you would not believe though] it was foretold. (Hab. l :5; 
lQpHab I:I6-II:l) 
rl,'"l~ l:ll7 CJ"Ij)l:Ji1 [',li' I ::I ii1 it?~ 
~.,~?:l npi~il i111~ ["~i:J i:J 1:J"~?:l~i1] ~,'-, .,::> ::1 T:Ji1 2 
"~ 3 
[ ... The interpretation of the passage concerns] the traitors with the Man of 2 
Falsehood for [they did] not [maintain faith40 in the words of] the Teacher of 
Righteousness 41 (which proceeded) from the mouth of 3 God. (1 QpHab 11: 1-3) 
The lengthy commentary (which extends to II: 1 0) revolves around the threefold 
repetition of l:l"iJ1::1 'traitors' and the j?:l~ 'believe' root in II:1, 3 & 5 (partially 
reconstructed) and II:2 (reconstructed), 4 and 6 respectively. Both terms pick up 
39 Cl.,iJ1::J is here restored over CI.,1J::J 'nations' due to the repetition of the same term in the 
body of the commentary. 
40 I restore 1J.,7:ll'tii with most translators since there is a threefold repetition of both this root 
and the expression Cl.,i:l1::J, both terms drawn directly from the prophecy itself. The precise 
wording may have been another form of the root l7:ll't, however. 
41 
'Teacher of Righteousness' here translates i1pi~n i1i17:l rather than pi~i1 i1i17:l. The variant 
spelling may be a scribal error, but is more likely deliberate given the interlinear i1. this was 
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words from Hab. 1:5 and are separately introduced by ['?t' i:Jiil iltl~] 1. 1, '?t~ 1. 3 
and ['?t~] i:Jiil itm:l 1=>, in 1. 5. Dupont-Sommer thus identifies three groups of 
traitors: (1) the traitors with the Man of Falsehood who did not believe the words of 
the Teacher; (2) the traitors to the new covenant who were not faithful to the covenant 
of God (11. 3-4); and (3) the traitors of the last days who will not believe the Priest 
when they hear what will happen to them (11. 5-9).42 This first group is contemporary 
with the Teacher; the second are enemies of the congregation following the death of 
the Teacher, perhaps in the time of the pesherist himself; while the third are a future 
group.43 
The Teacher is, as we have seen, connected with the Man ofFalsehood in CD XX:13-
15. There, the text refers to 'the Men of War who turned back (ifD~ il~r6on "~I'D:J~ 
1:JfD) with the Man of Falsehood' - though here it is the 'Unique Teacher' (ili,O 
i"~Fl'liJ) rather than the Teacher of Righteousness himself. These 'Men of War' seem 
to be the same group as the 'Men of the Scoffer' (p~'?il "~fD:lllt) referred to earlier in 
the column. These also 'turned back' (,::112:7) for: 
io~r.n pi~ii 9 prr t,lJ iil7irl ii:ti 
: iitl.iiFrii Fl9 i:t ~iiii p1V7Yi fi~:t i7.)9 p ifli~ i1::l7.:)~i n 9i:t:t 
. . . they spoke heresy against the ordinances of righteousness and rejected 12 the 
covenant and bond which they affirmed in the land of Damascus <that is the new 
covenant>. (CD XX:ll-12; Davies) 
11 
12 
Much of this resonates with what is said of the traitors in 1 QpHab. Like the Men of 
War, they are associated with the Man of Falsehood, but if the Men of War can also 
be identified with the Men of the Scoffer, then we have a powerful argument for 
questioning Dupont-Sommer's proposal, since it is his second group of 'traitors' who 
are charged with not being faithful to the covenant but profaning his holy name 
(lQpHab II:3-4)- parallels to 'rejecting the covenant' and 'speaking abomination' 
respectively. 
probably a later insertion to emphasise that the itpi~ iTi,O was the same person as the iTi10 
F'i~iT. The reason for the initial spelling is unclear. 
42 Dupont-Sommer, "Le 'Commentaire' ," 53, §7. 
43 Silberman, op. cit., 336; Brownlee, 55; and Horgan, 24 among others. 
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Dupont-Sommer's argument is also called into question when the third group of 
traitors are referred to: 
~ Fl9ill~~ b19 il[i:JFr ~~] i:l iii ifl1~ ldi 5 
~ij97:)~"1 ~i~ ifl1~ Fl"~[i:JFr "~]91~ Fff:)Ff bi9 7:)9 Ff 6 
"1~7:) liiii~Fr iiiFr [~~ Fli~]:JFr ~id Fl~ bl~f:)ifl1:l 7 
~i:> [Fl~] iifl1~~ Ff[f:)dll i:l~]d ~~ llij ifl1~ lFfi:JFr 8 
b)"l~"':Jjif i9i:l~ "'j:Jj 9 
5 And so <Blank> the interpretation of the passage [concerns the tra]itors at the 
end of 6 days. They are the viol[ators of the coven]ant who will not believe 7 
when they hear all that is c[oming on] the last generation from the mouth of 8 the 
priest in [whose heart] God gave [wisd]om44 to interpret all [the] 9 words of his 
servants, the prophets. (1 QpHab II:5-9) 
Not only are both groups two and three accused of (in some sense) negating the 
covenant- suggesting that the two may in fact be synonymous- but the description 
of 'the Priest' here bears a strong resemblance to the picture of the Teacher of 
Righteousness later in the pesher: 
Fl~ ~~ i~9iiFr j(O~ pi~Fr Friif.) ~:t' iifl1~ 4 
b)"'~:Jjif i"~i::l:t' "'j:Jj 9 ii ~id 5 
Its interpretation concerns the Teacher of Righteousness to whom God made 
known 5 all {the} mysteries of his servants, the prophets. (lQpHab VII:4-5) 
Note in particular the link between i11V~~ and "Ti in the passages concerned and our 
comments on the Danielic origins of if/1~ (above, pp13f.). Moreover, 'the Priest' is 
more intrinsically linked with the Teacher in 4QpPs8 111:15 (and Midrash on Psalms, 
above p143). The upshot of all this, then, seems to be that the same group of 'traitors' 
is referred to three times, no doubt to emphasise the major impact the break-up 
inaugurated by the Man of Falsehood had for those who stayed faithful to the Teacher. 
Both the 'traitors' and the 'Man of Falsehood' seem, then, to have been members of 
the community, but that at some stage in its history, there was a breakdown in 
relations between the groups resulting in a schism. 
44 Following Rabinowitz, who emphasises the link between Ti and irrJ!:l and Daniel, to whom 
was imparted 'wisdom'. Other reconstructions are: ii[i:!1i! l1n]::J 'in the midst of the 
congregation' (Elliger, Garcia-Martinez, van der Woude); i1[,1i1" n":I]:J 'in the House of 
Judah' (Dupont-Sommer); Brownlee's early reconstruction il[i1r.ll;l l;l~i!D" ":1]::1 'to the sons 
of Israel as Teacher' (Brownlee, "The Jerusalem Habakkuk Scroll," 9), later abandoned in 
favour ofil[:l":l 1:JI;l]::~ 'in his heart insight' (Horgan). 
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The conflict between the Teacher and the Man of Falsehood is further referred to in 
col. V (here interpreting Hab. 1:13b): 
Why, 0 Traitors, will you look on, and keep silent, while a wicked one swallows 
up one more righteous than himself? (Hab. l:l3b; lQpHab V:8-9) 
bl1~flid~ .li"':l ~l7 1ifli~ 9 
pi~ii iii1~ .i1Fr:d1.ii:l 1~jj irli~ bl.ii~l7 "'fli:l~1 10 
.ii~ CJ~~ jfli~ d i:dii fli"'~ ~l7 1ii1iil7 ~,~, 11 
bl[.il~]l7 ",:::> 11n:1 i1i1.1iii 12 
. . . Its interpretation concerns the House of Absalom 10 and the men of their 
counsel, who were silent at the rebuke ofthe Teacher of Righteousness 11 and did 
not aid him against the Man of Falsehood <Blank> who rejected the 12 Law in 
the midst of their whole co[ngregati]on. (lQpHab V:9-12) 
If the same conflict is here alluded to - rather than merely being part of an ongoing 
struggle - then several elements are here added. First the dispute is now publicly 
located 'in the midst of their whole congregation', but second, and more importantly, 
has witnesses, the House of Absalom, while fmally the nature of the dispute is 
clarified: the Man of Falsehood 'rejected the Law'. Straightaway this ties in with the 
rejection of the covenant by the Men of the Scoffer in CD XX further suggestive of a 
link - even though 'rejection of the Law' and 'rejection of the covenant' are not 
precise parallels. 
As in the first account, the pesherist picks up on the reference to 'traitors' (t:l"il1:J) in 
the prophecy, but while we might expect the same interpretation to follow through 
(i.e. identification with the followers of the Man of Falsehood), an ambiguity in the 
Biblical passage makes such identification problematic. Hab. 1: 13b (in the MT) reads: 
Essentially this means: (1) "Why do you look on traitors, and are silent when the 
wicked one swallows up one more righteous than he?" reading t:l.,il,:J as the direct 
object of D.,:dn. The pesherist, however, adopts the plural form 1t:1"':di1 which can lead 
to translation (2) "Why, 0 Traitors, will you look on, and are silent when the wicked 
one swallows up one more righteous than he?", i.e. t:l"'il,:l as a vocative. Horgan 
regards the 1QpHab form as an error since f!J.,iF!Fii is singular (as in the MT). 
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Brownlee, meanwhile, sees the change in number as indicating "the expostulation 
from one addressed to God to one addressed to a human party."45 Hence he applies 
the 'traitors' to the House of Absalom.46 I do not agree with Brownlee, however, that 
it is so clear that the 'traitors' are so straightforwardly the House of Absalom since 
this also requires the a priori assumption that the House of Absalom- as 'traitors' -
are linked with the Man of Falsehood. Instead, I suggest that the pesherist plays on the 
ambiguity of Ha b. 1 : 13 b - including the ambiguity in number between the pes her and 
the MT, whether to a singular or plural number- that, on the one hand, the 'traitors' 
are the object of 1U":Jr1 which then refers to the 'traitors with the Man of Falsehood', 
while at the same time, as Brownlee and Silberman point out, the House of Absalom 
are themselves 'traitors' due to their inaction: "Why do you look on, 0 Traitors?" In 
other words, they may as well be grouped among the Teacher's enemies. 
But who are the House of Absalom? The debate here ultimately centres on whether 
'Absalom' is a historical or metaphorical reference. The historical identification has 
been dealt with in two early articles.47 In particular, Freedman has argued that the 
House of Absalom were an important family in the Maccabeean period, alluded to in 
the books of Maccabees, and who appear to have held important positions during the 
Maccabaean revolt.48 Given the context, however, that is in a text where actual names 
are scant, but sobriquets paramount, it is more likely that c,',ro::n~ n":J is another 
'cipher' for a group, similar (in structure at least) to the :b!:l n":J 'House of 
Division' .49 
45 Brownlee, 92. 
46 Cf. Silberman, op. cit. 342: "This passage is a clear example of the commentator's 
exegetical methods. The t:l',,l1:J of the text are explained as specifically referring to n.,:J 
t:l1"1Z7:J~." 
47 D.N. Freedman, "The 'House of Absalom' in the Habakkuk Scroll" BASOR 114 (1949), 11-
12; P. Winter, "Two Non-allegorical expressions in the Dead Sea Scrolls," PEQ91 (1959), 
38-39, 42. . 
48 I Mace. 11 :70; 13:11; Il Mace. 11:17. The first two are paralleled in Ant. XIII, v, 7 § 161 
and vi, 4 §202. Freedman also notes a reference to Absalom the son of Hyrcanus, who was 
taken prisoner by Pompey during the capture of the Temple in 63 BCE, though this is less 
relevant here. 
49 CD XX:22; 4QpNah 3-4 IV:l. Cf. chapter two, above. The cryptic significance of this title 
is at least assured. 
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If the reference is indeed cryptic, a parallel is likely to be found in the stories of 
Absalom in (predominantly) II Sam. 13-18, and especially in the account of the Rape 
of Tamar in eh. 13 and Absalom's role therein. Indeed Teicher proposes a linguistic 
link between rD"'iF!Ii1 (MT rtl"'iF!fi) in Hab. 1:13 and "'rD9 iilii in II Sam. 13:20, both 
words deriving from lt'iFI 'be silent'. 50 In the narrative, Absalom comes across Tarnar, 
his sister, in the aftermath of the rape, but rather than taking immediate action, tells 
her to keep quiet and return to his house. So Callaway: 
In this story, Absalom is characterized as one who remains silent, when he 
should have acted. This is precisely the transgression of Absalom in V,8-12. 2 
Sam 13.20-18.18 depicts Absalom not only as the silent one, but clearly as a 
traitor to his father. Thus the House of Absalom in lQpHab V,lO provides a 
concrete, symbolic example of the traitors mentioned in the quotation of Hab. 
1.13b.51 
The latter is a better suggestion. A potential problem with Teicher's proposal is that 
9fD"~iF!ii is not specifically used of Absalom himself, but rather of Tamar. Instead, 
Absalom's silence is assumed. Nevertheless his treason against his father David is 
broadly comparable to the House of Absalom, who might have been expected to 
speak out in defence (or support) of the Teacher, but instead maintained an element of 
neutrality. Again this also ties in with their designation as 'traitors'. 
As we have suggested, the rationale for the conflict between the Teacher and the Man 
ofFalsehood is here given as the latter's rejection ofthe Law (V:11-12). Rather than a 
total rejection of the Law, however, I suggest that this implies rejection of particular 
legal rulings, perhaps questions such as those raised in 4QMMT - ritual purification, 
calendar (cf. lQpHab IX:2-8) etc. This conflict is located publicly, "in the midst of 
(their) whole '[ .. ]m." (El[ .. ]~-'?1:;, 11r1:1). The middle two letters in the fmal word are 
difficult to read. Brownlee originally restored Id"~!'.:)~ 'peoples' 52, but as Talmon has 
indicated, the fmal Id seems to indicate a possessive pronoun, hence the insertion of 
'their' in any translation.53 Moreover, it is possible to make out the 'kick' of a fi 
immediately to the bottom right of the c. Accordingly, most scholars reconstruct 
50 J.L. Teicher, "The Habakkuk Scroll," JJS 5 (1954), 57. Teicher is wrong, though, to press a 
link between the pesher and the New Testament. 51 Callaway, op. cif., 151. 
52 Brownlee, "The Jerusalem Habakkuk Scroll," 11. 
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either l:lil~l7 'their council' (so Elliger, Dupont-Sommer and Horgan) or blilil7 'their 
congregation' (Burrows, Brownlee [Midrash Pesher], Carmignac, Jeremias and 
Vermes et al.). Whether one restores t:lil~l7 or blnil7, the dispute appears to take place 
in public- before the House of Absalom and the 'men of their council/counsel' at the 
very least. 
The 'rebuke of the Teacher of Righteousness' (pi~ii i1i1~ nn:nn::J.; l. 1 0) is 
ambiguous. iif1:l1ii can have a number of meanings; including 'rebuke', 'correction', 
'reproof, 'punishment', 'chastisement', 'argument', 'impeachment' and 'chiding'. 
Nevertheless, the context does not help since pi~i1 i1i1~ nn~1n:J itself also has a 
number of meanings. It may refer to: (1) the rebuke by the Teacher of the Man of 
Falsehood; (2) the rebuke ofthe Teacher by the Man ofFalsehood; or (3) the rebuke 
of the House of Absalom by the Teacher. A fourth possibility, the rebuke of the 
Teacher by the House of Absalom is ruled out by the reference to their 'silence'. 54 
Brownlee prefers ( 1 ), since nn::l1n is normally used (in the MT) of the rebuke by the 
righteous of the wicked. Horgan, Vermes, Carmignac and Elliger, meanwhile, all 
believe that the reference is to (2) the rebuke ofthe Teacher by the Man of Falsehood. 
No scholar, to my knowledge interprets the passage with reference to (3) the rebuke of 
the House of Absalom. The debate, then, ultimately centres on whether the phrase is a 
subjective or objective genitive. 
The nn::l1n root also appears in Hab. 2:1, in relation to the prophet's stand on the 
watchtower: 
~:l-1:::li~-;m ni~,', il~~~J ,;~~-',lJ i!:::l~,n~, niblJ~ ~n,~!Li~-',lJ 
· ·· -· - · - • , -, ··;,r,Fi~in·:.sli ·:::l~~~ · il~~, 
. : - - · T T 
[ will stand at my watchpost, and station myself on the rampart; I will keep 
watch to see what he will say to me, and what he will answer55 concerning my 
complaint. 
"3 
' S. Talmon, "Notes on the Habakkuk Scroll," VT 1 (1951), 35. 
54 Hence in my translation I retain the word 'of to highlight the ambiguity. Cf. Brownlee, 93. 
55 The MT form :J.,!Dl't 'I will answer' has here been amended by the NRSV translator for :J.,!D., 
'he will answer' in line with the Peshitta (though both the LXX and Vg. follow the first 
person reading). A lacuna in 1 QpHab VI: 14, where this verse is found, does not allow us to 
support either reading. Brownlee (107-108) prefers the emendation because of the 
"parallelism with both the preceding and following clauses," a reference to the third person 
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Here the 'rebuke' or 'complaint' is that of Habakkuk himself, not God, and thus 
probably of the Teacher, who in the pesher following, is compared and contrasted 
with the prophet (VII: 1-5, see below). It makes sense then that, in the current passage, 
the 'rebuke' is that ofthe Teacher ofhis opponent, the Man of Falsehood. 
If correct, then an important link may be made between the Man of Falsehood and the 
Seekers of Smooth Things who lead many astray (see above, pp100f, 10856), since 
Prov. 10:17 links iin~m with iil7i'1: 
:;'1~!1~ nr}~in :l~il11 ,9,~ ,~;w o~~o? n}~ 
Whoever heeds instruction is on the path to life, but one who rejects a rebuke 
goes astray. 
A fuller examination of the Man of Falsehood will be undertaken in the next chapter, 
in an attempt to frrm up this provisional link. 
When all this is taken into consideration, then, the pes her of Ha b. 1: 13 b portrays a 
public dispute between the Teacher of Righteousness (p.,i~) and the Man of 
Falsehood (l7fl7i) concerning the correct interpretation of at least some aspects of the 
Law. The Teacher rebukes the Man of Falsehood for the position he takes, but is 
unsupported by the apparently influential House of Absalom and is, in the words of 
the prophet 'swallowed up' (l7',:J). Precisely how this swallowing up is understood, 
however, is as yet unrelated. 
Excursus: The House of Absalom and John Hyrcanus 
Both Brownlee57 and Barthelemy58 have posited that this incident reflects one already 
known from Josephus (Ant. XIII, x, 5 §288-296), which occurs during a feast 
forms i:Ji.,, and ii:)K.,, (Hab. 2:1, 2 respectively). The emendation also allows a better 
translation and sense for the verse and is to be preferred. 
56 We have already proposed a link between the 'Seekers of Smooth Things' (mp~ni1 .,rt.?i1i) 
and the 'men of the Scoffer' (j1~~ .,lt'JK) on the basis of the recurrence of this phrase in Isa. 
28. Given the link proposed between the 'men of the scoffer' and the Man of Falsehood in 
CD, a powerful link may also be made between the Man of Falsehood and his supporters, the 
men of the Scoffer and the Seekers of Smooth Things. The precise relationship between these 
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organised by Hyrcanus and at which both the Pharisees and Sadducees were present. 
Hyrcanus has boasted that he wishes to be a righteous man, and that if he is observed 
causing any offence, he should be corrected. With the exception of Eleazar, all at the 
meal attested to his being virtuous; 
... but still there was one of his guests there, whose name was Eleazar, a man of 
an ill temper, and delighting in seditious practices. This man said, "Since thou 
desirest to know the truth, if thou wilt be righteous in earnest, lay down the high 
priesthood and content thyself with the civil government of the people." And 
when he desired to know for what cause he ought to lay down the high 
priesthood, the other replied, "We have heard it from old men, that thy mother 
had been a captive under the reign of Antiochus Epiphanes." This story was 
false, and Hyrcanus was provoked against him; and all the Pharisees had a very 
great indignation against him. (Ant. XIII, x, 5 §§290-292) 
The conclusion of the story results in Hyrcanus's change of patronage from the 
Pharisees to the Sadducees, since the Pharisees' method of punishment was 
considered overly lenient. Brownlee thus identifies the Teacher with Eleazar, the Man 
of Falsehood with John Hyrcanus, and the House of Absalom as the Pharisees, since 
none of their membership supported the Teacher/Eleazar when he made this 
accusation against Hyrcanus. Evidently some of the Pharisees were outspoken in their 
criticism ofEleazar, since Josephus relates that they were 'indignant', but it need not 
follow that all were outspoken. Some may therefore have been 'silent'. Finally, the 
rejection of the Law in the pesher may be explained by Hyrcanus' s illegal acquisition 
of the high priesthood since the issue of his mother's slavery would have 
automatically disqualified him from the priesthood.59 
A similar incident is recorded in the Talmud, though here Alexander Jannaeus is the 
ruler, Judah son ofGedidiah his accuser, and Eleazar son ofPo'irah the Sadduceean 
spokesman: 
Now there was a man there, frivolous, evil-hearted and worthless, named Eleazar 
son of Po'irah, who said to King Jannai, '0 King Jannai, the hearts of the 
groups is of course rather more complicated, but I suspect that a basic link between the groups 
may at this stage be entertained. 
57 W.H. Brownlee, "The Historical Allusions of the Dead Sea Habakkuk Midrash," BASOR 
126 (1952), 10-19; Midrash Pesher, 95-98. 
58 D. Barthelemy, "Notes en marge de publications recentes sur les manuscrits de Qumran," 
RB 59 (1952), 187-218, esp. 213ff. 
59 This argument is based on the rites prescribing the holiness of Priests in Lev. 21. Cf. b. 
Kiddushin 77 a/b. 
Pharisees are against thee.' 'Then what shall I do?' 'test them by the plate 
between thine eyes.' So he tested them by the plate between his eyes. Now an 
elder, named Judah son of Gedidiah, was present there. Said he to King Jannai, 
'0 King Jannai! let the royal crown suffice thee, and leave the priestly crown to 
the seed of Aaron." (For it was rumoured that his mother had been taken captive 
in Modi' im.) Accordingly, the charge was investigated, but not sustained, and 
the Sages of Israel departed in anger. Then said Eleazar b. Po'irah to King 
Jannai: '0 King Jannai! That is the law even for the most humble man in Israel, 
and thou, a King and a High Priest, shall that be thy law [too]!' ... Straightaway, 
the evil burst forth through Eleazar son of Po' irah, all the Sages of Israel were 
massacred, and the world was desolate until Simeon b. Shetah came and restored 
the Torah to its pristine [glory]. 60 
The table below shows up this inconsistency over identity: 
Ruler 
Offender 
Sadducee 
Ant. XIII 
John Hyrcanus 
Eleazar 
Jonathan61 
b. Kiddushin 66a 
AJexanderJannaeus 
Judah b. Gedidiah 
Eleazar b. Po' irah 
Figure 2: A comparison of Ant. XIII with b. Kiddushin 66a 
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Both Brownlee and Barthelemy62 assume that Rabbinic tradition is correct as to the 
identity of the offender/rebuker, but that Josephus has confused the Sadducceean 
opponent ('Jonathan') with the offender (Eleazar). Meanwhile, Brownlee also 
assumes that Rabbinic tradition has confused John Hyrcanus with Alexander Jannaeus 
('King Jannai').63 He thus proposes a link between the Teacher/Judah b. Gedidiah and 
Judah the Essene referred to in both the War and the Antiquities,64 as well as with the 
Simple/House of Judah in the pesharim themselves. 65 No evidence supports this, 
however, beyond a change in name, itself dubious. 
60 b. Kiddushin 66a. Transl. I. Epstein, Seder Nashim, The Babylonian Talmud (London: 
Soncino Press, 1936). 
61 Ant. XIII, x, 6 §§293, 295. 
62 Barthelemy, "Notes," 214. 
63 Brown lee, 97. 
64 War I, iii, 5 §§ 78-80; Ant. XIII, xi, 2 §§ 311-313. Josephus relates how this man foretold 
the death of Antigonus at Strato's Tower on a particular day. But when he sees Antigonus in 
Jerusalem on that day, many miles from Strato's Tower (near Caesarea Maritima), declares 
that it is better for him to die now, as he in danger of being labelled a false prophet. As it turns 
out, however, the very same day Antigonus is murdered by his brother's soldiers in Jerusalem 
in a place also known as Strato's Tower. Thus Judah's prophecy comes true. 
65 So lQpHab XII:3-5: " ... for 'Lebanon' is the Council of the Community and the 'beasts' are 
the Simple of Judah, the Doers of the Law ... " Cf. Brownlee, 97, 204-205. 
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There are clear problems within Kiddushin itself, moreover. Most importantly, the 
text omits the nature of the punishment suggested by the Pharisees, though this is 
crucial to the group's downfall in both episodes. Hence the statement by Eleazar to 
Jannai in the Rabbinic account that the Pharisees have merely proposed the penalty 
for bringing a false claim against an ordinary citizen, not the King himself. Josephus's 
account, where the Sadducee exploits the Pharisees' tendency towards leniency for 
political ends, is thus used to bolster the Rabbinic account. Also, in Kiddushin Eleazar 
is a troublemaker, though as we have seen, in Josephus he is the Sadduceean 
opponent. The Talmud depicts the Pharisees being set up by Eleazar, while in the 
Antiquities the troublemaker requires no such motivation. Instead, Jonathan's (the 
Sadducee' s) interference arises only after Eleazar has made his outburst! When all 
this is borne in mind, it is difficult to concur with Brownlee that the Rabbinic account 
is more reliable than that in Josephus, especially if, as he also argues, the Talmudic 
author has confused Jannaeus with Hyrcanus.66 
These differences, then, make it difficult to identifY the 'House of Absalom' incident 
in the pesher with the dispute between Eleazar/Judah and Hyrcanus/Jannaeus in 
Josephus/Rabbinic tradition. In addition, the pesher (supported by CD) suggests that 
the Man of Falsehood was himself a former member of the community. While one 
could say that the reference is to Hyrcanus's (or Jannaeus's) support of the Pharisees 
prior to this event rather than any internal political structure, this conclusion is 
premature. The evidence available, especially given the problems of the authenticity 
of the account, does not then allow us to correlate these two incidents. 
In at least two passages in lQpHab, then, the Teacher appears alongside the Man of 
Falsehood, and in both cases these figures are set in opposition, apparently as leaders 
of respective groups within the community. The passage thus supports CD XX that 
the Man ofFalsehood was a member of the community. In the first instance, a general 
66 The confusion between Hyrcanus and Jannaeus may be explained by Jannaeus's 
documented hostility towards the Pharisees in Josephus (Cf. the 800 crucified: Ant. XIII, xiv, 
2 §380; War I, v, 2-3 §110 ff.). The Rabbinic author may be attempting to correlate these 
accounts and make some rationale for the Pharisees' opposition to Jannaeus in the war with 
Demetrius. 
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opposition is described, while in the second a particular occasion 1s seemingly 
referred to, though it is difficult to tie this down to a particular historical circumstance 
such as the Eleazar/Hyrcanus incident. The Man of Falsehood appears to have been a 
member of the community who left during a schism - supposedly due to varying 
interpretations of Torah- but since these texts are composed in the Teacher's favour 
it is of course possible that it was he who was forced to leave. The latter is perhaps the 
meaning of his 'swallowing up' (11'?:1) by the Man ofFalsehood. 
(b) The Teacher ofRighteousness and the Wicked Priest (l7rt1iil li11~) 
At least two references to the Teacher ofRighteousness in lQpHab link him with the 
Wicked Priest (l7toifl 1iT1~): V:9-10 and IX:4-5. These are not the only references to 
the Wicked Priest in 1 QpHab, as chapter 6 will demonstrate, but they are among the 
most important. Elsewhere, the Teacher appears alongside the Wicked Priest only in 
4QpPsa 1+ IV:8 (below). As we shall see, in all three of these instances the Wicked 
Priest is set in opposition to the Teacher, and many scholars have suggested that their 
confrontation may have ended in the wounding, if not death, of the Teacher. As such, 
these passages are of vital importance . 
... because of human bloodshed, and violence to the earth, to cities and a[l]l /who 
live/ in them. (Hab. 2:8b; IQpHab IX:8) 
i1iio pil7:J irDM l7fD[i]i1 1i1i:::>n '?l7 iifDE> 9 
in1Jl7', i":J"iM ['1]"~:J '?M i:Jn:l in~l7 "rDJMi p1~n 10 
l7"fDiil ifD[M] ii:Jl7:l tv~:l "~iiiO:J n'?:::1'? l7:lJ:J 11 
ii"n:J '?l7 12 
Its interpretation concerns the Wi[ck]ed Priest whom, for an offence against the 
Teacher of 10 Righteousness and the men of his council, God gave (him) into the 
ha[nds] of his enemies to afflict him 11 with wounds (and) to swallow him up67 
with a bitterness of soul, [f]or having acted wickedly 12 against His elect. 
(lQpHab IX:9-12) 
67 This reading follows Brownlee's n'?:::~'? (from li'?:J) as against n'?:>'? 'for destruction' 
favoured by many scholars, including Elliger, Horgan and more recently Garcia-Martinez. 
The 'kick' on the upper horizontal of the letter is consonant with other beths in the 
manuscript. 
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In fact, this passage has more to do with the Wicked Priest than the Teacher of 
Righteousness, especially in terms of his punishment, hence it will be more fully 
explored in a succeeding chapter. However, we can make some preliminary points. 
The offence against the Teacher and the community ('the men of his council/counsel') 
itself is undefmed, since 11111 is a vague term for any kind of 'iniquity'. 68 Brownlee 
suggests that some kind of 'bloodletting' is referred to (i.e. that of the Teacher), 
though he distinguishes this account from that in lQpHab XII (on Hab. 2:17, which 
repeats the prophecy) which is explicitly limited to Jerusalem (XII:?) and is, in any 
case, not specifically applied to the community. Even if bloodletting is referred to, 
this need not mean, as Brownlee points out, that the Teacher was himself killed, but 
"it naturally suggests that some of those associated with him were killed and that he 
himself may have suffered wounds, if not death, as a result of this bloodletting."69 
Again this is a difficult conclusion to reach, since the 'wounds' (l7l:l:d; IX:ll) allude 
to the Wicked Priest rather than the Teacher. Moreover, Dl:l need not necessarily refer 
to the stroke inflicted by one man on another, but may also apply to the mark of a 
disease, for instance leprosy. 70 Nevertheless, by relating this description to a passage 
in the Hymns, Brownlee's argument for 'bloodletting' becomes rather stronger: 
in=r cnn~ i:non irli~ p9:J~ rli!:)J [if]Fl"'i~ 32 
n:>n=ri:Jl7 ',v li~rD~ 33 
Y[ou] have redeemed the soul ofthe poor man whom they planned to destroy 33 
by spilling {his blood} because he served You. (lQH X:32-33) 
The 'poor man' (11"'::1~) here refers no doubt to the Teacher himselC1 Brownlee also 
links this passage to the 'gathering-in' (~O~i1) of the Teacher in CD and suggests that 
both passages may refer to the Teacher's 'martyrdom'. 72 Obviously if the Teacher was 
himself author of the Hodayot as many have suggested, then the reference there, 
should it allude to the Teacher, cannot refer to his death! Meanwhile, in CD there is 
no hint of any violence, nor is it certain that the references there are not to the 
68 Cf. BDB, 730b-731. 
69 Brownlee, 155. 
7
° Cf. BDB, 619b. This will be more fully discussed in a following chapter. 
71 
'The poor' (bi"J,"::JK) is also a designation for the community. Cf. lQpHab XII:6, 10. 
72 Brownlee, 155. 
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beginning of the Teacher's leadership over the community rather than to the end of 
his period of office (whether by natural or other means). 
Although the nature of the Wicked Priest's offence against the Teacher is undefmed, 
nevertheless, it makes sense to link the passage with 4QpPsa 1-10 IV:7-10 (below) 
and more immediately to the Day of Atonement episode also referred to in 1 QpHab. 
Interpreting Hab. 2:15: 
~~ ld:Jii p;n~ i;:)lt? ~~ 1nnn FT!JC?d iii.,l7i npra~ .,,n 
blil91~ircl 
Woe to the one who makes his neighbour drink, pouring out to him his wrath, 
even strong drink, to make him gaze on their festivals. 73 (Hab. 2:15; 1QpHab 
XI:2-3) 
iiV~ l7lt?iii lii,;:)i1 ~l7 ,irtJ::l 4 
Ol7:J:J ,l'~:J~ p=r~iT iliin iiT~ ~~~ 5 
nn,:J?:) il7,7.:) fp:!i ,n,~l n.,:J~ 1nnn 6 
bll'~:l~ l:lil 9~~ l79 ::liil bl"~ii::l:Jil [dj"' 7 
tdnn,:>n n:~ra en~ o,.,:J CJ~"IV:J~, 8 
4 <Blank> Its interpretation concerns the Wicked Priest who 5 pursued the 
Teacher of Righteousness in order to swallow him up through the vexation of 6 
his wrath at the house of his exile. 74 (It was) at the time of the rest 7 on the Day 
of Atonement that he manifested himself to them, to swallow them up 8 and to 
make them stumble on the Day of Fasting, the Sabbath of their rest. ( 1 QpHab 
XI:4-8) 
lfthis is the 'offence' referred to in the previous passage, then it is interesting to note 
that it is now placed both chronologically ('on the Day of Atonement') and 
geographically Cat the house of his exile'). Dupont-Sommer's suggestion that the Day 
of Atonement reference here alluded to Pompey's capture of Jerusalem has rightly 
73 As against MT Oi1"~i1l71:) 'their nakedness'; cf. V g 'nuditatem'. MT makes better contextual 
sense- 'to gaze on their nakedness' - and the pesherist seems to pick up on both readings in 
the commentary. As a whole the pesher relates an incident on the Day of Atonement feast 
day, but the fact that the Wicked Priest is accused of 'manifesting himself to them' (i:Jii.,t,~ 
l7"~::11ii) seems to reflect the MT account. 
74 The precise translation of n.,:J~ was originally disputed. Nevertheless, a parallel passage in 
the Beth Mashko document from Wadi Murrabba'at indicates that n.,:J~ is a contracted form 
of n"~:l t,~. Cf. P. Benoit, J.T. Milik, and R. de Vaux, Les grottes de Murabba 'at, DJD II 
(Clarendon: Oxford, 1961 ), 156, No. 42, I. 4. The expression probably refers to Qumran itself. 
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been discarded.75 Instead, the reference is now applied to a change in calendar.76 If 
the designation 'Wicked Priest' (llfDiil 'Jil1:d) refers to the High Priest as many 
believe (and which will be explored in chapter six), then his presence is required in 
Jerusalem on the feast day for the ritual aspects of the celebration. Thus, for the 
Wicked Priest to be present on the Day of Atonement 'at the house of his (i.e. the 
Teacher's) exile', the calendar under which he operated must have been different to 
that of the community: probably the luni-solar as opposed to the solar calendar.77 
Talmon further understands this to be reinforced by the reference to 'the Sabbath of 
their rest' (blnFnJO n:lf11; l. 8), thus emphasising the exclusive nature of the festival. 78 
He also suggests that the Wicked Priest's purpose in appearing at the sect's place of 
refuge was to disrupt the Sectarians' Day of Atonement, perhaps because a rival 
celebration might have been conceived as a threat to his religious authority. Thus 
Talmon: 
Their keeping of a separate Y om Kippurim, as a vindication of a separate 
calendar, was a direct negation of [the Wicked Priest's] authority and a 
dangerous precedent which had to be stifled by any means. 79 
The precise nature of the conflict is difficult to assess. That the Wicked Priest is said 
to have 'pursued after' (iil~ ~ii; 1. 5) the Teacher of Righteousness would suggest 
75 Cf. Dupont-Sommer, "Le Commentaire," 129-171, esp. 168-169. For criticism see 
especially M.B. Dagut, "The Habakkuk Scroll and Pompey's capture of Jerusalem," Biblica 
32 (1951), 542-548; and S. Talmon, "Yom Hakkippurim in the Habakkuk Scroll," Biblica 32 
(1951), 549-563. 
76 Particularly Talmon, "Yom Hakkipurim"; "The Calendar Reckoning of the Sect from the 
Judaean Desert," Aspects of the Dead Sea Scrolls, Scripta Hierosolymitana, IV (1965), 162-
199 
n The solar calendar, consisting of 364 days, is evidenced in Jubilees and in Astronomical 
Enoch (1 En. 72-82), which presents a process of 'intercalation' between the solar and lunar 
calendars to bring the two into line. Jubilees, by contrast, condemns the lunar calendar, which 
consists of 354 days divided into 12 lunar months, each month averaging 29.53 days. The 
difference between the two systems is very important since, whereas under the solar system a 
particular day for a festival remains the same (since 364 is exactly divisible by 7), this is not 
the case with the lunar calendar where the day is constantly changing. Thus for a community, 
such as that at Qurnran, which placed great emphasis on the correct time for a particular 
festival, the lunar calendar presented dangerous implications. On a very general level, the 
solar calendar can probably be identified with the Zadokite priesthood and the lunar system 
with the Hasmonean dynasty and the later Rabbis. The change in calendar may have 
represented an attempt by the Maccabees to further distance themselves from the excesses of 
the Zadokites especially during the Hellenistic crisis. Cf. J.C. VanderKam, Calendars in the 
Dead Sea Scrolls: Measuring Time (Routledge: London, 1998), 15-40. 
78 Talmon, "Yom Hakkippurim," 552. This is also derived from r:IM"i:V1r.l in Hab. 2:15. 
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that this pursuit began elsewhere, perhaps Jerusalem. Nevertheless, it is difficult to 
reconcile this with our comments on the Day of Atonement. If the Teacher is 
effectively functioning as High Priest then he is unlikely to have been anywhere other 
than in the community himsel£ Even if one argued that the Teacher arrived in 
Jerusalem to (controversially) celebrate the Day of Atonement, this does not fit with 
the second aspect of the interpretation where the Wicked Priest is said to have 
initiated the conflict by manifesting himself to the community. A better translation of 
~<jii then is 'persecute' (as Deut. 30:7; Job 19:22; Ps. 69:2780) perhaps implying a 
more long term adversity between the Wicked Priest and the Teacher- which may 
have come to a head during the Day of Atonement incident. As concerns the statement 
that the Wicked Priest persecuted the Teacher 'in order to swallow him up through the 
vexation of his wrath' (11. 5-6), some have suggested that the 'swallowing up' {1l7?:d? 
[also ldl:l?:d?]; 1. 7) here refers to the Teacher's death, though as we shall see, this 
appears to contradict the evidence of other pesharim. 
1l7?:d? here presumably renders i:drt.7 'be/become drunk' 'strong drink' (depending on 
pointing) of the prophecy: thus Brownlee's translation 'in order to make him reel'. 81 
This ignores, however, use of the same root in Hab. 1:13b (V:8, above); hence 
'swallow' is a better translation. 82 The pesher there indicated a conflict between the 
Teacher of Righteousness and the Man of Falsehood when the latter attempted to 
'swallow up' the former. Here, usage of the same terminology might suggest that the 
same situation be envisaged. There is much to commend this position. Both texts 
retain the operative terms pi~, l71'0i and v',:~, and both incidents appear to take place 
on the community's 'home territory' (1m'?:l n"~:ll.'t & c[ni]l7-'?1:l 11n:1 respectively). 
A direct correlation between the two events may thus be made, thereby identifYing the 
Wicked Priest with the Man of Falsehood and both passages to the same event. 
79 Ibid., 558. 
80 Cf. BOB 922b. 
81 Brownlee, 181. The reference to :s.7',::1:J in Hab. l :13b (lQpHab V:8), however, suggests that 
the translation 'swallow' is to be preferred here. 
82 Brownlee does indicate this in his commentary but he attributes no value to the point. Cf. J. 
van der Ploeg, "Les Rouleaux de la Mer Morte," BO 8 (1951), 1-13, esp. 9: 'Pourquoi 
regardez-vous, mechants, et vous taisez-vous lorsque le mechant engloutit celui qui est plus 
juste que lui' (Hab. l:l3b. lQpHab V:8) and 'pour engloutir dans !'exacerbation de sa fureur 
... pour les engloutir et pour les faire trebucher' (1 QpHab XI:5ff.). 
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Nevertheless, this overlooks the fact that the Man of Falsehood appears to have been a 
member ofthe community itself, albeit at an earlier stage in its development. While it 
is not unknown for the High Priest to interest himself in politics, 83 for him to take a 
leading position in one of these parties seems rather unlikely. 
More recently Joseph Baumgarten84 has concentrated on the precise implication of the 
phrase l:liT.,il.717.:l '?~ O:liT ll17.:l'? (Hab. 2: 15), which he translates ' in order to gaze at 
their feasts.' He links this with 1 QH XII:5-12 in the light of its references to 
' smoothing ' and ' smooth things ' (mp'?n; ll. 7, 10),85 and draws particular attention to 
lines 11-12: 
f7:)1n c:npra., Cl~?:)~~, Cl.,~?:)~?:) nl7i npra?:) 1i1~l7.,, 11 
~~ ~:Jii (1) l77:)~ 
Cln1i1~7:):J ra~nn~ 0 ii"il717:):J ~~1iinii~ Cln1l7n 12 
They withhold the drink of knowledge from the thirsty, but cause the thirsty to 
drink vinegar in order to gaze at 12 their error, to deport themselves foolishly on 
their festivals and to be caught in their snares. (Transl. Baumgarten86) 
The passage, he claims, is an almost verbatim paraphrase of the Hab. 2:15 passage, on 
which the Day of Atonement episode is based. Moreover, the references in the 
passage to ' smoothing ' etc. suggest that the Teacher ' s opponents should be identified 
with the Seekers ofSmooth Things: 
The latter are apparently charged with misleading the people by encouraging 
them to desecrate the somber spirit of penitence of Yom Kippur with their fo lly 
('?'?1i!). 87 
Baumgarten describes two separate notions of how to commemorate the Day of 
Atonement festival. On the one hand, the day is a day of celebration, when the 
liberation of the jubilee year was to be sounded by the shofar (Lev. 25:10; cf. 
11 QMelch); on the other, the day is a day of mourning, self-affliction and fasting (cf. 
Jub. 34:18-19 where Joseph' s death is used as explanation). This dual aspect ofthe 
83 So Josephus (Ant. XIll) records how John Hyrcanus, Alexander Jannaeus and Alexandra 
Salome all aligned themselves with different political parties (mainly those of the Pharisees or 
Sadducees) at different stages in their respective terms of office. 
84 J.M. Baumgarten, " Yom Kippur in the Qumran Scrolls and Second Temp le Sources," DSD 
6 (1999), 184-191. 
85 Compare our discussion of this passage above in eh. 3, above. 
86 Baumgarten, op. cit. , 185. 
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festival is also found in Philo,88 while the celebratory dimension of Yom Kippur is 
recorded in the Mishnah. 89 Finally, Baumgarten identifies this dimension ofthe feast-
day with the Pharisees, a conclusion, he suggests, which can be inferred from both 
Josephus and tannaitic sources.90 This also neatly ties in, of course, with our earlier 
identification of the Pharisees with the Seekers of Smooth Things. Thus, the conflict 
described in 1 QpHab, he concludes, is not merely a matter of a change in calendar, 
but a difference in the way in which the Day of Atonement (and presumably other 
festivals) was celebrated. From here it is a short step to identifying the Wicked Priest 
as a 'sympathizer with the ''preachers of smooth things," the Pharisaic teachers who 
allowed the somber spirit of Yom Kippur to be desecrated by popular rejoicing, 
Elii"'il71~:J t,',,nnn'?. '91 
It is certainly tempting to align the Wicked Priest with the Seekers of Smooth Things, 
since this would allow us to make a powerful argument for Qumran origins. 
Nevertheless, since the Wicked Priest is never directly associated with this group, this 
is again a dangerous conclusion. In particular, in 4QpNah, neither the Teacher or the 
Wicked Priest are present nor can be reconstructed. We could, however, argue that 
this relates to a later period in the history of the community, perhaps following the 
Teacher's death (by whatever means), when the Seekers of Smooth Things had gained 
greater prominence. In 1 QpHab, as we have seen, the Teacher's main point of conflict 
is with the Man of Falsehood, a figure with whom some link may also be maintained 
with the Seekers of Smooth Things (above, n56). 
A conclusion thus presents itself: the Man of Falsehood was a one-time member of 
the community, but for some reason had a falling out with the Teacher and the two, 
along with their respective followers, parted. The Man ofFalsehood's supporters were 
later termed 'Seekers of Smooth Things' and may have been, if not the Pharisees 
themselves, certainly linked with them. The Qumran group, on the other hand, termed 
themselves 'children of the light' etc. During their lifetimes, the conflict was seen in 
87 Ibid., 185. 
88 The Special Laws, I §186-87, The Works ofPhilo: Complete and Unabridged, transl. C. D. 
Yonge (Hendrickson, 1993), 551. 
89 So m. Yoma 7:4; m. Ta 'an 4:8. Cf. Baumgarten, op. cif., 189. 
90 Ibid., 191. 
91 Ibid., 191. 
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terms of the Teacher and the Man of Falsehood, but following their respective deaths, 
the dispute was viewed in terms of their followers- hence in 4QpNah the Seekers of 
Smooth Things are those who come in for direct criticism. How does the Wicked 
Priest fit into this scenario? Many have directly identified the Wicked Priest with the 
Man of Falsehood; but I have shown that this is simplistic and does not fit all the 
facts, particularly those which suggest that the Man of Falsehood was a member of 
the Qumran group, while the Wicked Priest seems to have been at the very least a 
priest in Jerusalem, and most likely a High Priest. Nevertheless, if the Wicked Priest 
and the Man of Falsehood were in some sense 'allies' then the Wicked Priest's 
revenge on the Teacher of Righteousness is easier to comprehend. Under the influence 
ofthe Man of Falsehood, the Wicked Priest is made aware of a threat to his authority, 
whether it was an actual 'threat' or not, and took action to forestall it. 
The present passage, then, describes a conflict between the Teacher and the Wicked 
Priest on Y om Kippur. It allows us to entertain various possibilities as to the makeup 
of the community (in terms of calendar) and propose a preliminary link between the 
Wicked Priest and the community led by the Man of Falsehood. These individuals, 
however, are probably not identical with one another, implying that, aside from the 
conflict with the Man of Falsehood, the Teacher also conflicted with the Wicked 
Priest. I suggest that these conflicts are probably related, perhaps due to the Man of 
Falsehood's influence on the High Priest (i.e. the Wicked Priest)? 
Excursus: The Teacher ofRighteousness in 1QpHab I:13 
This passage has, until now, been ignored because it rests on reconstruction of the 
frrst part of line 13. The legible aspects ofi:12-13, including the restoration ofHab. 
1 :4ba on which the interpretation is based, are as follows: 
p.,=r~n n~ i["~n:>r.l trroi ~.,:> 
pi~i1 i1i17:l ~,iT [ 
] 12 
] 13 
[ ... "For the wicked surroun]d the righteous" (Hab. 1:4ba) 13 [ ... ] he is the 
Teacher of Righteousness. 
Clearly line 13 is part of the interpretation and generally the relationship between 
p"i~ii in Hab. 1:4 and pi~ii iii10 has been assumed to imply a similar link between 
l7!11i and l7f0iii lii1~ii. Brownlee, Horgan and Elliger among others all restore I. 13 as 
follows: 
p=r~il iii11'J ~,ii [p9i~iii ~ft]jjj liii::Jii ~,ii ~ft]jjj 1if£'7~] 
13 [Its interpretation: 'the wicked' he is the Wicked Priest and 'the righteous'] he 
is the Teacher of Righteousness. 
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13 
The restoration is certainly logical and is seemingly supported by the equation of 
'wicked' and 'righteous' by 'Teacher of Righteousness' and 'Wicked Priest' in 
4QpPsa 1-10 IV:?-10. More recently, however, Timothy Lim has argued that :Vu:7i 
could be interpreted by :!Tdil u:7"~, since while the Wicked Priest does not reappear 
until col. VIII, the Man of Falsehood is referred to as early as col. II.92 In 1QpHab 
V:8-12, as we have seen, 'the righteous' and 'the wicked' ofHab. 1:13 are interpreted 
with reference to the Teacher and the Man of Falsehood, supporting Lim's suggested 
restoration for l. 13: 
p=r~ii iii11'J ~1ii [p9i~iii :JT::Ji1 1'09~ ~1i1 ~fliiil 1if0~] 13 
13 [Its interpretation: the wicked is the man of the lie and the righteous] is the 
Teach er of Righteousness. 
If this is accepted, he claims, it can be said that the Wicked Priest does not occur in 
the first seven columns of the pesher and ''would support the view that the wicked 
priest and liar are two different individuals. "93 
Brownlee suggests that the absolute usage of pi~il il'i1~ (and l7u:7'iil lil1d) might 
imply that there is only one Teacher of Righteousness or Wicked Priest. He adds: ''the 
intention of the present pericope is to present these men as exercising two contrastive 
offices, in a programmatic introduction to the dramatis personae." 94 If we are correct 
to follow Lim's suggestion, however, then mention of the Man of Falsehood here 
emphasises his importance over the Wicked Priest. This is a major revelation that will 
be further explored in our following chapter. 
(c) The Teacher ofRighteousness 
Other than in terms of conflict with either the Wicked Priest or the Man of Falsehood, 
the Teacher himself appears in only two passages: IQpHab VII:4 and VIII:3. The 
92 Timothy H. Lim, "The Wicked Priest or the Liar?," in The Dead Sea Scrolls in their 
Historical Context, ed. Timothy H. Lim (Edinburgh: T.&T. Clark, 2000), 45-51. 
93 Ibid., 50. 
94 Brownlee, 49. 
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former interprets Hab. 2:1-2 and appears to focus more directly on the nature of the 
role ofthe Teacher ofRighteousness himself 
m~ ni~ir., ii!:>:lt~i .,...,,~!:) ',11 n:J~.,n~, ii'ii~l1~ "~ni~ro~ r,31 
:nn:> ir.l~"'i] nin"' "~:J:Jl7"'i "~nn:>in '?[l7 :J"'ro~ n]r.li "~:J i:li"' 
[1::::1 ~iipnJ fii., p.1r;:,'? nini',n '?v [iN:Ji liTn 
At my watchpost I will stand, and station myself on the rampart; I will keep 
watch to see what he will say to me, and what he will answer concerning my 
complaint. Then the LORD answered me [and said: Write the vision; make it 
plain] on tablets, so that he may run [while reading it]. (Hab. 2:1-2; lQpHab 
VI:l2-16) 
[irDN i:J ii1 irD::l 16 
[ ] 17 
r.,l7 niN::Jn nN :nn:;)r, pip:Jn "lt r.,N i:Ji"~i 1 
ilJiiil Ni'? fpi1 i~J nNi pinNn iiii1 {r.,l7} 2 
i.:J Niipn r~.,, ll1~r., i~N ii'ONi 3 
nN ',N il1"'iin irD~ pi~n i1ii~ '?11 iii'O!:l 4 
I:J"'N:J:Ji1 i"'i.:J:sJ "'i::li "~Ti '?i:;) 5 
[The interpretation of the passage is that] 17 [ ••• ] 95 1 Then God told Habakkuk to 
write down the things to come upon 2 {upon} the last generation, but the fullness 
of (that) time he did not make known to him. 3 <Blank> And as for what he said, 
"that he may run while reading it," (Hab. 2:2c) 4 its interpretation concerns the 
Teacher ofRighteousness to whom God has made known 5 all {the} mysteries of 
the words ofhis servants the prophets. (lQpHab VI:16-VII:5) 
The interpretation here ties in neatly with that of 'the Priest' qm:m) earlier in the 
pesher, as we have pointed out (above, p147£), again suggesting that the Teacher and 
the Priest are identical. To repeat our comments on psr in the Introduction, this 
passage establishes the Teacher's importance over the prophets. Although the 
prophets had an understanding of the implications and meaning of their message, the 
full meaning of the message (IOJ; 1. 2), its 'prophetic meaning' or 'interpretation', 
was not made known to them. Instead, the full meaning has only been made known to 
the Teacher of Righteousness himself, and, although the pesher does not actually 
relate the teaching of the Teacher himself, we may surmise that the interpretations 
encountered in the pesharim are based on this teaching, or that the community 
95 Line 17 is missing. Brownlee's reconstruction- "The prophetic meaning of the passage is 
that Habakkuk prayed that he might know the things which would happen in the last days." -
is a reliable approximation, but is unsupported. Brownlee, 107. 
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considered themselves to have received the Teacher's prophetic inheritance. 
Nevertheless, the totality of the Teacher's understanding of the prophetic message ties 
in neatly with the picture found in Rabbinic material, and especially the Messiah at 
Isfahan account (above, p144). Here too, the Teacher is apparently imbued with 
special 'knowledge', perhaps implying that the concept of a 'Teacher of 
Righteousness' existed independently of Qumran, since this aspect of the Teacher is 
not found in CD. 
The fmal passage to refer to the Teacher comes in col. VIII, interpreting Hab. 2:4: 
But the righteous by their faith, will live. (Hab. 2:4b; lQpHab VII:17) 
X ii'D~ Miiii"" li"':l:J Milllii "'I'Dil7 ~i:> ~!1 iii'D~ 1 
on:l~~, ot,~r; ii::JlJ::J t:)~ror.Jn n"~::J7d t,~ ot,"'~"' 2 
pi~il iliir.l::J 3 
1 Its interpretation concerns all the doers of the Law in the House of Judah, 
whom 2 God will deliver from the House of Judgement on account of their 
suffering and their faith in 3 the Teacher ofRighteousness. (lQpHab VIII:l-3) 
In the present passage, the Teacher appears obliquely, in connection with the faith and 
suffering of 'all the doers of the Law in the House of Judah' (n":t:l i1i1flir "fD1l1 ',,:> 
iri1i1"; VIII: 1 ). This group seems synonymous with the community itself since, in the 
other passages where the 'doers of the Law' are found (1QpHab VII:11; XII:4-5 and 
4QpPsa 11:15, 2396), the expression is located alongside, for instance, 'men of truth' 
(nnKir "taJK) and 'Council ofthe Community' (iM"iT ir:Sl7). In two ofthese passages 
the 'doers of the Law' again appear alongside 'Judah'. So in 1QpHab XII:4-5 the 
96 In the second and fourth instances (the fourth is fragmentary), the singular ili,Flil i!IZ7,l1 is 
evidenced over the plural "fl1,l7. It is unclear whether this change in form here is deliberate, or 
whether ii!Z7,l1 is an orthographic variant of .,12:7,17. Brownlee, 203, suggests this change is 
deliberate and that "an original Yod has been converted into a He", though it is unclear from 
the photograph whether this is in fact the case. Brownlee's evidence is somewhat coloured by 
his suggestion that the reference to Judah in these texts is an attempt to preserve the actual 
name of the Teacher of Righteousness (who is then further identified with the 'Judah the 
Essene'from Ant. XIII, xi, 2 §311 on account of the supposed derivation of 'Essene' from 
ilrD~ ). Nevertheless this requires a strange translation of ili1ni1 i11'D,l7 i1i,il., .,~n!:>: either "the 
simple ones of Judah the Law doer" or "the simple ones of Judah, the doer(s) of the Law"-
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'doer ofthe Law' appears alongside ili1il"' "'~fl~ 'the simple ones of Judah'; while in 
4QpPs8 II:14-15 the ifilil n~u:l llt7~ illlilil "'lt7117 'the doers of the Law who are in 
the Council of the Community' seem to be paralleled by fl"':l:l ii'D~ fl"'i:lil "'~"'il7 
ili1il"' 'the ruthless ones of the covenant who are in the House of Judah' as follows: 
iiii.llii 9 U7i:V 
Both passages strongly suggest that the working equation 'Judah' ='the Community' 
(as opposed to 'Ephraim' = 'the Pharisees' and 'Manasseh' = 'the Sadducees') 
expressed elsewhere is correct. A difficulty in this is the apparent equation in the 
parallelism of fl"'l:lil "'~"'117 with the ili1f1il "'I'D1l7, not merely because the titles sound 
mutually exclusive, but because the section immediately following (11. 15-16) 'God 
will not surrender them (i.e. the ili1liil "'I'D1l7) into their hands' specifically 
distinguishes the two groups. A possible solution is to assume that the 'ruthless ones 
of the covenant' represent former members of the community, most likely those 
'traitors' who departed with the Man ofFalsehood (so CD, 1QpHab et al.). This may 
also be expressed by the change from i1i1il., to the phonetically similar in"'. Both the 
ili1ni1 "'I'D1l7 and the li'~i:di1 .,~.,il7 were originally members of the same community, 
but when the latter (along with the Man of Falsehood) departed, the name was 
changed to ill., 'unity' to reinforce the common purpose and resolve of those who 
remained. Although no trace of it is found in the scrolls it is also possible that an 
interim designation il1'~i1 fl'~:l 'House of the Yal;tad' may have been used. In the 
current passage, then, the 'doers of the Law in the House of Judah' represent those 
members of the original community (the House of Judah) who remained loyal to the 
Teacher of Righteousness during the schism engineered by the Man of Falsehood. 
Our next concern relates to the 'faith and suffering' of the community and how this is 
related by the pesherist to the Teacher. Unlike Rom. 1:17 which interprets Hab. 2:4 as 
relating to the faith ofthe individual, the community's understanding appears to have 
where the underlining indicates which aspect of the phrase i1i1ni1 ilfl11l7 goes with. Compare 
i1i1nil .,to1l7 n~l'tii '~toJlot 'the men of truth, the doers of the Law' (lQpHab VII:l0-11). 
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been very different. Here it is their continued faithfulness/loyalty to the Teacher that 
guarantees their salvation from the House of Judgement. 97 This may also be 
understood by the application of ii'i1liil "~f/7117 to liF.)~il "~f/7:!~ in VII: 10-11, since the 
translations for liF.)~il "~f/7:!~ have included 'men of faithfulness' and 'faithful men'. 
Moreover, it also appears that the community underwent suffering (bl'?F.)li' ·=n:'lli':J; 1. 
2), though it is unclear whether this is shared by the Teacher, or even whether he is 
still alive at this stage (which is not required by the passage). In fact, the pesher has 
already suggested that the Teacher is already dead, through its reference to the 
drawing out of the fma1 age in column VII: 
:n:r' ~1~ fP~ Fr"'!l"' =rl110~ 
~,d '?l1 in.,, 11irr~i1 fPil 111~., 1ro~ 1irDt> 
i1'?~i1'? '?~ "'Ti ~"':d bl"'~"':l:Jil 1i:Ji ii'D~ 
~1'?1 ~1:1., ~1:1 ~"':d 1'? iT:> FT ifl:)ifnn"' bl~ 
flr:l~il "'flj:J~ "~ 1ii'D!:> ifl~"' 
n=r1:1~n blif"'i"' 1tli"' ~1'? ilt'~ ili1ni1 "'lt'1l1 
~"':d pirr~il fPil blil"''?l7 lflil:)il :1 nn~il 
pprr ifli~:d bl:J1:dn'? 1~1:1"' '?~ "'~"'P '?1:> 
1nn1~ "'Ti[:l bli1]'? 
"For the vision has an appointed 6 time, it speaks of the end and does not lie" 
(Hab 2:3a). <Blank> 7 Its interpretation is that the final time will be drawn out 
and will exceed all 8 that about which the prophets spoke, for the mysteries of 
God are wonderful. 9 "If it seems slow, wait, for it will indeed come and will not 
10 be late" (Hab 2:3b). <Blank> Its interpretation concerns the Men of Truth, 11 
the Doers of the Law, who will not relax their hands from the service of 12 truth, 
in the drawing out for them ofthe final time. For 13 all the ages of God will come 
to pass in their appointed time, just as he decreed 14 to [them in] the mysteries of 
his craftiness. (lQpHab VII:S-14) 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
As we have already suggested (above, p166), the Men ofTruth here are synonymous 
with the Community and the clear implication is that the extension of the eschaton 
into the years following the Teacher's death has been a cause for concern within the 
group, hence this note of encouragement. 
97 The House of Judgement is clearly the place of the eschatological judgement rather than an 
actual historical place. The t:!!li'DOIT il,:l is also found in I QpHab X :3 as the place where God 
will give his judgement, raising the Wicked Priest up for judgement before condemning him 
with the frre of brimstone; while the 'place of judgement' (Ethiop. makiina dain) is three 
times referred to in Jubilees (10:5, 9; 22:22). 
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Returning to our original passage, the Teacher may be referred to in absentia, in the 
senSe that his life is used as pro exemplar for the community he left behind. That is, if 
the members of the community keep faith with him, their reward will be their rescue 
from the House of Judgement. The passage speaks of suffering, but it is unclear 
whether this refers to the Teacher or just his community. Nevertheless, since 
elsewhere 1QpHab suggests that the Teacher will suffer during his conflict with the 
Man ofFalsehood, it is perhaps this that is being referred to here. This may be drawn 
out by the parallels drawn between the Teacher and the Community on the one hand 
and the Man of Falsehood and his followers, the Seekers of Smooth Things, on the 
other - as I have attempted to demonstrate. 
Conclusions 
Of the seven references to the Teacher in 1 QpHab, then, three refer to a conflict with 
his opponent the Man of Falsehood (1:13, 11:2, and V:lO), two to a second conflict 
with the Wicked Priest (V:9-10 and IX:4-5), one to the Teacher in terms of his 
community (VIII:3), and only one to the Teacher himself (VII:4). The Teacher is thus 
viewed predominantly in terms of others, rarely in his own right. Information about 
the historical Teacher ofRighteousness is thus scarce, which, when it is compared to 
the delay motif in col. VII, strongly suggests that the Teacher is no longer alive. 
Several passages hint at this conclusion, though, due to the lack of any direct 
evidence, it is impossible to say how his death may have occurred. Instead, the most 
interesting revelation arises through the Teacher's comparison to the prophets, 
elevating him above them and suggesting that he is the possessor of hitherto secret 
knowledge. This ties in with the picture of the Teacher in the Rabbinic material, 
suggesting that this understanding of the Teacher was more widespread than is 
generally accepted. 
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41.3.2 li QpMicah 
In 1QpMic the title is found once in fr. 10 1:4.98 The fragment is relatively poorly 
preserved and the precise reconstruction of the surrounding lines is, as we shall see, a 
matter of debate . 
. . [ ] .. rJ ~11 iii'D© [plrJii'D ~~~El :tipl7~ ~I'D© EJrJ] 2 
ifiiif~ .llirJ:d ift.Yl El"~~.ll[©if ] 3 
n~in ifl?~ p1~n if[l]irJ [~31 iii'D© El~',ro11~ ~~~n] 4 
.,.,~n:t ~17 ~en~ ld"':ti:Jnf;)n ~[i]~~~ i[ J s 
bli"'f;) [i]~~;,., 1ro~ in"~n n~11:1 [ iflinn ~roilY ~~] 6 
t:)!:)fD7.)M] 7 
2 ["What is the transgression of Jacob? Is it not Samaria?" (Mic. 1 :5b )] Its 
interpretation concerns m ... [ ... ]'J9 ... 3 [ ••• the sim]ple ones. "And what are the 
high places of Judah? 4 [Is it not Jerusalem?" (Mic. 1 :5c) Its interpretation 
concerns] (the) Tea[ch]er of Righteousness who is the one 5 [ ••• )w and to a[l]l 
those volunteering to be added to the chosen ones of 6 [God ... ] in the council of 
the community, who will be saved from the day of 7 [judgement ... ] (1QpMic 10 
1:2-7) 
The reading 'Teacher of Righteousness' here is almost certain. Only Carmignac 
transcribes anything else, and his suggestion r"'~ii 1'10 "Qu'est-ce qu'est la fleur elle 
qui ... " does not seem to fit the context of the interpretation at all - although it is true 
that the final letter does resemble a fmal sade. 100 There is debate, however, as to 
whether the precise reading is p,~iT ifi17.:l or pi~if "'110, since the latter (if the 
correct reading), though it is more likely an orthographic variant, may reflect a plural 
form. Thus Milik, in the Preliminary Publication read pi~if "i1r.l but translated the 
phrase in the singular, while Gaster, who adopted Milik's reading, translated it as 
plural: 'those who expound the law correctly.' 101 As Brownlee has pointed out, 
however, any plural meaning seems ruled out by the singular iiN1ii ilt1N which 
follows immediately after. 102 Indeed in favour of the orthographic variant, we may 
ourselves point to the reading 1pro "'10 'teacher of falsehood' for MT iprD ili17:l1 in 
98 Garcia-Martinez reconstructs a reference to the Teacher of Righteousness in Fr. 11 
(interpreting Mic. 1 :8-9). However, since there is no evidence to support this reconstruction I 
pay no attention to it here. 
99 On this reconstruction see below, p208. 
100 Jean Carmignac, "Notes sur les Pesharim," RevQ 3 (1961-62), 516-517. Cf. Horgan, 60. 
101 Gaster, Scriptures, 229, 247, n. 2. 
102 Brownlee, 204. 
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the citation ofHab 2:18 in lQpHab XII:ll. The placing ofthis alongside the singular 
ii:')Or.:l 'cast image' supports the singular identification of"i11:1 in 1QpMic.103 
Brownlee equates the Teacher here to 'Judah' in the Micah prophecy and inquires 
whether this might have any bearing on the Teacher's real name, perhaps Judah son of 
Jedidiah or the Judas the Essene referred to in Josephus. He even entertains 
suggestions from Rabinowitz and Del Medico that the Teacher might be identified 
with Judas Maccabeus and Judas the Galilean respectively. 104 Nevertheless, the 
equation of the Teacher here with 'Judah' does not match other references to Judah in 
the scrolls. As we have seen, references to 'the House of Judah' and 'the simple ones 
of Judah' in 1 QpHab (VIII: 1 & XII:4-5 respectively) seem to relate 'Judah' as a more 
general term for the community. Instead, the Teacher in the current passage should, 
then, be equated with 'Jerusalem' in the prophecy, and the question 'what are the high 
places of Judah? Is it not Jerusalem' (Mic 1:5c) is a way ofreaffrrming the Teacher's 
position as leader of the group at Qumran. 
4.3.3 4Qplsaiahc 
In this section of 4Qpisac (which is very poorly preserved) mention is made of the 
i111l':l 'Teacher' (21 I:6). Whether this is a title in its own right (as with 'l"tJI:l 
'Spouter') or is part of the phrase pi~il ili11:1 or in"il ili11:1 (or some other unknown 
form) is impossible to ascertain from the surviving fragment. 
[:Jtl:Zi "131to ~317:) iil7 Ki]',n[ 1 
[ no]n p:l[:J]',n :uon"~[ .,v.,C, c,r.l.,:::b p:J:t', J 2 
[ ]n i:Jrl1i "oi:>';l ',[ J 3 
[ ir.lK] '1rl1K:> :Jin:J .[ ] 4 
[ ]. c.[ ] 5 
[:nn:l irDK:>J nii7.:l [ J .. [ J 6 
[l:l.,ir.lirD]n lKi~n "'1J31 1::> i[l1:r.,, i1Kiuil t:n.,:J 'J:Jini] 7 
MlotiM [Miil., '1:1 i K.,:> .,niK ] 8 
103 See further above, Excursus, p135. One problem with this view is that not all understand 
.,i7.) here as a variant reading, instead opting for a different root derivation. As we have seen 
however, this arises more from confusion as to why the pesherist has not made any link with 
the title iprD ili,l:) (as opposed to pi~il ili17:)) than from any real evidence. 
104 Brownlee, 204-205. Cf. I. Rabinowitz, "The Guides of Righteousness," VT 8 (1953), 
402ff.; H.E. Del Medico, The Riddle of the Scrolls (Burke: London, 1958), 252, 258. 
"Shall n[ot in a very little while] 2 [Lebanon {turn} into an orchard (and the 
orchard 105)] be turned [into a wood?" (Isa. 29: 17)] The Le[b ]anon a[re ... ] 3 [ ••• ]I 
to an orchard and they will turn into the[ ... ] 4 [ ••• ].by the sword. Just as [it says: 
... ] 5 [ ..• ] .m.[ ... ] 6 [ •.. ] .•. [ ... ] Teacher of[ ... as it is written:] 7 ["So it was 
annulled on that day,] so the poor of the flock, the [ones watching {me} kne]w s 
[that] it was [the word of the LORD" (Zech. 11:11 )] (21 I: 1-8) 
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It is unclear precisely how the reference to the 'Teacher' relates to the interpretation, 
since there is no obvious textual or thematic link. The most interesting aspect of the 
passage is the reference to 'Lebanon' (j1:l:d'-,) in both the prophecy and the 
interpretation. Elsewhere in the DSS this term appears with a variety of meanings 
most interestingly 4QpPsa IV:13, where a reconstructed 'Lebanon' may be referred to 
the Man of Falsehood, 106 and 1 QpHab XII:3~4 which understands p:l::~L;, in Hab. 2:17 
to refer to the Council of the Community (in.,ii n~:s1). 107 The latter interpretation may 
also be in operation here and it may be that some parallel is drawn between 'Lebanon' 
as the Community and 'Carmel' or 'the orchard' with the Teacher. Nevertheless it 
cannot be entirely ruled out that there is not an allusion to the Man of Falsehood 
particularly given the reference to a 'sword' (1. 4). In short this text has little to tell us 
of any value. 
4.3.4 4Qphaiahe 
In this text the 'Teacher ofRighteousness' is wholly reconstructed. 
]"l l'lJ[ 
1'iil7 nl71i:>] :nn:> 1ro~1 i[ 
]. ,~ .[ ]Ji'l 
] bl~rl71'i"11 
[i'llJ'j"l 
1 
2 
9 7:) pi]~n n11n n~ n?:t ['iro~ p1~n 11117:) ?l7] i:Jin 1ro~ 3 
[ld"li':) 1?l71rl.':l jji:) 
b19 ii'l o?:d:J] ?prv fiKn [i:d3J ra'?ra:1 ?1:>1 1=>n niT]:J ld"~nrv1 4 
[ld"~JT~17:):J .il1l7:JJ1 
105 Isaiah 29: 17b reads: :::JI'Dn., ili.,'? ':Jidi:Jil1 '?l:li:h pJ::J'? :Hv,. It may be that the scribe erred 
in writing out the biblical text, perhaps omitting either '?l:li:h or '?7:li::li1 of the MT (i.e. 
through haplography, since the lacuna does not seem sufficient for the entire verse to be 
restored). Horgan omits any reference to Isa. 29:17 in the translation, though in the notes she 
suggests that lines 2-3 may be related to this passage (Horgan, 118). My translation follows 
Garcia-Martinez. 
106 See below, pp212f., n42. 
107 Cf. Wood, 144-45, nl for a discussion of'Lebanon' here. 
1 hn[ ]. 'w. [ ... ]s y[ ... ] 2 and Jerusalem [ ... ]d. And as for what is written, 
["He will feed his flock like a shepherd," (Isa. 40:11aa)] 3 the interpretation of 
the word [concerns the Teacher of Righteousness who] revealed the Torah of 
Righ[teousness. "Who has measured the waters in the hollow of his hand] 4 and 
[marked off] the heavens with [a span, or held the dust] of the land [in a 
measure], or weighed [the mountains in scales and the hills in a balance?" (Isa. 
40:12)] (4Qplsae 1-2 1:1-4) 
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The reconstruction of'Teacher ofRighteousness' here is based on two things: (1) the 
reference to the 'shepherd' in Isa. 40:11 a thematic link very similar to the imagery of 
Jesus as the good shepherd in the NT; and (2) the reference to the revelation of the 
'Torah ofRighteousness' in the commentary. 'Teacher of Righteousness' and 'Torah 
of Righteousness' on this understanding are presumably set in parallel, since 
elsewhere the Teacher is connected with correct legal interpretation. This may also 
derive from a confusion of the Teacher with the Interpreter of the Law (ili1nil 10111; 
cf. CD, above). While the 'Teacher of Righteousness' remains the most likely subject 
ofthe commentary, the fragmentary state ofthe pesher does not allow us to press any 
conclusions. 
4.3.5 4QpPsalms8 
In 4QpPs8 the Teacher is referred to on three occasions: in the interpretations of Psalm 
37:23-26 (twice), 37:32-33 and 45:2 [Heb. 45:1]. In the first and third instances, 
however, it is unclear from the extant material whether it is 'Teacher of 
Righteousness' (pi~i1 ili10) or 'Teacher ofthe Community' /'Unique Teacher' (iii17:) 
i"M"il ili10/in'1il) that should be reconstructed. The reference to 'righteous[ ness]' in 
the second account, however, if indeed it follows ili10, suggests that 'Teacher of 
Righteousness' be reconstructed throughout. At the very least, the same figure is 
being referred to, ifby different designations. Firstly, interpreting Ps. 37:23-26: 
[KJ]~ [~J]!!:l" K"::> f!:lM"' J:>i[.,J 1]:!JJ::> [i:ll .,.,3.7~0 i1]1iT"'I:l N"~:d 14 
[ifON pi~]iT iTiJI:l 1iY1:>i1 ',tp Jilt'~ [1:1" 1010 i11i1]" K"::> ',r,,., 15 
[.ilr.:)N:l Ji"~Ti:J] .ili!J 1C, nll:J ~ J.'J"~:>iT [N":>] iJr.lt'r._, t,N 1:1 iM[:J] 16 
[p"i~ "n"Ki] N1t,1 "~.ilJpr ElJ1 9 .il[""i1 ilZJ] .il7:.1Nr, ii'D" J::>[iiJ] 17 
n::>..,:J', JlZ]in n1',1'd1 p1n [El19ii ',1:2 El]n', rop:to JliiTJ :li:sJ:J 18 
[I I'D~ 
]I'd t,N [ p:t~n iTi]17d "lZ i:tin 19 
] .ilNJ 20 
14 For "by the LOR[D are the steps of a man.] They are made secur[e and] he 
delights in his [p]ath. For (although) he st[umb]les 15 he will not fall, for the 
L[ORD supports his hand." (Ps. 37:23-24)] Its interpretation concerns the Priest, 
the Teacher of [Righteousness as to which] 16 God [ch]ose him for a pillar, [for] 
he set him up to build for him a congregation [of his chosen ones in truth] n 
[and] his [wa]y is straight to the truth. "I have [been young] and now I am old. 
Yet [I have] not [seen the righteous] 18 forsaken, nor their offspring begging 
bre[ad. Forever] are they [all] giving and lending, [their] offspr[ing are a 
blessing." (Ps. 37:25-26) The interpretation of] 19 the word concerns the Tea[cher 
of Righteousness who ... ] God m[ ... ] 20 and the [ ... ](4QpPs8 1-10 III:l4-20) 
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This text is crucial since it maintains a direct link between the Priest (lil1:dii) and the 
Teacher of Righteousness (pi~ii iii17'J), a link otherwise inferred (cf. 1 QpHab I: 16-
II: 10; VII:5). Note in particular that the phrase 'the Priest, the Teacher of 
Righteousness' (pi~{ii} ii'i17'J lii{1}:>) occurs outside of the scrolls in Midrash of 
Psalms 102:17 ('Priestly teacher of Righteousness'; above p143f.). The parallel in 
structure suggests that this title may have been known outside of the community, or at 
least argues for wider dissemination of the pesharim than is often supposed. 
This section has also been linked with the reference to 'the Priest' earlier in the 
commentary (4QpPs8 1-10 II:16-21, above, pp118f.), in connection with the 'wicked 
of Ephraim and Manasseh'. In no other pesharim is a link between the Teacher of 
Righteousness and Ephraim/Manasseh maintained. Indeed, as we have seen, in 
4QpNah the Teacher is not found at all! However, if 'Priest' is also a title for the 
Teacher of Righteousness, then as with the priesthood in Jerusalem itself, the title 
may be hereditary. The 'Priest' in II:16-21, then, while he may not himself be the 
Teacher ofRighteousness, is most likely a later leader ofthe group, and may perhaps 
be related to the Teacher himself. If so, the conflict between the Priest and the Men of 
his Council (the community?) would derive from a later period when there may have 
been conflict with other Jewish groups such as the Pharisees and the Sadducees. 
Note also the apparent references to the Teacher's establishment ofthe community in 
lines 16-17. Provided the reconstruction is at least nearly correct, how do we reconcile 
this to Davies' view that the Teacher was not himself the founder ofthe Community, 
but that instead he came on a pre-existing community? If we re-examine CD I, 
however, the Teacher there comes across a pre-existing community 'groping' in the 
wilderness and gives it direction. That same scenario may also be in evidence here. In 
fact we can also see this in operation here should we extend the metaphor of the pillar 
and contrast it with the 'groping'. In short, though the Teacher did not himself 'found' 
the community, by giving it guidance and filling it with his own interpretations of 
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laws etc., he might be said to have 'built a congregation'. The passage, then, does not, 
in and of itself, rule out Davies's argument for the Teacher's role in the community's 
establishment, though it does cause us to re-evaluate our approach. 
The commentary immediately follows (11. 18-19). Unfortunately, the text here is 
barely extant and even the reference to the Teacher is partially reconstructed. Reading 
between the lines, however, if the 'young and old' reference of the prophecy (Ps. 
37:25-26) is directly applied to the Teacher, then this may suggest that he survived to 
old age. The paucity of the extant material, however, does not allow us to press this 
conclusion. Nevertheless, if correct, it certainly adds to the implication that the 
Teacher survived his conflict with the Wicked Priest related in the following passage. 
Interpreting Ps. 37:32-33: 
ii":J l:l:J il7"' ~1'?1 iii[ii"~ "M"'rJii'?] rop:trJi p.,r~'? l71'0i ii~i~ 
jt)!)tz1ii:J{ {1}} l)l7"1fl7j["l ~i]"[i 
The wicked lies in wait for the righteous and seeks [to kill him. But the LO]RD 
[will not abandon him in to his hand, and will] n[ot] condemn him when he is 
brought to judgement. ( 4QpPsa 1-10 IV :7) 
rop:t"i Pli~ii ii[iir,;)'? iitll~ 1ro~ l7roin rr[i=>nl t,17 iiro!:! s 
iiiiniii p[ 1 in"~)';)ii['? 
it)!dl'l7ii[:t iJl7"rDi"~] ~,", [ii":t iJ:ti]l7" t~ti'? r.,~, ,.,r.,~ n'?ro 1ro~ 9 
inn'? ,r.,,r;):l [n~ '?~] c'?to[., i]',i 
n1opJ] 1:1 .ilii'Dl7'? c.,~,l .,~.,.,3.7 i"~:J 1 o 
a Its interpretation concerns the Wicked [Prie]st who wa[tched for the Teach]er 
ofRighteous[ness and sought to] kill him[ ...... ]q108 and the Law 9 that he sent to 
him. But God will not a[bandon him into his hand] and [will] not [condemn him 
when] he is brought to judgement. But as for [him, God will] repay to him his 
due, giving him 10 into the hands of the ruthless ones of the Gentiles to wreak on 
him [vengeance.] (4QpPsa 1-10 IV:8-10) 
108 The reconstruction of the end of I. 8 is problematic. Pardee restores ili1Mil1 p[1nil ... ] ' [ ... 
the statu ]te and the law' suggesting that the eight or so spaces left be reconstructed something 
like ,.,?N n?l'/:1 ii'I:1N ili1nm p1nn L;,,::> rmroL;,, '... and to change the code and the law which 
he had sent to him' ("Restudy," 165, 188. The reconstruction is patterned on Dan. 7:25). 
Carmignac restores p[i~(il) 'justice' while Strugnell ("Notes," 524) like Pardee reads p1nil, 
though noting that the letter after the lacuna might be a l Horgan, 222, reads the letter after 
the lacuna as a 1 but is unable to restore, while Allegro (DJD 5) originally restored li. Pardee's 
attempt is probably closer to the mark than most. 
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Here, as in 1QpHab, the Teacher is set in opposition to the Wicked Priest. But the 
passage is also interesting since it bears remarkable similarity to 4QpPs8 II:16-20 
(above, p 118). Several elements are identical: (1) the overall theme of the Wicked 
against the Righteous - the 'Wicked Priest' and the 'wicked ones of 
Ephraim/Manasseh' and the 'Teacher of Righteousness' and the 'Priest'/'Men of his 
Council' respectively; (2) the reference to judgement (~~fDO); and (3) the handing 
over of the wicked into the hands of the 'ruthless ones of the Gentiles' (b19~1l 9~9il7). 
The two events are not the same, however. As I have pointed out, the Teacher does 
not appear alongside Ephraim/Manasseh in any passage, and does not appear in 
4QpNah at all. Nevertheless, the parallels between the passages are clearly deliberate, 
perhaps to reassure those going through a contemporary problem (the Priest and the 
men of his council) by reference to an earlier event in the community's history. Thus, 
just as the Teacher of Righteousness was saved by God, so will those who follow in 
his footsteps. This may be what is implied by 'through their suffering and their faith 
in the Teacher ofRighteousness' in 1QpHab VIII:2-3 (above). 
For obvious reasons, this passage has been linked with those m 1QpHab also 
portraying conflict between the Teacher and the Wicked Priest (lQpHab IX:8-12, 
XI:2-8). Indeed the present passage is used as evidence that, contrary to popular 
belief, the conflict between the Teacher and the Wicked Priest did not result in the 
death of the former. 109 In lQpHab, as we saw, the nature of the 'offence' (IX:9) is not 
explored, nor the reference to the 'swallowing up' of the Teacher in XI:5,7. The major 
headache, however, is caused by the use ofthe imperfect tense to govern this account. 
Generally in biblical and Mishnaic Hebrew, the imperfect is reserved for the present 
or especially the future tense. 110 Nevertheless, if applied to the current passage, this 
would suggest that the conflict between the Teacher and the Wicked Priest is still to 
come, a conclusion that sits uneasy with other accounts in the pesher - most notably 
the references to the wicked of Ephraim and Manasseh in column II which we have 
referred to a somewhat later period. Pardee's solution is to find a reference to a 
109 Cf. Pardee, op. cit., 180. 
110 A study of the tenses in lQpHab has been conducted by J van der Ploeg, "L'usage du 
parfait et de l'imparfait comme moyen de datation dans le commentaire d'Habacuc," in Les 
Manuscrits de la Mer Morte: Colloque de Strasbourg 25-27 Mai 1955, Travaux de centre 
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second 'Teacher' and to read the expression as a title held by the leader of the group. 
Thus 1QpHab picks up the "adventures of the first Teacher," while the use of the 
imperfect in the current passage "seems to indicate that the peser was composed in the 
period when the deliverance of the Teacher was still future." 111 Whether this is 
intended to pick up the dichotomy between past and future aspects of the 
'Teacher'/'one who teaches righteousness' in CD, though, is unclear. But this again is 
difficult, especially since the current passage is so similar to the Day of Atonement 
account in lQpHab. To advance two such similar, but separate, events, is 
unacceptable. Stegemann, by contrast, argues that the force of the imperfect reflects 
the ongoing conflict between the Teacher and the Wicked Priest, since the Hebrew 
imperfect, through its incomplete nature, can express repeated or continual action. 112 
This conclusion, though, is unsupported by any direct evidence. A better (and 
simpler) solution may be to recognise that the tense of the interpretation is in this 
instance governed by the (imperfect) tense of the original prophecy. This conclusion 
requires further work, however. 
Since, then, the nature of the offence in 1 QpHab is undefmed, and there is no reason 
to conclude from CD that the community had a belief concerning a return of the 
Teacher, I see no problem in relating the current incident to that described in lQpHab. 
To do otherwise, in fact, causes us to overemphasise this conflict between the two. As 
we have seen, both the pesherist and the author of CD are rather more interested in the 
conflict between the Teacher and the Man of Falsehood. Unfortunately, however, the 
importance of this is often overlooked. 1 QpHab thus describes an occasion when the 
Wicked Priest came into conflict with the Teacher and, if we can conflate the 
incidents in cols. IX and XI, this is said to have taken place on the Day of Atonement 
(XI:7). Ifwe add in the evidence from the current passage then we fmd that it was the 
Wicked Priest's intention to 'seek to kill' (IV:8) the Teacher, but that this attempt 
failed since 'God will not a[bandon him into his hand ... ]'. The attempt also contains 
some legal bearing, but because of the lacuna in the text here the precise nature of this 
d'etudes superiures specialise d'histoire des religions de Strasbourg (Presses Universitaires de 
France: Paris, 1957), 25-35. 
Ill Ibid., 180. 
112 Cf. P. Paul Joiion, Grammaire de l'Hebreu Biblique (lnstitut Biblique Pontifical: Rome, 
1923), 301£ 
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is not gtven. Overlapping with 1QpHab agam, however, clearly demonstrates a 
difference of legal opinion, since the day of the Wicked Priest's arrival is given as 
Y om Kippur. If, as most scholars assume, the Wicked Priest was a High Priest then, 
as we have stated, the only place he can have been on the Day of Atonement was in 
the temple in Jerusalem; hence the conclusion that the Teacher's group operated under 
a different calendar. The Wicked Priest's incursion may then have been intended to 
force the community to adhere to the calendar practised in the Jerusalem temple, an 
attempt that seems to have been only partially successful, if at all. 
In the third and final passage in 4QpPsa we are again forced to rely to an extent on 
restoration. (Note: The length of the column combined with the paucity of the extant 
material renders any reconstruction that attempts to retain the spacing difficult.) 
24 ::Ji~ i:li "[J]'? 
~"':> IZ'1iip .. [ 
t:)lJ "'Jitv'?i [ 
iirD!J 1r,~', "~rDl77.l "~JK il':)]i~ 25 
] "~i!:lC[ ] 26 
"~ "'J[!:l'? ifO~ pi~ii] iiiil:) '?11 [iifD!:> i"~ii7.:) :J!:liO] 27 
1iiZ'1" ":ll77:):l 
"My he[ art] overflows with a good theme, 25 [I] add[ress my verses to the king." 
(Ps. 45:la, Heb 45:2a) Its interpretation ... ] .. holy, for 26 [ ••. ] books [ ...... ] 
"And my tongue is the pen of 27 [a skilled scribe." (Ps. 45:lb, Heb 45:2b) Its 
interpretation] concerns the Teacher[ of Righteousness who ... bef]ore God with 
an answering tongue. (4QpPs3 1-10 IV:24-27) 
The translation of 11ro', '~.:ll17.:l::1 (1. 27) is odd. In the Editio Princeps, Allegro translated 
'eloquent tongue' while others have translated 'reply of the tongue' (Garcia-Martinez) 
and 'purposeful speech' (Horgan). My own translation reflects the NRSV of Prov. 
16:1. If the placing of fr. 9 (iii10 r,l1) is correct, 113 the commentary appears to relate 
'my tongue' (1. 26) to the Teacher of Righteousness, a reading supported by the 
various autobiographical (of the Teacher) elements of 1 QH where pro', i1.:ll10 is also 
found, c£ IV: 17; VIII: 14; X:7; and XIX:34: 
I want to find a reply on (my) tongue (prD'? i!Jl77:l) to recount your acts of justice 
(lQH IV:l7) 
113 In the Editio Princeps Allegro noted that fr. 9 was "uncertainly placed." As Horgan points 
out, the only indication as to its placing is that the bottom margin of a column is visible. The 
width of this margin appears to correspond to that in fr. 10. Cf Allegro, DID 5, 49; Horgan, 
225. 
Since I know all this I want to fmd a reply of the tongue (pro', rmn~) to prostrate 
myself and to ask [forgiveness (lQH VIII:14) 
But you give a reply of the tongue (pro'? iiJl17.)) to my uncir[cumcised] lips (lQH 
X:7) 
You have put into the mouth of your servant thanksgiving and[ ... ] 34 entreaties 
and the reply of the tongue (l,ro', i!Jm:l1). (lQH XIX:33-34; all translations, 
Garcfa-Martinez) 
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If the author of these apparently autobiographical sections of 1 QH was the Teacher 
himself, these passages all demonstrate how j1fl1~ mm~ is used of the relationship 
between the Teacher and God. As we have seen, in 1QpHab the Teacher was 
considered God's mouthpiece on earth. Here, too, we see how God places into his 
servant's mouth exactly what to say, i.e. the reply of the tongue. This allows us to 
support the placing of fr. 9 in this section. Other than this, however, the pesher has 
little to say. 
Conclusions 
The picture of the Teacher in 4QpPs3 , then, supports the depiction of the Teacher 
elsewhere, especially in 1 QpHab. Here too the Teacher appears in conflict with the 
Wicked Priest, who even attempted to kill him, though this attempt was seemingly 
unsuccessful. Elsewhere, important links are made between the Teacher and the 
Priest, a suggestion that is implied in 1 QpHab, though which also reappears outside of 
the Qumran corpus, in the Rabbinic material. The significance of this should not be 
ignored and suggests one of two things. Either the pesharim were more widely 
disseminated than is often realised, or the pesherist, in referring to the Teacher of 
Righteousness, makes use of a more widespread tradition. If the latter, the leader's 
claim to be the Teacher of Righteousness is eschatological, since the Rabbinic 
evidence argues for the appearance of this figure in the future. It may even be 
regarded as polemical. Meanwhile, the fmal passage, although it is the least well 
preserved, may reflect 1 QpHab's suggestion that the Teacher is God's mouthpiece. As 
we have seen, this reflects various passages in Daniel, which portray him as receiving 
secret knowledge from God. 
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~.3.6 ~QplPsalm.sb 
The fmal two references to the Teacher occur in 4QpPsb, although unfortunately these 
are also the most fragmented. In neither text is there any real indication of what 
biblical passage is being commented upon (although Allegro has maintained that Ps. 
127:2-3 could be restored in lines 2-3 of the first fragment114), and there is 
consequently very little text that can be reconstructed. 
] . [ ] 1 
] .d~ ~[ ] 2 
]1rop:J"' 1ro[~ ] 3 
]pi~if ifi17:) .ilYi.il[DJ ] 4 
fJpn n"'in~'? li1[1'd ] 5 
] [ ] 6 
1 n'?nJn "'fl1i1["' ] 7 
1 [ ••.••• ].[ .•..•• ] 2 [ .•.••• ] ' lk.[ ...... ] 3 [ ••••• w]ho looked for [ ...... ] 4 [ ••• the 
hidd]en things of the Teacher of Righteousness [ ...... ] 5 [ ••• the pri]est in the end 
tim[e ...... ] 6 [ •••••• ]<Blank> [ ...... ] 7 [ ••. the ones who] take possession of the 
inheritance of [ ...... ] ( 4QpPsb 1 1: 1-7) 
Although fragmentary, this passage is important for the link it apparently maintains 
between the 'Teacher of Righteousness' and 'the pri]est in the end tim[e' (lii[1:> 
f]pii fi"''iFI~"), though the reconstruction of 1m:> here is uncertain. Unfortunately, 
even should the reconstruction be correct, since no complete lines of the pesher 
survive, it is difficult to assess how much material should be reconstructed and thus 
how closely the two figures should be identified. Is the Teacher of Righteousness 
himself the 'Priest' as in 4QpPsa above, for instance, or are we to take the 
eschatological reference seriously and thus identify separate figures, perhaps the 
Priest one to whom the 'hidden things' (n1i.li[CJ) of the Teacher have been revealed? 
The fragmentary nature ofthe pesher does not allow us to answer this question. 
In the fmal passage, the fragmentary state of the pesher also obscures a reference to 
the Teacher. 
tl:t].il!:.)if irl:7~ [ ] 
p11~n ni1[n 1 2 
1 [ ••• ] the interpretation of the mess[age ...... ] 2 [... the Tea]cher of 
Righteous[ness ...... ] (4QpPsb 2 I:l-2) 
114 Contrast Horgan, 27, who queries this suggestion. 
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So fragmentary is this passage indeed that it is not possible to read much more than a 
reference to the Teacher here. In the Editio Princeps, Allegro reconstructed Psalm 
127:3b in 1. 1 as follows: 
"~]i~Fl iii'l:?~ [1~::::111 "lj~ i:>~ 1 
... 'a reward is the fruit of the womb']. Its interpretation: 'the fruit' [ ... 115 
Nevertheless, the reading of 9]i~il here is uncertain, and I follow Horgan in 
reconstructing bl:.t]n~il iU7~ (in line with 4Qpisaa 2-6 11:26) instead. 116 Ultimately, 
however, the precise reconstruction of 1. 1 is of little consequence given the paucity of 
the extant material. All that may be observed is a very fragmentary reference to the 
Teacher ofRighteousness in this passage. 
4.4 Conclusions 
Examining the references to the Teacher of Righteousness in any of the pesharim is 
ultimately frustrating. 1QpHab, which deals most extensively with the Teacher, only 
concentrates on him personally in one of the texts (VII: 1-5); the remaining references 
are either to his conflict with the Wicked Priest, the Man of Falsehood, or to his 
followers, the community. The same picture emerges from other pesharim. Here, the 
Teacher is again found alongside the Wicked Priest (4QpPsa 1-10 IV:7-10) and 
possibly also the Spouter of the Lie (1QpMic 10 I:2). Meanwhile, those passages 
which might reveal personal information about him- that is to say those that begin 
"its interpretation concerns the Teacher of Righteousness" or something similar - are 
ultimately too fragmented to be of any use. 
More positively, the picture of the Teacher in the pesharim does support the imagery 
elsewhere; predominantly the Teacher's depiction as one to whom secret knowledge 
is made known (also found in the Rabbinic material), but also his conflict with the 
Man of Falsehood (alluded to in CD). When it comes to identifying the Teacher, 
however, our efforts are hampered by the lack of any direct evidence. It is, as we have 
suggested, largely through his association with the Man of Falsehood and the Wicked 
Priest that we uncover any information about the Teacher, and thus any suggestions as 
115 Allegro, DJD 5, 52. 
116 Horgan, 228. 
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to his identity naturally arise through discussion of these figures, to which we must 
now turn. 
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As we have seen, the Teacher of Righteousness is integrally connected with the 
opponent of the community referred to as the :tT:::>ii I'D"'~ and commonly translated 
'Man of the Lie' 'Man of Lies'. This is almost certainly the same figure as the 
'Spouter ofthe Lie'(:dT:lii "')"'t:Jr.l) because ofthe similarity in structure and vocabulary 
of the two expressions. Nevertheless, neither figure has been dealt with in any real 
detail in previous studies. 
It is true that the Man of Lies features heavily in the reconstruction of Qumran origins 
proposed by Jerome Murphy-O'Connor (based on earlier works by Jeremias, Der 
Lehrer, 1963, and Stegemann, Die Enstehung, 1965). Indeed in the hypothesis he is 
depicted as the leader of the Essene group at the time of the Teacher's arrival 
following his expulsion as High Priest by Jonathan Maccabee in 152 BC. 1 
Nevertheless, the thesis makes no real attempt to properly understand the background 
of either title or to offer proper exegesis of the relevant passages themselves. Much is 
taken 'on spec'. Meanwhile, the larger "Interregnum hypothesis" has come under 
more recent attack, scarcely offset by Stegemann's restatement of the hypothesis in 
the recent publication of his 1993 work Die Essener, Qumran, Johannes der Tiiufer 
und Jesus or its English translation of 1998? A different approach is proposed by 
William Brownlee3 but, although he does attempt basic exegesis of the passages, like 
Murphy-O'Connor, no attempt is made to properly understand the origins of the 
expressions; while his overall argument is flawed by an a priori assumption that the 
Man of Lies is the same figure as the Wicked Priest- and the community's history 
reconstructed accordingly. 
A new investigation is thus urgently needed, an investigation that will deal seriously 
with the same exegetical issues we have observed elsewhere - title, biblical 
background as well as parallels to other Qumran passages - but which is unburdened 
by the 'chaff of larger historical reconstructions. 
1 Murphy-O'Connor, "The Essenes in Palestine," 94-124, esp. 118f£ 
2 H. Stegemann, The Library ofQumran, esp. 147f. 
3 Brownlee, "The Wicked Priest, The Man of the Lies, and the Righteous Teacher - The 
Problem ofldentity," 1-37. 
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As with the pi~ii iii17:l of the previous chapter, :dTdii I'D"~~ (and the related "')"tll:) 
:dTdii) is subjected to a number of similar, but subtly different, translations. Any ofthe 
following may appear in an article or other work: 'Man of Lies' 'Man of the Lie' 'the 
Liar' 'the False One' 'Man ofFalsehood' for :dTd lt'.,Jlt; and 'Spouter of Lies' 'Spouter 
ofthe Lie' 'Preacher ofLies' 'Preacher ofthe Lie' 'False Oracle' 'Babbler' for "')"~tl~ 
:::n:m. 
Common to both expressions is :dTdii a derivative of the kzb I root normally translated 
'lie, to tell a lie.' 4 As Mosis points out in his article on :dT:d, however, whereas in most 
modern European languages 'lie' has more of an ethical dimension, Hebrew usage 
shows that identifying kzb I with its modem equivalent is "misleading if not actually 
wrong."5 'Telling a lie' means 'telling someone something that the teller knows is 
untrue', i.e. an intention to deliberately deceive another. As Mosis' inquiries show, 
however, the primary meaning of kzb I is "(objectively) deceptive, false, 
untrustworthy, false, worthless" and is indicated by the various synonyms to which 
the root is exposed; including ~11t' 'emptiness, vanity, falsehood' (Prov. 30:8; Ezek. 
13:16ff.), ipro 'deception, disappointment, falsehood' (Prov. 6:19; 14:5; Isa. 28:15), 
n.,l':lin 'treachery, fraud, deceit' (Zeph. 3:13) and '?:m 'vapour, breath, vanity' (Ps. 
62: 1 0). Substituting any of these terms with kzb I, he continues, results in no apparent 
change in meaning. 
The difference between 'telling a lie' and 'telling a falsehood' ultimately rests on 
intention and/or knowledge. A speaker may 'tell a lie', in which case he is also 
'telling a falsehood', in that what he is saying is false in the sense that it is not true, 
and he is at the same time aware that it is not true, hence it is also a lie. However, a 
speaker can tell a falsehood, without also telling a lie, if he is by contrast unaware that 
4 A separate root kzb II means 'be abundant, magnificent', but any link between the two roots 
can probably be excluded. Cf. Mosis, ":li~ kzb I; :::J.!-? kaziiQ; :::!!~15 'akzab; :1t~":l:> kidba; ':::J.~~ 
kozbf; :::J.'t:?l't 'akzfb; :::J.'P kezfb; ~9~;;:, kozeba'," TDOT 7, G. Johannes Botterweck, Helmer 
Ringgren & Heinz-Josef Fabry (eds.). Trans. David E. Green (Eerdmans: Grand Rapids, 
Michigan, 1995), 104-121, esp. 104£ 
5 Mosis, op. cit., 108. 
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what he is saying is not true. Given the various synonyms, therefore, Mosis proposes 
'falsehood, untrustworthiness, worthlessness' as the basic meaning of kzb I.6 
We may further observe this basic difference through Hebrew usage. In Num. 23, for 
instance, Balaam in prophesying to Balak states "God is not a man that he should lie 
(:tT:J"~'l, piel) or a son of man that he should change his mind (blr=t:lii"~\ hitpael)." The 
question is not whether God has intentionally misled IsraeL as a translation 'lie' 
would warrant, but whether he would remain faithful to the divine promise. Similarly, 
Prov. 6:19 ("a false witness [iprl? i:V] breathes out lies [ld"~:IT:>]") might be taken in its 
modern sense, in that a false witness will intentionally deceive a jury. Again, 
however, this is not necessarily so. Instead, a false witness is simply a witness whose 
evidence is false, i.e. wrong, whether accidental or deliberate. 
In almost every Hebrew passage, :n:> may be better translated by other English terms 
than 'lie'. 
(a) The :1 T:Jii f!J.,~ 
The expression :n:lii I'D.,~ itself almost certainly derives from Prov. 19:22 7: 
:did ta"~NTd lti''rdit!)1 i1on bliN m~n 
T T • •· T : ! - T T - -; -
What is desirable in a person is loyalty, and it is better to be poor than a liar. 
The expression :IT:J rl?"~~r.l translated 'liar' strongly resembles the expression I'D"~~ 
:tT:Jii found in the Scrolls; the main difference being the absence of the defmite 
article. Following on from our discussion above, we can see how inaccurate a 
translation 'liar' here, is. Here, it is clear that the expression :n::l I'D"~r.l is contrasted 
with iOF! 'steadfast love, faithfulness' and yet 'liar' is not an appropriate antonym. A 
better translation, then, might be 'man ofuntrustfulness' or 'faithless man'. 
The presence of the definite article in the expression :IT:Jii rl?.,~ seems to be deliberate, 
since the reading :IT:> fl7"~ is not found in the DSS. Moreover, the article is also found 
in the related expression :IT:li1 '1"~r.l (below). Mosis suggests that the presence of the 
6 Ibid., 110. 
7 Pardee, op. cit., 172. 
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definite article here pinpoints a specific historical individual. 8 But that its presence is 
merely meant to parallel, for example, pi~ll lli,O, or that contrariwise the article has 
some greater significance cannot be ruled out. In any case the deliberate inclusion of 
the article should lead us to reject such translations as 'man of lies', i.e. the plural 
form, since this ignores the defmite article. 
In translating the expression :Ji:JII r11"'~, then, we should rule out not only 'man oflies' 
but indeed any translation that translates :lid by 'lie(s)'. Our own translation should 
echo the non-ethical translation of :lid, thus I follow Driver's 'man of falsehood' 9 
though recognising that this does not encompass all dimensions of the Hebrew phrase; 
'man ofuntrustfulness', 'man ofworthlessness' etc. 
(b) The :JT:JII "1"'~0 
When we turn to the expression :JT:JII "1"'~0, our attention here focuses on the form 
"1"'~0. Translated 'spouter', "1"'~0 is derived from the root "!~:!. This has a base 
meaning 'drip' 'drop' 'melt', and is probably derived from Egyptian ntp 'sprinkle'. In 
the Hebrew Bible the root appears on 18 occasions, in no less than five of which it is 
linked with clouds and rainfall (Judg. 5:4[twice]; Job 29:22; 36:27; and Ps. 68:8 [Heb. 
68:9]), and is found alongside bi"Or11 'heavens', bl"l:l 'waters', :JlJ 'clouds', it:ll:l 'rain', 
and ~~ 'mist'. In other passages the root appears in the sense of mountains dripping 
sweet wine (Joel3:18; Am. 9:13), lips dripping honey (Prov. 5:3; compare Song 4:11; 
5:13) and hands dripping with myrrh (Song 5:5). The latter almost certainly leads to 
the development oft']~~ as 'resin' (Exod. 30:34). 10 
8 M os is, op. cit., 116. 
9 Driver, The Judaean Scrolls (1965). Compare Gaster, op. cit., though in the same work he 
also translates :n:lii rD.,IIt as 'man of lies'. 'Man ofFalsehood' is somewhat better than Cross's 
'False One' 'False Oracle' where the structure of the original Hebrew is lost. Cf. Cross, 
Ancient Library, 116f. 
10 This usage may also be found in 4QEnc Ar (4Q204) XII:28 (following Garcia-Martinez, 
DSS:SE, 1), though the reconstruction is uncertain. Cf. Madl, "t')tp~ natap; £lf9} natap; £l~~ 
netep; ni£l(')~? netfp61.; il~rb~ netopii; 'J:"l~rb~ netopii1.i," TDOT, IX, 395-402, esp. 395; J. A. 
Fitzmyer and DJ. Harrington, A Manual of Palestinian Aramaic Texts (Second Century B. C. 
-Second Century A.D.), Biblica et Orientalia, 34 (Rome: Biblical Institute Press, 1978), 64f. 
(as 4QEnc Fr. 1, 1:6). (PAM 43.202) 
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At the same time, separate usage establishes a meanmg of ~~:l which relates to 
prophetic speech. This usage, which is exclusive to the hiphil, is found in five 
passages (Ezek. 20:46 [Heb. 21:2]; 21:2 [21 :7]; Amos 7:16; and Mic. 2:6, 11), in the 
frrst three ofwhich it is paralleled by ~:d:l 'prophesy' (in the hiphil and niphal forms). 
The context of these passages does not enable us to specifically identify this 
dimension of "']O:l, but the NRSV translation 'preach' is probably closest to the mark. 
Koehler-Baumgartner attempt to link these aspects of the root with recourse to the 
slavering of ecstatic speech, i.e. foaming at the mouth. Nevertheless, Madl rules out 
any such link, pointing out that none of these texts suggest any sort of ecstatic speech, 
while in those passages where such prophetic 'slavering' is referred to, the verb does 
not appear. His own suggestion of a link through Job 29:22 ('my word dripped on 
them like dew [.,!i'?l:l "l~li 1r.l.,"l71]), however, is scarcely much better. 11 A simpler 
suggestion may be that these roots were originally entirely separate, though certainly 
by the second century BC a link was perceived between the two different aspects. 
This, as we shall see, is especially emphasised by the expression :di:;jii ~"~l:l itself. 
(i) Micah 2:11 
The form "'].,OI:l itself, a hiphil participle, reflects the second root meaning 'preach', 
since this form is found in one of the Micah passages (Mic. 2:11). Thus, NRSV 
'preacher'. 
bl~\1 ~~~~ ~~\!, i~W~: r~~ '17 ~t;J~ :1-~~ iptp~ f:t1i l~;, tli~~-,~ 
: :=t·i il 
If someone were to go about uttering empty falsehoods, saying, "I will preach to 
you of wine and strong drink," such a one would be the preacher for this 
people! 12 
This verse appears within the wider context of Mic. 2:6-11, where the prophet 
criticises Israel's leaders for failing to appreciate the realities of their situation. He 
cites their criticisms of him, when they tell him not to preach of calamitous events, for 
such disgrace will not overtake them (v6; where the "']~.J root is found three times). 
Like the false prophets of similar passages then (Isa. 30:10; Jer. 5:31; Amos 2:12), 
they tell the people what they want to hear, as opposed to what Israel needs to hear. 
11 Ibid., 399. 
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Thus the prophet mimics their vain attacks on wine and strong drink in the face of the 
greater danger (vll). Why harp on at such things when people's very lives are at 
stake? The passage also works on a deeper level, however. It is surely no coincidence 
that the terms the prophet uses to characterise their preaching, r"' 'wine' and 'j:::;)f/1 
'strong drink', especially the latter, reflect the real content of their preaching; 1pr11 
'falsehoods' and perhaps the implied r~ 'nothing'. 
For our purposes, the passage is also interesting since it brings "l"'t:lr.l together with 
ipl'll, but more significantly also with :JT:d; the only such passage in the OT. In other 
words, both elements of the phrase :JT:dil "l"'t:)r.l may be traced to this one verse in 
Micah. 
:Jl':dil "l"'t:lO, then, can mean two things: 'dripper of falsehood' if one follows the 
association with rainfall; or 'preacher of falsehood' if we follow the parallels of "lt:)J 
with tot:JJ in the latter stages of the Hebrew Bible. On a strictly literary level, the latter 
is more likely since, as we can see, the phrase appears to have originated from one of 
these passages (Mic. 2:11 ). Nevertheless, this overlooks the clear contrast between the 
pi~il ili1r.l as 'the one who rains (or pours out) righteousness' (above, p133f) and 
the translation of:Jl':dil '1"'t:)r.l as 'dripper of falsehood'. Thus Brownlee: 
This language of precipitation makes it antithetical to m6reh ha.y-$edeq, "the one 
who showers righteousness [or, truth]."13 
This is unlikely to be mere coincidence, especially since the links between ili9 and 
f)t:lJ, though not direct, are nevertheless inherent in the parallels to which both are 
subjected. it:Jr.l 'rain' appears alongside both the "lt:)J (Job 36:27) and ili"' (Deut. 
11 :14) roots. This may also be added to our arguments in the previous chapter as to 
the precise meaning of pi~ 'righteousness'. If :lTd has a more general meaning 
'falsehood' then pi~ is more likely to refer to what is 'right' as opposed to what is 
12 N .B. the translation 'empty falsehoods' for :n~ 1przn. 
13 Brownlee, 168. Cf. "Messianic Motifs of Qumran and the New Testament," NTS 3 (1956-
57), 13. 
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'wrong' or 'false', than to 'righteousness' in its normative sense. In other words, the 
ethical dimension of either term should be suppressed. 
Aside from the scrolls, no references to either an :JT:di1 rD.,~ or a :li:di1 "').,~~ could be 
found outside the Hebrew Bible. While it is dangerous to draw conclusions from this, 
it may be that the expressions are exclusive to the DSS. 
5.2.1 Qumran Materian 
Within the scrolls themselves, these expressions are again very rare. Aside from the 
pesharim, :IT:di1 rD.,~ appears in only one passage, in CD, while the precise expression 
:li::dil "').,~~ does not appear at all. Similar (or incomplete) expressions are found, 
although again these are limited to CD. Again, however, we should not impart too 
much significance to this given the incomplete status ofthe corpus. 
(a) Damascus Document 
Within CD the :IT:di1 to.,~ appears in MS B XX: 13-15 alongside the Teacher of 
Righteousness (above, pp140f.), while a :li::d "1.,~~(1) (minus the definite article) is 
referred to in the parallel passages in MS A VIII: 12-14 and MS B XIX:24-26. A 
similar expression :ti:l'? bilK "').,tl~(1) (lit. 'a preacher of men to falsehood'; a more 
probable translation would be 'a preacher to men of falsehood') is found in the 
parallel passage in MS B XIX:25-26. Otherwise, the 'Preacher' (''r~~) is referred to 
in MS A IV:19-20 (quoting Mic. 2:6, and for which no parallel in the cave 4 
fragments has surfaced) while the "')~:J root is evidenced in I: 14( =4Q266 2 I: 18) 
alongside the 'man of scoffmg' (11~'?ir ro.,~). From these references it is clear that 
although the full expression :li:dii ~.,~0 is rare, the figure is nevertheless important. 
Indeed, the 'Preacher' seems to have played an important role. For instance, as 'Zaw' 
the Preacher is associated with the 'builders of the wall': 'The builders of the wall 
who follow after Zaw- Zaw is a Preacher as it says ''they shall indeed preach" (Mic. 
2:6)' (IV:19-20). This passage is exceptionally difficult, and seems to be the base of a 
complicated process of exegesis within CD. On the one hand, the expression 'who 
follow after zaw' (1~ .,.,FT~ 1:d'?ii irD~) derives from Hos. 5:11 where the term 
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appears alongside a reference to Ephraim14; meanwhile, the 'builders of the wall' 
(f9 flii 9 J,d) which occurs elsewhere (VIII:12ff.) derives from Ezek. 13:10; while 
finally the author himself cites part of Mic. 2:6 (in relation to the "')~J root). An 
obvious question concerns the identity ofthe 'builders ofthe wall'. According to CD 
IV:19 these are caught in two ofBelial's three nets (itself a midrash on the 'terror pit 
and snare' oflsa. 24:17£): fornication, by taking two wives in one's lifetime (IV:20-
21); and defiling the Temple, by not keeping apart in accordance with the law 
(V:6ff.). In VIII:12ff., meanwhile, 'because one who weighs wind and a spouter of 
falsehood has spouted to them', 15 God's anger is aroused against all the congregation 
of the 'builders of the wall' and another group, the 'smearers of whitewash' (9fit:) 
'?~nii; again see Ezek. 13:10).16 A strong link is thus maintained between the 
'Spouter'/'Preacher' and the 'builders ofthe wall', who then may be further identified 
as followers of the Preacher. 17 This receives support in Ezek. 13. Here, 'prophets who 
14 The term also appears in Isa. 28:10,13, again in association with Ephraim (28:1), and is 
specifically used to ridicule Israel's leadership. Cf. p101, n30 above. The meaning of 1~ is 
unclear. The LXX translates -rwv j.ux-ra(wv 'worthless' 'vanity' for the term in Hos. 5:11. The 
parallels in meaning between this and ::n:> should not be overlooked. 
15 The expression mi ',p1ro 'one who weighs wind' lends good support to our suggestion 
above that we refrain from translating :n:m rD.,N as 'man of the lie'. 'Weighing wind' has a 
clear metaphorical sense of 'futility' and 'emptiness'. The precise nuance of :JT:>n I'D.,l't in this 
instance is more likely 'man of vanity', but I have translated 'man of falsehood for 
consistency. 
16 In Vlll:18 God's anger is aroused against those who hate the 'builders of the wall', 
although, due to the difficulties reconciling this with the previous reference, Davies may be 
right to suggest emendation. Cf. Davies, The Damascus Covenant, 255-256. 
17 Ibid., 111. Although Davies fmds (111-113) that the argument at first sight seems 
reasonable, nevertheless, he concludes that this interpretation conflicts with the overall 
argument oftheAdmonition. He finds it difficult, for instance, to reconcile the 'builders of the 
wall' with a sectarian group within the wider Jewish community since the point of the passage 
is to show that Belial is leading Israel astray by pointing to the activities of a representative 
group. A sectarian group, with which the Jewish community would themselves disagree, 
would lose this overall aim. Instead, he suggests that the 'builders of the wall' are the whole 
of Israel outside of the community, or, if the sub-group mentality is to be retained, at least 
depicts the Jewish religious leadership. He does accept, however, that an attempt has been 
made at a subsequent point to "direct the thrust of this passage against a specific group, an 
attempt which may be plausibly ascribed to the Qurnran community". Either way, the 
important aspect for our purposes seems to be that the prophetic expression 'builders of the 
wall' is applied (or re-applied) to a group which maintained some link with the Spouter of 
Falsehood. This reapplication would doubtless have taken place some time after the split 
alluded to within CD itself. 
For a more literal interpretation of the 'builders of the wall' see Winter, "Two Non-
Allegorical Expressions," esp. 39-42. We shall return to this argument further below when we 
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see false (~11'D) visions and utter lying (:JT:d) divinations' (v9) have 'misled (1l1t)il) my 
people, saying, "Peace," where there is no peace; and because, when the people build 
a wall (f"'li il:l:J), these prophets smear whitewash on it' (13:10). The combination of 
false prophets and the people who build a wall surely recalls the link maintained 
between the preacher of falsehood and the 'builders of the wall' in CD. 
Elsewhere, an important link between this figure and the 'man of scoffmg' (ltl"'~ 
p:l!:"il) is found in col. I. This figure, the author alleges, 'spouted to Israel waters of 
falsehood' (:IT:d "'r.:l"'r.l "~'ilt'"'" ~"'tlil; CD 1:14f.), thus retaining both aspects of ~"'~C 
:IT:di1. 18 'Man of scoffmg' is not found in the Hebrew Bible, but a close parallel is 
found in two OT passages which refer to 'men of scoffmg' (p:l!:" 91'1:7:1~; Prov. 29:8; 
Isa. 28:14). The first passage is especially important since, as we have seen,,~ whom 
CD identifies as the 'preacher', also originates here. Meanwhile, the precise 
expression p:!!:" 91'1:7::1~ is, as we shall see, twice referred to in one of the pesharim 
( 4Qplsab 11:6-7, 10), suggesting that the title p:l!:"il 1'!19~ is specifically created to 
maintain a link between the p~" "'1'!1:1~ and the :JT:>il ~"t!O/I'D"~. 19 
The 'men of scoffmg' are themselves referred to in MS B XX: 11 (again unparalleled 
in the 4Q fragments), where a strong connection is maintained between this group and 
the 'men of war' (il~fi"Oi1 "rl:l:l~) who, in 1. 14, 'turned back with the Man of 
Falsehood'; a passage that also affrrms a link with the 'Unique Teacher' (above, 
p140). The 'men ofscoffmg' are accused of speaking heresy against the ordinances of 
righteousness and rejecting the covenant affrrmed in the land of Damascus (XX: 11-
12), and as punishment neither they nor their families will be allowed to share in the 
House ofthe Law (ili1riil li":J; XX:12). The change in name to 'men ofwar' reflects 
consider the reference to the preacher of falsehood in lQpHab X:9-13, since Winter proposes 
links between this, the CD passages, and the curse on the builders of Jericho in 4QTestimonia. 
18 Rowley suggests that this reference implies that 'the man of scorn' (i.e. the l,~'?n ID.,~) is 
likely a foreign figure and suggests that the title refers to Antiochus Epiphanes (Zadokite 
Fragments, 70 n3). Although we shall discuss the possible historical identities of the I'D.,~ 
p~'?n and other significant figures in a separate chapter, there is no reason for now to 
suppose that the reference applies to a foreigner. Indeed, if the relationship between the 'man 
of scoffing' and the 'man/preacher of falsehood' can be upheld, this suggests that he was in 
fact a former member of the Qumran community itself. 
19 Cf. Davies, op. cif., 187. 
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the Deuteronomic curse in Deut. 1 :26 on those who refused to enter the Promised 
Land at Kadesh-bamea. Because oftheir refusal, the LORD's wrath is raised against 
them and he promises that none of them, barring only Joshua and Caleb son of 
Jephunneh, will ever enter the land (1 :35-36). The Israelites thus travel for a further 
thirty-eight years, 'until the entire generation of warriors (ilnnt,oil "'ti:1JN) had perished 
from the camp, as the LORD had sworn concerning them' (Deut 2:14). The thirty-
eight years parallels the 'forty years' between the 'in-gathering of the Teacher of 
Righteousness and the end of all the men of war' (CD XX:14).20 The 'men of war' are 
thus the same as the 'men of scoffmg' and thus the followers of the Man of 
Falsehood, those who left the community during the schism. The passage also of 
course confirms the link between the p~',il tl:1"~l't and the ::JT:liT ti:1"~N/'1"~t)O. 
CD, then, uses a number of different terms to refer to the same individual or group. 
The 'man of falsehood' can be identified exegetically with the 'preacher of falsehood' 
and with the 'man ofscoffmg'. Meanwhile, the followers ofthis figure are referred to 
as 'men of scoffing' (or 'men of the scoffer'), 'builders of the wall' and the 'men of 
war'. Any examination of the 'man of falsehood' in the pesharim should, then, 
account for this exegetical range. Clearly, the 'man of falsehood' is also shown in CD 
as an opponent to the Teacher of Righteousness even though the two only appear 
together at XX:13-15. The majority of instances where the 'man of falsehood' (or his 
alter egos) appears, suggest a schism within the community precipitated by this 
figure. 
5.3 The Man of Falsehood in the Pesharim 
Within the pesharim, the 'man of falsehood' appears twice, in 1QpHab and 4Qplsaa. 
Meanwhile, aside from a possible reference to the 'preacher of falsehood' in 1 QpMic, 
this expression is confmed to a single instance in 1 QpHab. 
2
° Cf. Ibid., 188. 
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5.3. ll ll QplHiaiOalkkwtlk 
In 1 QpHab both the man of falsehood and the preacher of falsehood are referred to, 
though the latter only once. Several of these passages have already been explored in 
our previous chapter since a strong link is clearly maintained between this figure and 
the teacher of righteousness, a figure normally associated with the wicked priest 
( :vroiil Tm:;)). 
In the first instance, we have entirely reconstructed a reference to the man of 
falsehood, which, as we have set out elsewhere, makes better contextual sense . 
... for the wicked surroun]d the righteous. (Hab. 1 :4ba; 1QpHab 1:12) 
pi~ii iii1r.J ~1ii [p9i~ii1 d.T::Jii rz19~ ~1ii 171'l1iii 1ifD~] 13 
[Its interpretation: 'the wicked' he is the man of falsehood and 'the righteous'] 
he is the teacher of righteousness. (lQpHab 1:13) 
As we maintained above (pp163£), it is preferable to restore 'man of falsehood' over 
'wicked priest' since the former reappears as soon as col. 11, while the 'wicked priest' 
does not otherwise appear until col. VIII. Moreover, since we envisage 1QpHab 
(among other texts) as predominantly relating a conflict between the teacher and the 
man of falsehood - rather than the wicked priest - it again makes more sense to 
restore a reference to the man of falsehood here. In itself, however, the passage is of 
little significance, seeking if anything, to offer a dramatis personae. 
The next passage, however, is certain and straightaway sets forth an antithesis 
between the teacher and the man of falsehood. 
bi::J9r.J9d. ~17,~ ~17~ ~.,d 1iil:lFl ,iir,)Flii, ,~9d,jfj bJ9il1d. ,lti] 
,~,09 [~9:> ,:J97:)~Fl ~,~ 
Ha b. 1 :5; 1 QpHab 1: 16-JI: 1 
rz19~ bl17 bJ9=J:l,d.ii [~17 id.iii il'li~] 1 
~9~r.J iipi~n iii1r.J (91d.id. 1:J97:)~ii] ~1~ 9::J d.T::Jif 2 
"~ 3 
1QpHab II:1-3. For translation and notes see above, pp145f. 
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The 'traitors with the man of falsehood' here are, as we maintained, one of three 
groups of 'traitors', a term that seems to be drawn directly from the original prophecy 
(Hab. 1 :5). This implies that 'traitors' is not the precise term used by the community 
for their opponents, and that this group is likely referred to elsewhere under a different 
name. Again, in our earlier chapter we suggested this group might be synonymous 
with the 'men of war' (flOfi~Oil '1t1'JJ~) from CD XX:13-15 who 'turned back (1:dt1'J) 
with the man of falsehood.'21 The 'traitors' are clearly former members of the 
community since they can apparently be expected to maintain faith in the Teacher's 
words. No mention of neglecting faith in the Teacher is mentioned of the 'men of 
war' in CD, but if Davies is right, and the expression is an allusion to the refusal of 
the Israelites at Kadesh-barnea (above, ppl92f.), then this is perhaps an example of 
their not maintaining faith. In any case, within CD XX, as we have seen, a strong link 
is maintained between the 'men of war' and the 'men ofscoffmg'/'men of the scoffer' 
(11~',11 "t!'JJN) who 'turned back' (i:JrD) because they rejected the new covenant 
(XX:ll-12). 'Rejecting the covenant' is here analogous to not maintaining faith in the 
words of the teacher, albeit wrapped in Deuteronomic language. It is especially 
applicable to the 'traitors to the New Covenant' (ilfl1ifiil n.,i:J:J bl.,ili:dfl) and the 
'violators of the covenant' (n"i:dfl .,~.,il7), the supposed second and third groups of 
traitors in lQpHab 11:3,6 respectively.22 Even if Dupont-Sommer is right and three 
groups of traitors are referred to in this interpretation of Hab.l :5 - crudely past, 
present and future groups - it is entirely probable that the actual group is the same, 
the followers of the man of falsehood and their descendants, viewed at different points 
in both their and the community's history. Again this distinction may be maintained 
through the different titles: p~'?n "l'l1Jl't refers to those present with the man of 
falsehood at his rejection of the covenant; non';lon 'lft1JN applies to this same group 
some time after the split, perhaps after the death of the man of falsehood and 
contemporaneous with the Qurnran author(s); while n.,i:dil .,~.,ili' is perhaps a more 
general term for the group in a future period. If this understanding is correct, then 
21 Above, p146f. 
22 Above, pl46; Dupont-Sommer, "Le Commentaire," 53, §7. As we can see in our excursus 
below, the p~?n "~I'DJI:t are described (with reference to lsa. 5:24) as those "who rejected the 
Law of the LORD" (4Qplsab II:7). This is again analogous to the actions of the 'traitors' in 
lQpHab. 
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clearly the community maintained a much more long-term animosity towards the 
group inaugurated by the man of falsehood; an animosity, that just as the Qumran 
community apparently comes into its own (as against the Teacher's) self-government, 
is centred on the opposite group itself, rather than the 'man of falsehood' in particular. 
This doubtless explains why, in later texts such as 4QpNah, this opposition is group 
orientated (the Seekers of Smooth Things, Ephraim, Manasseh etc.), rather than 
person-orientated (e.g. to the Teacher, man of falsehood). 
Excursus: The 11~~il '~rD::IN in 4Qplsab II:6.10 
It would be useful at this point to digress slightly and discuss the references to the 
p~t,ii '~rD::I~ - 'men of the scoffer' or 'men of scoffing' - in the pesharim. These are 
clearly related in some way to the 11~t,il I'D'~~ 'man of scoffmg' and thus also the 
:JT:Jil "')"'00/rD'~~. The 11~?i1 '~rDJ~ are referred to twice in the pesharim, both times in 
4Qplsab, within four lines of each other (11. 6, 1 0). Because of the short pieces of 
commentary, and due to the consequent greater emphasis on the biblical text, this has 
been quoted in full alongside the pesher itself. 
T""' a:qtv.:J:J "~iMKO it)ii"' i:>tl:7 ipJJ "'ld"~:>flZ~ "'iii 2 
iiiii"' ~V!:l m:ti Cif"'nfQ7.:) r"' c,.,~ni rq1n1 '?:JJi ii.:J:> il"~iii cp~i., 3 
:n.zi "'MT.) ii:J:>i n:sr=r "'~JO "'7.:ll7 ii~l 1=>~ iMi N~ ii"' "'rt7l77.:li itY':dii N~ 4 
pir=r "'~J~ ii'"!:l i1il7::li i1rD!:)J ~iNfO ff:l"'Diil 1:>'? KC:S "~0~ iJl:)ffi 5 
li~',if "~ft?:IN Cif if~N N:J T"'"!7 il:lKrDi ff:Jl:)ifi ffiiiT ii"'i 6 
tDY1p MiCK tiKj i11i1"' tliitl MK iCKT.:) irDK Cif t:l"'',tDii":l ifOK 7 
iTli"i iiT:>"'i i"'?li 1"1"' O"'i 1017:1 uiiT"' a:qK i1"1M 1:> '?!7 i3K.:J ',KirD"' 8 
::uo K~ nKT '?::2:1 n1:s1nn :11p:1 nno::> cn'?:t:t "'Dn1 C"iDn 9 
C"~'?tDii"':J ii'OK li~'?;=r "'fD:lK tlil7 K"'ii [D"'it>:J 1"1"' i1l1i 1!:>K] 10 
[ ]'?[ ]'?[ ] 11 
"Woe to those who when they arise early in the morning, in pursuit of strong 
drink, who stay late in the evening, by wine 3 inflamed. And there are lyre and 
harp, and tambourine and flute, the wine of their feasts. But the work of the 
LORD 4 they did not heed, and the deeds of his hands they did not see. Thus my 
people have gone into exile for lack of knowledge, and its nobles are dying of 
hunger, 5 and its multitude is parched with thirst. Thus Sheol has enlarged its 
appetite and has opened its mouth beyond measure. 6 And its splendour will go 
down, and its throngs, and its tumultuous crowd exulting in it." (Is a. 5: 11-14) 
These are the men of the scoffer 7 who are in Jerusalem. They are the ones who 
"rejected the law of the LORD, and the utterance of the Holy One 8 of Israel have 
despised. For this reason, the anger of the LORD was kindled against his own 
people and he stretched out his hand gainst them and struck them. {The 
mountains} trembled 9 and their corpses were like refuse in the street. In all this 
{[his anger]} has not turned away 10 [and his hand is stretched out still" (lsa. 
5:24c-25).] This is the congregation of the men of the scoffer who are in 
Jerusalem 11 [ •••••• ]/[ ••• ]/[ •••••• ] ( 4Qplsab 11:2-11) 
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As we have suggested, p~'?ii "~fi:JJ~ is generally translated 'men of scoffmg' or 'men 
of the scoffer' - those who propose the latter generally intend to reinforce the link 
with the p~ii 1'11"~~. The term 1,~', is derived from f"?lf,?, although suggesting a 
base meaning for the root is difficult.23 While the modem translators offer 'scoff' 
'mock' 'scorn' etc. all these translations seem to derive from the root's counterparts in 
the Targumim, later Greek versions and (occasionally) Syriac. Instead, the Hebrew 
parallels and LXX usage suggest that a meaning 'arrogance' 'proud' might be more 
appropriate. Even this is made difficult, however, by the range of different contexts to 
which the root is subjected- and especially so by the form f"~"7::1 (a Hiphil participle), 
which has a more professional meaning of 'interpreter' (cf Gen. 43:23; 11 Chron. 
32:31; and Job 33:23); also retained in the scrolls themselves (including seven times 
in 1 QH24) in both positive25 and negative26 expressions. It is easy to dismiss f""r;:, as 
deriving from a separate root, but this does not explain the close proximity of the 
c,~'?, nli'i f,"7::1 and mun .,~.,"7:! in 1 QH X. When translating either l,~"ii "fi:JJ~ or 
p~'?i1 to,~ in the scrolls it is probably better to retain the sense of 'scorn' 'scoff' as 
the meaning more inherent at the time of the scrolls' composition. Nevertheless, the 
sense of 'interpretation' should not be overlooked. It is entirely probable that the 
Qumran author(s) is drawing a deliberate contrast (through their close proximity in 
the Hodayot) between these two dimensions/usages of the Hebrew root f"'?. 
p~"ii "fOJ~ itself almost certainly derives from one or more of three OT passages. In 
Prov. 1:22 the writer questions how long 'scoffers' (Heb. bl,~'?) will delight in their 
'scoffmg' (1,~'?), an aspect that is related to how long the 'simple' (l:d"~il!::>) will love 
23 Cf. Barth, "f'l'? *lw; Y'~ If$; y~ le~; T\ll':l la~on; Y'~ meli$," TDOT7, 547-552. 
24 1QH X:13, 14, 31; XII:7, 9; XIV:13; XXIII:11. 
25 E.g.lil7i f'~t,l':) 'interpreter ofknowledge' (1QH X:l3; 4QpPsa 1+ 1:27). 
26 E.g. imm .,~.,'?!':) 'interpreters of error' (1 QH X: 14 ); :n:::;, .,~.,',!':) 'interpreters of falsehood' 
(lQH X:31; XII:9). 
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being simple. Meanwhile, again in Proverbs, 'scoffers' (11:!!:? "fO.:JN27) who set a city 
aflame are contrasted with the wise who turn away wrath (Prov. 29:8); while in Isa. 
28:14 the prophet addresses his message to 'the scoffers (p::s:? "rDJ~) who rule this 
people in Jerusalem.' This is perhaps comparable to the reference to the 'men of the 
scoffer who are in Jerusalem' in 4Qplsab, and suggests that the phrase is drawn 
directly from this passage in Isaiah. We should not overlook other passages, however, 
especially Prov. 1 which, through its reference to the 'simple' may be of relevance to 
the group termed 'the simple' (bl"'~mtlii) in the scrolls. 
l1:!t'?i1 rD"'~ itself is not itself found in the or suggesting that this expression derives 
from the plural form. If we apply this to the scrolls, this might suggest that the "tDJ~ 
p:!t'?il originally applied to the followers of the 'man of falsehood', eventually 
personalised to the leader of the group himself 
11~'?n "'rl7J~ and p~'?n lt7"'~, then, might be translated 'men/man of pride' 'men/man 
of arrogance' respectively, while the DSS may perpetuate an underlying sense of 
'interpretation', perhaps to rival the Teacher himself We might also suggest that the 
expression mJi f"''?~ found in 1QH X:13 and 4QpPs3 1-10 1:27 (below) was used in 
a titular sense at Qumran and, if we are correct in supposing that the p:!t'?il I'D"~ = 
::n:>iT I'D"~, the p:!t'?il I'D"~ may well have been known by this title when at Qumran. 
Through the antithesis of titles in 1 QH, this title comes to be viewed more negatively; 
ultimately developing into 11:!t'?i1 I'D"'~, an expression for which biblical basis could 
already be found. mr'l f"?r.! seems also to have been retained, perhaps to draw a 
deliberate contrast between the authoritative interpretation of e.g. the teacher himself, 
as opposed to the man of falsehood. Thus, the antithesis of p:!!:'?il I'D"'~ and nl7'1 f"''?O 
fits well the antithesis of the pi:!til ili1r.! and the :JT:lil '1"t:!r.!, further suggesting that 
the n111 f"''?r.! in both 1 QH and 4QpPs8 refers to the 'teacher of righteousness'. 
27 As with similar expressions the definite article appears to have been incorporated in the 
Qumran expression. 
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In the third 1 QpHab passage the man of falsehood is again placed in conflict with the 
teacher of righteousness, in the House of Absalom passage. 
Hab. 1:13b; IQpHab V:8-9 
ld1'?!'l1:J~ F19:J '?lJ 1il'l7~ 9 
pi~il ili11J Flird1Fl:J 11Jjj ifl1~ ld.il~lJ 9r!Jj~, 10 
n~ o~1J il'l7~ :J fdil l'l7"'~ '?lJ 1ii11Tl1 ~,',, 11 
ld[.il~]lJ ',,d ,,lid ili1.ilil 12 
IQpHab V:9-12. For translation and notes see above, pp148ff. 
To our comments previously, I would add that the fact that the 'man of falsehood' is 
here accused of 'rejecting the Law' ties in, not only with the traitors' rejection of the 
covenant, but also with a similar accusation levelled against the 'men of scoffmg' in 
4Qplsab 11:6ff. (above, Excursus, 14-17). These are said to have 'rejected the Law of 
the LORD and despised the word of the Holy One of Israel' (citing Isa. 5:24c). 
Similar accusations are levelled against 'the earth' in Jer. 6:19, and 'Judah' (Am. 2:4): 
!d0~~-'73.7 1~:l"W~ ~', lll'~i~-'7171 lliiil" "17W~ lltli'?w-'?17 11111" i~~ ;,:;, 
T T: T - ·: • -: T T : - - : T : •· : • T : - T : - T 
!d~i:J~ id~~-,'#~ !dtl";l\:P !d1l11~:1 1i9W ~'? ,.,i?\11 11411~ n'jifrn~ 
:!dry"}~~ 
Thus says the LORD: For three transgressions of Judah, and for four, I will not 
revoke the punishment; because they have rejected the law of the LORD, and 
have not kept his statutes, but they have been led astray by the same lies after 
which their ancestors walked. (Amos 2:4) 
This passage may well have appealed to the pesherist, not merely because of the 
general theme of rejection of the Law- which ties in more with the 'men of scoffmg' 
than the 'man of scoffmg' himself- but due to the specific accusation that 'Judah' 
were 'led astray by lies' (Ciil":lT::d bl,li'li"1). This would echo the events described in the 
pesharim, i.e. the leading astray of part of the community (' Judah') by the 'man of 
falsehood' ('lies'). Although the accusation in 1 QpHab is specifically aimed at the 
'man of falsehood', the same criticism inevitably holds true for his followers as 
passages such as 4Qpisab confirm. 
Again, the specifics of this 'rejection of the Law' are unclear, but inasmuch as the 
community doubtless considered the teacher of righteousness to be their 'lawgiver' 
(1QpHab 11:4-5; VII:4£) any rejection of his position might fall within the category of 
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rejection of the law as a whole. Otherwise, more specific 'rejections of the Law' 
might include those described in CD - the fornication and defilement of the Temple 
levelled against the 'builders of the wall' (CD IV-V; above, 189f.) -though it 1s 
unclear whether these are intended to be understood metaphorically. 
The fourth passage refers to this figure by the more detailed title, 'preacher of 
falsehood', the only defmite use of this expression outside of CD. 
~~rJ IT:lif ~i~ii ir'?il':l if"lip pi~.,, r:J"lr.li:J 1.,17 if:Ji:d "ljif 
i~l'.,, p.,1 .,.,:t b!.,~,N~i raN .,.,:J CJ.,r.ll7 il7)., niN:l~ ifiif"l 
Woe to the one who builds a city by bloodshed and establishes a town by 
iniquity. Is it not, lo, from 28 the LORD of Hosts that peoples have toiled only for 
the sake of fire and nations weary themselves to no avail? (Hab 2: 12-13; 
1 QpHab X:5-8) 
b!.,:J., nl7nil iroN :n:m ~.,Id~ ~l7 i:Jiil lrD!J 9 
1pra:J iTil7 l:l"p'?i t:l"r.li:J iiro i":sJ ni:J:J'? I o 
CJni'in',, iifll nii:ll7:l t:l":Ji l7":li'? ilii:t:J ii:Jl7:J I1 
iNi:J"' ii:Jl7:1 p.,.,~ cl?~:sJ ni9if~ 1prv "rD[l7)~:1 12 
C,N 9 i"n:J nN i::lin.,, i!:li:l iroN raN .,~:Jrv~C, 13 
The interpretation of the passage concerns the preacher of falsehood who led 
astray many 10 in vain to build a city through bloodshed and setting up a 
congregation in deceit; 11 on account of its glory making many toil in futile 
labour and saturating them 12 with works of falsehood so that their labours will 
come to nothing on account of the fact that they will come 13 to the judgments of 
fire because they reviled and reproached the chosen of God. (lQpHab X:9-13) 
Aside from references to the 'preacher of falsehood' in CD, this is the only clear 
reference to the figure in any of the scrolls. Restoration of the title in I QpMic is 
problematic while, as we shall see, it is difficult to restore ~T:Ji1 [.:Tor.:l) over [!V"'~] 
:JT:Ji1 in X:17-XI:l. The significance of the relative scarcity of the expression is 
probably minimal however, since, as we have seen, both expressions almost certainly 
allude to the same figure. 
Here, the 'preacher of falsehood' is accused of 'leading many astray', an accusation 
that is very similar to those directed at the man of falsehood in 4QPsa I-IO 1:26 
(below, p211; further evidence for the two figures to be closely identified together); 
and, of greater overall significance, to 'those who lead Ephraim astray' (t:l"'i~~ "'l1nr.:l; 
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4QpNah 3-4 II:8) which we earlier expressed to be a euphemism for the Seekers of 
Smooth Things. Earlier in 4QpPsa, 'those who led astray' (bl"~li'i17:l; 1-10 !:23) also 
appear, here alongside 'those who love laxity' (li'i~ "~::Jm(~~t]) where 'laxity' is 
another probable euphemism for 'smooth things' (mp~Fi; above, pp117f). This 
suggests that the Seekers of Smooth Things are the 'leaders astray' and may be 
identified with the followers of the man/preacher of falsehood. They are, then, if not 
the same group itself, doubtless closely associated with the j1~~ "~li'i:lllt. 
The reference to the building of a 'city of vanity by bloodshed' (6l"~7:li::J 111i'i i"~li'; 
1QpHab X:10) parallels the building of a 'city' by bloodshed in Hab. 2:12. The 
second half of the equation, the founding of a 'town' (i'f"'ip) on iniquity, is itself 
reflected in the pesher by the setting up of a 'congregation' (ilili') by 'deceit' (ipli'i). 
The whole parallel may be more clearly seen below. 
Ha b. 2:12 i"~li' 'city' 
lQpHab i"~li' 'city' 
bli 'blood' i!"~iP 'town' 
bli 'blood' ilili' 'congregation' 
il~1li' 'iniquity' 
1pro 'deceit' 
The flow of this simple equation is, though, interrupted by the inclusion of 111V 
'vanity', a variant ofllt1f0,29 which, as we saw, is one ofthe parallel terms to :JT:d itself 
(above, p184). The phrase 11fD i"~li' is normally translated 'city of vanity' (so 
Brownlee, Cross, Horgan, Vermes etc.) though Garcia-Martinez's 'useless city' has 
much the same meaning. My own research into biblical usage, however, suggests that 
'in vain' might be a more suitable translation for 11fl7. Thus Ps. 127:1, the only passage 
where the two terms appear together: 
:i~iw ii?~ 
Unless the LORD builds the house, those who build it tabor in vain. Unless the 
LORD guards the city, the guard keeps watch in vain. 
28 This replaces MT mt7:l though without any apparent change in meaning. 
29 This variant reading (with a second, consonantal, 1) is not found in the Hebrew Bible, 
although the form 11'D (with a I:Iolem above the waw) is attested in some manuscripts of Job 
15:31. Cf. Horgan, 46-47. 
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Here, the repetition of ilt11'D clearly demonstrates that it is those who build or keep 
watch whose action is in vain, not the end result itself. This amounts to a very subtle, 
but ultimately crucial difference. When applied to the pesher it is not that the people 
build a city of vanity, but that in vain they build a city. This also allows a better 
parallel between ~11'D and iprD in the pesher, terms that are themselves set in parallel 
in the Hebrew Bible (c£ Ps. 144:8,11). Moreover, when 111'D is repeated in 1. 11, it is 
the labour that is 'in vain' (,,IV n=n::n7.d), hence my translation 'futile labour'. 
The connection with Ps. 127 here is not accidental. The passage bears strong 
similarities, on the thematic, not simply linguistic, scale. Thus, the building of a 
house, if not by the LORD, is ultimately futile. This strongly resembles the building 
in vain of a city by the preacher of falsehood. Perhaps, as we suggested above, just as 
the expression 'man/preacher of falsehood' does not necessarily hold a pejorative 
sense (i.e. the differentiation between telling a 'lie' and telling a 'falsehood'), so the 
suggestion that the building of a city by the community or 'congregation' of the 
preacher may also be non-judgmental. Biblical witness clearly suggests that this is a 
fruitless task, thus the community themselves do not need to condemn it. The 
inclusion of N,ro into the pesher at this juncture forms what we might term a 'mini-
midrash' between this part of the pesher and Ps. 127:1. 
Scholarship is divided over whether the building of this 'city' IS actual or 
metaphorical. Thus Brownlee cites Paul Winter and concurs with him that the 
expression should be taken as 'non-allegorical', i.e. literally. 30 Winter has attempted 
to link the reference here not only to the 'builders of the wall' in CD, but also to the 
curse on the rebuilder of Jericho in 4QTestimonia. Even so, he is forced to recognise 
what he terms the 'intrinsic weakness' of the argument, namely the assumption that 
the f.,fi and ii7.:l1ii of CD and 4Q175 respectively are synonymous to the i.,l7 of the 
present passage. This says nothing of the fact that, as we have seen, the understanding 
ofthe 'builders ofthe wall' is itself metaphorical in its reliance on a midrash ofEzek. 
13. If the reference is literal, then, as with 4Q 17 5, the reference almost certainly 
applies to either Jerusalem or Jericho; most likely Jerusalem, since this is more likely 
to be understood by 'city' when devoid of context. 
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More importantly, though, the 'city' derives from Hab. 2:12 combined with a possible 
midrash on Ps. 127:1. Our focus should instead lie on the reference to the setting up of 
a 'congregation in deceit' (1. 10b).31 This represents a change from the biblical reading 
il.,ip found in the prophecy in MT and in 1. 6 and gives more of an indication of the 
real size of the community of the man of falsehood; something more akin to the size 
of the Y ahad itself We may then regard 1.,17 in the former half of the line as merely 
intended to maintain a link with the prophecy rather than applying to the term any 
literal or overblown metaphorical importance. 
Before moving on to discuss the second half of the interpretation, we should frrst 
reconsider the Hebrew term ipl'l:i which appears in both 11. 10 and 12 (iplt' .,lt'17r.l:l). 
This is of course the same term that appears in the expression ipl'l:i iTi1n, which 
Habakkuk: uses to refer to false idols (Hab. 2:18; c£ Isa. 9:15). In the preceding 
chapter we expressed surprise that this expression did not recur in the scrolls, 
particularly given the obvious contrast with the pi~ iii,O (Above, pp. 135-138). The 
use of iprD in these passages, and moreover in relation to the :lT:dii "p~n, suggests 
that if the expression is ever found in any of the scrolls in a sectarian context, it 
should also be taken to refer to the man/preacher of falsehood. 
In the latter half of the interpretation (11. 11-13) more attention is paid to the futile 
sense of labour. Thus not only do we fmd (as we have seen) the expressions Iii1:117 
,,it' and iplt' .,I'Dli'O, in 11. 11 and 12 respectively, but also p.,i'? ('in vain'), an 
adverbial phrase derived from p.,i 'make empty' 'empty'.32 This is drawn directly 
from Hab. 2: 13c: p.,.,-.,1:1; '(nations weary themselves) for nothing'. Another aspect 
of the verse that recurs in the commentary is the suggestion that 'peoples labour only 
to feed the flames' (rtn~-.,1:1 bl.,O~ ,17:1.,.,1). In the commentary this is understood by: 
tt1~ .,~~tt11:b ,~,:::1., 'they will come to the judgements offrre' (1QpHab X:12-13). The 
fmal part of the verse ('Is it not from the LORD of Hosts?' [mii., n~o mii ~,'?11 
m~:l:ll:]; Hab. 2:13a) seems to be reflected by the rationale for this judgement of frre; 
30 Brownlee, 170. Cf Winter, op. cit., 39-42. 
31 Note that there is a slightly larger than usual gap between i1il1 and iprD:J in the photograph. 
If anything, this is most likely a copyist's error. Cf Horgan, 47. 
32 BDB, 938a. 
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'because they reviled and reproached the chosen of God' (1QpHab X:13). It is 
interesting to see how the expression .il1N:d~ 11111"' is reapplied as a reference to the 
community, but otherwise the commentary at this point sticks relatively close to the 
original prophecy, merely seeking to set the passage in this newer context of the 
conflict between the preacher of falsehood and his community and the community of 
the teacher. 
The fifth and fmal passage, like the first, rests ultimately on restoration, as only :dT:lll 
is extant. 
For the land will be filled with the knowledge of the glory ofthe LORD, as the 
waters cover the sea. (Hab. 2:14; lQpHab X:14-15) 
[irt1N] i:J iil jfl:7!:) 
[ ~ ] c::J ,ro:t 
[ {rt1"~N} ] 
"17:)~ nl7'in on'? n~:tn inN, :n:>n 
0"'"'i1 
... The interpretation of the passage [is that] 16 when they return [... . .. I ...... ] 
17 [ ••••....• {man}] 1 of falsehood. And later knowledge will be revealed to them 
like the waters cover 2 the sea. (lQpHab X:15-XI:2) 
15 
16 
17 
1 
2 
In this passage the main question revolves around whether one should reconstruct 
:lT:m rt1"'N or :IT:m 'l"'~r.l for X: 17-XI: 1 since the fmal three lines of column ten are 
either partially or entirely obscured. It is of course entirely possible that neither is 
correct and that either a third title is partially preserved or indeed no person is here 
referred to and the passage merely refers to a 'falsehood' (::n:l). Thus Habermann33 
offers 'waters of falsehood' (:IT:Ji1 "'r.l"'r.l) alluding to the p~"il rt1"'N who 'spouted to 
Israel waters of falsehood' in CD 1:14 (above, p191).34 Most scholars, though, would 
accept that the pesherist is here referring to either the preacher or man of falsehood. 
33 A.M. Habermann, Megilloth Midbar Yehuda: The Scrolls from the Judean Desert, Edited 
with Vocalisation, Introduction, Notes and Concordance (Mal).baroth le-Sifruth: Jerusalem, 
1959). Cf. Brownlee, 176. 
34 As Brownlee notes, however, :n:::;, is here presented without the article so an allusion to this 
passage may not be appropriate. Cf. Brownlee, 176. 
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In favour of the restoration :lT:lil "")"~tl~ 'preacher of falsehood', this title is, as we 
have observed, evidenced elsewhere in col. X; indeed it is found in the pesher 
immediately preceding. Contextually, then, :lT:>ii "")"~t:!O offers the better alternative. As 
we have observed, however, 'man of falsehood' is the more common titular 
expression. Although the "")t:!J root is found more frequently in CD, while 'man of 
falsehood' is evidenced only once, when the pesharim are included, 'man of 
falsehood' occurs in five clear instances, compared to only two clear references to the 
'preacher of falsehood'. This is hardly the most overwhelming evidence. 
Nevertheless, our argument for the exegesis of the title to incorporate links with the 
'man of scoffing' in CD holds true here. 'Man of falsehood' allows the two titles 
p~C,n lt'"~N and ::n:>ii "l"~t:IO to be drawn together, and suggests that this is the 
expression that came to be generally used of the teacher's opponent. It is, then, 
ultimately for this reason that I restore :lDil ti1"N over :JT;:)i1 ~"t:IO. 
Nevertheless, the alleged reference to the 'man of falsehood' forms only a small part 
of the pesher to Hab. 2:14. Unfortunately, only a small part of the interpretation 
survives, the partial reference to the 'man of falsehood' itself, and the commentary in 
lines 1-2 which bears a marked similarity to the original passage itself: 
Hab. 2:14: And the earth will be filled with the knowledge of the glory of 
the LORD, like the waters cover the sea. 
lQpHab XI:l-2: And later knowledge will be revealed to them like the waters 
cover the sea. 
While similar, the two passages are not identical. Thus two important elements are 
absent from the pesher: the 'earth' (fiNi1) and the 'glory of the LORD' (i,:l:niK 
i11i1"). Both elements are found in the citation ofHab. 2:14 in X:14-15, and it is not 
unreasonable to suppose that these aspects of the verse may have been covered in the 
now missing lines 16 and 17 (see further below). Otherwise the wider implication of 
this is that the Qumran pesherist saw fit to separate out the Hebrew phrase n:ui'? 
mn., i1:J:>-nK 'knowledge of the glory of the LORD' into two distinct parts; 
'knowledge' and 'glory'. Hence the reference to inK 'later' in XI: 1. 
Otherwise, the only part of the pesher that survives is the introductory expression 
i:liii ilt'~ (X: 15) - which is almost certainly part of the larger expression itl1!:l 
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iltlilt i:dill- and fd:d'lltl:d (l 16) the initial part of the commentary. Brownlee links the 
latter expression with CD X:X:10, 14ff. which refers to the 'turning aside' of the men 
with the man of falsehood: 
They shall receive the same judgment as their companions who turned back 11 
with the 'men of scoffing' ... From the day 14 when the Teacher of the 
community was gathered in until the 'disappearance of all the men of war' who 
turned back 15 with the Man of Falsehood is about forty years. And during that 
period the anger of God will be aroused 16 against Israel ... And all who have 
transgressed the limits of the law among those who have entered the covenant; 
when the glory of God appears 26 to Israel, they shall be cut off 'from the mid[ st] 
of the camp,' and with them all the evildoers of 27 Judah in the days of its trials. 
(CD XX:10-11, 13-16, 25-27; Davies [my italics]) 
This leads him to offer the following reconstruction and translation of 11. 15-17 (he 
uses double bracketing to indicate the more tentative aspects): 
[II'D~] i:lifl irt?~ 15 
[~"'=> Elfl:l] ~[~ ~~ fllir"' p=r~ M1:1"~1i:l]~ El:l1rli:l 16 
[rt?"~~ Ell7 El9:lf0fl 1Mi:d"' ~~il'l.'7"~~ 111:1:> l7~1fl:l] 17 
The prophetic meaning of the passage is [that] 16 when they turn aside [[from the 
paths of righteousness, the wrath of Go]]d [[will be kindled against them; for 17 
when His glory shines out to Israel, they who turned aside with the Man of]] 
{Lies} [[will be cutoff]]. (Brownlee, 174) 
Brownlee's reconstruction is certainly inviting. The reconstruction maintains links not 
only with the CD passage, but also with the original prophecy, through the revelation 
of God's 'glory' (11:1-:J). As we noted above, this is omitted from the approximate 
citation of the verse in XI:1-2 and, Brownlee concludes, must have already been 
interpreted in the preceding part of the pesher. The other aspect of the biblical verse 
that is omitted is reference to 'the land' (fi~ii). CD intimates that God's anger will 
be aroused against 'Israel' (i.e. those outside the community) and this is how 
Brownlee interprets 'the land' in the pesher as well. 35 Brownlee's reconstruction also 
of course supports the restoration of :dT:dll ltl'~~ over :JT':)i! 1'~~!:l since it is the former 
who appears in the parallel passage. My only concern relates to the reference here to 
the 'paths of righteousness' ([pi~ n1:d'~i'1J]!:l). 
35 Cf Brownlee, 176. 
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Concerning the reconstruction of the mem after 6l::J1fD:I, 1. 16: Brownlee initially 
restored a mem here, though he later changed this in favour of an ayin (in [rD"~ bl]l7 
:n:~i! 'with the Man of the Lie'), before finally returning to a mem as suggested by the 
colour photographs. 36 These photographs show two faint traces of the upper part of a 
letter, which could correspond to the very tip of the two upper strokes of an ayin or 
aleph (as others have suggested), although both should be ruled out since the gap 
between the upper strokes of these letters is much wider than is available here. M em 
remains the best suggestion since the upper part of the letter consists of a horizontal 
bar with a 'kick' upwards and to the left (compare ~6r.m in l. 14), the left and right 
extremities ofwhich would be visible in the photograph. Nevertheless, the evidence is 
scarcely damning and in truth the traces could fit anything! As concerns the full 
reading [pi~ Il1:l".li:l]r.l, Brownlee derives this from a reference in CD 1:16 (alongside 
the 'man of scoffmg'): 
... when the 'man of scoffing' arose who spouted waters of deceit to Israel !5 and 
led them astray in a wilderness without way, to bring low the everlasting heights 
and to turn aside 16 from the paths of righteousness (pi~ n1:J.,mo 110t;,1) and to 
remove the boundary ... (CD 1:14-16; Davies) 
Unfortunately this reference follows 110 rather than ::nrv although both terms seem to 
have the same overall meaning of 'turn aside'. In fact, the only instance of c::nro:1 
itself being followed by a mem arises in 4Qplsaa 2+ II:18 where the term is followed 
by i::li7.:17.:l 'from the wilderness' though this is probably a reference to the community 
rather than to its opponents. Ifthe precise wording of the lines in question is unclear, 
however, the general suggestion is not. As in previous passages, the pesher speaks of 
those who turned aside with the man of falsehood and suggests some element of fmal 
judgement upon them, following which the knowledge of God will be revealed to 
those who remain, the community. 
36 Cf. J.C. Trever, Scrolls from Qumran Cave 1: the Great Isaiah Scroll, the Order of the 
Community, the Pesher to Habakkukfrom Photographs by John C. Trever, F.M. Cross, D.N. 
Freedman, J.A. Sanders, eds. (The Albright Institute of Archaeological Research and the 
Shrine ofthe Book, Jerusalem, 1972). 
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Conclusions 
In 1 QpHab, then, a clear picture is given of opposition between the man of falsehood 
and the teacher of righteousness. In three of the five passages we have examined, the 
man of falsehood is depicted alongside the teacher, in two of these in which an 
obvious conflict exists between the two figures. In this respect, then, the picture in 
1 QpHab supports that of CD and to a certain extent the Teacher Hymn in 1 QH. The 
pesher also supports CD's depiction of the man of falsehood as the head of a rival 
group, the 'men of war', depicted in 1 QpHab as 'traitors'. The size of this group is 
unclear, but because the pesherist uses the same term as that used of his community to 
refer to the man of falsehood's group (i.e. ili:t7; X:10), we may speculate that the 
group is approximately similar in size to the Qumran community itself. As we 
understand it, the reference to the 'city' (1"~!7) in the same passage derives from the 
prophecy and is not intended literally. The text also suggests (and so supports CD) 
that the man of falsehood was a former member of the community. We reach this 
conclusion in two ways: first, for the man of falsehood's group to be 'traitors' they 
must first have betrayed someone or something, i.e. the teacher and his community 
since 'they did not maintain faith in the words of the teacher ... ' (II:2); and second, 
since the conflict observed by the House of Absalom (V:9-12) takes place 'in the 
midst oftheir whole congregation', one must either assume the man of falsehood was 
himself a member, or fmd a compelling reason why he should have been so bothered 
by such a small group. 
In short, then, 1 QpHab supports the picture m CD, although in line with our 
arguments concerning the evolution of the relevant expressions, sidelines 'preacher of 
falsehood' in favour of 'man of falsehood'. 
5.3.2 1 QpMicah 
In 1 QpMic :dT:>il ~.,~7.:) 'preacher of falsehood' is often restored on one occaston 
alongside the 'teacher ofrighteousness'. The presence ofthe 'preacher' in 1QpMic is 
perhaps unsurprising, given the close association between both 'l~:J root - and the 
specific form ~.,~7.:) itself- and the Micah prophecies (above pp186ff.), but the 
restoration may not be properly substantiated to any degree. To indicate the tentative 
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nature of the reconstruction, then, we have highlighted the relevant section in red. A 
photograph of the fragment may be seen below . 
. . [ J .. o '?11 ,.,tot> [pi~,I'D ~,'?n :1,pv., VI'D!:l i17.:)] 2 
i'li,D"~ n,~:J m:li C"~M[~M ] 3 
i1~,D ii'DN pi~ir D[i],O [?17 ,irD!::l C"'L;,I'O,i"~ K,L;,n] 4 
"~i"~n:J '?v 'lo,', O"~:JiJn7.:)n '?[,]:>'?, ,[ 1 s 
o,.,n [,]":l.t::J., iro~ in"~n n~11:1 [ ni,nn .,rv,v ?~] 6 
Dtlf07.:)i1] 7 
lQpMic 10 1:2-7. For translation and notes see above, p170. 
As we have suggested, there is no explicit reference here to the 'preacher of 
falsehood', though several scholars reconstruct the title at the end of line 2. In the 
preliminary publication, Milik transcribed the words in question (1. 2 = Milik's frg. 
i:3) as ::n:> "")"t:>"O, i.e. with an additional ", while at the same time excluding the 
defmite article i1; what he terms "une modification intentionnelle."37 Nevertheless, in 
the Editio Princeps, this reading is changed to the more normative spelling :JT:li1 r"j"Ol:l 
(8-10 1:4), though with a marker over the t:> and i1 to indicate the difficulty of the 
reading.38 This restoration was followed by Brownlee (203), Gaster (Scriptures, 229), 
Sutcliffe (The Monks of Qumran, 179) among others; and more recently by Garcia-
Martinez (DSS:SE, 1, 8-9) and Vermes (CDSSE, 472). Only Horgan and Carmignac 
(Notes, 516) note the difficulty of this reading (which can be seen in the photograph 
below) and do not restore. 
37 J.T. Milik, "Fragments d'un midrash de Michee dans les manuscrits de Qurnran," RB 59 
(1952), 412-418, esp. 414f. 
38 
"Cornmentaire de Michee" (J.T. Milik). J.D. Barthelemy and J.T. Milik (eds.), Qumran 
Cave l(DJD 1; Oxford: Clarendon, 1955), 77-80, esp. 78 (frs. 8-10), and PI. XV. 
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Figure 3: lQpMic fr. 10 (PAM 40.437 [enhanced)) 
As the photograph shows, although the first letter is quite clearly a me m, none of the 
other letters can be read with any certainty.39 The letters at the top-left ofthe fragment 
may read bet zayin kaph, but this is unclear, especially in the DID photograph. 
Moreover, ifwe accept that the letter immediately to the right of these letters is a final 
pe, this leaves a very large gap for tet and yod, especially since the fust part of the tet 
can allegedly be made out immediately to the left of the mem. The large gap may 
incidentally partially account for Milik' s original inclusion of an extra yod. 
Given the uncertainty of the reading, then, we must also question Milik's fuller 
reconstruction: t:J.,~mtl[i1 n~ mm., i1~1i1 ito~] :n:m '1.,~r.) 'the Prophet of Lies [who 
led astray the S]imple' (my translation). It is not difficult to see how Milik arrives at 
this restoration. The introductory phrase i1~1i1 ito~ parallels the introduction of the 
teacher in 1. 4, while the m.m root evokes both 'Jacob's transgression' (::11p11., l7totl; 
Mic. 1:5b) and of course use of the same root in terms of the Seekers of Smooth 
Things and (the Simple of) Ephraim in 4QpNah.40 Reference to 'the simple' (t:J.,~ntli1) 
is itself difficult since the first two letters are not extant, though the same word -
though never in full - may be restored in :frs. 7 (7 1:3) and 20-21 (20-21 I:l). 
39 Thus for the letter immediately after r.l, Carmignac rules out ~ but offers 1, \ iT, n or n in its 
place (there appears to be a vertical line of a letter preserved). Cf. Carmignac, Notes , 516. 
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Nevertheless, the paucity of the reading immediately after t;,:v 1i!tm in L 2 makes 
actual confirmation of the reconstruction problematic, as the passage ultimately 
depends on identification ofthe :lTdll "J"~t:)O. 
The pesher clearly anticipates some antithesis, however. Although reference to 'the 
simple' could be neutral (as in the expression ili1il"~ .,~.11~; lQpHab XII:4), it is more 
likely that the community's opponents are here referred to, especially when the 
relationship between the prophecy and the pesher is explored. Brownlee argues, for 
example, that the 'preacher of falsehood' understands 'Jacob' in the prophecy, while 
'Samaria' stands for 'the simple'. In the next pesher this is extended so that the 
reference to 'Judah' in Mic. 1 :Se (L 3) is applied to the teacher himself Brownlee is 
only half right. It is more likely that Jacob is instead a reference to the community, as 
'Israel', and that the :11p:v., :vrzm be understood as 'rebellion against Jacob', i.e. 
referring to those who left the community, the simple who were led astray. This 
retains much the same sense as Brownlee's understanding, but does not necessitate a 
reference to the 'preacher', the evidence for which is not apparent. 
The insistence on a link between the preacher of falsehood and the teacher in this 
passage has led to the passage as support for those suggestions which press a close 
relationship between the two figures. As we can see, however, the evidence for 
reconstructing a reference to the '1'~~0 here is not self-evident and it is better not to 
restore. However, this need not have a detrimental effect on the overall meaning of 
the passage, which, when the biblical evidence is examined, does fit into this general 
milieu of conflict between the teacher and the man/preacher of falsehood, and their 
respective communities. 
5.3.3 4QpPsalms8 
Within 4QpPs8 , the man of falsehood is referred to on two occasions, in cols. one and 
four. The preacher is nowhere found, however. 
ro.,~:J 1:;)ii n.,~~r;):J inn ~~, ,~ ~'?1nnn[1 ii1ii.,]~ C[,i] 
rl,;';)if:) ii[t01l7] 
40 See ppl03ff. 
[Be sile]nt before [the LORD and] wait patiently for him. And do not be angry 
with the one who makes his way prosperous or the man who [carries ou]t evil 
plans. (Ps. 37:7; 4QpPs8 1-10 1:25-26) 
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917:l~:l C9:di iil7riif il'l7~ :di:lif l'l7"'~ ~:sJ i[ifl7!d] 26 
1l77d~ n:sJi f"'~n~ [i:s7]7.:)fl7 ~,~, n1~p:1 11n:1 ~"':l 1pl'l1 27 
i:dl:di :dVI:di :din:d il:di9 1 
... Its [interpretation] concerns the man of falsehood who led astray many with 
words 27 of deceit; for they chose empty words and [did] not list[ en] to the 
interpreter of knowledge so that 1 they will perish by the sword, and by famine, 
and by plague. (4QpPs8 1-10 1:26-11:1) 
In this passage, rather than the usual antithesis of the man of falsehood with the 
teacher of righteousness, the :n:;:,n trJ"~N is here contrasted with the 'interpreter of 
knowledge' (!1l7i f"?O). As we suggested above (pp195ff), f"?r;:, here derives from 
the same root as 71:1t? - inherent in both expressions p:1t'?i1 "!l'1JN and l1:ll:?i1 I'D"~N. 
Meanwhile, the form f"~?r.l (also plural .,:lt.,?o) is found in 1 QH X in both positive and 
negative references. Although, as we pointed out f"~?o is found on several occasions 
in the Hebrew Bible, the precise construction rll.7i r?o is not found. This, and the 
lack of any equivalent expression in other Jewish literature, suggests that the 
construction is peculiar to Qumran. 
The 'man of falsehood' is here accused of leading many astray, the same accusation 
as levelled against the 'preacher of falsehood' in lQpHab (X:9-13; above, 199ff; 
compare the Seekers of Smooth Things in 4QpNah). There the commentary focuses 
on the effects of this 'leading astray' (i.e. 'to build a city through bloodshed .. .'; 
lQpHab X: I Of). Here, however, the focus is more on the method involved, i.e. 'with 
words of deceit' (ipto "iOK:l; 1:26-27). This is further explained by the 'empty (or 
'worthless') words' (m"p:l) which 'they (i.e. 'the many') chose', also contrasted with 
(not) listening to the interpreter of knowledge. The precise phrase ipro .,iOK:J is 
found in Isa. 32:7 where it refers to the ruination of 'the poor' (0"1:Jl7) by the wicked 
devices created by villains. Thus the ruination of the poor is directly contrasted to the 
leading astray of the 'many' in the present passage. While this may be simply 
coincidence it would be wrong to overlook the reference. Meanwhile, of course, the 
expression also parallels the 'waters of falsehood' (:JT::l "r.:l"l:l) which, according to CD 
1:14, the 11:1t?i1 1'1'1"~N spouted to Israel. Since 'spouting' here seems to refer to some 
aspect of teaching, the 'waters of falsehood' stand for what is taught and as a value 
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judgement. Exactly the same, then, as 'words of deceit.' Thus, 'the many' paid no 
heed to (the teachings of) the interpreter of knowledge, listening instead to the empty 
words ofthe man of falsehood and were thus led astray by him. The parallels between 
this and the split between the man of falsehood and the teacher of righteousness 
(almost certainly leading to a split in the community itself), then, suggest that the 
interpreter of knowledge is synonymous with the teacher himself. 
The result is that 'they will perish by the sword, and by famine, and by plague' (II:l), 
which, as Horgan notes, is the only place in the pesharim where the three nouns occur 
together, but which as the biblical evidence clearly shows is a standard punishment to 
be meted out.41 More significantly, with the exception of only one of these passages, 
this punishment is reserved for the House of Israel herself. Thus, since the House of 
Israel may also stand for the community itself, this passage further evidences that the 
group who were led astray by the man of falsehood were one-time members of the 
Qurnran community. 
The second passage is more fragmentary. 
',v 1,:1!7~[, pJ:l',n .,ii~:l n',]vnr.l, f.,i!J !JtVi .,n[.,~i] 
~~r.lJ] ~,',, [,nrvp:lJ~, ,J[J.,~ i1J]i1, ,r.l [,PJr.l 
I have [seen] the wicked one oppressing and tower[ing like the cedars of 
Lebanon.42 Again] I passed by his p[la]ce43 but l[o] he was [not] there. Though I 
[sought for him] he could not [be found.](Ps. 37:35-36; 4QpPsa 1-10 IV: 13-14) 
?~ .,[i.,]n:l ',!7 [ ... ] ... [ ... itV~J :li:li1 tO[.,~] ?!7 [,ira~ 14 
n~ n.,:1ra? rap[:l.,,J 
41 Cf. Horgan, 204; Pardee, op. cit., 172-173. Similar expressions include: :Jl.7iii, :Jinii 
'sword and famine' ( 4Qplsab II: 1 ); i:Ji:J, :Jlii:J 'famine and plague' ( 4QpPsa 1-10 III:4). 
Other passages merely use one of the terms in isolation. In the MT, the three terms are 
associated on fifteen occasions in Jeremiah (14:12; 21:7,9; 24:10; 27:8,13; 29:17,18; 
32:24,36; 34:17; 38:2; 42:17,22; & 44:13), seven times in Ezekiel (5:12,17; 6:11,12; 7:15; 
12:16; & 14:21), and once each in I and II Chronicles (I Chron. 21 :12; II Chron. 20:9). 
42 Although MT reads plii nit~:> iiilinr.l, '?like a native tree of luxuriant growth' (i1il.7nr.l, 
from iiili ' be bare, be nude' makes no sense contextually), commentators suggest emendation 
to pJ:J',n "ti~::::> n',linr.l, 'towering like the cedars of Lebanon' in line with LXX 
(£mnp6J..1.Evov eh~ -ea~ KEOpou~ -cou At[3avou) and V g. Since the MT makes little or no sense, 
and especially given the parallel expression pJ:J', "ti~ in 4Qplsac 8-10 [:2-3 in both the 
citation and commentary of Isa. 14:8, I follow the emendation. Cf. Allegro, DJD 5, 19-20 and 
PI. VII; Horgan, 113. 
43 
,o,po ',1.7 is not found in the MT. 
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] . ~ . [ ] 15 
li~l i 9 :l i 9 Tli 
... [ ] 16 
... Its interpretation] concerns the [ ma] n of falsehood [who ... ] ... [ ... ] concerning 
the cho[se]n of God [and he shall se]ek to put an end44 to the 15 [ ••• ] • m. [ ... ] 
to carry out judgment [ag]ainst him [for] he acted with high-handed arrogance 16 
[ ... ] ... (4QpPs8 1-10 IV:14-16) 
The reference here to the :1Tdi1 fD"'~ is itself admittedly fragmentary and thus difficult. 
In his 1963 article, 45 Stegemann remarked that the remnants of three letters plus the 
definite article are preserved, and that the third of these letters best resembles a shin. 
This leads him in the notes to suggest the cautious restoration of :1Tdi1 I'D'~~ 
"Liigenmannes", though he resists this in both the transcription and translations 
themselves.46 This transcription has been adopted by the majority of scholars, 
including: Allegro (DJD 5), Horgan (Pesharim), Pardee ("Restudy"), Vermes 
(CDSSE) and Garcia-Martinez (DSS:SE). A reference here to the 'man of falsehood' 
also fits in with the biblical passage here being interpreted (Ps. 37:35-36), which 
refers to the 'wicked' (:t7rDi).47 While it might be interesting to suppose that the 
pesherist was, through this passage referencing the 'disappearance' of the man of 
falsehood, as Stegemann rightly points out, there is no evidence ofthis.48 
'Lebanon' (should it be restored) is as here ('the chosen of God') elsewhere referred 
to the community (lQpHab XII:3-4), although the interpretation of 'Lebanon' in the 
DSS is scarcely uniform. 49 The only other aspect of the OT which is repeated in the 
pesher is the root rop:t 'seek, search' part ofwhich survives in 1. 14 in the expression 
44 Reading n"~:tro? as an infinitive from n:Jro 'to cease, end' (Cf n"~:lrt1'?1; Amos 8:4). Others 
restore m:trD? (Stegemann) from i1:lrD 'take captive'; and :t71::1fD? (Carmignac) from l1:JfD 
'swear'. Stegemann dismisses the latter ("Der Peser," 255, n. 115) since the photographs 
suggest both an upright and upper horizontal bar on the letter, and best resembles an. 
45 H. Stegernann, "Der Peser Psalm 37 aus Hohle 4 von Qumran (4 Q p Ps 37)," RevQ 4 
(1963), 235-70. Cf. Stegemann, "Weitere Stlicke von 4 Q p Psalm 37, von 4 Q Patriarchal 
Blessings und Hinweis auf eine unedierte Handschrift aus Hohle 4 Q mit Exzerpten aus dem 
Deuteronomium," RevQ6(1967), 193-227,esp.193-210;Horgan, 193f. 
46 Stegemann, "Der Pe8er," 254, 268. 
47 As we have seen, :UrDi is identified by the 'man of falsehood' in several other pesher 
passages; so 1 QpHab V: 11 (and perhaps also I: 13 ). 
48 Stegemann, "Der Pe8er," 269, n. 200: "Aber von einem Dahinschwinden dieses 
«Liigenmannes», wie es im peser zum gleighzeitig zitierten Vers Ps 37, 36 geschildert sein 
mlisste, horen wir nirgends. 
49 Wood, 140-145. 
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li~ li.,dltl'? 1t1p[d.,1] although the text breaks off at this point. Again Stegemann is right 
that we cannot know either the subject or object of f'l'ldltl'? (in 11. 14 and 15 
respectively). 50 In restoring the latter half of line 15 I have followed Pardee, who has 
himself adopted an earlier reading by Strugnell. 51 Restoring 1:lr.lr.l here contrasts 
sharply with Horgan's more cautious reconstruction (following Allegro, DID 5): 
.,l7.[ ... ]~:::llt'052 Both the DID photograph (PI. XVII) and PAM 43.417 of fr. 8 are 
somewhat unhelpful, but infra-red photography of the relevant section in another 
photograph (PAM 42.509) suggests that the restoration of1:l00 is preferable. 
The expression i!Oi i.,d i.,m53 which we have translated 'acted with high-handed 
arrogance' (I. 15) is not found in the Hebrew Bible. The root i.,T/i1T 'seethe, act 
proudly' is itself rare in the MT, where it is mostly used of Israel's rebellion against 
God- particularly Deuteronomy (1:43; 17:13; & 18:20) and Nehemiah (9:10,16,29). 
None ofthe expressions seems directly drawn from Ps. 37:35-36, but may perhaps be 
explained by a variant reading in the Septuagint. Originally, Carmignac had suggested 
that in the citation of Ps. 37:35 in line 13 the text might have read f.,'?l7 from f'?l7 
'rejoice, exult' rather than r'ljl] 'awe-inspiring, terror-striking' thereby paralleling 
both LXX (inrepuvou~evov) and Vg. (superexaltatum).54 Although Horgan has 
rightly rejected this (the resh is clear),55 the presence of i1r.:li i"::J i.,Ti1 in the 
interpretation favours the LXX reading ('exultation' better fits 'arrogance' than 
'terror-striking'). I thus propose a possible Qere-Kethibh reading on behalf of the 
Qumran author. That is to say, although the pesherist uses MT f"il7 (the 'Kethibh') 
in the biblical citation, he is clearly aware of an alternative reading r'l"l] (the 'Qere'), 
and imparts this sense in the interpretation. 
The passage has been compared to two passages m 1 QpHab. Stegemann has 
compared it to XI:4-8, which mentions the 'conflict' between the Teacher of 
50 Stegemann, "Der Peser," 269, n. 201 
51 Cf. Pardee, op. cit., 166; Strugnell, "Notes," 216. 
52 The fragment would have been unavailable to Stegemann (and other early commentators) 
and thus he does not restore. 
53 This phrase is almost completely obscured in most photographs, including the DJD volume. 
See instead PAMs 41.793 and 42.627. 
54 Carmignac, Les Textes, 2, 126. 
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Righteousness and Wicked Priest ('Frevelpriester') on the Day of Atonement, 
specifically as to whether the missing aspects of the interpretation, esp. of Ps. 37:36 
and 'he could not be found', might speak of the 'end' of the Wicked Priest. 
Ultimately, however, he questions the validity of comparing two texts that refer to 
two different figures, the 'Wicked Priest' and the 'man of falsehood'. 56 The issue of 
the separate identity of these two figures has also been raised by Callaway, who 
suggests that the current passage "clouds the issue" since an almost identical 
statement is said of the latter in 1QpHab XII:2-3; part of the same pesher as 
introduces the interpretation of'Lebanon' (above).57 
n~ ,~ bl~!'li~ 17fl1iil li11:>il ~17 i:t iil ifl1~ 2 
bi9:J19:J~ ~17 ~r.ll ifO~ 1~1r.ll 3 
2 The interpretation of the passage concerns the wicked priest, to repay to him 3 
his due which he heaped on the poor. (lQpHab XII:2-3) 
He also links the passage with the reviling and reproaching of the 'chosen of God' at 
the hands ofthose led astray by the 'spouter of falsehood' in 1QpHab X:13. The link 
with the latter passage is certainly understandable, but the former is frankly 
inexplicable. That passage may be read as the community - understood as elsewhere 
by El"J"'"':l~ - describing some form of revenge against the wicked priest for his actions 
against them. No details of this revenge are given there, however, and the general 
nature of the reference provides no basis on which to base an understanding of either 
1 QpHab X: 13 or the current passage, not least due to the textual difficulties of the 
latter, and especially given the prominence that we assign to the separate 
identifications of the two figures. In short, there is nothing to prevent the two being 
entirely separate. 
Conclusions 
4QpPsa is at the same time enigmatic and revelatory - revelatory insofar as it supports 
the link between the 'man of falsehood' and the 'preacher of falsehood' in other 
documents. We can never definitely say that the two are the same, because the 
underlying question remains - why does the pesherist use two different expressions? -
55 Horgan, 223. 
56 Cf. Stegemann, "Der Peser," 269, n. 201. 
57 Callaway, op. cit., 153, 
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but inasmuch as one can ever be convinced in Qumran studies the parallels between 
the passages must argue in favour of the unified identity of the two figures. The 
pesher also, like 1 QpHab, helps identify the man of falsehood as one of the chief 
opponents of the Teacher of Righteousness. Although, unlike 1QpHab, the two 
figures do not appear in the same interpretation, as we have suggested, the 'interpreter 
ofknowledge' is almost certainly synonymous with the Teacher. One might add that 
the identification of the man of falsehood with the preacher of falsehood sets a 
precedent for the multiple identifications of characters within the community's 
history. Otherwise the pesher is enigmatic, especially when one comes to interpret the 
second passage. Part ofthe problem here must lie with the original (slow) publication 
of the text in the early years, inevitably resulting in confusion. Nevertheless, the 
fragmentary nature ofthe text has not helped, especially by (in coL IV) breaking off at 
those points where one is anticipating important information will be divulged - such 
as the lack of either a subject or object of .f1"~:1!1:7? in IV: 14. 
5.4!- CotTDcffwsffoiTDs 
The 'man of falsehood' appears in two ofthe more important pesharim, 1QpHab and 
4QpPs3 , and may be considered synonymous with the 'preacher of falsehood', who -
aside from a sole reference in 1 QpHab - has been restored in 1 QpMic, a restoration 
which we have been unable to support. As with other expressions employed by the 
pesherist the titles themselves are clearly significant. Although they are not known in 
Jewish literature or later texts both expressions are drawn directly from the MT. More 
could be learned from the Hebrew usage. 'Preacher of falsehood' (Heb. :n:>il "1"~07:)) is 
particularly important since the base meaning of the "10:1 root 'spout' neatly parallels 
the root meaning of ill"~ 'pour out' in the expression pi~ii i!i17:). These points are 
essential for any proper discussion of the Qumran texts. 
In dealing with the texts themselves, aside from the pesharim, the titles are only found 
in CD, where surprisingly it is the 'preacher of falsehood' (or at least usage of the "')DJ 
root) that dominates; the 'man of falsehood' himself appearing only once. Within CD, 
as we observed, this figure plays an important role, is specifically opposed to the 
Teacher of Righteousness, and may be identified with the 11~?i! to"~~ and by 
extension to the 11~~ii "~fO:I~ in 4Qpisab- almost certainly the same group as would 
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later be termed the Seekers of Smooth Things (his followers). Again the 11~~11 ID9 N 
may also be deliberately contrasted to the Teacher, since p:lt~ can have an underlying 
sense of interpretation, especially apparent in the expression lilJi f9~r.l which, when 
discussing 4QpPs8 , we applied to the Teacher himself 
Within the pesharim, the 'preacher of falsehood' is less common than 'man of 
falsehood'. While this may simply indicate the fragmented state ofthe corpus, in this 
instance I believe it to be motivated by an intentional evolution of the title to parallel 
expressions such as 113'?i1 fD"N. In any case, the pesharim confrrm many of the 
aspects uncovered in exegesis of CD. Thus the 'man (and 'preacher') of falsehood' is 
clearly contrasted to the Teacher of Righteousness - an aspect that is also supported 
by the derivation of the terms - and appears to have been a one-time member of the 
same community. Again, the precise rationale behind the split is unclear. We receive 
no indication from CD, while the pesherist merely accuses the man of falsehood of 
rejecting the Law (lQpHab V:11-12), which we argued may imply no more than 
disagreeing with the teacher, the community's lawgiver. 
On a more general level Stegemann suggests that the rationale lies with the Teacher's 
claim to incarnate God's covenant- a claim that involves boycotting participation in 
the Temple Cult - while Murphy-O'Connor holds that the reason lies with the 
Teacher's decision to move from Jerusalem into the desert, an understanding which he 
supports through interpretation ofthe "Manifesto" in 1QS VIII:1-10a; 12b-16a; IX:3-
X:6.58 Murphy-O'Connor in particular stresses how only 50 people followed the 
Teacher at this time- a figure calculated from the size of the buildings in Period la of 
the occupation of the Qumran site 59 - and suggests that the majority were persuaded 
by the man of falsehood not to submit themselves to the "rigors of life in the 
wilderness." This inevitably led to the allegation that 'they sought smooth things and 
chose illusions' (CD I: 18-19), analogous to taking the easy path. 
Murphy O'Connor's argument is certainly compelling, but requires a certain number 
of suppositions that we are unable to support. First, it envisages that the community 
58 Murphy-O'Connor, "The Essenes," 120; Stegemann, Die Enstehung. 
59 Cf. R. de Vaux, Archaeology and the Dead Sea Scrolls, The Schweich Lectures of the 
British Academy, 1959 (Oxford University Press: London, 1973). 
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were not already in situ at Qumran when this split took place, against the evidence of 
passages like lQpHab V:9-12 (The House of Absalom); while, second, his argument 
flies in the face ofthe many being 'led astray' by the preacher of falsehood, key to the 
pesher's polemic. For Murphy-O'Connor, geographically it is the Teacher's 
community that moves away (to the desert). Moreover, it is the preacher whom the 
Habakkuk pesherist specifically accuses of founding a new community (X:9-13 ). 
I would cautiously suggest that this implies the community was already in residence, 
if not at Qumran, certainly outside of Jerusalem, and that the man of falsehood 
physically as well as politically abandoned the teacher's group to its fate. Whether 
this is caused by an increasing isolationist tendency, from the Temple etc., or is 
indicative of a more personal vendetta is, for now, impossible to determine. We can, 
however, say that a split occurred within the movement, engineered by a dispute 
between the teacher of righteousness and the man/preacher of falsehood, resulting in 
the departure of the latter with a substantial part, perhaps even the majority, of the 
community in his wake. This figure apparently established a separate community 
elsewhere, perhaps within Jerusalem itself, and both he and the group are condemned 
for taking the easy route, 'smooth things'. This helps us tie the group in with the 
Seekers of Smooth Things mentioned elsewhere in the pesharirn, whom, if we were 
correct earlier, may be identified with the fledgling group known as the Pharisees. On 
this basis, the man of falsehood may be identified with one of the leaders of this 
emerging group of Pharisees, 'Separatists'. 
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6.0 The Wicked Priest 
The Wicked Priest, like the Teacher, has been the subject of numerous studies. In 
previous sections we have seen how this figure is often associated with the Teacher, 
while he is even straightforwardly identified with the Man of Falsehood. Meanwhile, 
along with both these figures - indeed more so due to his setting 'outside' the 
confines of the community itself - the Wicked Priest is used to establish an 
approximate date for the community; and thus also to set forth identifications for 
other figures in the community (such as the Teacher) and the events relayed through 
the course of such texts like the pesharim. 
Leaving aside for now, those early scholars who proposed many and varymg 
historical identifications of the Wicked Priest, more recent debate has centred on a 
proposed multiple identification of this figure. That is, there is no one 'Wicked Priest'. 
Rather, either the Wicked Priest is an amalgam of characteristics associated with 
several historical figures, or, as in the case of the 'Groningen' hypothesis, each 
reference to a 'Wicked Priest' (in lQpHab) refers to a different incumbent ofthe high 
priesthood in Jerusalem, six in all. Originally this thesis was published solely by 
Florentino Garcia-Martinez, 1 though A. S. van der Woude was later credited as co-
author.2 Although we shall return to the hypothesis below, we may now suggest that 
one of its strengths appears to be not having to tie down all the references to the 
Wicked Priest in the scrolls to one specific individual. Meanwhile, the multiple 
identifications element is at the same time consistent with our own observations 
concerning the change in identity of such others as the Kittim. 
In accordance with the approach adopted elsewhere in the thesis, this section begins 
with an attempt to understand the meaning of the term Wicked Priest' (l7tz7iil li11~) 
itself and only later attempt to identify the 'historical' events under discussion -
where most studies have started. 
1 F. Garcia-Martinez, "Qumran Origins and Early History: A Groningen Hypothesis," FO 25 
(1988), 113-136. 
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6.1 Meaning and Translation 
The expression l71Z7ii1 ji11:> 'wicked priest' is often thought to be a play on words for 
IZ7N(1)ii1 jif.j 'high priest' found in various OT passages. This was first suggested by 
Elliger/ and is now accepted almost unanimously by scholars, most recently by Lim.4 
Within the MT the expression IZ7Nii1 ji"l=> (or one of its variant spellings) is found nine 
times, especially in II Chron. (four occasions). There we fmd the expression applied 
to Amariah, the high priest during the reign of Jehoshaphat ( 19: 11 ), and Azariah, high 
priest in the reigns of Uzziah and Hezekiah (26:20; 31:1 0). Consonant with the 
meaning oftz7Ni as 'head, first', the meaning ofthe phrase IZ7Niil jil':) should be 'first 
priest' - as is evidenced by II Kings 25: 18 ( = Jer. 52:24) with its reference to both a 
'first' and a 'second' priest (ilJIZ7~i1 jil:;)/: 
n~~~ 1D:, ,i1~~;l~-n~: w~1iJ 10:, i1~'~n~ C"r:-t~~-:J~ niP~, 
:t')tpiJ "J~W n~',~-n~l 
The captain of the guard took the chief priest Seraiah, the second priest 
Zephaniah, and the three guardians of the threshold. 
As we can see, in the NRSV the meaning 'first priest' becomes equated to 'chief 
priest', and although this is how the NRSV generally translates the Hebrew phrase, it 
is not always the best offering.6 For 'high priest' itself the NRSV reserves a second 
expression; ',11Ji1 ji1~, literally 'great priest', which may derive from Lev. 21:10 'a 
priest greater than his brothers' (1'~nN~ ',1iJi1 ji1~i1). This expression is used of 
Jehoiada (II Kings 12:11), Hilkiah (II Kings 22:4, 8; 23:4; II Chron. 34:9), Eliashib 
(Neh. 3:1, 20; 13:28) and Joshua ben Jehozadak (Haggai 1:1, 12, 14; 2:2, 4; Zech. 3:1, 
8; 6:11), i.e. both before and after the exile,7 but those pre-exilic references are likely 
to be later modifications; hence, where the parallel passages are found in Chronicles 
2 
"A 'Groningen' Hypothesis of Qumran Origins and Early History," RevQ 14 (1990), 521-
542. 
3 Elliger, 266. 
4 Lim, "The Wicked Priest or the Liar," 45 & n3. 
5 N.B. II Kings 23:4, mror.m .,~i1:l 'priests of the second order' (NRSV); here set alongside 
?11m 1n::1 (below). 
6 Thus in Ezra 7:5, which outlines the priestly descent of Ezra, where I'DNin li1=> is applied to 
Aaron himself, it is best translated 'first priest'. Hence: "Ezra ... son of Abishua, son of 
Phinehas, son of Eleazar, son of Aaron the first priest. .. " 
7 Cf. BDB, 464a-b. 
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and/or the LXX, the terminology used is either fl1~iil lil~ or more simply lil~il, the 
most common term used to refer to the head of the priesthood without qualification. 8 
A fourth title fi"fl1~il Til:>il 'anointed priest' is also found (cf. Lev. 6:13, 15), but this 
is of less importance. 
In Second Temple texts, the expression ~1ilil 1f11~ for the High Priest seems to be 
retained. Thus, in the Hebrew Mss of Ben Sira 50, Simon 11 is described as being 
jil~il pm"' 1:1 plmfl1 I 1~l7 .liil}t~m 1"'fi~ ~1i::t ('greater than his brothers and the 
pride ofhis people I was Simon the son ofYoQ.anan, the priest' [MS B 50:1]),9 a clear 
reference back to Lev. 21:10 (above). Meanwhile, in coins from the period, again one 
fmds frequent references to the high priest in office as ~1ilil 1m~, especially in the 
expression 'N the High Priest and the congregation of the Jews' (~im jil:>il N 
El"i,il"'il i:lm); so John Hyrcanus I, Aristobulus I, Alexander Jannaeus, John 
Hyrcanus 11, and Antigonus. 10 Occasionally a High Priest is known only as 'the 
Priest' (Til~il; so Mattathias [Antigonus]), but the title fl1~iil lil~ is not found in the 
numismatic material. 
In its most simplistic form this difference can be explained by circumstances in Israel. 
While the country is a monarchy the high priest is referred to as fll~iil lil~ or more 
simply jii::JiT. This reflects the fact that, while the high priest is the highest religious 
figure, ultimate authority rests with the king. After the exile, when the priest takes on 
the role of head of state, however, the title more likely to be applied is ~,il jiT:l, 
which usage then continues into the Second Temple period. Thus, although Elliger's 
suggestion that :t'flliiT liT=> is a perverted form of the priestly designation of jil:J 
fl:l~iil is likely to be correct, this assertion should be tempered by the knowledge that 
this is neither the most common title applied, nor that in current use. 
8 So Jehoiada, II Kings 11:9f.; Uriah, II Kings 16:llf.; Isa. 8:2; and Hilkiah, II Kings 22:12, 
14. Cf. R. de Vaux, Ancient Israel:Its Life and Institutions, Trans. John McHugh (Darton, 
Longman & Todd: London, 1965), 378. 
9 See Pancratius C. Beentjes, The Book of Ben Sira in Hebrew: A text edition of all extant 
Hebrew Manuscripts and a synopsis of all parallel Hebrew Ben Sira texts (E.J. Brill: Leiden, 
1997), 88. 
10 For the relevant inscriptions cf. Schiirer 1, 602-606; Y. Meshorer, Jewish Coins of the 
Second Temple Period (1967). 
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6.2 fh~ Wiclkoo !Priesi in the Dead Sea Scrolls 
Unlike previous expressions ('teacher of righteousness', 'man of falsehood' etc.), the 
designation 'wicked priest' (:VI'Diii 1ii1:J) is not itself found outside of the pesharim. 
Both I'DNiii 1ii:J and "1i:lii 1ii:J are found, however, although curiously each is 
restricted to a particular text. Thus, the former is found exclusively in 1 QM, while the 
latter is restricted to parts ofthe Temple Scroll (llQT). More significantly, the usage 
in either is subtly different. In 1QM, the 'chief priest' always appears as leader of a 
group, i.e. as first among priests- so II:l-2; XV:4; XVIII:S-6 etc. Moreover, as one 
would expect, this figure plays a role in the military confrontation being described as 
a 'motivator' (XVI:13-14). Meanwhile, in llQT, the 'great priest' plays a more 
familiar role, offering sacrifices for himself and the people (XXIII:9-1 0; XXV: 16), 
casting lots (XXVI:3-4), and consulting the Urim and Thummim (LVIII:18-19). 
The DSS do then retain the title 117~iii pn and one could argue that the existence of 
this title in the scrolls is evidence that the title was still applied to the 'high priest' and 
that, consequently, the expression :mlJiil 1ii:J 'wicked priest' is a pun on 'high priest.' 
This conclusion certainly needs further work, however. 
6.3 The Wicked Priest in the Pesharim 
Within the extant pesharim, l1117iii 1ii:J 'wicked priest' survives in only three texts, 
predominantly in 1 QpHab, but also in a solitary reference in both the fragmentary 
4Qpisac and 4QpPsa. 
6.3.11QpHabakkuk 
The Wicked Priest is referred to five times in 1 QpHab, though this figure does not 
include the restoration of the expression in I: 13, on which see my comments 
elsewhere (above, p163f.). The section will, however, consider the fragmentary 
reference to 'the priest who rebelled' (iiO irz7~ 1il:lii) in VIII:16ff., 'the priest who' 
in IX:16, and the reference to 'the priest whose shame exceeded his glory' (XI:12ff.). 
A separate section will also explore the identity of 'the last priests of Jerusalem' 
(bl"~J1if1~ii t:bro,.,., "~Ji11:>) in IX:4ff. since, contextually, all these references seem to 
best fit within a chapter on the wicked priest. 
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(a) The Wicked Priest 
The Wicked Priest is first introduced in col. VIII marking a new departure for the 
pesherist, in concentrating on events outside the community (hence Jerusalem is 
explicitly referred to in IX:4). The passage is also plainly introductory, referring to the 
beginning of the Wicked Priest's reign in office (IX:8-9) and seeming to identify him 
with the 'man of high standing' (""W1., i:n) of the original prophecy (Hab. 2:5). This 
is broadly similar to the attribution of 'righteous' and 'wicked' to the Teacher of 
Righteousness and Man of Falsehood, respectively, earlier in the pesher. 
'?1~ro:J :t"niii irt7~ iT1:J" ~,'-,, '"1"i1"' i:n i1:1:::J" pii ~"::> ~~, 
1~:1p.,, l:l"1:1i1 ",:> ,',~ 1tlO~.,, l7:Jrv., ~,', n17:):J ~,i1, 1rv:::>:J 
n1i"n ,~.,'?7:11 1~ra., ,.,'?l7 '?ral':l o'?1:;:, ~1'?n !:l"r.:ll7i1 '?1::> ,'-,~ 
~~:::Jl7 1'?3.7 ,.,:::J:>" "n7:) il7 ,', ~,'-,, i1:::Ji7:li1 .,,n 1i7:)1"1 ,'-, 
Wealth, 11 moreover, will make treacherous the man of good standing, and he will 
not endure; who will open his soul as wide as Sheol, and he like death will not be 
sated. All nations shall be gathered to him, and all the peoples collected to him. 
Shall not all of them bear a poem about him and, with mocking riddles, say, 
"Woe to him who heaps up what does not belong to him. How long will he load 
himself down with the weight of debts?" (Hab. 2:5-6; I QpHab VIII :3-8) 
irD~ l7rDii1 1i11:Ji1 '?l7 1irD!:l 8 
'?ral':l irD~:>, 1i7:)1l7 n'?nn:::J n7:l~i1 orv '?l7 ~ip:l 9 
i1:Jl7:::J !:1"p1n:::J i1:1:::J"1 '-,~ n~ :::J1Tl7"1 1:::J'? !:li '?~irv.,:::J 10 
'?~.::1 1ii7:) irt7~ OT:)n .,ro:J~ pn f1:::JP"1 ',,n.,, pn 11 
"l:Jii1 jjr.)rl]~ j1l7 ,.,"l7 z:rc:d? np'? !:l"r.n.7 j1i11 12 
i1~7:)~ ni:J '?1::>:1 '?l7:::> n1:::J[l71]n 13 
Its interpretation concerns the Wicked Priest, who 9 was called by the name 
'Truth' at the beginning of his rise. However, when he ruled 10 over Israel his 
heart became proud, he deserted God, and betrayed the statutes on account of 11 
wealth. And he robbed and hoarded the wealth of the men of violence who had 
rebelled against God. 12 And the wealth of the people he took, adding to himself 
11 The pesher reads pi! 'wealth' over MT r''~il 'wine'. LXX 6 8e x:a.'totVOOj.tEvoc; 'the one 
drunken with wine' supports the Masoretic reading, although both readings make good 
contextual sense. Modern translators prefer the Qurnran variant although the weight placed on 
'wealth' in the commentary makes it problematic to state whether (a) pi! is a true textual 
variant or (b) the pesherist has adopted a new( er) reading to support his comments in the 
interpretation. 
For another view concerning the original reading of the verse in Habakkuk - from a root 
pi!lr'iT meaning 'presumptuous' paralleled by the original Septuagint rendering x:a.'tot6j.tevoc; 
-see W.H. Brownlee, "The Placarded Revelation of Habakkuk," JBL 82 (1963), 319-325. 
the sin of guilt. 13 And the ways of 13 ab[omi]nation he did by every type of 
unclean impurity. (lQpHab VIII:S-13) 
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This passage derives from one of the best survtvmg sections of the pesher, and 
consequently there are no problematic restorations to consider. As we have suggested, 
the Wicked Priest is clearly depicted as the man of high standing whom wealth has 
seduced. 12 He is thus described as 'called by the name of truth at the beginning of his 
rise' (,i7d1~ rbnn:~ il7d~ii fdfO ?~ ~ip:l). 'Beginning of his rise' supports the notion 
that the wicked priest was a Jerusalem high priest, since the Hebrew term n?nn:~ is 
used in a similar sense with reference to the succession to kingship of Ahasuerus 
(Xerxes) in Ezra 4:6. Meanwhile, i7d~ is often used of the accession of both kings 
(Dan. 8:23; 11:3, 7) and priests (I Kings 12:32; 11 Chron. 8:14; Ezr. 3:8; Neh. 7:65). 
The wicked priest is clearly ruling priest since the pesherist explicitly states that he 
'ruled over Israel' (11. 9-10). 13 
Brownlee attempts without success to suggest that the application of 'truth', 'true one' 
(Heb. il7d~ii) to this figure implies the Wicked Priest's membership of the 'Truth 
Party' or the il7d~ii "rD::I~ 'men of truth' of VII: 10. In other words, he makes the 
Wicked Priest, like the man of falsehood, a former member of the group later resident 
at Qumran. This group is not, however, to be simply equated with the Essenes since 
(for Brownlee) the passage predates the rift between the Wicked Priest and the sect. 
Instead ... 
12 E. Slomovic ("Towards an Understanding of the Exegesis in the Dead Sea Scrolls," RevQ 7 
[ 1969-71 ], 14-15) suggests that the commentator derives a reference to the Wicked Priest 
from the introductory phrase pn "::::!, utlilizing the a/ tikrei rule to change the masoretic r.,il to 
pn and by extension to T(.,)m:l. C£ Brooke, Exegesis at Qumran, 289. This, though, is far 
from proven, although it does support the view expressed elsewhere that this passage first 
introduces the Wicked Priest. 
13 The verb "'a!T? 'rule', here, picks up the noun"~~ 'proverb, parable' of Hab. 2:6a (1 QpHab 
VIII:6). BDB (605a) also lists a third root t,~'? 'represent, be like.' Brownlee, 143, suggests 
that the 'ancient midrashist' probably did not consider this punning, but as the utilization of 
different meanings of the same root. Nevertheless, this is impossible to assert with any degree 
of confidence. The important aspect is the recognition that the pesherist sees the wicked 
priest's rule prefigured in scripture and is another example of the prophet's not recognising 
the full import of his message (Cf. 1QpHab VII:lff.). 
Most probably they [the "adherents of the truth"] are the Hasidim, whose 
reputation as defenders of the truth was later claimed by the Essenes, who 
thought of themselves as their true successors. 14 
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A lack of evidence prevents us from accepting this conclusion, especially due to the 
minimal references to the Hasidim in the extant literature. 15 Nevertheless, Brownlee's 
suggestion is far from the only attempt to explain the phrase 'called by the name 
''truth".' By his own admission, he lists eight other proposals (pp. 134-137). Hence 
Elliger suggests that the phrase is a reference to the pun on fDNiii lii1:l: "der berufen 
wurde unter dem rechten Namen"- called by the proper name/title (as opposed to the 
perverted form). Nevertheless, Brownlee questions the appropriateness of the 
application ofthis "sarcastic surrogate" with this particular passage. 16 
Rather, the application of this expression should be understood in the light of the 
Wicked Priest's later betrayal of the statutes through his own greed (11. 10-13), and 
presumably the beginning of the application of 'wicked priest'. This, we may suggest, 
is the root cause of the priest's wickedness. 17 The course of events runs as follows: He 
ruled ~ became proud ~ deserted God ~ betrayed the statutes ~ robbed and 
hoarded the wealth of the men of violence ~ plundered the wealth of the people ~ 
and finally performed all manner of abomination. A gradual debasement is thus 
described, with wealth, as in the prophecy, the major catalyst. There is a possible 
parallel here with the debasement of the priesthood described in the Testament of 
Le vi: 
Because you have heard about the seventy weeks, listen also concerning the 
priesthood. In each jubilee there shall be a priesthood ... The fifth [priesthood] 
shall be overcome by darkness; likewise the sixth and the seventh. In the seventh 
there shall be pollution such as I am unable to declare in the presence of human 
beings, because only the ones who do these things understand such matters. 
Therefore they shall be in captivity and will be preyed upon; both their land and 
their possessions shall be stolen. And in the fifth week they shall return to the 
14 Brownlee, 136. 
15 Only I Mace. 2:42; 7:13; 11 Mace. 14:6. 
16 Brownlee, 137. 
17 The passage seems, indeed, to rule out the translation of :VIt'i as 'illegitimate' which would 
otherwise support Stegemann's hypothesis regarding the teacher's forcible removal from the 
office of High Priest by Jonathan Maccabee, the illegitimate successor in the priesthood. 
Since the passage refers to the community's apparent support for the wicked priest at the 
beginning of his office this directly coincides with the period of greatest conflict between the 
two groups of priests; i.e. directly after the change in priestly descent. 
land of their desolation, and shall renew the house of the Lord. In the seventh 
week there will come priests: idolators, adulterers, money lovers, arrrogant, 
lawless, voluptuaries, pederasts, those who practice bestiality. (TestLevi 17; 
Trans. H.C. Kee in Charlesworth, I, my italics) 
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The identity ofthe 'men of violence (o~n .,fO:l~) who rebelled against God' in 1. 11 is 
unclear. The closest biblical parallel to this expression is the reference to the o~n fO.,~ 
in Ps. 18:48 (Heb. 18:49), although here the phrase merely means 'adversaries' (and is 
thus set in parallel with :::!.,~ 'enemy'; cf. II Sam. 22:49). This is supported by the 
general reference to 'oppressors' in He b. Sirach 13:13 where the exact phrase 'lfl7::J~ 
Or.ln is found: 
Be on your guard and take care 
,{' 
0 1 19 never to accompany men o1 vzo ence 
The contrast between the wealth of the 'men of violence' and the 'peoples' 
(corresponding to the biblicall:l.,1:t and l:l.,7:ll7; Hab. 2:5c) in the pesher (1. 12) suggests 
a more precise reference, however. Di Lella suggests, in commenting on the Ben Sira 
passage, that the author "may have had in mind undue familiarity of Jews with their 
pagan overlords who could and did oppress them." "The 'men of violence'," he 
continues, "may also refer to the pagan nobility in the Holy Land". 20 Nevertheless, the 
same problems did not concern the Habakkuk pesherist, and thus the reference more 
likely applies to those outside Israel- as t:J'l1Jil 'the nations' would properly suppose. 
Brownlee thus suggests that a reference here to the Samaritans might be appropriate, 
especially since several times in Ben Sira Or.ln is used of Ephraim, i.e. Samaria. 21 
Indeed, as he points out, this interpretation may be derived as far back as Judg. 9:24 
18 MS A. See Beentjes, op. cit., 41. 
19 Trans. P.W. Skehan, The Wisdom of Ben Sira, The Anchor Bible (Doubleday: New York, 
1987), 250. Introduction and Commentary by A.A. Di Lella. N.B. The Hebrew here scarcely 
corresponds to the LXX. In the commentary, however, Di Lella (253) links the expression to 
the &.vopa Cxf!<Xp-cooA.Ov I exvopo~ Cxf!<Xp-cooA.ou 'man of sin' of Sirach 10:23b; 15:12b. The 
latter is represented by Heb. Ol:ln .,IOJ~:J (MS A). Cf. Beentjes, op. cit., 44. 
20 Skehan!Di Lella, op. cit., 253. 
21 Brownlee, 140. Cf Heb. Sirach 47:21 (MS B): n~'-,l:ll:l t:l.,i!:l~l:l1 Ol:ln 'and a violent 
kingdom arose out of Ephraim' (Beentjes, 85). Also, in Sirach 50:26b the Samaritans are 
contemptuously described as a 'foolish nation' ('-,:JJ .,,l). Cf C.T.R. Hayward, The Jewish 
Temple: A non-biblical sourcebook (Routledge: London, 1996), 62f. 
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where the violence against the sons of Gideon is blamed on the lords of Shechem. If a 
reference to the Samaritans is here deemed appropriate, then one would have 
necessarily, it seems, to identify the Wicked Priest of the commentary with John 
Hyrcanus, since Josephus records that he brought the contention between Jews and 
Samaritans to an abrupt halt in c. 128 BC when he captured Gerizim, site of the 
Samaritan temple, and presumably carried away its spoil at the same time (hence 
'wealth').22 Certainly the Samaritans, as apostate Jews worshipping at a separate 
sanctuary, would fit the accusation of rebellion launched in the pesher (c£ Josh. 
22: 18-19). Meanwhile, in Ho sea, especially antagonistic towards Samaria, Samaria is 
herself accused ofrebelling (iTnil:l -vnil:l) against her God (Hos 13:16 [Heb. 14:1]). 
Ifthe 'men of violence' may be so identified, the bl.,1:ll7 'people' may refer to the Jews 
themselves, and thus perhaps 'public wealth'. Brownlee rejects this interpretation as 
totally misconstruing the passage and suggests that, where the biblical c.,,:t is 
interpreted as apostate Jews or Samaritans, the C"~l:l17 are gentiles. 23 I suggest, 
however, that this makes no allowance for the aims of the pesherist himself, which are 
to describe a progressive debasement of the wicked priest. Thus, the people cannot 
have been expected to have been overtly critical of the plunder of, for instance, the 
Samaritans. The same cannot be said, however, for the plundering of themselves. 
Hyrcanus is, indeed accused of plundering public moneys, since Josephus relates how 
he plundered the tomb of David and removed three thousand talents in order to 
maintain his army of foreign mercenaries (Ant. XIII, viii, 4 §249), although 
chronologically this antedates the conquest against Samaria. In the same passage, 
Josephus also records Hyrcanus's largesse to Antiochus VII (predating the Samaritan 
campaign), which included him marching on Antiochus's Parthian campaign; an 
episode that retains an element of compulsion by Antiochus on Hyrcanus. 24 
Following on from this, our next reference to the Wicked Priest comes in col. IX, 
where the wicked priest is depicted alongside the Teacher ofRighteousness. 
22 Cf. Ant. XIII, ix, 1 §§255-256. 
23 Brownlee, 140. 
24 Ant. XIII, viii, 4 §§249-253. Cf. H. Jagersma, A History of Israel to Bar Kochba, Part 11 
(SCM: London, 1985), 82f. 
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Hab. 2:8b; lQpHab IX:8 
iiiit.:) liilJ:J ifO~ VrD[i]i1 1i1idi1 ~17 ilfO!) 9 
ifl1::lli'~ i"':d"'i~ [i]"':d ~~ i::JII::J ifl~li' "'fD::l~i pi~i1 10 
l7"'f0ii1 ifO[~] ii:dli':d fO~d "'jjj~:J il~d~ l7l:l:t 11 
ii"'Fl:l ~17 12 
lQpHab IX:9-12. For translation and notes see above, pl56ff. 
This passage clearly links the Wicked Priest's punishment with the 'offence' against 
the Teacher of Righteousness and the men of his council, contextually the 'elect' of 
line 12, though an offence which is almost impossible to delineate (further, below). 
Any suggestion of bloodshed is supplied by the prophecy (!diN "'l:lif;)) and may not be 
necessarily relevant. 
The Wicked Priest's punishment is twofold: he will be given into the hands of his 
enemies to (a) be afflicted with wounds (:V:l:l:l); and (b) be swallowed up with a 
bitterness of soul (fO~:l .,.,,.,~:d); the two terms clearly being set in parallel. The 
former suggests a human element and is used earlier in the column with reference to 
'the priest' (IX: 1; below, 233), while the latter might imply disease or some 
progressive wasting away of the body. Due to the nature of this punishment many 
historical references have been proposed: Of the high priests in the early Hasmonean 
period, many suffered a violent death. Jonathan Maccabee was betrayed and murdered 
by the Seleucid Tryphon (Ant. XIII,vi, 2-6 §191-210), while his son Simon (along 
with two of his sons) was killed by the order of his son-in-law Ptolemy (XIII, vii, 4 
§228). Aristobulus I, who reigned for less than a year, suffered a disease that caused 
him to cough up blood (XIII, xi, 3 §314-317), while Alexander Jannaeus suffered 
from a distemper brought on by hard drinking and after three years died (XIII, xvi, 5 
§398, 404). If the current passage does record a historical reference, it could be to any 
of these High Priests, especially given the ambiguity whether the punishment 1s 
human-inflicted or otherwise. 
The identity of the 'enemies' is also unclear. Brownlee suggests that "in view of the 
subjective genitives in Hab. 2:8b, the 'enemies' are identified with 'the land, the city 
and all who dwell in it'." They are thus internal enemies, the Priest's fellow 
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countrymen, perhaps even members of the Teacher's party.25 Nevertheless, this is 
problematic, since "OiO ('bloodshed') in the prophecy has a causative sense, 
paralleling 'because you have plundered ... so will they plunder' in Hab. 2:8a. In 
other words, the pesher, like the prophecy, also has a causative sense with the Teacher 
and the community related to the tdi~, fi~ and ii"iP ofthe prophecy. This is entirely 
separate from the identity of the enemies, whom, the pesherist has already identified-
as 'all the remainder of the nations' - with the Kittim (IX:7; below, p242f.). Merely 
because it is the community who suffer does not require one to read that it is they who 
shall take revenge. Rather, it is the method employed that is identical. Just as the 
Wicked Priest plundered (the community?), his punishment will be replayed on him 
by being despoiled by others, the Kittim God's chosen instrument of justice and 
revenge. 
The conflict between the wicked priest and the Teacher of Righteousness recurs in 
col. XI (the Day of Atonement incident). 
'?~ tl:lii p77:)'? i::JI'l7. '1~ 1n~n n~c7:) 1ii"'l7i nprm~ .,,ii 
ldif"'ili'1~ 
Hab. 2:15; lQpHab XI:2-3 
ifD~ l71'Dii1 1n1:>n '?11 iifD!:l 4 
Ot'::J:J il7l.;l:J'? p,~n niil':) in~ ~ii s 
nrriJ?:l il7i~ J"P:li illi'?l 11"':1~ in?Jn 6 
l:ll7~:J'? blir"~'?N l79!:lii1 J:l"~ii!:l:;)n Ci"' 7 
cnni::Jn n::no Ci~ Ci"':J c'?"~rD:>'?i s 
lQpHab XI:4-8. For translation and notes see above, p158. 
Earlier (above, pp158ff.), we suggested that this event relates to the 'offence' 
described in the previous pesher (IX:9-l 0). Again it is difficult to precisely identify 
this offence, though it seems to revolve around a disputed calendrical system; an 
observation that relies on the wicked priest's identification as high priest in Jerusalem. 
Only on the evidence of 4QpPsa (below) can it be said that this conflict was violent. 
Nevertheless, because in that episode, the Teacher is saved, this 'offence' did not, 
contrary to most scholars' opinions, result in his death. The 'offence', then, is 
25 Brownlee, 156. 
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religious, to the extent that two separate, rival, Days of Atonement seem to have been 
celebrated, one by the Wicked Priest (in Jerusalem?) under a lunar system, one by the 
Teacher 'at the House of his exile' (=Qumran?) celebrated under the solar calendar. 
The Wicked Priest appears to have deliberately intruded on this latter festival for 
reasons unknown, perhaps because its very existence was conceived as a threat to his 
religious leadership. 
Certainly, however, this is the extent to which the Wicked Priest and the Teacher of 
Righteousness appear alongside one another in 1 QpHab. Otherwise, the two only 
appear in 4QpPs8 (below). Meanwhile, the Wicked Priest is again referred to in col. 
XII, in the commentary on Hab. 2:17. 
orJni bli~ "'7Ji~ nnn., [nirJil:J iil'Di n::;,o:>., p:r:b or.ln "::'ll 
n:1 "~:ttoi"' '?i::Ji n"'iP fi~ 
[For (your) violence to Lebanon will overwhelm you, and the violence of the 
beasts] will terrify you, for human bloodshed and the violence to the land, the 
city and all who dwell in it. (Hab. 2:17; IQpHab XI:17-Xll:l) 
X n~ i'? ~:bto" UI'Diil liTi~iT '?v i:Jin irDt) 
~,n 11J:1Sn ~"=> b!"':li"':J~ '?:sJ '??':):t 1ro~ ,',,o:t 
iTI'l7il7 iTiiiT"' .,~n!J ii?':)iT n1on:Jn1 in"'n n~:sJ 
n',~', '?N i:l~!:)ifO" ifDN iTiif'liT 
O"':li"'.:JN ni',:l'? 07:)T ifDN~ 
The interpretation of the word concerns the Wicked Priest, to repay to him 3 his 
due for what he did to the poor - For 'Lebanon' is 4 the Council of the 
Community and the 'beasts' are the simple of Judah, the doers of 5 the Law- for 
God will sentence him to destruction, <Blank> 6 exactly as he intended to destroy 
the poor. (lQpHab Xll:2-6) 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Here, the Wicked Priest is twice accused of an action taken against 'the poor' 
(O":l,.,:JN); in the second reference in particular he is accused of intending to 'destroy' 
(mt;,~t;,) them. It is unclear whether 'the poor' here is intended to refer to the 
community itself, and, if so, whether the Teacher himself should be included among 
their number. The interlude regarding the interpretation of 'Lebanon' and 'beasts' 
suggests that 'the poor' refer to a larger group, perhaps comprising both the 'Council 
of the Community' and the 'Simple of Judah, the doers of the Law'; possibly 
references to an inner council and the more general membership respectively. In my 
article I have rejected the suggestion that the reference applies to the Targumic 
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interpretation of Lebanon as Temple.26 In a nutshell, I argue that 'Lebanon' is subject 
to a wide range of interpretations both in the Rabbinic literature and the scrolls 
themselves, and that consequently the use of 'Lebanon' here may be indicative of one 
more interpretative tradition. Referring 'Lebanon' to the elders, or inner council, of 
the community, would certainly coincide with biblical references to the tall 'cedars of 
Lebanon' (so 11 Kings 19:23; Isa. 2:13; 37:24 etc.). Consequently, the 'Simple of 
Judah, the Doers of the Law' are those outside the inner council - perhaps an 
indication of the length of one's membership of the group- and are identified in the 
prophecy by the 'beasts'. Certainly this more closely reflects other passages in the 
pesharim to refer to this group: thus 'the doers of the Law in the House of Judah' in 
VIII: 1. Judah, like 'the poor' is a reference to the overall group. 
Again, the pesherist refers to the demise of the wicked priest. Here God will sentence 
him to destruction and, as in IX: 1-2, 9-10 (which latter passage also interprets 'human 
bloodshed and violence to the land .. .' since this passage is repeated in verses 8 and 
17), there is a sense that the punishment fits (the intention of) the crime. The wicked 
priest will be destroyed because he intended to destroy the poor. Following on from 
our suggestion that 'the poor' is a reference to the entire community rather than just 
the Teacher of Righteousness, it follows that the wicked priest's actions had 
ramifications for the entire community as well. Again, this is indicated by the fact that 
the 'offence' (IX:9) affects the Teacher and the men oflus council. Nevertheless, just 
as the 'offence' is undefmed, so it is unclear how the wicked priest intended to 
destroy the community, although one suggestion might relate to his actions on the 
Day of Atonement, in that he attempted to deliberately defile the community's 
preparations. 
Finally, the Wicked Priest occurs in a passage following immediately (again 
interpreting Ha b. 2: 17b ):- the third occasion that this passage is commented upon. 
"l'dil'd jl':)~ irD~i 
c'?rDii" ~.,n n"ipn iirD!::l fi~ o7:lni ii"iP 
n~ ~7.)t:1"i ni:Jl7in "rDl77:l Vlt'in 1n1::;:,n ii:J ~v~ irD~ 
6 
7 
8 
26 Wood, 140-145. Cf G. Vermes, "Lebanon: The Historical Development of an Exegetical 
Tradition," in Scripture and Tradition in Judaism (E.J. Brill: Leiden, 1973), 26-39. 
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1ro~ iliiiT"' "'it' iil'dil fi~ onni '?~ rv1pn 9 
bl"'::Ji"':l~ pi! '?n 1 o 
And as for what he said, "the bloodshed of 7 the city and the violence to the land" 
(Hab. 2:17b), its interpretation: the 'city' is Jerusalem 8 where the /Wicked/ 
Priest performed abominations and defiled 9 the Sanctuary of God. 'The violence 
(done to) the land' (refers to) the cities of Judah where 10 he stole the wealth of 
the poor. ( 1 QpHab XII :6-1 0) 
Here, the wicked priest is referred to but, insofar as the author has omitted the 
identifier :!JrlliiT (which is a later, supralinear, insertion) this passage might as well 
refer to 'the priest' of similar passages. Moreover, since, contextually, the passage is 
referring to the same wicked priest as the previous vignette, it is reasonable to assume 
that the subjects are the same as well, i.e. the priest= the wicked priest. 
Again, this passage relates a concern of the wicked priest with 'wealth' (piT). Here he 
is accused of stealing the wealth of the poor, although, bearing in mind our previous 
arguments, it would not make sense to relate the 'poor' here to either the 'peoples' or 
the 'nations' whom we have suggested refer to Gentiles and Jews respectively. 
Rather, the (wicked) priest is here accused of stealing the wealth ofthe poor, who may 
refer to the community itself. In this instance, the offence of which the wicked priest 
is accused may amount to nothing more than petty theft. This does of course require a 
rather strange interpretation of 'cities of Judah' but, since Judah is also an epithet for 
the community no real problem is encountered. Meanwhile, since 'city' (Heb. iT.,ip) 
is found in the prophecy, albeit interpreted as 'Jerusalem' (see below) usage of 'cities 
of Judah', although admittedly a different Hebrew word, may amount to nothing more 
than a rereading of the prophecy. 
(b) The Priest 
Aside from references to the 'wicked priest', the pesherist also records descriptions of 
'the priest', i.e. without the !7fl7i identifier. Not least because the fmal reference to the 
'wicked priest' (lQpHab XII:7-10, above) reads !7fl7i as supralinear, perhaps 
indicating the two figures are one and the same, this material belongs in the current 
chapter. It should also be recalled that 1iii'::jii is the most common expression for the 
High Priest in the Hebrew Bible (above, p221 n8). 
'ifl"" '?i:> n~iL;>ro.,, ld"'::li ld""i::t nn1?ro nn~ "':> ,~t, nic["~]I'Dr;)', 
bl"~r;)tf 
Shall not suddenll7 your tormentors arise, and those who make you tremble 
awake, and you become as spoil to them? Because you plundered many nations, 
so shall all the remainder of the nations despoil you. (Hab. 2:7-8a; 1QpHab 
VIII:l3-15) 
jj7.:) ii'O~ li1i:JiT ',[11 i:l iiT I I'D!:> 
[ll17.:l]? i.:J 1??[ t,~l .,pin 'i["~O.,i] 
x c"~?n~ ni.,iiil71'l7i nvra'i "~tJ!:lrao:t il7il::J 
i i ra :::1 rt .,,:t.:l n ir.lp :n i:J il'l7l7 1:1., Vi 
16 [<Blank> The interpretation of the passage cone ]erns the priest who rebelled n 
[and turned aw]ay28 (from the) statutes of [God .... .. ]llw him in [order to] 1 
plague him. For judgements of wickedness and horrible deeds 2 they inflicted 
evil {diseases} upon him and vengeful acts on the body of his flesh. (1QpHab 
VIII:16-IX:2) 
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16 
17 
1 
2 
The ftrst reference (to the wicked priest) immediately follows the previous reference 
(above) where, although the wicked priest is not explicitly mentioned, it is not 
unreasonable to suppose that the identity of the 'priest who rebelled' is the same as 
the wicked priest ofthat passage. This is especially true since the 'priest' is accused of 
breaching the statutes of God; parallel to the Wicked Priest's abandoning God and 
betraying his statutes (above; VIII:10). Nevertheless, because the majority of line 17 
is obscured, where the commentary picks up in IX: 1 (,m:ti9), it is difficult to gain the 
overall context of the passage, and in particular the subject of the 'evil diseases' of 11. 
1-2. 
Early translators attempted to read the passage as relating to the conflict between the 
Wicked Priest and the Teacher, stretching their reconstructions to contain a reference 
to the Teacher. Thus Dupont-Sommer: 
'Will not thy tormentors suddenly arise and torment thee and get inflamed, and 
wilt thou not become their prey? ... (Ha b. ii. 7) 
27 On this form cf. Brownlee, 146. 
28 following Brownlee against Horgan 1[:1111] '[and trans]gressed'. Horgan also reconstructs: 
1'?'?[rrr1 l:l'':Ji l:l.,Ol7 '?1'?ro'?] '[plundering many peoples, but they will pl]under him'. 
29 On the difficulties of the reading of 1171~), which is obscured by the closeness of the ayin 
and the waw- which might be read with .,t:l!:li'DO:I immediately following, cf. Horgan, 43. 
'[The explanation of these words refers to the Priest who has rebelled 
[space of two lines; towards the end of this space supply something like: 
... and he persecuted the Master of Justice, who was] struck by him in the 
execution of iniquitous judgements; and odious profaners committed 
horrors on him and vengeance on his body of flesh ... ' 
From all the evidence this passage alludes to the Passion of the Master of Justice; 
he was judged, condemned, tortured. He suffered in 'his body of flesh': without 
doubt he was a divine being who 'became flesh' to live and die as a man. 30 
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As we have seen, there is no evidence that the teacher was judged, condemned or 
tortured; only a vague reference to an unspecified 'offence', and certainly not the 
transparent messianic allusions to which Dupont-Sommer refers. Nevertheless, 
although line 17 might have originally contained a reference to the Teacher, and thus 
we might read the subject of 1l71l:l as a substantive with the masculine suffix, it is 
more likely that the iit'fl7i 9 r,!:)fDI:) 'judgements of wickedness' refer to the (wicked) 
priest since, as we have already seen, he is accused of 'turning away from (i1e>) the 
statutes of God' (VIII: 17). To this end, Brownlee reconstructs 'pain-inflicting angels' 
(Heb. '?:lfi 9;:)~t,~), who in 1QS IV:12 bring a 'multitude ofplagues' (ld'll71l:l :l1i'?), 
involving the same root as the problematic 1l71:lJ.31 These 'angels of pain' are 
understood as the 'tormentors' (..Jrm) ofHab. 2:7 and the subject of1rDl7 in IX:2. This 
leads me to reject Dupont-Sommer's identification of ld9'?fi~ .in9 i1'it'fD, 'odious 
profaners', as the subject of 1fDl7.32 Rather, I link .li19 i1it'rz:7 with 'judgements of 
wickedness' 33 and give the entire phrase a causative sense. ii'''Wil7rz:7/i1.,i1il71'D is a rare 
term in the MT, though it is explicitly associated with adultery and whoredom (c£ Jer. 
23:14; Hos. 6:10). It is possible that this be linked with the 'ways of abomination' 
referred to in the previous vignette. The pesherist seems to suggest, then, that what 
follows is directly attributed to the wicked priest's evil actions. 
30 Dupont-Sommer, The Dead Sea Scrolls, 34. Elliger also restores the passage in favour of 
the Priest's violent treatment of the Teacher: .,]p1it i[1~:l] iil:l lit'~ lii1:Jn '?[11 i:Jiil ifD!) 
[ 9 il'?:J]L:> 1:::1 [1]'?S[1ilCi1 1mm "'fDJN1 ~1i1 S~ "[Die Meinung des Wortes geht au]f den 
Priester, der [gegen das Licht] der Satzun[gen Gottes. Und zwar widersetzen er und seine 
Ratsgenossen sich ihm, indem sie nicht]". 
31 Brownlee, 148. 
32 Below, 21, I identify the subject of 1rDl7 as the Kittim, since in the vignette immediately 
following the Kittim appear as the remainder of the nations, and the plunder in Hab. 2:8a 
refers back to the 'spoil' (mt:l',l'l17:)'?) of2:7 which is taken by the 'tormentors'. 
33 As is indicated by the nature of the punishment. Two forms of wickedness entail two 
punishments ('evil things' and 'vengeful acts') to be meted out. 
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The priest's34 punishment is to be inflicted with 'evil diseases' and have 'acts of 
vengeance' performed on the body ofhis flesh (IX:2). 'Evil diseases' here matches up 
to 1l11:l:l in 1. 1 since the DD root can, in the Pu'al form, have a meaning 'stricken (by 
disease)'. 35 Again, it is possible that the pesherist is relaying historically accurate 
material here, since as we have suggested several high priests of the period suffered 
disease or torture during their pontificate. 36 Indeed, the only High Priest to have died 
of natural causes during this period was John Hyrcanus I himself Identification of 
Alexander Jannaeus with the (wicked) priest is especially inviting, since Josephus 
records that he commanded Alexandra Salome to allow his enemies to violate his 
body after his death in order that she might regain their support for her rulership. 
The second reference to 'the priest' is more fragmentary, but appears to maintain a 
link with 'the one who gets evil gain for his house' ofHab. 2:9. 
!li ~::;))';) '?~:;,'? i.::!p b)jj)';):J blil'li'? iFl9 :J'? !li ~~d !l~idil "'iil 
~9::;) il:>l'li[~J] 9 t>iFli bl"':li bl"')';)!l Flii~p il:dFl"':d'? Ml'li:J il.il~lJ"' 
[ilJJ]!I"' f!ln O"'~:>[i] p~rn i"'pn 1:1~ 
Alas for the one who gets evil gain for his house, putting his nest on high to 
remain safe from harm! You have plotted shame for your house, cutting off 
many peoples, and have forfeited your very [so]ul. For a stone shall cry out from 
the wall [and] a beam from the woodwork shall ans[ wer it.] (Ha b. 2:9-11; 
1QpHab IX:12-15) 
i[ ]:d ito~ 1[ili]:>i1 '?!! i[:liir ifl7~] 16 
[ ] 17 
ifD~i '?n:J il~ .,17 O"'!:l:di prol1:J il"'J:dK Mi"'il'? 1 
n::HO!:IJ "'t>iffi I:I"~:Ji I:!"'Cl7 .ili~p ir..'l~ 2 
X n~ '?~ 11'1., ito~ ~~tor..'liT M"~:J ~iiT iitt'J!:l 3 
34 It is, of course, possible that the subject of I. 2 is still the teacher of righteousness. 
Nevertheless, in order for this reading to be accepted, the burden of proof lies with those who 
have to restore VIII: 17 with reference to the Teacher and explain why the reference is not 
more explicit. 
35 SoPs. 73:5: 'They are not in trouble as others are/ they are not plagued (1l1H7) like other 
people.' Cf. BDB, 619a. 
36 Above p228f. Dupont-Sommer also tries to tie the event down to the death of Aristobulus II 
captured and tortured by Pompey in 63 BCE, dragged before Rome in chains in 61, and 
poisoned by Pompey's supporters in prison in 49. The intricacies of this, he continues, are 
more fully outlined in the following vignette (1QpHab IX:9-12). Cf. Dupont-Sommer, The 
Dead Sea Scrolls, 35. 
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~~rm:~~ 1:1~:u9 EJI'l7~1 EJ9:JI b)9~l7 11n:1 ,~~I'D~ 4 
1J~!jfD9 f19j!:J1l I'D~d, 1Jl791t7j"l bl~1rl:l1 5 
/6 [fhe interpretation of the passa]ge concerns the Pr[ies]t who b[ ...... ]r 17 [ ..• 
• • • • • • ] 1 that its stones suffer pillage and its wooden beams robbery. And as for 
what 2 He said, "cutting off many peoples and have forfeited your very soul" 
(Hab. 2:10), 3 its interpretation: It is the House of Judgement where God shall 
give 4 his judgements in the midst of many peoples. And from there He will raise 
up for them judgement. 5 Then in their midst He will pronounce him guilty, and 
into the fires of brimstone he will condemn him. (lQpHab IX:l6-X:5) 
Although the commentary has not survived, there are good reasons to suggest links 
between this 'priest' and the 'wicked priest'. Not least because, while l7fDi is not 
found in the interpretation, the reference to 'the priest' is derived from 'evil' (Heb. 
171) in the prophecy (l. 12). Moreover, the 'one who gains' also implies 'wealth' (11il) 
a mainstay of the pesher and applied to the Wicked Priest as the main cause of his 
downfall. This is also made clear by references to 'pillage' and 'robbery' in X: 1 in 
reference to the 'wood' and 'stone' ofHab. 2:11 -though the precise relation ofthis 
aspect of the prophecy is unclear. A simple reading of the prophecy would imply that 
the priest is accused of using his illegitimate gain to build himself a palace, perhaps 
even a hilltop fortress - hence 'putting his nest on high to remain safe from harm', 
verse 9b? - in which case Masada comes to mind, whose construction, by 'Jonathan 
the High Priest', Josephus relates: 
Moreover, he built a palace therein at the western ascent: it was within and 
beneath the walls of the citadel, but inclined to its north side. Now the wall of 
this palace was very high and strong, and had at its four corners towers sixty 
cubits high. The furniture also of the edifices, and of the cloisters, and of the 
baths, was of great variety, and very costly; and these buildings were supported 
by pillars of stones on every side: the walls also and the floors of the edifices 
were paved with stones of several colors. He also had cut many and great pits, as 
reservoirs for water, out of the rocks, at every one of the places that were 
inhabited, both above and around about the palace, and before the wall; and by 
this contrivance he endeavored to have water for several uses, as if there had 
been fountains there. (War VII, viii, 4 §289-291) 
Although Masada is conventionally thought to have been built by Jonathan Maccabee, 
the surviving ruins can only be dated to the Herodian period, while Y adin, who 
excavated the archaeological site, dates its construction to the reign of Jannaeus.37 
37 So Yadin, Masada: Herod's Fortress and the Zealot's Last Stand (Steimatzky: revised ed., 
1997), 205: "One of the purposes of our expedition was to fmd the buildings erected, 
according to Josephus, by 'Jonathan the High Priest - to fmd them, determine their date and 
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This would fit with the general time-frame ofthe pesharim, and especially the wicked 
priest's identification with Alexander. Moreover, since Josephus relates that the 
construction of Masada was 'very costly', this might be expected to have been paid 
for through taxation of the Jewish people, and thus explains the pesherist' s 
accusations ofthe ill-use of 'wealth'. 
Nevertheless, there are other 'nests on high' to which the pesherist may be referring. 
We have made frequent reference to the activities surrounding Simon Maccabee's 
death at the Dok fortress, while Jannaeus also built Alexandreion. In short, the 
reference could be to any Jewish fortress of the period, although Masada remains the 
obvious choice. This conclusion is rendered futile, however, by the fact that any such 
reading is entirely unsupported by the amount of commentary remaining, and the fact 
that the pesherist does not, as we have seen, always stick to the literal sense of the 
prophecy. Moreover, the building aspects ofthe prophecy seem to be picked up in the 
length of commentary that does survive, through its identification with the House of 
Judgement c~~fO~ii fi'l:l) where the priest will forfeit his soul and be condemned into 
the fires ofbrimstone (I. 5).38 
The manner of this punishment sharply resonates with that to be meted out to the man 
of falsehood, since as we have seen (and in the lemma immediately following; 
lQpHab X:9-13; Hab. 2:12-13), the Spouter of Falsehood is similarly accused of 
building a city with bloodshed, for which he and his congregation shall enter the 
judgements of fire (above, pp199ff.). Although 'fire' originates in Hab. 2:13, this does 
not escape the fact that the Spouter is accused of a similar activity to that of the priest, 
namely 'building,' while the punishments predicted are also similar, involving 
elements of 'burning'. This does not, in and of itself, harm our argument that the 
identify the 'Jonathan'. We were only partially successful in our search for the solution. We 
discovered no structure which could with certainty be attributed to any period before that of 
Herod. Moreover, none of our pottery finds could be said to match the pre-Herodian types. On 
the other hand, we discovered scores of coins struck by Alexander Jannaeus (among them the 
most ancient of all the coins found at Masada). We can therefore now say, perhaps, that any 
buildings and cisterns, which were constructed on this site in the period before King Herod, 
were the work ofKing Alexander Jannaeus, and he is probably the 'Jonathan the High Priest' 
mentioned by Josephus." 
38 Whether or not this is intended as an ironic twist on the priest's 'house' is unclear. But the 
interpretation certainly picks up on the theme of matching the punishment to the crime. 
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priest/wicked priest and the spouter/man of falsehood are distinct individuals, but it 
certainly has not helped. Hence Lim: 
It could be added to this overlap between the roles ascribed to the wicked priest 
and the liar that the Habakkuk pesherist describes both as 'wicked'. If the wicked 
priest and the liar are separate individuals, then it has to be said that the 
Habakkuk pesherist does not always maintain this distinction. 39 
The 'priest' is fmally referred to in col. XI, contextually immediately prior to the 
reference to the 'wicked priest' in XII:2, and the '/wicked/ priest' in XII:18. The 
passage also follows the Day of Atonement reference in XI:4-8. 
t:n::> il:>"''?l7 :::non '?l7iili nn~ bl:l nnrv ii:I[:>]l':) p'?p nn:s;:no 
n:>ii:J=> '?:sJ 1,r,P"'Pi n,n., r7:)., 
You are more full of shame than [gl]ory. Drink! Yes you! and stagger! The cup 
ofthe LORD's right hand will come around to you, and shame will cover your 
glory (Hab. 2:16; 1QpHab XI:S-11) 
iii:J:>n iJi'?p 1:1:1 1ro~ Fli:JiT ":sJ 11ro~ 12 
.,:Jii:J lr,.,, i:J? rt~ =m1 n~ "n ~,', ~.,:> 13 
nl':)n Oi:li n~n~n ni:::lO 111n'? il.,iiil 14 
:1 i~:>Oi i[Ji]'?[p .,p i.,]"[l7 '1J"'Oi'? i:Jl7":m '?[~] 15 
[ ]'?[ ]'?[ ,.,]'?[ii1] 16 
[ ] 17 
12 Its interpretation concerns the priest whose shame exceeded his glory 13 for he 
did not circumcise the fore skin40 of his heart, but walked in the ways of 14 
satiation in order to quench his thirst. But the cup of {[Go]d's} wrath 15 will 
swallow him up ad[ding t]o [him the vomit of] his [sh]a[me) 41 and the pain of 16 
[his sick]ne[ss .. . ]![ ... ... ]/[ ... ] 17 [ ...•.•.•• ] (lQpHab XI:12-17) 
Just as VIII:16 depicts 'the priest who rebelled', this passage refers to 'the priest 
whose shame exceeded his glory' (,i:r:n:~ ,J,',p i:J:l ito~ lii,::lii), thereby ruling out 
a reference here to the Teacher also occasionally alluded to as 'the priest' (1i11::lii). 
As with the first reference to the wicked priest in the pesher (VIII: 8-13 ), the 'priest' is 
accredited with some positive remarks. Thus, he is credited with an element of 
39 Lim, "Wicked Priest or Liar," 51. 
40 In the manuscript the word n',i1l7 'foreskin' has a larger than normal space between the -, 
and t,. This is best understood as a scribal error, rather than an indication of any greater 
significance. The spelling n'?i1l7 is found in I QS V:5 (below). 
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'glory'; interpreting Hab 2:16: 'disgrace/shame will cover your glory'. His fall from 
glory (i.e. 'shame'), however, is here linked to his not circumcising the foreskin of his 
heart (1::J', rb=n:g n~ ',o ~,', N"~:d), an expression that derives from OT passages 
such as Deut. 10:16 and 30:6, and recurs in Romans 2:29 amid Paul's argument 
concerning the real Jew. 42 Circumcision itself is a sign of the covenant between God 
and his people (Gen. 17:10-11), but, as Paul points out, this is only an outward sign 
(Rom 2:28); true circumcision is ofthe heart. It is clear that for Paul circumcision of 
the heart replaces the physical rite, while in the OT the two are complementary.43 The 
expression recurs elsewhere in the scrolls. Thus, in 1 QS the prospective member is 
commanded not to walk in the 'stubbornness of his heart' (1::J', i11i"~ifD:l), but that he 
should 'circumcise in the community the foreskin of his disposition and of his stiff 
neck' (mop ~i1l71 ~~., n',i1l7 ifi"~::J ',,o',; lQS V:S). In other words, circumcision 
of the heart is a sign of commitment to God, much like the baptism rite which, as 
opposed to actual circumcision (and christening), involves a conscious decision on 
behalf of the supplicant. 
In 1 QpHab, then, the Priest is accused of not circumcising the foreskin of his heart, 
but instead walking in the ways of satiation. The reason for not reading Hab. 2:16 as 
',il7il is thus clear since the pesherist envisions the priest staggering or 'reeling' 
under the influence of alcohol. 'Satiation' (i1"~1ii1) seems to reflect ili1l7:lfD 'you will 
be sated' in the prophecy (l. 844). The reference to 'thirst' (1. 14), the quenching of 
which is the priest's motivation, is not spelled out, but may refer to his lusting after 
the wealth of others earlier in 1 QpHab. The imagery is, of course, motivated by the 
next part ofHab. 2:16, the reference to 'the cup ofthe LORD's right hand' (po., 01:d 
41 Horgan restores the shorter 1J[1]t,[p t,,::l ]t,[~ '{adding} [t]o [all] his [sha]m[e]'. 
42 The pesherist refers to the issue of circumcision here as an obvious play on words on ~~1111 
'reel' in the prophecy; Hab. 2:16, 1QpHab XI:9. Hence il',i1~ 'foreskin' is derived from the 
similar root t,-,~ 'be counted as uncircumcised'. Nevertheless, this is confused by the fact that 
the Masoretic reading as it survives reads t,-,~n, i.e. a niphal imperative of t,-,~. LXX 
5uwai..Eu9rrn from ouxoa:A.Euw 'shake violently' better fits the meaning 'reel' of the pesher 
and thus attests to a textual variant. That the pesherist reads ~l7iii1 may imply that this is the 
earlier reading, since otherwise he would have read MT t,il7i1, a root which recurs in the 
interpretation in any case. 
43 Cf. J.D.G. Dunn, Romans 1-8, Word Biblical Commentary, 38A (Word: Dallas, Texas, 
1988), 127. 
44 Note the final ii is not found in MT. 
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i11i1\ XI: 1 0), although properly this recurs in the next part of the commentary as the 
' cup of God's wrath' (ll. 14-15). This 'will make him reel ' (1:J:sJt,:m); where ' him ' 
doubtless refers to the priest. The reference seems to echo I sa. 51 : 1 7, both through the 
expression ' cup ofwrath' and use ofthe t,:s.7-, ' reel ' root: 
iMt?Q o;~-n~ ~1~~ i~~ n"!}~ 1tp~ c'?~,,~ .,~,p "1lil7~i1 "!lil7~0 
:n"~T? n"n~ ~?l7,~;:t oi~ n~~p-n~ 
Rouse yourself, rouse yourself! Stand up, 0 Jerusalem, you who have drunk at 
the hand of the LORD the cup of his wrath, who have drunk to the dregs the 
bowl of staggering. 
In the pesher too, the cup of God's wrath will swallow up him who drinks it. 
The central section of line 15 has not survived but, because a waw is clear at the end 
of the lacuna, while traces of a lamed are clearly visible above the line,45 Brownlee 
restores 1[:J1]t,[p ,p ,,]t,[:sJ ~],o1t, ' to heap upon him the vomit of his shame'. The 
latter aspect is derived from pt,p,p1 in the prophecy, though splitting up the word 
because of the length of the lacuna; while the overall meaning is in line with the 
fragmentary ,,]t,[1n] :m~::>~1 ' pain of I [his sick]ne[ss ' immediately following (11. 15-
16).46 Other reconstructions read 1[:J1]t,[p n~ (Elliger) 1:J[1]t,[p t,,::> (Horgan), while 
Garcia-Martinez merely restores 1:J[1]t,[p ... ]. Brownlee ' s offering is to be preferred 
since it is the only suggestion to account for the entire phrase pt,p,p1 in the prophecy. 
An obvious historical parallel can be made here between the priest's drunken state and 
the last years of Alexander Jannaeus. As we have earlier pointed out (above, 
pp228ff.), Josephus describes how, after his many campaigns, Jannaeus fell into a 
bout of heavy drinking, contracted a "quartan ague" which lasted for three years, and 
died.47 Meanwhile, Frank Cross also links the passage with the treacherous slaughter 
of Simon Maccabee and two of his sons by his son-in-law Ptolemy. According to I 
Mace. 16:16 Ptolemy waited until Simon and his sons were drunk before ordering his 
45 A second lamed is clear towards the beginning of the lacuna under the $Ode of il~T.:l~il in the 
previous line. 
46 Brownlee, 193-194. The reading of ,.,'?m in line 16 is difficult. Although the top of a lamed 
is visible, this is all that can be made out of the word and most scholars do not restore. 
Brownlee's offering relies on the fact that ::J~::::lT.:l and .,'?n are parallel terms (Cf. Isa. 53:3f.), 
but the reconstruction is still very questionable. 
47 Ant. XIII, xv, 5 §398. 
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men to attack.48 Nevertheless, since the references to drunkenness derive from the 
original prophecy, it is unclear to what extent it is valid to see in the interpretation a 
reference to the drunkenness of a particular individual. 
Conclusion 
As in previous passages, then, this vignette describes a figure ('the priest') who will 
be punished by God. It is unclear what form this punishment will take, since much of 
the terminology is drawn from the passage being interpreted. Similarly, 'shame' 
'glory' and 'cup' all derive from the prophecy, while references to 'circumcision' rely 
on a pun in Hebrew on l-,t~'"'l!'?il7.49 This makes it difficult to suggest whether the 
individual described here is the same as the 'wicked priest' found elsewhere in the 
scrolls. Common sense would suggest he is. 
(c) The Last Priests of Jerusalem 
Our final passage concerns the reference to the 'last priests of Jerusalem' in lQpHab 
IX. This phrase does not occur elsewhere in the pesharim, but as Brownlee points out 
(further, below) may be linked to similar references to the last days and the 'last 
generation'. 
i~~, 2 
',,:> n:::>,',~.,, 1:1"::1'1 C",l nn,',~ nn~ ~::> il':l~ 3 
c',~,i" ":Ji1,:;:) ",1.7 ,ito!) ti"Ol7 in" 4 
I:I"Ol.7n ',',~o 1.7~::1, pn ,~,:JP" ~~~ I:I"J,in~n 5 
i":J c',',ro 1:11.7 c:J,n 1n:J" I:I"O"'n n"in~',, 6 
l:l"Ol1n in" non ~"=> l:l"~"n:>n ',.,n 7 
And as for 3 what he said, "because you plundered many nations so will all the 
remainder 4 of the peoples {plunder you}," (Hab. 2:8a) <Blank> its interpretation 
concerns the {last} priests of Jerusalem 5 who will gather wealth and spoil by 
plundering the peoples. 6 But in the last days their wealth along with their spoil 
will be given into the hands of 7 the army of the Kittim <Blank> for they are "the 
remainder ofthe peoples." (lQpHab IX:2-7) 
48 Cf. Cross, Ancient Library, 115: "The drunken high priest not merely drinks in carousals, 
the cup of wrath swallows him. The comment admirably fits Simon's drunken demise." 
49 The Masoretic reading '?l7i 'reel' is incidentally supported by the LXX reading 
otaaaA£u9'J1'tt Kat aet<J9'J1'tt 'shake and quake'. 
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Contextually, this passage immediately follows the reference to 'the priest who 
rebelled' in VIII:16-IX:2 and directly precedes the account relating the 'offence' of 
the Wicked Priest against the Teacher of Righteousness (IX:9-12). In other words, the 
passage falls right in the middle of two texts referring to the (wicked) priest. As in the 
previous passage the pesherist is still commenting on Hab. 2:8, and more specifically 
the phrase 'because you plundered many nations, all the remainder of the peoples will 
plunder you'. The 'remainder of the peoples' (Heb. El97:lt' 'ir19 ) are explicitly 
identified with the Kittim (l. 7; above, p68) and these may also be the subject of the 
verb 1rl:1:!1 in IX:2 who inflicted evil diseases on 'the priest' (above, p229). 
Nevertheless, the change in subject from the 'priest who rebelled' to the 'last priests 
of Jerusalem' is left unexplained. In the original prophecy, Habakkuk is still referring 
to the arrogant of2:5, while the pesherist seems to change subject at will. 
The identity of these 'last priests' is unclear, since the plural form seems to rule out 
straightforward identification with 'the priest' of the previous passage. Brownlee 
relates these to the 'last generation' (lQpHab II:7; VII:2; in the former the Teacher 
will announce their fate) and the 'last days' (II:5f; the time of the traitors). He thus 
makes the reference eschatological in outlook (hence the use of the imperfect tense in 
these passages) and suggests that the pesherist is referring to the contemporary 
priesthood. He even suggests a reference to the rival priesthoods of Hyrcanus II and 
Aristobulus II since the Kittim are frequently identified as the Romans (who benefited 
from this situation, ultimately seizing control). 50 This interpretation requires a later 
dating for the pesher than is often allowed, and would even date it after 4QpNah, 
which would seem to discard many of its elements (especially all mention of either 
the Teacher of Righteousness, Wicked Priest or the Man of Falsehood). Moreover, it 
is difficult to reconcile this view with the use of the imperfect tense. Ifthe pesherist is 
writing from a position of knowledge of the events in question, why place these 
events in the future? Finally, there is no evidence in Josephus that the brothers 
themselves plundered the people's wealth. 
Another suggestion arises out of the Groningen Hypothesis. Although this will feature 
more fully below, in short, the hypothesis identifies six different Hasmonean high 
50 Brownlee, 152. 
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priests as the subject of vignettes referring to both 'wicked priest' and 'priest'. The 
reference to the 'last priests of Jerusalem' in the hypothesis is, straightforwardly, 
identification of these 'wicked priests' en masse. In other words, 'last priests of 
Jerusalem' is a general reference to the faults of all six 'wicked priests'. Although I 
concentrate on the difficulties of the hypothesis in more detail below (pp243-248), it 
is worth pointing out at this stage that the reference falls amid the references to the 
wicked priest etc. Were the reference to be summative, it should fall at the end of the 
'wicked priest' section. 
More likely, then, the reference to the last priests in the imperfect tense implies that 
this is still for the future. As elsewhere, the Kittim here form God's chosen instrument 
of vengeance and judgement and given the pesherist's obvious contempt for the High 
Priests of his time it is not unreasonable to suppose that in the future the bitter 
infighting in the Maccabeean family (as evidenced by the deaths of Simon Maccabee 
and two of his sons in a family feud) might have resulted in rival priesthoods. As we 
have seen, this did in fact occur between the brothers Hyrcanus and Aristobulus, but 
the pesherist's supposed 'knowledge' of these events may be considered an accurate 
foreseeing of how matters might develop in a dynasty such as that of the Maccabees. 
Moreover, a split in the priesthood would, for the pesherist, spell an end to the period 
and a dramatic act on God's behal£ 
Excursus: The Wicked Priests of the Groningen Hypothesis 
In considering the designation 'wicked priest', it behoves us to consider a relatively 
recent hypothesis proposed by A. S. van der Woude, concerning the possible multiple 
identity of this figure. 51 This suggestion has since been incorporated in its entirety into 
the 'Groningen Hypothesis' originally put forward by Florentino Garcfa Martinez but 
of which van der Woude was later identified as co-author.52 
In his original article, van der Woude proposes that within the confmes of 1 QpHab we 
should identify six 'wicked priests'. These, he argues, may be identified with six 
51 Van der Woude, "Wicked Priest or Wicked Priests, 349-359. 
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successive High Priests: Judas Maccabeus (VIII:S-13); Alcimus (VIII: 16-IX:2); 
Jonathan (IX:8-12); Simon (IX:16ff.); John Hyrcanus I (XI:2-8); and Alexander 
Jannaeus (XI:S-11). Van der Woude also considers the identities of the 'last priests of 
Jerusalem' in IX:4-7, which he refers to this succession of Hasmonean high priests, 
and the Spouter of the Lie (X:9-XI:2), whom he considers to be distinct from the 
wicked priests; a reasonable conclusion. 
There are some surprising features in this list. Judas Maccabeus is not normally 
considered to have been a High Priest, though Josephus does record a tradition that 
Judas succeeded Alcimus to the priesthood (Ant. XII §§ 414, 419, 434). This is 
supported by a similar statement in b. Meg. I lA Since other documents clearly show 
that Judas is survived by Alcimus by one year (I Mace. 9), while elsewhere Josephus 
states that Alcimus's pontificate was succeeded by an intersacerdotium of seven years 
(Ant. XX x.l §237), van der Woude depicts Judas preceding Alcimus's pontificate -
though at the same time acknowledging that he may have been a de facto rather than 
an officially appointed High Priest. Van der Woude also excludes Aristobulus I from 
his list of priests, by reason of his short pontificate, 104-103 BC. 
An important aspect of the hypothesis is the conclusion that 1 QpHab was composed 
during the pontificate of Alexander Jannaeus, the sixth 'wicked priest'. V an der 
Woude arrives at this conclusion in two ways: first, unlike the other instances, the 
fmal 'wicked priest' is referred to in the present, rather than past, tense thereby 
implying he is still alive at the time of the pesher' s composition; second, the other 
wicked priests are 'identified' by a relative clause immediately following the 
introductory phrase (i.e. 'the interpretation concerns the wicked priest who ... '). Since 
the sixth wicked priest is instead referred to in an "absolute" sense53, it may be 
assumed that the audience would know to whom the pesherist was referring, i.e. the 
current incumbent. This 'wicked priest' is then identified with Alexander Jannaeus 
due to the references to ,.,., 'wine' in col. XI and the evidence that in the last years of 
his life Jannaeus succumbed to overdrinking, ultimately leading to his death (Ant. XIII 
XV, 5 §398). 
52 Garcia Martinez, "Qurnran Origins and Early History; Garcia Martinez, Van der Woude, 
"A 'Groningen' Hypothesis ofQurnran Origins," 521-541. 
53 Van der Woude, "Wicked Priest or Wicked Priests," 351. 
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Aside from these issues, the remaining High Priests may be calculated historically to 
fit them in to the evidence given in the pesher. Thus Simon was the master-builder of 
the Hasmoneans and fits the reference to 'stone' and 'wood' in the interpretation of 
Hab. 2:9-11, while the sticky end of both the second and third wicked priests parallels 
the deaths of Alcimus and Jonathan Maccabee. Judas himself is identified as the first 
wicked priest since he was originally 'called by the name of truth' and only later 
betrayed God (lQpHab VIII:8ff.); allusions to his support of the Hasidim (even 
though he may not have been a member of the group himself) and his actions against 
the Hellenists, tempered by his usurpation of the priesthood from the Zadokite 
dynasty - whether de facto or in truth - and the atrocities he committed referred to in 
Maccabees. 54 Only the identification of John Hyrcanus I as the fifth 'wicked priest' is 
not based on external evidence. This is primarily because the Day of Atonement 
episode (lQpHab XI:4-8) refers to a conflict between the wicked priest and the 
teacher 'at the house of his exile', a reference to the Qumran settlement itself (above, 
p 158). Since no high priest is accredited with a similar deed in the historical 
documents to hand, Van der Woude identifies John Hyrcanus on the basis of both the 
archaeological dating of the Qumran settlement and the fact that the other high priests 
have already been accounted for. 
The hypothesis has been criticised by Timothy Lim55 and, in spite of van der Woude's 
subsequent defence and reiteration of some of the main aspects of the thesis, 56 doubts 
remain as to the hypothesis's overall value. Lim divides his criticisms into three areas, 
relating to: the sixth wicked priest; Judas Maccabeus as de facto high priest; and the 
overall question of Simon as the fourth wicked priest. Concerning the sixth high 
priest, Lim questions whether he is in fact the subject of a relative clause ('whom God 
will judge for destruction', 1 QpHab XII:5) albeit separated by intervening comments. 
He also points out that, in referring to the fourth wicked priest, the pesherist also uses 
the present rather than the past tense, thereby casting doubt on the supposition that the 
use of the present tense in referring to Jannaeus implies that he (Jannaeus) was 
necessarily alive (and therefore High Priest) at the time of writing. 
54 Ibid., 354-355 & nn18-19. 
55 T.H. Lim, "The Wicked Priests of the Groningen Hypothesis," JBL 112 (1993), 415-425. 
56 Van der Woude, "Once Again: The Wicked Priests in the Habakkuk Pesher from cave 1 of 
Qumran," RevQ 17 (1996), 375-384. 
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Lim's second difficulty concerns Judas Maccabeus's assumption of the high 
priesthood, whether de facto or otherwise. He queries use of b. Meg 11A to support 
the suggestion, since this text also incorrectly states that Judas's father Mattathias was 
himself high priest, while the most important MS of the Babylonian Talmud omits the 
entire reference to Mattathias and his sons. 57 Lim recites the problems inherent in 
Josephus's description of events and suggests that van der Woude's reversal of the 
order of the Josephus account shows how methodologically contrived the suggestion 
is; on the one hand to accept (if only partially) Ant. XII which states that Judas was 
high priest (against the silence in I Mace. and outright contradiction in Ant. XX), 
while simultaneously rejecting the order of death and succession in the same passage 
so as to account for the sequence of events recorded in I Mace. 9. Finally, Lim points 
to Goldstein's commentary for support that, in his original statement in Ant. XII, 
Josephus made an error that was corrected in book twenty. "At that point," comments 
Goldstein, "Josephus should have asked himself why our ardent pro-Hasmonean 
author passed over in silence the first term of a Hasmonean as high priest."58 Judas's 
tenure of three years followed by a four-year interregnum is thus corrected to a seven 
year interregnum in Ant. XX. 
Lim' s fmal concern relates to the identification of Simon as the fourth 'wicked priest'. 
He points out that the actual expression l7f!1iii 'fii1:J is not found in 1QpHab IX:16ff., 
the supposed reference. Instead the line is fragmentary. Following Brownlee's 
reconstruction 'the [Pries]t who ... ' (11'!1~ l[in]:lii; Brownlee, 158), Lim examines the 
only really visible letter, the he, and suggests that it may better resemble a fmal mem, 
perhaps as the initial letter (defectively written in the ftnal form, c) of "1"~0 'spouter', 
since the interpretation following (X: 1-5) shares distinct parallels with what is said of 
the 'spouter of the lie' in X:9-13. Lim thus criticises van der Woude for dissecting 
1 QpHab IX and X into two distinct units, a dissection that does not stand up to close 
scrutiny. Harmonising the accounts, he adds, depicts a figure called the 'spouter of the 
lie', connected with the building of Jerusalem, who was initially judged and punished 
by God in the house of judgement. This figure caused many to err in building a city of 
57 Lim, "The Wicked Priests," 420. 
58 J.A. Goldstein, I Maccabees, The Anchor Bible, 41 (Doubleday: New York, 1976), 
Appendix vi, 569-570. Cf. Lim, "The Wicked Priests," 
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vanity, setting up a congregation in falsehood, leading them too into the judgements 
of fire. 59 Although we may dismiss the claim that 'l"~t:lr.l may be restored over lil1:::lil 
for IX: 16,60 enough doubt remains regarding the identification of this fourth wicked 
priest for us to agree with Lim' s criticisms, which are supported by our own 
independent observations. 
Van der Woude's proposal of six wicked priests in chronological order through the 
course of 1 QpHab is ultimately questioned by the fact that some of his identifications 
of the relevant figures seems more inspired by the thesis than vice versa. In other 
words, having established, for instance, the first and sixth wicked priests as Judas 
Maccabeus and Alexander Jannaeus respectively, the identification of the remaining 
four seem to be a case of 'filling in the gaps'. The identification of Simon as the 
fourth 'wicked priest' is especially tenuous, relying on the Hasmonean's reputation as 
a 'master-builder' to explain an element of the interpretation already inherent in the 
biblical prophecy. Moreover, the fact that this fourth 'wicked priest' (and the second 
for that matter) is not referred to by the epithet :VtrJ'iil Tin:::l, and Lim's criticisms 
concerning this figure and the identity of Judas as high priest, stand out. Nevertheless, 
both Lim and van der Woude agree to the extent that the material relating to this 
trrD'iil lil1:::l is too disparate to be applied to any one Hasmonean high priest. It then 
becomes a question of- if not six - to how many wicked priests does the Habakkuk 
pesherist refer? And: to which 'wicked priest' do the references in 4Qpisac and 
4QpPs8 (not referred to by van der Woude) apply? 
59 Lim, "The Wicked Priests," 423-424. 
60 Thus van der Woude points out that reading ["').,~]c brings with it its own problems. He 
points to the earliest photograph of col. IX, in the photographs produced by Burrows, where a 
final nun as opposed to a final pe is visible. Due to deterioration of the manuscript this is not 
visible in either the Trever publication or the Oxford CD-ROM. He also rules out Lim's 
reading on palaeographic evidence, while pointing out that any reading .,.,~7::! here would be 
preceded by the definite article. This is to say nothing of the fact that Lim's reading requires a 
defectively written mem in any case. Meanwhile, Lim's case is not helped by the fact that his 
examples show a defectively written m em in the middle - rather than at the beginning - of the 
word in question. Cf. van der Woude, "Once Again," 378 & nnl0-11; M. Burrows, The Dead 
Sea Scrolls of St. Mark's Monastery, 1 (New Haven, 1950), PI. LIX. 
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Conclusion: The Wicked Priest in the Habakkuk Pesher 
In 1 QpHab, references to the Wicked Priest (or l71f7ui 1f11:l) survive in either four or 
five passages (dependent on whether XII:2-10 is considered as one or two passages), 
from cols. VIII through XII, and may be compared with a figure referred to as 'the 
priest' followed by the identificatory 'who rebelled' 'whose shame surpassed his 
glory' in cols. VIII-IX and XI respectively. Each reference to these figures derives 
from interpretation of Hab. 2:5-17, the majority of which is concerned with the 
prophet's 'five woes' (vv6-20), originally applied to the Assyrians, Babylonians or 
Macedonians. For the pesherist, these woes are now applied to a new tyrant; a 
'wicked priest'. Like the nations listed above, this figure is accused of plundering 
peoples, gaining wealth through violent acts, degrading his neighbours, and- should 
the original pesherist have intended to continue into vvl8-2061 -idolatry. 
This makes it difficult, then, to state with any confidence how many different 
individuals are here being described as 'wicked priest'; whether the early scholars 
were correct to attempt to identify one particular Hasmonean high priest; or, as the 
Groningen hypothesis suggests, lQpHab describes a multiplicity of 'wicked priests', 
be that the six that Garcia-Martinez and Van der Woude initially suggested, or even 
four- to match the four 'woes' commented upon by the pesherist in this connection. 
It is, moreover, difficult to identify with clarity specific historical events being 
commented upon, since the vignettes are often closely related to the texts being 
interpreted. Nevertheless, it is clear that the pesherist has his own agenda, especially 
given the number of word-plays and textual changes from the MT. 
The identity ofthe 'wicked priest' and 'the priest' may be sustained because they are 
both described in very similar words. The relationship between the Wicked Priest and 
the 'last priests of Jerusalem', however, remains unclear. As we have shown, various 
candidates have been proposed as the Wicked Priest at different stages, and have 
ranged from Simon Maccabee, to John Hyrcanus, to Alexander Jannaeus. This is by 
61 As outlined in a previous chapter, the final columns of the pesher are markedly different to 
what has come before, less direct and marked, and more closely aligned to the biblical text, to 
the extent that no new content is included. In the opinion of this writer, these columns mark 
the attempt by another writer in the group to finish off an earlier work, but lack the punch and 
drive of the previous author. 
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no means a complete list, but the very fact that there still so many possibilities to be 
accounted for indicates the need for further research, and especially analysis of the 
references to the Wicked Priest in other pesharim - a major weakness of the 
Groningen hypothesis, which deals exclusively with 1 QpHab. 
6.3.2 4Qpisaiabc 
In 4Qpisac, a fragmentary reference to the Wicked Priest survives. It is not, however, 
possible to identifY the passage upon which the pesherist is commenting. As it 
survives, the pesher preserves interpretations on parts oflsa. chs. 8-10, 14, 19, and 29-
31, any of which could form the basis for the current passage. 
]. 't 
]h bk' l 
]the Wicked [Pr]iest (?) 
]it 
]b. the ki[n]gs of 
(4Qplsac 30 1:1-5; Horgan) 
n~ .[ 
~ ~dd ii[ 
l1ft7ii1 1i11[:dii 
iTN1i1 [ 
"~:;)[t,]l':) .:1[ 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Although the reference to the Wicked Priest is certain, as we can see, very little of the 
rest of the vignette survives, certainly not enough to help us interpret the passage. 
6.3.3 4QpPsalms8 
A much clearer reference to the Wicked Priest is found in 4QpPs8 IV. Here, as in 
1QpHab, the Wicked Priest is depicted alongside the Teacher ofRighteousness. 
1i"':J 1:J:JTl7"' N1'? ]i11[i1"' 1n.,~n'? ]rop:1o1 P"'i~L;, l7rD'i i1!:)1~ 
1~DfDi1:J{ {1}} 1:Jl7"'fDi["~ N1]'?[1 
Psalm 37:32-33; 4QpPsa 1-10 IV:7 
rop:t"~1 Pli~n ii[i10~ n~]~ irDN l1rDin 1ii[1:Jil] ~11 1ii'D!:l 8 
n11nn1 p[ 1 ,n.,7:)il['? 
1~!:)fDi1[:1 1:Jli'"'fDi"~] N1~1 [11.,:1 1:J:JT]l7"' N1'? '?N1 1"~'?N n'?ro ifDN 9 
1nn'? 1'?10:1 [nN '?N] c'?rv[., 11t,1 
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fiir.lp.:l] Jd fiii'Dl7~ t::l""~i:l "'1~ 9il7 j9:J 10 
4QpPs3 1-10 IV:S-10. For translation and notes see above, pp175ff. 
Earlier I suggested that use of the imperfect tense in the vignette here should not 
necessarily imply that the incident described has yet to take place, since the same 
tenses are used in the prophecy. Rather, I identify the event depicted in the passage 
with the 'offence' referred to in 1QpHab. 
As in similar passages, the Wicked Priest is here to undergo punishment for his 
crimes. In this instance, he is to be handed over to the 'ruthless ones ofthe Gentiles' 
{b!"~N1:l .,~.,i~) perhaps the Kittim of 1 QpHab, although there these are not explicitly 
related to either the Teacher or Wicked Priest. Rather the Kittim are linked to the last 
priests of Jerusalem whose relation to the wicked priest is unclear. 
6.4 Conclusions 
The Wicked Priest Is, as we have observed, unlike similar figures (notably the 
Teacher of Righteousness and the Man of Falsehood), unique to the Qumran 
pesharim. While the corpus's fragmented state makes it difficult to draw broader 
conclusions from this, the absence of the priest from other texts - and most important 
of all CD and lQS - may be of greater significance than is often realized, casting 
doubt on the Priest's supremacy in reconstructions of the group's internal history. 
Within the pesharim, the Wicked Priest features in three texts, although 4Qpisac is of 
little use. Meanwhile, in both of the remaining pesharim the Wicked Priest figures 
alongside the Teacher of Righteousness, although in 1 QpHab he also appears in his 
own right. Due in large part to the 1 QpHab passage that states the Wicked Priest 
'ruled over Israel' and the alleged derivation of the name from the Hebrew for 'high 
priest', the Wicked Priest is generally considered to be a reigning high priest in 
Jerusalem of the period, and especially one of the Hasmonean priests. Nevertheless, 
the derivation of ~lt'iii 1ii~ from rDNi 1ii~, while seemingly plausible, requires a 
Hebrew term for high priest unused in the Second Temple period and one which only 
refers to the chief priest (under a monarch) in the Hebrew Bible. Even where the 
expression occurs in 1 QM it hardly supports the hypothesis. This does not, however, 
require us to reject the assumption that the Wicked Priest is a ruling Hasmonean high 
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priest, since the pesherist is explicit that he 'ruled' ("trJO) over Israel. Moreover, the 
Hebrew phrase referring to his 'taking office' is used in biblical passages with 
reference to state leaders, while as we have seen, many of the particular vignettes may 
be referred to particular events related to the priests in question. Rather, the 
expression 'wicked priest' seems to be straightforwardly derived from the 
identification of 'the wicked one' of Ps. 37:32 and to avoid confusion with the fact 
that the Teacher is himself described as a priest.62 Similarly, where the pesherist refers 
to 'the priest' this again is covered by a following identificatory sub-clause so as to 
avoid confusion. 
As we have stated both here and elsewhere, in 1 QpHab the Wicked Priest is accused 
of 'an offence' committed against the Teacher of Righteousness, but the precise 
nature of this is unexplained. Nevertheless, given the Wicked Priest's infrequent 
appearances in the pesharim, it makes sense to identify the incident described in 
4QpPsa with this 'offence'. Although it is still not possible to state precisely what this 
offence entailed, since the 'seeking to kill' aspect is drawn directly from the Psalter, it 
is evident, even so, that as in 1 QpHab some personal attack is intended. Like both the 
Man of Falsehood and the Teacher himselfthe Wicked Priest does appear in his own 
right in 1 QpHab; but the majority of these references are to his expected demise. 
According to the pesherist, he will be handed over to his enemies, will suffer a 
debilitating disease, be condemned by God and burned in the fires of hell. This more 
than anything gives scholars the impression that the multiple identity of this figure 
may be sustained. 
6.5 The Multiple Identification of the Wicked Priest in the Pesharim 
When it comes to identifying the Wicked Priest(s) referred to in the pesharim there is 
scarcely any consensus. Various theories abound, which identify each Jerusalem High 
Priest from Jason and Menelaus in the early second century BC to the feuding 
brothers Aristobulus 11 and John Hyrcanus 11 in the mid-first century BC. Suggestions 
include Menelaus (Miche4 Rowley), Jonathan (Vermes, Stegemann, Murphy-
62 The identification of l7rl1i with l11'Din 1n~. it should be noted, does not, of itself, rule out the 
identification of 'wicked' in lQpHab 1:13 with the Man of Falsehood, since 'wicked' is 
already used in col. V with reference to the ~T:ln rl1"'~. 
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O'Connor), Simon (Vermes, Cross, Nickelsburg), Alexander Jannaeus (Allegro, 
Segal), and Hyrcanus 11/Aristobulus II (Dupont-Sommer, Elliger). The Wicked Priest 
has even been identified with first century AD figures; including Jesus (Thiering), 
Paul (Teicher, Eisenmann) and the Jewish military leader Menahem (Driver). A 
summary of the major hypotheses may be found elsewhere, 63 but in the current 
section we choose to concentrate on the three prevalent theories: the identification of 
the Wicked Priest with one of the brothers Jonathan or Simon Maccabee, and 
Alexander Jannaeus, already referred to in 4QpNah under the sobriquet "Lion of 
Wrath."64 
6.5.1 Jonathan and Simon Maccabee 
Geza Vermes first suggested the identification ofthe Wicked Priest with Jonathan.65 
He suggested that lQpHab VIII:8-13, including the 'called by the name of truth' 
reference, was the key and referred to Jonathan's struggle against Alcimus's 
pontificate, regarded favourably by the Zadokites at Qumran. His decision to accept 
the High Priesthood from Alexander Balas in 152 was, however, accounted 
Jonathan's "most grievous" sin. Meanwhile, Vermes identifies the theft ofthe wealth 
of the 'men of violence' with Jonathan's retention of spoil plundered from those 
apostate Jews allied to the Syrians. This spoil would have been considered the 'soiled 
goods of iniquity' and according to the law of /:zerem should have been destroyed. 
Meanwhile, Vermes suggests that the Wicked Priest's sad end described in two 
passages of lQpHab again fits Jonathan admirably, since he walked into Tryphon's 
trap at Ptolemais and was taken prisoner, probably tortured, and ultimately executed, 
especially fitting the Wicked Priest's 'wounds' and death at the hands of gentiles. 
Nevertheless, Vermes does not identifY all the references to the Wicked Priest with 
Jonathan. Rather, having identified the 'Liemonger' who misled many to build a city 
ofvanity with the new priestly society founded by Jonathan's brother Simon, Vermes 
63 So M. Burrows, The Dead Sea Scrolls (Seeker & Warburg: London, 1956), 160-183; More 
Light on the Dead Sea Scrolls (1958), 212-218; Driver, The Judaean Scrolls, 126-67; W.H. 
Brownlee, "The Wicked Priest," 1-37. 
64 Above, pp94 f .. 
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identifies Simon as the subject of other references to the Wicked Priest. Thus, the 
allusions to 'abominations' and the accusation of 'defiling the sanctuary' relate to the 
rumours that Simon's wife (John Hyrcanus's mother) had been a captive during the 
reign of Antiochus. 66 More importantly, however, Vermes identifies the accusations 
of drunkenness with Simon's death during a drunken feast at the Dok fortress m 
Jericho. 
Cross has developed this latter view, albeit identifying the Wicked Priest exclusively 
as Simon,67 claiming that most of the rest ofthe data found in lQpHab "can be fitted 
with equal ease to any of the warrior high priests from Jonathan to Alexander 
Jannaeus."68 The reference to the Wicked Priest being given 'into the hands of his 
enemies' could, he suggests, refer to Jonathan's death at the hands of Tryphon as 
Vermes suggests, but may also be applied to Simon's death at the hand of Ptolemy 
and his men, an incident which, as we have seen, is alluded to elsewhere in 1 QpHab. 
This position is strengthened through the references to walking in the ways of 
drunkenness in col. XI.69 Meanwhile, Cross alleges that the Testimonia reference to 
the Accursed Man and his two instruments of violence may also refer to Simon (and 
his sons), even though the Wicked priest himself does not feature. 7° Finally, like 
Vermes, Cross applies the references to the :dT:lil "l"~n and the :dT:lil 1!1"~ to Simon as 
well. He refers the establishment of a congregation in falsehood and the building of a 
city of vanity in blood figuratively to the building of a high priestly house and thus its 
false congregation by the Wicked Priest - although here he is less sure of his ground. 
65 G. Vermes, "Oil en est la question des manuscripts de la Mer Morte?" Cahiers Sioniens 
(1953), 63-76, esp. 71-74; Discovery in the Judean Desert (Desclee: New York, 1956), 89-
97. 
66 Cited against Hyrcanus by Eleazar. So Ant. XIII, x, 5 §290-292. See m. Kethuboth 1 :4; 2:5-
6,9. 
67 Cross, Ancient Library, 100-120. Cross's theory has received significant support from 
Charlesworth's analysis of Essene history, especially through the analysis of 4QTestimonia, 
although he ultimately concludes that the Wicked Priest could be Jonathan or Simon. Cf. 
Charlesworth, "The Origin and Subsequent History of the Authors of the Dead Sea Scrolls: 
Four Transitional Phases among the Qumran Essenes" RevQ 10 (1980), 213-233 esp.217-222. 
68 Ibid., 110-111. 
69 Ibid., 115. 
70 As we have seen, however, the account in 4Q175 is best applied to the conquests of 
Samaria in c. 128 BC by Aristobulus and Antigonus, the offspring of Simon's remaining son, 
John Hyrcanus I. Cf. Eshel, "The Historical Background of the Pesher Interpreting Joshua's 
Curse on the Rebuilder of Jericho," 409-420; above, pp. 120-125. 
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Thus, he entertains the suggestion that these references may apply to the Wicked 
Priest's successor or predecessor, i.e. John Hyrcanus or Jonathan respectively. 71 
The identification of the Wicked Priest with Jonathan receives a major boost from 
Stegemann's 1971 thesis (Die Entstehung).12 This contends that 'Teacher of 
Righteousness' is a traditional title of the High Priest in Jerusalem, designating him as 
''the highest doctrinal authority in Israel. Meanwhile, Stegemann claims, a number of 
passages in the scrolls show that the Teacher did not simply lay claim to the rank of 
high priest, but reveal that he had been the actual holder of that office before Jonathan 
ousted him in 152. The Teacher's fate was, then, the same as that of Onias Ill, 
expelled by Jason in 175, and Onias IV who briefly reigned as high priest in 
Jerusalem before he was himself deposed by Menelaus, escaping to Egypt where he 
founded a separate temple at Leontopoll. Again, Stegemann argues that he could not 
have established this temple simply on the basis of a claim to succession, but that 
Onias coupled this to his past exercise of the high priesthood in order to seek a 
continued investiture in the office. The Teacher, by comparison, seemingly used this 
same argument to establish the Qumran community, since Stegemann links his tenure 
as high priest with Josephus's report of the seven-year intersacerdotium between the 
pontificates of Alcimus and Jonathan ( 159-152). The theory aids the identification of 
the Wicked Priest with Jonathan since the conflict between the Wicked Priest and the 
Teacher of Righteousness can now be seen to originate with the Teacher's expulsion 
from office by Jonathan and the change in priestly dynasty from the orthodox 
Zadokite family to a Hasmonean put in place by a foreign ruler. 
6.5.2 Alexander Jannaeus 
The case for identifying the Wicked Priest with Alexander Jannaeus, the third son of 
John Hyrcanus, is mainly associated with John Allegro, 73 although M. H. Segal first 
argued the case in 1951.74 
71 Cross's conclusions are implicitly supported by G.W.E. Nickelsburg ("Simon-A Priest 
With a Reputation For Faithfulness," BASOR 223 [1976], 67-8), who suggests that "to be 
called by a 'trustworthy name"' may allude to the decree in I Mace. 14:25-49 that Simon and 
his sons should be priests forever, and significantly the attestation to Simon's faithfulness 
(nio-nv; vv. 32-35). 
n See also The Library ofQumran, 147-148. 
73 J.M. Allegro, The Dead Sea Scrolls, esp. 94-100. 
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Allegro begins with 4QpNahum's clear identification of the Lion of Wrath with 
Alexander Jannaeus and suggests that this figure seems to be the same person who is 
referred to as the Wicked Priest, the 'arch-villain of the drama.' He identifies a 
possible watershed for the sect in Ant. XIII, xiii, 5 §372-374, where Josephus 
describes how during the Feast of Tabernacles the people turned seditious against 
Jannaeus and pelted him with citrons. Seemingly this relates to the same accusation 
raised against Hyrcanus, that he was the son of a slave woman and thus not of pure 
descent to hold the priesthood/5 although Allegro also suggests that the imagery of 
Jannaeus "hands red with the blood of countless battles" presiding at the altar may 
have been a contributing factor. Jannaeus sent in soldiers to quell the uprising and in 
the course of events 'several thousand' people were killed. In any case, Allegro 
suggests that this may have led the Teacher and other 'faithful priests' to flee to the 
deserts of Qumran, there to await God's kingdom There they built for themselves a 
new, temporary sanctuary, where the Teacher, as the true High Priest, could have 
offered up the daily sacrifices. Although not the community's intention, Allegro holds 
that this could have been interpreted as a deliberate attempt to subvert Jannaeus's 
authority, perhaps leading to political rebellion, and meriting a dreadful, gentile, 
punishment through crucifiXion. 76 He even surmises that the Teacher was officiating 
at the Qumran altar 'at the house of his exile' when Jannaeus arrived: 
In any case, the scene as these two priests faced one another must have been 
dramatic enough. The one, haughty and proud, scarred by the wounds of many 
battles, and the ravaging of a lifetime of greed and lechery, the other, white-
robed and saintly, gazing scornfully on his enemy, secure in his simple trust in 
God and the hope of resurrection to eternal life. Would that those disciples, who 
perhaps watched the scene from the crags above the Monastery, had included a 
Mark or Luke. But connected narratives of this type have no place in Qumran 
literature. 71 
74 M.H. Segal, "The Habakkuk 'Commentary' and the Damascus Fragments: A Historical 
Study," JBL 70 (1951), 131-47; Cf. Brownlee, "The Wicked Priest," esp. 28-36. 
75 Above, n66. The riot is given a different cause in the Rabbinic literature. Here, an unnamed 
'Sadducee' poured out the libation on his feet enraging the onlookers. That the 'Sadducee' be 
identified as Jannaeus himself is a not unreasonable conclusion to draw. So b. Sukk. 48b; b. 
Yom.26b; Schilrer, History, I, 223 n16. 
76 Ultimately, Allegro uses the evidence of 4QpNah and Ant. XIII to argue that the Teacher 
was crucified. 
71 Allegro, Dead Sea Scrolls, 100. 
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Although 'dramatic', Allegro's argument for identification lacks evidence, for which 
instead we turn to Segal. 
Segal first identifies the Kittim in 1 QpHab with the Roman forces of Pompey and 
decides that the differing picture of the Romans in this text - as opposed to their 
depiction in I Maccabees (which was composed in c. 1 00 BC) - leads to the 
conclusion that 1 QpHab was composed after the composition of I Mace. and before 
Pompey' s conquest of Jerusalem in 63, and that the Wicked Priest in 1 QpHab is none 
other than Alexander Jannaeus.78 Thus, 1QpHab VIII:8-12 refers to the events 
surrounding his accession to the priesthood, while VIII:16-IX:2 and IX:9-12 both 
allude to Jannaeus's ignominious defeat by Ubaid (i.e. Obedas) the Nabatean- when 
it may be assumed that he suffered severe wounds - and his return to Jerusalem where 
he was greeted by insults, which may have caused him a 'bitterness of soul.' The 
references to 'drunkenness' in XI:12-15 may be explained by Josephus's evidence 
that Jannaeus's heavy drinking was a contributory factor towards his death, while the 
abominable acts performed in Jerusalem related in XII:7-9 might refer to the unlawful 
way in which Jannaeus acted as High Priest, and more precisely to his introduction of 
foreign mercenaries to the Temple to quell the Tabernacles riots. Finally, Segal 
identifies the 'last priests of Jerusalem' in 1 QpHab IX:4-7 as the Sadducee priests 
who joined Jannaeus and participated in his raids upon the neighbouring peoples. 79 He 
thus concludes "with a reasonable measure of certainty" that the Wicked Priest is 
Alexander Jannaeus and that IQpHab was composed after his defeat by Obedas, 
during the early years of the six years civil war which followed: 
Our Sect, though bitterly opposed to the doctrines of the Pharisees, joined hands 
with these religious opponents in fighting their common enemy - the priest-
king renegade. The Sect must have formed a small section of the anti-
Hasmonean party, and that may be the reason why they are not mentioned 
specially by Josephus or in Rabbinic tradition. Considering their extreme 
fanaticism it may be assured that they were among the most violent opponents of 
Jannaeus, in special revenge for his persecution of their Teacher of 
Righteousness. 80 
78 Segal, op. cit., 13 7. 
79 Ibid., 137-139. 
80 Ibid., 139. 
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William Brownlee's identification of Jannaeus as the Wicked Priest in parts of 
1 QpHab is of special note. He argues that the case for identifying Alexander Jannaeus 
as the Wicked Priest is dependent on 1 QpHab alone (contra Allegro) since regardless 
of the Lion of Wrath in 4QpNah the conflict between the Teacher and the Wicked 
Priest is not related in the extant material, while there is nothing to suggest that the 
Teacher was alive in 88 BC. Like Segal, Brownlee fmds a probable reference to 
Jannaeus's death in 1QpHab XI:8-17, while he ties together IX:8-12 and XI:17-
XII:10, since both passages deal with the same refrain (Hab. 2:8b = Hab. 2:17b).81 
The interpreter's assumption, he continues, would have been that the 'inspiring Spirit' 
would not have repeated this half verse if it meant exactly the same thing both times. 
Brownlee cites instead the Rabbinic Hermeneutical principle of gezerah shawah that 
portions of text similar in phrasing should be explained in relation to each other and 
concludes that both passages refer to the riots on the Feast of Tabernacles. In the first 
passage the 'shedding of men's blood'- the attack on the Teacher of Righteousness-
takes place outside the city Jerusalem and provokes a revenge attack on Jannaeus 
during the festival. In the second, it is the city's blood that is shed by the Wicked 
Priest, thus profaning the Temple. In support, Brownlee cites War I, iv, 3 §89 which 
states that it was only through the intervention of his foreign mercenaries that 
Jannaeus survived. Clearly, he suggests, the people were armed with more than just 
lemons! The few weeks (allowing for the accompanying change in calendar) between 
the Day of Atonement incident in the pesher and the Feast of Tabernacles account in 
Josephus would have enabled the sect to regroup and organize a counterattack at the 
Feast. It may even have been the Essenes who began pelting Jannaeus, he suggests, 
while others joined in spontaneously. Attack and counter-attack probably took place 
in 95 BC, when Tabernacles would have been celebrated on 21st October and the 
(Qumran) Yom Kippur sometime in September. 
6.5.3 Conclusions 
There is an inherent danger in trying to 'telescope' the accounts among the pesharim 
to the limited historical accounts described in Josephus. This not only requires us to 
81 Brownlee, "The Wicked Priest," 29. 
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accept Josephus's biased accounts without question, but often the arguments do not 
allow for other unmentioned accounts to be described in the pesharim. 
Of the hypotheses we have described, the identification of Jonathan as Wicked Priest 
requires an early date for the conflict between him and the Teacher, and weakens the 
link maintained between the concurrent Man of Falsehood and the later groups 
designated 'Ephraim' and 'Seekers of Smooth Things'. Nevertheless, Jonathan does 
emerge during a turbulent point in Jewish history - following a period of civil war -
and marks a change in the priestly dynasty from the Zadokite family to the 
Hasmonean dynasty. However, the theory does not answer all its critics, and the lack 
of any incidents of drunkenness may be deemed significant. The identification of 
Simon as the Wicked Priest, meanwhile, identifies the 'drunkenness' reference with 
Simon's murder during the drunken debacle at Jericho. Nevertheless, this view too 
has its problems, since drunkenness is better applied to a way of life than a one-off 
incident, while the application of references to the man/preacher of falsehood to 
Simon is highly unlikely. The case for Jannaeus has in the past placed too much 
emphasis on the Feast ofTabemacles, a good example of how Josephus's evidence is 
often manipulated. Josephus's own explanation for the riots, as well as that found in 
the Rabbinic material, is entirely ignored, especially by Brownlee who prefers an 
Essene-instigated rebellion. Meanwhile, the group's alleged participation in the 
ensuing rebellion is entirely spurious, not based on any textual evidence in either the 
pesharim, Josephus, or the Rabbinic material, and ignores the community's superior 
attitude to the Pharisees's involvement in Demetrius's campaign in 4QpNah, a text 
which, given the vocabulary links between Ephraim and the Preacher of Falsehood, 
Brownlee is wrong to ignore. The case for Jannaeus, then, has not been best 
presented. 
What does this leave? The Groningen hypothesis is overly simplistic, while no one 
High Priest exactly fits the references to the Wicked Priest. We might then identify, 
like Vermes, more than one Wicked Priest in the scrolls, but this is also 
unsatisfactory. Instead, I favour the identification of this figure with Alexander 
Jannaeus, given the evidence of 4QpNah, describing his drunken lifestyle and 
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reputation for brutality. 82 However, where the pesharim may not be easily related to 
historical events mentioned by Josephus, then we should recall (a) that Josephus and 
other do not tell us of every event; and (b) that the pesherist is inspired by the Biblical 
prophecy, and perhaps has always in mind previous examples of other 'wicked 
priests' who may have preceded Jannaeus, the epitome of the Wicked Priest. In other 
words, Jannaeus is the sum of the wicked Hasmonean priesthood in much the same 
way that the Testament of Levi describes a degeneration of the priesthood in the 
seventh age, itself often dated to the Hasmonean period: 
In the seventh week there will come priests: idolators, adulterers, money lovers, 
arrogant, lawless, voluptuaries, pederasts, those who practice bestiality. 
(TestLevi 17:11; Trans. Kee) 
82 Admittedly this can cause a problem for the dating of 1 QpHab, which (ostensibly due to the 
references to the 'delay' in col. VII) presupposes a significant lapse between the time of the 
Teacher of Righteousness and the community at the time of the authorship of the pesher, 
especially when the events related in 4QpNah, apparently not referred to in 1 QpHab, are also 
taken into account. A possible solution to this is to place the Teacher in the first part of 
Jannaeus's reign, c. 100, and the authorship of 1QpHab immediately after Jannaeus's death in 
76 BC- thus allowing for the 'delay' as well as the multiple references to the Wicked Priest's 
death to be taken into account, but before the depredations against the Pharisees' enemies 
undertaken by Salome which are more properly related in 4QpNah. 
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We began this study with essentially two basic preconceptions: frrst, the consensus 
view that the pesharim contain historical information cryptically 'concealed' from the 
reader that could be 'decoded'; and second, our own view, that the pesharim, although 
historically important, are 'prophetic', in the sense that we might expect to find an 
integral picture of the characters (regardless of any historical dimension) founded on, 
and supported by Hebrew/OT prophecy. This dual concern, history and prophecy, has 
dominated discussion of the pesharim. The two positions are not mutually exclusive, 
but it is our contention that the prophetic 'mode' far outweighs the text's historical 
dimension, a balance that has yet to be perceived by scholars commenting on these 
documents, or at least has yet to enter the basic textbooks. Rather, these still suggest 
that the pesharim are essentially historical documents. 
That the pesharim are prophetic should have been acknowledged from the outset. As 
we have seen, the psr root is used across the Semitic language base for the 
interpretation of dreams - dreams/visions forming the basis of many of the OT 
prophetic texts including Habakkuk - while the pesher structure itself derives from 
the Hebrew Bible itself, in the interpretation of the mysterious handwriting at 
Belshazzar's Feast in Dan. 5. In lQpHab the Teacher of Righteousness is explicitly 
associated with the interpretative process, since to him has been given ''wisdom to 
interpret all the mysteries of His servants, the prophets" (11:8-9), a passage which at 
the same time, also strengthens the link maintained between the pesharim and Daniel 
since Ti, 'mystery', is so prevalent in Daniel's visions. The Habakkuk pesherist, then, 
maintains that the Teacher is 'a special kind of prophet', since to him has been 
granted the fullness of the meaning of the prophetic visions, unknown even to the 
prophets themselves, 'for the vision awaits for the appointed time'. One hesitates to 
apply the term 'Messiah' in reference to the Teacher's person and function, although 
it is an appropriate parallel, since 'messiah' has its own particular meaning and 
application at Qumran - the messiah(s) of Aaron and Israel1 - but insofar as the 
1 See especially M.G. Abegg, "The Messiah at Qumran: Are We Still Seeing Double?'' DSD 2 
(1995), 124-44; J.J. Collins, The Scepter and the Star: The Messiahs of the Dead Sea Scrolls 
and Other Ancient Literature, ABRL (Doubleday: New York, 1995). Collins suggests (114f.) 
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Teacher inaugurates the eschaton, the beginning of the fullness of the prophetic 
vtstons, he is certainly in a sense messianic. The pesharim are, then, also 
eschatological. Although the Teacher himself almost certainly did not compose them, 
they were undoubtedly written by his followers, or 'congregation', and may perhaps 
be based on his teachings themselves. 
It is against this eschatological and prophetic background that the pesharim' s 
historical dimension should be considered. As we have seen, 4QpNah contains two 
clear references to two historical individuals - Demetrius Ill Eukerus and Antiochus 
IV Epiphanes - and these cannot simply be ignored. Indeed, it is not, I believe, 
coincidence that both individuals are gentile rulers. Both are for the pesherist 
unimportant and are not referred to in prophecy, which is largely concerned with the 
Jews. Nevertheless, they help him establish a historical background for the 
eschatological basis of the prophecy's fulfilment. In essence, the historical 
identification of individuals or groups referred to by epithets or sobriquets derived 
from OT passages (where appropriate) stands as confirmation that the eschaton is 
nigh. 
7. 1 The Pesharim as historicaO 
4QpNahum is, indeed, our most important source in establishing a broad historical 
background for the pesharim, since many of the 'easier to decipher' designations are 
found alongside one another. The 'Kittim', for instance, almost certainly refer to the 
Roman forces of Pompey in c. 63 BC, while 'Ephraim' and the 'Seekers of Smooth 
Things' may be more certainly identified as the fledgling group of Pharisees and their 
leadership respectively. The ancillary identification of 'Manasseh' with the Sadducees 
is largely (but not exclusively) dependent on the application of 'Ephraim' but even so 
the references to 'nobles' in the pesher certainly aids this understanding. Finally, the 
'Lion of Wrath' who 'hangs men alive on a tree' almost certainly refers to Alexander 
Jannaeus' s brutal execution of 800 influential members of the Pharisaic movement 
(although the identification of the 800 as Pharisees is based on a reasonable deduction 
from evidence recorded elsewhere, while the actual 'crucifixion' reference is also 
that there is a case for identifying the Teacher with the Messiah of Aaron, but this goes 
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questionable as we have seen). References to Demetrius Ill, Alexander Jannaeus, and 
the internecine struggle between the Pharisees and the Sadducees squarely place 
4QpNah within the timeframe of Alexander Jannaeus's and Alexandra Salome's 
respective reigns, i.e. from 103-67 BC), while the 'Kittim' as Pompey's Romans and 
Antiochus Epiphanes make for a broader time-frame from c. 170-63. 
Even so, 4QpNah does not explicitly refer (in its extant form) to either the Teacher of 
Righteousness, the Wicked Priest, or the Man of Falsehood, arguably the more 
important figures in the community's history. It is thus difficult to extend the clear 
timeframe in 4QpNah to include the other pesharim, most notably 1 QpHab. As we 
have suggested, it is, however, our premise that 4QpNah refers to the Man of 
Falsehood indirectly. As chapter 3 has shown, there seems a basic distinction between 
the broader group of 'Ephraim' and the 'Seekers of Smooth Things' who are their 
leadership. These latter 'misdirect Ephraim' and 'lead many astray' (4QpNah 3-4 
II:8), terminology which is similarly applied to the Preacher/Man of Falsehood in 
1 QpHab and 4QpPs8 • Thus, ''the preacher of falsehood led astray many in vain to 
build a city through bloodshed" (lQpHab X:9-10) while the man of falsehood "led 
astray many with words of deceit" (4QpPsa 1-10 1:26-27). We suggest that the 
repetition of the i!:tm root in all three passages is not coincidence but rather implies 
that the fledgling Pharisaic movement be identified with the followers of the 
Man/Preacher of Falsehood who were led astray in 1 QpHab and 4QpPs8 ; 
coincidentally the same group as the men of war/men of sco:ffmg in CD. Logically, it 
would then follow that both the Man/Preacher of Falsehood and the Teacher of 
Righteousness (and thus also the Wicked Priest, the remaining member of the 
triumvirate) at least predate 'Ephraim' and 'Manasseh', although at this stage it is 
impossible to state by precisely what length of time. This matter of dating is largely 
dependent on the identification of the Wicked Priest. 
Along with Allegro and Segal, and as discussed, I identify the Wicked Priest with 
Alexander Jannaeus. Jannaeus was among the first Hasmonean high priests to take the 
title 'king', which accords with the references to his reign over Israel, and, during his 
comparatively long reign (1 03-87 BC), he conquered new territory, while at the same 
beyond the scope of our study. 
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time suppressing internal rebellion. This evidence, then, fits the accusations in the 
pesharim of the Wicked Priest's lust after wealth. As we have seen, Josephus 
describes how Jannaeus had 800 of his bitterest opponents executed for rebelling 
against him, while he also reports how during the Feast of Tabernacles the people 
again turned seditious against him, pelting him with lemons. 2 This is just one of 
several events that could have inspired the Habakkuk pesherist to accuse the Wicked 
Priest of violating the sanctuary, especially since this incident again ended in 
bloodshed. Finally, the accusation that the Wicked Priest would suffer a violent death, 
possibly at the hands of gentiles, may instead refer to Jannaeus's ambush by Obedas 
the Nabataean, when he barely escaped with his life. The most damning piece of 
evidence to identify Jannaeus as the Wicked Priest, however, surrounds the actual 
manner of his death, since during the last years of his life Jannaeus was beset by a 
severe distemper which Josephus states was brought on by heavy drinking throughout 
his life. This neatly fits the allegations of drunkenness in 1 QpHab. This is to say 
nothing of the fact that Jannaeus has already been identified as the Lion of Wrath in 
4QpNah. To all intents and purposes, then, the Lion of Wrath is identical with the 
Wicked Priest in those few pesharim where he appears. Again, it is one of our major 
conclusions that although he is significant in 1 QpHab, the Wicked Priest is less 
important in the overall pesher-tradition, an observation supported by the fact that the 
designation of Jannaeus in the DSS is not uniform, but fluctuates between at least two 
Hebrew expressions. 
It is another of our main conclusions that the two major characters in the history of the 
group are not- as appears in basic textbooks- the Teacher and the Wicked Priest, but 
rather the Teacher and the Man of Falsehood. I do not, however, attempt to identify 
either of these individuals, except to suggest that both are broadly contemporary with 
Alexander Jannaeus's tenure as High Priest in the early part of the first century BC. 
As we have seen, others have attempted to identify these characters; but these 
attempts fall short. Unlike the case of the 'wicked priest', the pesharim simply do not 
provide enough evidence for any identification to be upheld. Instead, identification of 
the Teacher (as e.g. Judah the Essene) remains suspect. Certainly there is not enough 
evidence to support the suggestion that the Teacher of Righteousness was ever a High 
2 Ant. XIII, xiii, 5 §372-374. 
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Priest in Jerusalem, whether Onias Ill or Stegemann's unnamed priest of the 
intersacerdotium. This view rests solely on circumstantial evidence. Nevertheless, as 
the existence of priestly communities at Leontopolis, in Egypt, and on Mount 
Gerizim, in Samaria, has demonstrated, it is not impossible that a high-ranking 
Jerusalem priest, perhaps an ousted High Priest, could have established a parallel 
priestly community at Qumran.3 Meanwhile, the argument that the Teacher was a 
Jerusalem High Priest is implicitly ruled out by our identification of the Wicked Priest 
as Alexander Jannaeus. The interregnum proposal requires that the Wicked Priest be 
identified as Jonathan Maccabee. 
This is not to suggest that the pesherists could not occasionally refer to people and 
events from the period prior to Jannaeus's rule. As we have seen, it is possible that 
Jannaeus represents an amalgam of 'wicked priests' including Jonathan and Simon 
Maccabee, while 4QTestimonia seems to refer to attacks mounted by John Hyrcanus 
and his sons against Samaria in the late second century BC, in the process setting the 
scene for Jannaeus's pontificate as wicked priest (Jannaeus was Hyrcanus's third son). 
7.2 The Pesharim as prophetic 
As we have shown, many of the designations used by the author(s) of the pesharim 
are either drawn directly, or altered from Hebrew Bible passages. Thus, pi~if ifi10 
derives from passages in Hosea and Joel, while :JT:>il "l"t!O seems to derive from 
Micah. 'Ephraim' and 'Manasseh' derive more directly from the Joseph narratives in 
Genesis (although they may also reflect other traditions as well), while mp"r=r "fDi1i 
although not directly found in the OT, picks up a similar phrase in CD which itself 
picks up on mp"r=r 'smooth things' in passages from Isaiah and the Psalms. 'Kittim', 
of course, reflects the body of tradition surrounding the warrior nations of the Eastern 
Mediterranean, and especially the Greek forces of Alexander the Great. Lesser 
designations also follow this trend. Thus, 'House of Absalorn', like Ephraim and 
Manasseh seems to pick up on the literature surrounding David's rebellious son in 11 
Samuel, while p~"if "I'DJ~ 'men of the scoffer' reflects passages in Isaiah and 
3 Cf. C.T.R. Hayward, "The Jewish Temple at Leontopolis: A Reconsideration," JJS 33 
(1982), 429-443; The Jewish Temple: A non-biblical sourcebook (Routledge: London, 1996). 
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Proverbs. It is surely no coincidence that the biblical origin of the majority of these 
references fall in the Prophecies or Psalms, precisely the same texts as receive 
Qumran pesharim. 
Curiously, the Wicked Priest can not be seen to derive from any particular Hebrew 
passage. Significantly, our study has explicitly ruled out Elliger's oft-cited proposal 
that the epithet is a play on words with rmtiii 1i11~ 'high priest'. This expression is 
not found describing the Jerusalem High Priest at this stage in history in either the 
literary or numismatic evidence (which prefer the expression ~,im 1m:;,). 
Nevertheless, the title does reflect the historical reality that the wicked priest was a 
priest who ruled in Israel while the descriptive l7rDi not only describes his tenure as 
high priest more generally, but reflects the gradual debasement of the priesthood 
described in Testament of Levi 17 which culminates with a quick succession of 
(wicked) priests in the "fifth week" (TestLevi 17:11). Meanwhile, of course, the 
correlation ofthe Wicked Priest with the Lion of Wrath in both 4QpNah and 4QpHosb 
- which incidentally seems to assimilate the Lion of Wrath with 'the last priest who 
will stretch out his hand to smite Ephraim'- brings to mind the references to the i'~!J:l 
'young lion' in Ezekiel especially, as demonstration that Jannaeus was himself 
depicted in prophecy (if not explicitly as the wicked priest). 
In our opening chapter we pointed out that the pesharim were predominantly 
commentaries of Hebrew prophecy. We may now add that where designations were 
drawn from particular prophetic texts, invariably these texts also feature among the 
pesharim. Thus, several designations originate in the prophecies of Isaiah, while 
Isaiah accounts for at least five 'pesharim'. Moreover, we can also say that several 
designations derive from one key passage. Thus, in I sa. 28 the 'men of scoffmg ', 1:\t 
'vanity', and Ephraim are found in close proximity, while in Hos. 5:11 'Ephraim' are 
accused of following after 1:S:. Many similar examples of such cross-textual exegesis 
could indeed be referenced. There is thus such a broad correlation between the 
particular designations and the materials chosen for pesher texts, that one might 
expect, should further texts be uncovered, to fmd pesharim on these passages as well. 
Prophecy and pesher form an integrated unit and may, when looked at in overview, 
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support one another. In essence, in tracing these base passages we may be engaging in 
the 'pesher-technique' ourselves to 'fill in the gaps' .4 
For the pesher authors, it seems it is not so important to identify any one historical 
event as much as uncovering a chain of events that may have been concealed within 
the 'mystery writings' of the prophets. As we suggested in the Introduction the 
community held a particular belief that they were living in the end-times and that the 
fullness of these times had been predicted in biblical prophecy. They also held that the 
Teacher (and by extension themselves) had received the relevant knowledge to 
uncover what was to come and thus make preparations. 
For instance, the rivalry between the Pharisees and the Sadducees resulting in the 
domination of the former could be seen to arise from the conflict between Amon and 
Nineveh in the prophecies ofNahum, and the dominance ofthe tribe ofEphraim over 
Manasseh predicted by Jacob in Genesis 48. But how do we account for the initial 
identity of Ephraim with the fledgling Pharisaic movement? Essentially, this again is 
a result of cross-textual exegesis, albeit supported by the Genesis tradition. We have 
seen how the pesherist envisions the Pharisees emerging from among the followers of 
the Man/Preacher of Falsehood. lQpHab depicts the Preacher as building a 'city in 
vain' (111t' i"t'). Meanwhile, in CD the 'Preacher' (~<'1"~0) is specifically identified as 
1~, which, as we have seen, reappears in Hos. 5:11 with a similar meaning 'worthless' 
'vanity', specifically stating that "Ephraim is crushed, because he was determined to 
go after 1~". Thus if the Preacher is 1~, and Ephraim goes after 1~ as Ho sea suggests, 
and the fledgling Pharisees are the followers of the Man of Falsehood, then the 
followers of the Man ofFalsehood may be identified with Ephraim! Another example: 
simply from their titles 'Teacher ofRighteousness' and 'Man/Preacher ofFalsehood' 
4 Curiously, though, neither the Biblical books Habakkuk nor Nahum are seemingly the origin 
of any of these terms which may perhaps cause us to question the importance of these texts in 
the overall scale of things. Certainly I QpHab is curious for the fact that it could easily have 
been the source of a possible designation. As we have seen, Hab. 2:18 refers to an idol as a 
'teacher of lies' (ipro ili17:11) which has obvious parallels to the expression pi~ ili17:1. The 
author does not appear to pick up on this, however; and we suggested that this was cause in 
itself to identify a secondary author of IQpHab. It is still possible, however, that Hab. 2:18 is 
implied as a source for pi~ ili1~, even though this is not alleged in the pesher. Meanwhile, 
the prophecies of Habakkuk are of more use to the pesherist for the more general theme of 
"the righteous and the wicked" that runs throughout the text. 
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these two should have been set in antithesis, since the two Hebrew expressions are 
diametrically opposed. 'Teacher of Righteousness' is derived from Heb. iii9 'pour 
out', while 'Preacher' derives from "1~::1 'drip, spout'. 
Occasionally the pesherist uses designations that receive (similar) interpretations in 
other forms of Jewish literature. There are two obvious examples: As several studies 
(including our own) have shown, 'Lebanon' is subject to a wide range of 
interpretative exegesis in the DSS, Jewish and early Christian literature. Previously it 
had been suggested that the dominant understanding of Lebanon as the temple in 
Jewish literature could be used particularly to understand the 1 QpHab account, but 
our study suggested that this was merely one more facet of the term's speculative 
exegesis. Indeed, as I attempted to show, the evidence of usage in the scrolls 
themselves was scarcely uniform, and there is evidence that both Lebanon and the 
second more significant term 'Kittim' are subject to reinterpretation in the scrolls. 
'Lebanon' thus refers to both the community and its opponents, while 'Kittim' is 
applied to both Greeks and Romans in different texts at alternative times. 
The necessity to reidentify a group as important as the Kittim, it has been more 
recently suggested, may help explain why the pesher style fell into disuse. As Eshel 
explains: 
We may assume that one of the reasons, if not the major one, for no longer 
copying the pesharim (sometime after 63 BCE) was that the authors of this 
particular genre realized that they had mistakenly identified the Kittim. Because 
it is always easier to correct and update oral traditions than written compositions, 
they stopped putting the pesharim into writing. 5 
We can conclude that the community still considered the pesharim to be important, 
especially 1 QpHab, since special care appears to have been taken to preserve this 
document. This perhaps lends credibility to the fact that the community considered 
the sort of interpretation found in the pesharim to be their inheritance from the 
Teacher himself; that the Teacher's own particular brand of inspiration was his gift to 
them. Nevertheless, the community clearly suffered from the same problems as will 
doubtless have recently affiicted many 'millenarial' organizations. Having made 
particular claims regarding the end of the world, the community had to adapt when 
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that claim patently did not come true. This perhaps explains the lack of such 
'historical' references in (e.g.) llQMelchizedek, which while it is still undoubtedly 
eschatological, concentrates on angelic figures such as Melchizedek himself (see 
Appendix, below, pp270ft). The rise of, or at least placing of greater importance on 
angelic literature in the Qumran corpus perhaps arises out of this concern, albeit on a 
much more general level. 
7.3 Conclusions 
The pesharim, then, may loosely be described as 'commentaries' on Hebrew 
Scripture, and biblical prophecy in particular. Nevertheless, the commentary given is 
itself prophetic and concerns the 'last days' in which the Qumran community who 
composed them believed they were living. While it is not claimed that they represent 
the teachings of the Teacher himself, a figure who appears in (some of) the pesharim 
as well as in CD, it is felt that the type of prophetic interpretation found in these texts 
is similar to that claimed by the Teacher in lQpHab VII. The community are thus the 
inheritors ofthe Teacher's peculiar brand of interpretation. 
Although the pesharim have been described as historical we have seen how incorrect 
this understanding is. While 4QpNahum refers to two historical individuals this is the 
only occurrence of such historical information clearly referenced in the pesharim. 
Moreover, the pesharim as a whole do not relay the type of chronological information 
one would expect from such alleged 'historical' documents. Where historical groups 
are referred to, these are referred to indirectly, by epithets or through 'ciphers'. 
Nevertheless, the intention of these alleged 'ciphers' is we argue not deliberately to 
confuse the original audience, who could be expected to decipher these references 
with far greater ease than the modem reader. Rather, it is to link up these groups and 
events with key passages drawn from Hebrew prophecy, and thus prove that prophecy 
was coming 'true' within the author's lifetime. These could be identified as 'signs' for 
the coming eschaton when the sons of light would wage war against the sons of 
darkness prior to the ending of the world, and involved particular claims about the 
5 Eshel, "The Kittim in the War Scroll," 44. 
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community's leader, the Teacher of Righteousness, to whom had been granted the full 
knowledge of the prophetic message. 
This, however, was an ambitious aim and the community's initial optimism appears to 
have been premature. In at least one instance, they have cause to re-identify one such 
eschatological 'marker' - the coming of the Kittim - and the consequent failure to 
interpret fully the prophetic message stands at odds with the allegations regarding the 
origins of the Teacher's 'secret knowledge'. Ultimately, this impossible dichotomy 
appears to have spelled the end of this type of interpretative commentary. By so 
closely laying out the course of history (and when the eschaton would arrive) in their 
'interpretative commentaries' the pesharim were the authors of their own demise. We 
see the beginnings of this in 1 QpHab VII with the author's words of encouragement 
to his readers- 'though it be long, wait, for it will indeed come'. Clearly, the delay in 
the arrival of the eschaton in the years following the Teacher's death(?) was even at 
this relatively early stage cause for concern, while ultimately the delay caused a re-
evaluation of the community's approach to scripture, and in particular their 
interpretation of prophecy. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A: Melchizedek 
Although llQMelchizedek is often grouped among the pesharim (the term 'l'irD~ itself 
is clearly found twice and may be reconstructed a further three times), we have 
relegated discussion of its eponymous hero to an appendix, since he is only of 
borderline relevance to the overall subject. 11 QMelchizedek is frequently classed 
among the 'thematic pesharim' since unlike the 'continuous pesharim' the text uses 
biblical quotations from a variety of sources. Elsewhere we have discussed the 
inadequacies of this method of classification and the difficulties in assessing to which 
'group' particular texts can be assigned. Nevertheless, there is no denying that 
11 QMelchizedek itself is substantially different from other Qumran pesharim, an 
aspect that is reflected in its content as well, which retains an eschatological, rather 
than overtly historical, interest. In other words, because there is no intention by either 
scholars or the Qumran author(s) to understand Melchizedek as an historical figure, 
but instead purely as an eschatological personage, discussion of this figure is best 
dealt with in an appendix. 
Perhaps more so than any of the expressions we have looked at in the main body of 
the text, Melchizedek is the subject of his own history of interpretation, which has led 
one scholar to coin the phrase 'the Melchizedek tradition' .1 Obviously this includes 
the Qumran texts themselves, but from a brief survey of the literature we can see how 
the Qumran picture (specifically) is drawn from the various strands of tradition. 
Old Testament Background 
The figure Melchizedek himself is drawn directly from two passages in the Hebrew 
Bible, the second of which is very much dependent on the first. 
1 F. Horton, The Melchizedek Tradition: A Critical Examination of the Sources to the Fifth 
Century A.D. and in the Epistle to the Hebrews (CUP: Cambridge, 1976). 
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In Genesis 14:18-20, within the larger 'Abraham cycle', a figure 'Melchizedek' (Heb. 
pi~-":d"r.l) is referred to as both 'King ofSalem' (61"~ 1"0) and 'priest of God Most 
High' (P""t' "tot" lii:d). According to the Genesis account, this figure is part of a 
delegation, comprising himself and the King of Sodom, who meet Abram following 
his defeat of the Eastern Kings and the release of his nephew Lot (14: 1-17). Abram is 
met at the Valley of Shaveh by the two kings where Melchizedek brings out bread and 
wine and blesses Abram in the name of El-Elyon 'who has delivered your enemies 
into your hand' (verse 20b). In response Abram offers Melchizedek, one tenth of all 
his possessions, the standard biblical tithe.2 Following this matter of the tithe, 
Melchizedek effectively disappears from the scene, which moves on to relate a 
dispute between Abram and the King ofSodom regarding the distribution ofthe spoil 
(verses 21-end). 
The Genesis account raises a number of issues, not least of which is the name 
'Melchizedek' itself. This seems on the face of it to be a Hebrew form meaning 'my 
king is righteous' analogous to Adoni-zedek 'my lord is righteous', the king of 
Jerusalem referred to in Joshua (Josh. 10:1, 3). It is also possible, however, that the 
name is a compound form with either Milku or Zedek as the name of a Canaanite 
deity. This is often combined with the notion that El-Elyon is also a member of the 
Canaanite pantheon, of whom El is the major deity. The notion is made more 
complicated, however, by conflation of El-Elyon with the Tetragrammaton later in 
verse 22. If Melchizedek is a priest of El-Elyon and El-Elyon is conflated with 
YHWH, then Melchizedek must have been himself a priest of YHWH. It is 
undoubtedly this aspect that led the Rabbis (and both the early Christian and Qumran 
communities3) to focus on the figure. 
Psalm 110, the second biblical passage, is in appearance a coronation Psalm, and is 
often dated to the early monarchy. It opens with an invitation from the Lord to the 
new king to take the throne, while in verse 4 He promises 'You are a priest forever 
2 The matter of the tithe is complicated since the Hebrew phrase used (':>::::>!:) ilt'l17:) ,t,-Tn"'1) 
might equally be taken to refer to a tithe by Melchizedek to Abram! Contextually, this is not 
the best way to read the account, hence most translators refer the tithe to Abram. 
3 Compare the picture of Melchizedek as ante-type of Christ in the Epistle to the Hebrews. Cf. 
Heb. 5:6, 10; 6:20 and eh. 7; below. 
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according to the order ofMelchizedek' (pi~-.,:;,',o .,ni:di-r,l7 6bwr, lii~-iin~). It is 
clear that in some sense the Psalmist is alluding to the Genesis tradition of 
Melchizedek as priest, but it is equally clear that, as elsewhere, he understands Salem 
to refer to Jerusalem. Hence, in Ps. 76:2, Salem and Zion are set in parallel. The 
implication, then, is that a link is maintained between the pre-Israelite kingship and 
the Davidic monarchy, though historically this is a problem in that the Davidic kings 
were never themselves priests.4 The alternate view, that verse 4 is the king's response 
(to Zadok the priest) affirming the continuation of the Jebusite priesthood in 
Jerusalem, has a lot to commend it, particularly the continuation of the linkage 
between the pi~ root and Jerusalem, but relies on a particular reading of verse 4.5 
The Biblical picture of Melchizedek, then is of a human figure, albeit one who is 
introduced in somewhat surprising circumstances, who is traditionally linked with 
both the priesthood and monarchy in early Israel. 
4 The closest point of comparison is II Sam. 8:18b, which states that the sons ofDavid were 
priests. Nevertheless it is unclear how the term C.,Jn::l here should be understood. In the 
parallel version in I Chronicles David's sons are described as 'chief officials' (C.,lrDMin; I 
Chron. 18: 17). Meanwhile, LXX uses auA.Lipxa t (for C.,lil::::> ), which may be translated 'chiefs 
of court, palace officials'. Cf. R.P. Gordon, I & II Samuel: A Commentary, Library of Biblical 
Interpretation (Zondervan: Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1986), 24 7. 
5 Cf. H.H. Rowley, "Melchizedek and Zadok," Festschrift fur A. Bertholet, W. Baumgartner 
et al. (eds.) (J.C.B. Mohr: Tubingen, 1950), 470. We should also reference the suggestion that 
Ps. 110 may be dated to the Hasmonean period and specifically refers to Simon Maccabee. 
This revolves around an alleged acrostic T:UOrD, 'Simeon', (perhaps Ell7 ll70rD, 'Simon is 
terrible') in the first part of the psalm and- referring to the military aspect of the psalm- the 
assertion that "the Hasmoneans are the only warrior-priests in Jewish history" (M. Treves, 
"Two Acrostic Psalms," VT 15 (1965), 81-90, esp. 86; Cf. R.H. Pfeiffer, Introduction to the 
Old Testament [Black: London, 1948], 630; M.C. Astour, "Melchizedek," ABD, 4, 685a). 
Treves's assertion has been heavily criticised by J.W. Bowker ("Psalm CX," VT 17 [1967], 
31-41 ), while the more general notion of the acrostic is rendered problematic by the 
difficulties of the redaction of verse three. To these arguments we may add that, if this Psalm 
(and thus Melchizedek) is especially associated with Simon Maccabee, it is highly unlikely 
that, given the attitude of the Qumran group to the Maccabees, they would have gone 
anywhere near a figure like Melchizedek. The same argument might be said of the author of 
the Epistle to the Hebrews. 
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JWIII>ilees 
The Melchizedek episode must appear in Jubilees, although due to an unfortunate 
lacuna the entire episode has been lost. The text breaks off at the equivalent of Gen. 
14:14 and picks up again in verse 20b, although, ostensibly due to the reference to the 
command to tithe later in the text (Jub. 13:25b-27), it is apparent that the author of 
Jubilees did not simply ignore the account, even though we do not know precisely 
what he intended. 
Josepbus 
Josephus refers to Melchizedek twice: at War VI, x, 1 §43 8 and Ant. I, x, 2 § 179-182. 
The first instance follows the description of the capture of Jerusalem and the 
destruction of the Temple by Titus. Josephus describes the city as being frrst founded 
by 'a Canaanite chief, called in the native tongue "Righteous King" (paaLA.Eu~ 
OLKaw~)' - i.e. an etymology of pi~-.,:J'?r.t From ancient Greco-Roman sources we 
know that the tradition of the founding of a city by a person is very important 
(compare Cadmus with Thebes and Ramulus with Rome), thus Josephus, writing for a 
Greco-Roman audience makes a significant link between Melchizedek and the 
founding of Jerusalem. Nevertheless, an important distinction should be made. 
Melchizedek does not found the city Salem itself since, as he continues, as the frrst to 
build the temple, he renamed the city 'Jerusalem': 
in virtue thereof he was the frrst to officiate as priest of God and, being the frrst 
to build the temple (to iep<'>v), gave the city, previously called Solyma 
(~6A.:UJ.HX), the name of Jerusalem (Iepocr6A.uJ . .UX). 
A Greek etymology of 'Jerusalem' is clearly incomprehensible. Nevertheless, it is 
intriguing that Josephus thus glorifies Melchizedek with the building of the sanctuary 
in Jerusalem, since this entirely omits Solomon's role in the building of the Temple 
on Mount Moriah. 6 Through the identification of Melchizedek with the sanctuary, 
combined with an- albeit impossible - etymology of Jerusalem, Josephus makes a 
6 Cf. B. Mazar, "Josephus Flavius and the Archaeological Excavations in Jerusalem," in L.H. 
Feldman and Gohei Hata, Josephus, the Bible, and History (E.J. Brill: Leiden, 1989), 326. 
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profound link between Jerusalem, the priesthood and the biblical priest-king; a 
linkage that is only made manifest on the introduction of Melchizedek and the 
subsequent founding of the temple. 
In the second account Melchizedek is referred to by name ( 6 MeA.xtcreoeK), and while 
again Josephus uses the derivation 'righteous king', this is now because 'such was he 
by common consent, inasmuch that for this reason he was moreover made priest ( 1:ov 
iep£a) of God.' Josephus thus drops the derivation 'temple of Salem' for the equally 
nonsensical 'priest of Salem'. The strong link between Jerusalem, the priesthood and 
Melchizedek is still retained in this passage, although Josephus makes no mention of 
the founding of the temple. 
It is difficult to offer any solid conclusions from analysis of the Melchizedek texts in 
Josephus, since the passages are difficult to combine. A coherent theme, however, is 
the strong relationship suggested between Jerusalem, Melchizedek and the priesthood, 
an aspect that while perhaps already inherent in the biblical picture is made more 
specific, and even more so in Philo. 
Philo 
Philo is more interested in the biblical priest-king, referring to him in three places -
Legum Allegoriae 3 §79-82, De Congressu §99, and De Abrahamo §235/ though the 
first of these does little more than refer to Melchizedek as 6 ~£yac; iepei>c; 1:ou 
~eyicr1:ou 8eou, a fairly literal rendering of Heb. p.,'?t' '?~'? jii:l, except that Philo 
describes him as high priest. 8 
The De Congressu is rather more concerned with the matter of the tithe than it is the 
priest-king- though it does agree that Melchizedek is the 'possessor (A.axrov) of the 
7 A possible fourth passage (fragmentary), discovered by Rendel Harris, adds little to the 
picture painted in other passages. The complete text is found in J. Moffatt, A Critical and 
Exegetical Commentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews (1924), 91. 
8 Compare depictions in the Targumim. So Fragment Tg., P; Tg. Neof. of Gen. 14:18. Cf. 
C.T.R. Hayward, "Shem, Melchizedek, and Concern with Christianity in the Pentateuchal 
Targumim," Targumic and Cognate Studies, 73. 
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priesthood' a term indicating overall responsibility. 9 The passage links the 
Melchizedek account with Jacob's promise to tithe after the dream at Bethel (Gen. 
28:22), and suggests that, since this matter of the tithe had yet to be established, 
Melchizedek must have been 'self-learned and self-taught' (6 'tftV <XU'tOjla9fl x:a.l 
au'to<iioax:'tov). This is extremely important and reflects virtues elsewhere described 
of Isaac - for Philo the paragon of the philosophical virtues which allow 
contemplation of God. Philosophers, says Philo, say that three types of virtue exist 
among men, the virtue that is learned, the virtue that is practised, and the virtue that is 
naturaL and may be epitomised by the three 'founders', Abraham, Jacob, and Isaac 10: 
For the eldest of them, Abraham, had instruction for his guide in the road which 
conducted him to virtue; as we shall show in another treatise to the best of our 
power. And Isaac, who is the middle one of the three, had a self-taught and self 
instructed nature. And Jacob, the third, arrived at this point by industry and 
practice, in accordance with which were his labours in wrestling and contention. 
(De Somniis, I §168; Transl: C.D. Yonge, The Works of Philo [Hendrickson, 
1993]) 
Earlier in the De Somniis Philo compares the gifts of Abraham and Isaac as symbolic 
of the difference between a native inhabitant of his country and the settler/foreigner. 
Isaac's is the greater gift (C£ I §160). Meanwhile, Jacob, 'the practiser ofvirtue', also 
falls short of Isaac in his apprehension of the divine, since the latter "keeps to the 
intermediate divine word, which affords him the best suggestions and teaches him 
everything which is suitable to the times" (De Somniis, I §68: Transl: C. D. Yonge). 
By describing Melchizedek in similar terms, Philo is making an important point 
concerning the origins of the biblical priest-king's source of authority and 
information; directly God-given (this and the 'self taught' attribute are not mutually 
exclusive). 
A much fuller description of Melchizedek is found in the Legum Allegoriae. Here, 
Philo begins with an interpretation ofMelchizedek as 'king ofPeace', an obvious play 
on bl1~!t'/bi~I'D 1~7.:), and stresses that his priesthood has been instituted by God. Philo 
also offers the derivation ofpi:lr'd~l'.:) as 'righteous king' and contrasts him with 'the 
9 So Athene in Plato's Timaeus is described as the 'possessor' of Athens. (Timaeus, 23.D). 
Melchizedek might then be termed a protector of Jerusalem. If we include Jewish notions of 
the Temple's construction pre-creation, then his role becomes more universal. 
10 De Somniis, I§ 167f. 
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despot', the one the author of laws, the other of lawlessness. Where the king rules by 
'right reason' (6 6p90c; A-6-yoc;), the despot rules through decree, imposing violent and 
mischievous commands on soul and body. Philo concludes: 
Let the despot's title therefore be ruler of war, the king's prince of peace, of 
Salem, and let him offer to the soul food full of joy and gladness. (Leg. All. III 
§81: Loeb) 
He returns to the issue ofMelchizedek as Reason (A.oyoc;;) noting that. .. 
. . . he is a priest, even Reason, having as his portion Him that is ( 'tov ov'ta ), and 
all his thoughts of God are high and vast and sublime. (Leg. All. III §82; Loeb) 
The identification for Philo of the Genesis priest-king with the Logos of Stoic thought 
is our frrst indication that Melchizedek has become to take on a more universal 
importance. In Philo, the Logos is the architect of creation but, like the Logos in the 
Johannine Prologue, did not remain with God, coming instead into the world, in this 
instance as the immutable laws of nature. Elsewhere, Philo describes the Logos as an 
archangel to whom has been given by the Father 
a pre-eminent gift, to stand on the confines of both, and separate[ d] that which 
had been created from the Creator. And this same Word is continually a 
suppliant to the immortal God on behalf of the mortal race, which is exposed to 
affliction and misery; and is also the ambassador, sent by the Ruler of all, to the 
subject race. (Quis Rerum §205; C.D. Yonge, The Works ofPhilo) 
Although Philo never specifically identifies Melchizedek as an angel, let alone 
archangel, by describing him as the Logos, who is here described as an archangel, it is 
not difficult to establish a coherent picture. For Philo, Melchizedek is clearly more 
than a human figure. He is 'possessor' of the priesthood, indicating an overall 
responsibility for it, and has knowledge unavailable to humanity in general; thus the 
matter of the tithe. By identifying Melchizedek as an archangel, at once Philo explains 
the source of this knowledge as well as why a figure who is introduced so suddenly 
into the biblical history is credited with such a place in Jewish history of 
interpretation. 
With Philo's identification ofMelchizedek as the Logos, we enter a new phase in our 
understanding of this figure, that is, identification of him as something 'more than 
human'. This will be an attribute picked up elsewhere in the early Jewish literature, 
especially our next text, and including the Qumran texts themselves. 
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HEnoch 
Melchizedek also appears in II Enoch 71, in both the A and J texts. He is the product 
of a miraculous (virgin) birth, the son of Noah's brother Nir, and the badge of the 
priesthood is upon his chest (71:19); a sign of God's continuation of the priesthood 
after the flood. Sure enough, God announces to Nir that the child will be taken away 
and placed in Eden: 
... And this child will not perish along with those who are perishing in this 
generation, as I have revealed it, so that Melkisedek will be the priest to all holy 
priests, and establish him so that he will be the head of the priests of the future. 
(11 Enoch 71:29 [J]; Trans. F.l. Andersen in Charlesworth, I) 
The author then speaks of three 'Melkisedeks', the Melkisedek who will be the head 
of the thirteen priests who existed before - the subject of the present passage - a 
second, in the last generation, who will be the first of twelve priests, probably the 
subject of Genesis 14; and finally ... 
. . . a great archpriest, the Word and Power of God, who will perform miracles, 
greater and more glorious than all the previous ones. He, Melkisedek, will be 
priest and king in the place Akhuzan, that is to say in the center of the earth, 
where Adam was created, and there will be his final grave. (II Enoch 71 :34b-35 
[J]; Andersen) 
Anderson suggests that, if ancient, this literary evidence should be added to the 
'Qumran Melchizedek traditions' for the Christian treatment of this theme in 
Hebrews. 11 Interesting, however, is the author's concern with extending the 
priesthood into pre-creation. In Jubilees this is established through Noah himself, but 
perhaps due to the Genesis account of Noah's 'drunkenness' immediately after the 
Flood narrative (Gen. 9:20-29), the author of II Enoch places the priesthood in more 
'reliable' hands. It may also explain Melchizedek's knowledge of the traditions ofthe 
priesthood and use of the divine name in Genesis. This is to say nothing, of course, to 
giving the anonymous biblical king a (respectable) genealogy of his own, an aspect 
that contrasts strongly with the Hebrews account of Melchizedek 'without father, 
11 H.l. Anderson, "2 (Slavonic Apocalypse of) ENOCH: A New Translation and 
Introduction," in Charlesworth, Old Testament Pseudepigrapha, I, 95. 
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without mother, without genealogy, having neither beginning of days nor end of life, 
but resembling the Son of God he remains a priest forever' (Heb. 7:3; below). 12 
The Epistle to the Hebrews 
In Hebrews, especially eh. seven (the fullest account), many of the traditional 
elements of the Genesis account, including the references to bread and wine and the 
words of the blessing (although it is referred to) are missing. Melchizedek is still, 
however, described as king ofSalem (understood as 'king of peace') and Priest ofthe 
Most High God (6 l.Epei>c; 'tOU 9eou 'tou iHJitO''tou; 7:1), while significantly the 
passage introduces Melchizedek's lack of parentage, normally derived from his abrupt 
appearance and disappearance in Genesis; the principle of quod non in thora, non in 
mundo. 13 By rejecting his parentage, the author explicitly rejects Melchizedek's claim 
to the priesthood through traditional grounds (cf. Exod. 28:1). 
Hebrews pays particular attention to the matter of Abraham's tithe to Melchizedek, 
suggesting that tithe is always offered to a superior and that by tithing Abraham 
recognises the superiority of the Genesis priest-king; a tithe that he extends to Levi, 
still in Abraham's 'loins', and by extension to the Levitical priesthood. This is 
compared to Christ's resumption of the priesthood, Christ also not being of the tribe 
of Levi. Meanwhile, the author reapplies the promise in Psalm 110:4 to Christ, and 
takes the reference literally. Christ is a priest forever because he continues forever 
(7:24), and his High Priesthood is naturally superior to that of the Levitical priesthood 
because it was both conceived by an oath and will be eternally present in Christ, 
12 A similar situation recurs in the Targumim. These too are concerned by Melchizedek's lack 
of genealogy, an aspect that lays the tradition open to the claims of Hebrews. To avoid this, 
the Targumists specifically identify Melchizedek as Shem. "Melchizedek is thus given 
genealogy which makes him a Semite par excellence and ancestor of the Jews, a great Torah 
scholar, and head of an academy." (Hayward, op. cit., 68.). This is arrived at mathematically. 
According to Genesis ll: 10-11, Shem fathered Arpachsad two years after the flood, in his 
hundredth year, and then lived for a further five hundred years. He would, then, have been 
still alive thirty-five years after the death of Abraham and would have thus co-existed with 
Melchizedek. The association of both figures with wisdom and righteousness leads them to be 
identified as one. 
13 Strack-Billerbeck, 694ff. Cf. Horton, op. cit., 153. 
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rather than a succession of priests. Melchizedek thus prefigures Christ's priesthood 
and functions as an 'antetype' ofChrist. 14 
For Hebrews, then, Melchizedek functions in two ways. First, the Genesis account is 
used to disparage the Levitical priesthood. Second, Psalm 110:4 is referred to Christ 
who, like Melchizedek, will be a priest forever, though not of Levitical descent. It is 
unclear precisely how the relationship between Melchizedek and Christ is to be 
understood, since the picture that emerges is, as Hanson has suggested, either of a 
rival to Christ, or Christ himself. 15 It is perhaps unsurprising, then, that the ambiguity 
ofMelchizedek in Hebrews would later inspire a heresy centred on that character. 16 
Conclusions 
The picture ofMelchizedek in Second Temple and New Testament literature is clearly 
at odds with the Old Testament picture. Although some texts may appear to offer a 
straightforward retelling of the biblical legend, closer inspection reveals a deeper 
dimension. Josephus is a good example. Through his rewriting of the Genesis 
account, Josephus incorporates a particular relationship between Melchizedek, 
Jerusalem and the high priesthood, directly contradicting the biblical accounts of the 
temple's construction by Solomon. It is unclear whether Josephus is aware of the 
tradition ofMelchizedek as angel which seems to underlie Philo's description of him 
as the Logos, but this is not an unreasonable assumption given Jewish traditions 
regarding the Temple in precreation. In any case, the depiction of Melchizedek as an 
angel in any piece of Jewish literature is integral for background to the Qumran 
picture of the biblical priest-king. 
14 For a more detailed description of the parallels between Hebrews, Philo and 
11 QMelchizedek see J. W. Thompson, "Conceptual background and purpose of the Midrash in 
Hebrews 7," NT 19 ( 1977), 209-223. In particular, Thompson stresses the close relationship 
between the epistle and Philo, while stating that the epistle "has little in contact with the 
Qurnran document with its interest in Melchizedek as avenger and judge" (222-223). 
Nevertheless, this may ignore the more fundamental parallel of Melchizedek as angel. 
15 A.T. Hanson, The Image of the Invisible God (SCM: London, 1982), 69. 
16 Cf. Horton, op. cit., 164-165. 
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Aside from 11 QMelchizedek, the biblical priest king appears in the Genesis 
Apocryphon (1Q20) and can almost certainly be restored in the Testament of Amram, 
4Q' Amramb ( 4Q544). 
1lllne Genesis Apocryplmoll] 
The Genesis Apocryphon deals with Abram's encounter with Melchizedek in 
XXII:14ff. Ostensibly, the account does not significantly differ from the Genesis 
account, though it does strive to clarify several key areas. Both the origin and the 
recipient of the tithe are specifically laid out - one tenth of the possessions of the 
Eastern Kings from Abram to Melchizedek - while the author identifies the biblical 
location of the encounter, the Valley of Shave~ as the valley of Beth-ha-Kerem. 17 
The wording ofthe blessing is also subtly altered. In Genesis, El-Elyon is described as 
'the maker (Heb. mp) of heaven and earth.' In 1QApGen, meanwhile, mp is 
exchanged for ilir.l/~il:l 'lord'. This may have had to do with later Jewish concerns 
regarding the procreative dimension of the root- implicit in Eve's naming of Cain in 
Gen. 4:1 -and thus a desire to emphatically rule out this dimension in the LORD's 
creative act. 1 QApGen, then, is similar to the Targumim; i.e. it does not revolutionise 
the story in any way, but is more interested in filling in the gaps in the original 
account, while removing any potential difficulties. 
4Q'Amramb 
In TestAmram, Melchizedek is almost certainly contrasted with the figure 
Melchiresha, a figure who also appears in 4QTeharot D ( 4Q280). The similarity in 
names is obvious. Where pi~-.,:ho may be translated 'my king is righteous', 
171'1:71-.,~?o means 'my king is wicked'. Levi narrates how, in a vision, he sees the two 
spirits who rule over humanity contesting for his body after death. The second of 
these describes (1:13-14) and then names his evil opponent, only the third name of 
17 Wenham suggests this should probably be further identified with Ramat Rachel, two and a 
half miles south of Jerusalem. Cf. G.J. Wenham, Genesis 1-15 (Word: Waco, 1987), 315. 
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which, 'Melchiresha', survives (!1:2-5). Kobelski restores the first and second names 
as 'Belial' and 'Prince of Darkness' .18 
The second figure then identifies himself: 
... And I asked him [and said to him: "What are your names?" ... I ... and he 
answered and sa]id to me: ["My] three names [are Michael, Prince of Light, and 
Melchizedek."] (4Q'Amramb Ill:l-2; Kobelski) 
Although all three names are reconstructed, clearly they balance the earlier three 
names, and thus the opposition of Melchizedek to Melchiresha. As we shall see, the 
ruler of darkness (as Belial) appears in llQMelchizedek and may be paralleled by 
Prince of Light, elsewhere identified as the archangel Michael. 19 The identification of 
Melchizedek as an angel, then, removes the human dimension of the biblical figure 
entirely placing emphasis on the super-human aspect. This is how Melchizedek is also 
understood in 11 Q 13. 
11 QMelchizedek (11 Q13) 
In 11Q13, the eponymous Melchizedek is only actually referred to a certain five 
times20 and is not the main subject of the text, though the text is dependent on 
restoration. 21 
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18 Cf. P.J. Kobelski, Melchizedek and Melchiresa, CBQMS, 10 (Catholic Biblical Association 
of America: Washington, 1981 ). 
19 C( Dan. 12:1. 
20 11:5 (twice), 8, 9, and 13. Kobelski restores a sixth reference at the end ofl. 24. 
21 For reconstructions see: A.S. Van der Woude, "Melchisedek als himmlische Erlosergestalt 
in den neugefunden eschatologische Midraschim aus Qumran Hohle XI," OTS 14 (1965), 
357; J.T. Milik, "Milki-$edeq et Milki-resa' dans les anciens ecrits juifs et chretiens," JJS 23 
(1972), 95-144; P.J. Kobelski, op. cit.; E. Puech, La Croyance des Esseniens en la Vie Future: 
Immortalite, Resurrection, Vie Eternelle? Histoire d'une Croyance dans les Judaisme Ancien 
-!I Les Donnees Qumraniennes et Classiques (Gabalda: Paris, 1993), esp. 516-62; and most 
recently E.J.C. Tigchelaar, J.P.M. Van der Ploeg, F. Garcia-Martinez, A.S. Van der Woude 
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1 [ ••• ] •.• km .. concerning [ ... ] 2 [ ••• ] And as for what he said: "In [this] 
year of Jubilee [each man shall return to his property." (Lev. 25:13) This is the 
just as it says; "And this is the] 3 [manner of the re ]mission - each owner of a 
loan of (his) hand shall let drop that which he lends [to his neighbour. He shall 
not exact (it) of his neighbour or his brother for] {God's} remission [has been 
proclaimed."] (Deut. 15:2) 4 [Its interpretation (?) (concerns) the fi]nal days 
concerning the captives about whom [it says: "to proclaim to captives liberty." 
(Isa. 61:1c) Its interpretation is that (God) w]ill declare 5 [them to be from the 
son]s of heaven of the inheritance of Melchi-Zedek f1 or ... ] and they in [ ... of 
Melchi-Ze ]dek who 6 will return them to there and proclaim liberty to them, 
forgiving them [the burden of all] their [in]iquity.] Now this event [will happen] 
7 [in the] first [week] of the Jubilee after the [nine] Jubilees. And "the D[ay of 
Atone]ment" is the e[nd of the] tenth [Jub]ilee 8 to atone on (that day) for all the 
children of [God a]nd the men of the lot of Mel[chi]-Zedek [ ... ] concerning 
them he will [speak] to [ . . . ] them for 9 it is the time of the year of favour for 
Melchi-Ze[dek] ... [ ... ] the holy ones of God in doing (sentences of) 
judgement. Just as he wrote 10 concerning it in the songs of David who said: 
"God [has taken his pla]ce in the divine cou[ncil.] In the midst of gods shall he 
judge," (Ps. 82:1) and concerning which he [said:] "Over it n take (your seat) on 
high. God judges the peoples." (Ps. 7:7b-8{Heb. 8b-9}) And as for what he sa[id: 
"How long will you j]udge unjustly and liflt up] the face of the wick[e]d? 
[Sel]ah." (Ps. 82:2) 12 Its interpretation concerns Belial and the spir[it]s of his lot 
wh[o ... rebell]ed by their turning from the statutes of God t[o do evil.] 13 And 
Melchi-Zedek shall s[urely] establish the judg[eme]nts ofG[od ... from the hand 
of Be] lial and from the hand of all [the spirits of] his [lot.] 14 And helping him all 
the gods of [justice. It is h]e w[ho ... al]l the children of God. And the [ ... ] 
{this} [ ... ] 15 It is the day of [Peace?] as [God] said [concerning it in the words 
of Isaia]h the prophet who sai[d: "How] beautiful 16 upon the mountains are the 
feet [of] the herald proclaiming peace, brin[ging good tidings, who proclaims 
salvati]on [sa]ying to Zion ['Your God reigns'." (Isa. 52:7) 17 Its interpretation: 
"The mount[ains" are the pr]ophets. They [ ... They] prophesi[ed] to all [ ... ] 18 
And "the herald" he [is the an]ointed one of the spir[it] just as Dan[iel] said 
[concerning him: "Until (the time of) an anointed prince (there shall be seven 
weeks." (Dan. 9:25b) And "the one who brings {good} tidings] 19 the one who 
proclai[ms salvation"] It is about him that it was wr[itt]en, as it [says: "to 
comfort all those in mourning, to provide for the mourners of Zion." (lsa 61 :2c-
3a) 20 "To comfo[rt] th[ose in mourning." Its interpretation:] to in[str]uct them in 
all the ages of the [world ... ] 21 [in] truth to [ ... ] ... [ ... ] 22 [ ••• ] withdrawal 
from Belial and [ ... ] n[ ... ] 23 [ ••• ] in the judgements [of] God just as he wrote 
concerning it: ["Those who say to Zi]on 'your God reigns'." (lsa. 52:7) ["Zi]on" 
i[s] 24 [ ••• ]the ratifiers [of] the covenant, those who have turned from following 
[in the way of] the people. And "your G[o]d" is [ ... ] 25 [ •.• ]![ from] the hand 
of Belial. And as for what it says: "Then you shall send abroad the [ceremonial] 
trump[et] in the [seventh mon]th {on the tenth day of the month}." (Lev. 25:9) 
(llQMelch II:l-25) 
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11 QMelch is in actuality an extended midrash on Leviticus 25 and the command to 
return captives in the Jubilee year. The text, which is eschatological in outlook, speaks 
of the tenth jubilee when God will declare these captives to be part of the 'inheritance' 
ofMelchizedek (1. 17). Melchizedek himself is given a judgemental role, establishing 
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the judgements of El and, as in TestAmram, is pitted against Belial. Clearly, then, 
Melchizedek is a member of the heavenly court and seems to enjoy a status above that 
of the other 'elohim'. So Fitzmyer: 
Depending on how strictly and literally these OT quotations are to be applied to 
him, Melchizedek seems to enjoy a status among or even above such heavenly 
beings as 'the holy ones of God' (qedose 'El) ... When Ps 7:8-9 is applied to 
him, it emerges that Melchizedek is somehow exalted above the ,adat 'El; and 
when Ps 82:2 is referred to Belial and the spirits of his lot (line 12 ), we learn that 
Melchizedek will exact the vengeance of divine judgement from them, being 
aided in this by 'all the [eternal] 'elim', i.e. by the angelic spirits ofheaven.22 
Recently, James VanderKam has proposed that the Qumran picture arises out of the 
Genesis concerns regarding the return of Lot and the other captives (Gen. 14:11-16). 
This is, he suggests, the heart of what the sabbatical and jubilee legislation is all 
about, and Me/chizedekjigures in the middle of this story.23 
A more fruitful search, however, concerns the time-frame of ten jubilees pursued by 
the pesherist. The jubilee period is equivalent to seven weeks of (or 49) years. 24 Thus, 
a period of ten jubilees equates to the seventy weeks of years in Dan. 9:24-27, itself 
already a modification of the seventy years in Jer. 25:11-12 (c£ II Chron. 36:20-21). 
Daniel 9 depicts an 'anointed priest' who will arise in the seventh week (9:25), while 
midway through the sixty-ninth week week 'an anointed one shall be cut off and shall 
have nothing and the troops of the prince who is to come shall destroy the city and the 
sanctuary' - a transparent reference to the death of Onias Ill and Antiochus IV's 
purge. Unfortunately, Daniel does not specify how the 'decreed end' will be poured 
out on the desolator (9:27), nor does he refer to any messianic figure in the seventieth 
week. 
TestLevi 16, meanwhile, also speaks of a period of seventy weeks when 'you shall 
wander astray and profane the priesthood and defile the sacrificial altars' (16:1). More 
significantly, however, eh. 17 speaks of seven jubilees each one epitomised by a 
particular priest, while the chapter as a whole describes the debasement ofthe priestly 
22 J. Fitzmyer, "Further Light on Melchizedek from Qumran Cave 11 ,"Essays on the Semitic 
Background of the New Testament (Chapman: London, 1971 ), 252. 
23 J.C. VanderKam, "Sabbatical Chronologies in the Dead Sea Scrolls and Related 
Literature," in Lim, The Dead Sea Scrolls in their Historical Context, 173. 
24 The fiftieth year, or jubilee year proper, is excluded from calendrical dating. 
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order?5 Thus, the priest of the first jubilee spoke to God as father (17:2), while in the 
seventh week of the seventh jubilee there will come priests: 'idolators, adulterers, 
money lovers, arrogant, lawless, voluptuaries, pederasts, those who practice bestiality' 
(17:11). Chapter eighteen, however, describes the restoration of the priesthood: 
When vengeance will have come upon them from the Lord, the priesthood will 
lapse. 
And then the Lord will raise up a new priest 
To whom all the words of the Lord will be revealed. 
He shall effect the judgement of truth over the earth for many days. 
And his star shall rise in heaven like a king; 
kindling the light of knowledge as day is illumined by the sun. 
And he shall be extolled by the whole inhabited world. 
(TestLevi 18:1-3; Kee) 
Guided by the reference to the lapse of the priesthood, several scholars have identified 
this 'new priest' with one or other of the Maccabeean priest-kings (following the lapse 
of the priesthood during the hellenistic crisis).26 Nevertheless, Collins identifies the 
priest as Levi himself, 27 while the introduction of this passage into the material 
surrounding the seventy weeks and the description of a priest whose star 'shall rise in 
heaven like a king' may suggest the Genesis priest-king is here referred to- though 
Fitzmyer is correct to advise caution since Melchizedek does not appear by name. 
The judgement theme continues m a passage from the Apocalypse of Weeks in I 
Enoch (93: 1-9; 91: 12-19). Here, history is divided into ten weeks of years: 
And after this in the tenth week, in the seventh part, there will be the eternal 
judgement which will be executed on the watchers, and the great eternal heaven 
which will spring from the midst of the angels. And the first heaven will vanish 
and pass away, and a new heaven will appear, and all the powers of heaven will 
shine for ever (with) sevenfold (light). (I En. 91 :15-16; Trans. Knibb28) 
Ten weeks of years here equates to the seventy years described in Jeremiah 25, the 
source-text for Dan. 9. Nevertheless, the important aspect concerns the judgement 
theme, and especially the revelation that this judgement will be executed by the angels 
25 The relation between the seventy weeks (or ten jubilees) of apostasy and the seven jubilees 
of the priesthood is not clear. C£ VanderKam, Calendars, 107-108; above, p226. 
26 Cf. Charlesworth, The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha, I, 794, n. 18a. 
27 Collins, The Seep/er and the Star, 66. 
28 Michael A. Knibb, The Ethiopic Book of Enoch: A new edition in the light of the Aramaic 
Dead Sea fragments, II: Introduction, Translation and Commentary (Clarendon: Oxford, 
1978), 220. 
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in heaven, similar in this respect to Melchizedek' s function in 11 Q 13. The text does 
not, however, speak of any particular angel (11 QMelch) or priest (TestLevi). 
Although the depiction of Melchizedek in the DSS is not drawn from any one source, 
it may be seen to derive from a number of sources, including the original Genesis 
account. It is certainly a very roundabout way of understanding the Qurnran figure 
and is necessarily complicated and there may be more direct routes. In a paper 
delivered to the Durham University Department ofTheology Old Testament seminar I 
suggested that one such route might encompass the literature surrounding the 'Angel 
ofPeace' (TestAsher 6:4-5; TestBenjamin 6:1). In Heb. this would read bl1"1'1:7 1~"7:) 
thus phonetically similar to the Genesis depiction of Melchizedek as King of Salem 
(t:blt' l";ln). While I still believe this approach has much to commend it, I am 
reluctant to press this reading given the purely circumstantial evidence in its favour 
and the lack of an 'Angel of Peace' in the angel list in Jubilees. 
11 QMelchizedek as Thematic Pesher 
11 QMelch, then, is a thematic pesher to the extent that it includes the operative term 
'pesher' and offers explanation of biblical passages; passages drawn from various 
sections of the Hebrew Bible. It is also similar to passages of the pesharirn we have 
explored in the main section of our study, in its use of a character drawn directly from 
the Hebrew Bible combined with the connections made to otherwise, less obvious 
sections of the Hebrew Bible; so Daniel and Jeremiah in their usage of the Jubilee 
system or its antecedents. Nevertheless it is certainly clear that 11 QMelch is also 
substantially different to what we have seen in the pesharim, predominantly because 
Melchizedek is not conceived as a historical figure in the community's past (as per the 
Teacher of Righteousness, Man of Falsehood, Wicked Priest etc.) but is instead 
eschatological in its outlook. Leaving aside questions of 'continuous' as against 
'thematic' pesharirn, 11 QMelchizedek is substantially different from those pesharim 
we have already considered, including 4QTest and 4QFlor, both traditionally 
numbered among the 'thematic' text-type. To add to our comments in the Introduction 
it was one of our original intentions to breakdown this artificial division of the 
pesharim into continuous and thematic types, a division which, when looked at in 
greater detail can be seen to be built on flimsy grounds, not least of which was the few 
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texts that could be specifically identified to one or the other. Nevertheless even 
allowing for this, 11 QMelchizedek is still different, a difference that should be catered 
for in studies such as this. If nothing else, it stands as a constant reminder that modem 
attempts to 'box' the documents into neat piles are ultimately impractical. 
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